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Commonhjeall^ of Massachusetts.

Bureau of Statistics of Labor,

Commonwealth Building.

Boston, August 10, 1885.

Hon. J. Q. A. Brackett, Speaker of House of Representatives.

/Sir:— I have the honor to present, herewith, the Sixteenth

Annual Report of this Bureau.

This report has been dehiyed beyond the period assigned by

law for its presentation to the legislature, by the pressure of

the work of the decennial census, and by the lack of means

to carry the report forward during the closing months of last

year. The contingent appropriation for clerical and other

work of the bureau has not been increased, except for special

work directed by the legislature, since the bureau was estab-

lished in 1869. The increased usefulness of the office to the

business public now demands an increase, and I woald recom-

mend that the next legislature authorize the appropriation of

one thousand dollars per annum in addition to the sum now

provided by law.

The third annual session of the convention of chiefs and

commissioners of the various bureaus of statistics of labor in

the United States, was held in Boston, from June 29 to July 1,

the present year. Sixteen bureaus are now represented in this

convention and its work grows in value and in interest.

All clerical appointments, both for bureau and census w^ork,

since the civil service law went into effect, have been made in

accordance with the rules promulgated by the Civil Service

Commission. We have selected from, the certified list of ap-

plicants supplied by the Commission three male and forty-four

female clerks for work upon the census of 1885. As a rule the
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clerks supplied the bureau have been of excellent character

and capacity, and the working of the new law has been of

o'reat convenience to the officers of the bureau in selecting^ a

force.

The enumeration of the inhabitants of the Commonwealth,

for the Decennial Census of 1885, has been completed and at

an expense not exceeding two and one-half cents per capita.

This result is most satisfactory, especially when it is considered

that the enumeration has involved new methods and the mak-

ing of a full list of all establishments engaged in any productive

business. The force necessary to carry on the field work of

the census numbered 570, while an office force of 64 is now

employed on the census.

In collecting the data for the various parts of the Sixteenth

Report the bureau has received much valuable and voluntary

assistance from parties not connected with the service. This is

especially true as regards Part II., Sunday Labor, the value of

which has been much enhanced by the facts furnished by the

U. S. Inspectors for Steam Vessels, Messrs. Burnham and

Savage, and the officers of the various railroads in the State

;

and Part IV., Historical Review of Wages and Prices, 1752 to

1860, by parties having old records and books of account.

In Part II., Sunday Labor, on page 48, under the heading,

"The Boston and Maine Railroad," third line, 18.37 should

read 1873, and on page 70, in the second column of the table,

" Sunday cars put on," the date opposite " Cambridge " should

read 1862 instead of 1856.

Part I., relating to the industrial experiment at Pullman, III.,

is published contemporaneously with a similar part in the re-

ports of the other bureaus in the country.

Great credit is due Rev. Jesse H. Jones for his services in

collecting and arranging a large part of the material for Sun-

day Labor, and to Messrs. John Carruthers, Horace Reed,

and H. G. Wadlin for their labors in connection with the prep-

aration of Part IV.

The acknowledgments of the Bureau are due Miss Annie

G. Howes and Miss Marion Talbot, representing the Associa-

tion of Collegiate Alumna', for their many kindnesses in con-

nection with the pr(^j)arati()n of Part V., Health Statistics of

Female College Graduates.
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Mr. Charles F. Pidgin, chief clerk, and Mr. William C.

Hunt, second clerk, continue to serve the Commonwealth, in

their respective positions, and have testified their fidelity to its

interests by their earnest attention to duty which has often

called them to sacrifice time legitimately their own.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

CARROLL D. WRIGHT,
Chief.
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PULLMAN.





rART I.

PULLMAN

At the annual convention of the chiefs and commissioners

of the various bureaus of statistics of labor in the United

States, held at St. Louis in June, 1884, it was determined

to make a full and exhaustive investigation of the economic

experiment conducted by Pullman's Palace Car Co. on the

plan projected by Mr. George M. Pullman, the president.

In carrying out this determination the convention met at

Pulhnan, 111., in September following, and for three days

studied all the economic, sanitary, industrial, moral, and

social conditions of the city.

Every facility was afforded for the closest scrutiny of

every feature and phase of any and all the affairs the mem-

bers of the convention saw fit to examine. The results of

their investigations are embodied in this report, which is

presented as a joint report through the various annual

reports of the bureaus represented.

We have availed ourselves of material furnished the press

by Duane Doty, Esq., a gentleman connected with the

educational work of Pullman, and by other writers, but

chiefly our report is the result of our own observations of

things and conditions as we found them.

Our object in making the investigation was to give to the

manufacturers and capitalists of our respective States official

information relative to one of the most attractive experi^

ments of the age seeking to harmonize the interests of labor

and capital. It is no part of our duty to eulogize individu-

als ; we have endeavored to learn results.
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The enterprise of Herr Krupp at Essen; the phihmtrophy

of M. Godin in the establishment of the Familistere at

Guise, France ; the humanity of Sir Titus Salt, that brought

into existence the industrial town of Saltaire, in Yorkshire,

England ; and the broad Christian inspiration which resulted

in the founding of Pullman have given the world, in the

four greatest manufacturing countries, four magnificent

schemes for the uplifting of a large portion of the people

seekino; a living through wages.

In all the countries named there have been many other

experiments worth the careful study of all interested in social

advancement. This is thoroughly true of our own countrj^

and with justice we might call attention to the success at

Peace Dale, R. I., at St. Johnsbury, Vt., at Williraantic,

and Manchester, Conn., and at other points. But, for com-

prehensive plan, for careful recognition of all the strong

points, and the fullest anticipation of all weak features, for

the beauty of the executed plan, for the financial and social

success thereof, Pullman city as the outgrowth of the new-

est of the great manufacturing nations stands at the head.

History.

The commissioners had no opportunity to consult Mr.

Pullman personally, he being away at the time of our inves-

tigation, and we have, therefore, taken such statements of

fact, as appear in our report, from documents already before

the public.

Pullman's Palace Car Co. was founded in 1807 with a

capital of $1,000,000 ; its extended operations have been

conducted on the strictest business principles, and have,

from time to time, necessitated increases in its capital

stock, until now its capital represents nearly $10,000,000,

and $2,OUO,000 in debenture bonds ; its palace cars are

operate<l on upwards of 70,000 miles of railway in America

and Europe. Its capital stock has been paid in dollar for

dollar, and no watering processes have ever entered into the

financial ()[)erati()ns of the company. Its dividends have

been regular and ann)lc, and its affairs conducted on the

same scienLitic basis that has characterized the construction

of the works.
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Four or five years ngo Mr. Pullman determined to bring

the greater portion of the works of the company into one

]ocalit3\ To accom])li!5li this he must leave the great cities

for many reasons, and yet it was essential that a site should

be selected where communication could be had with the

whole country, and near some metropolitan i)lace like

Chicago. He wished above all thino^s to remove his work-

men from the close quarters of a great city, and give

them the healthful benefits of s-ood air, srood drainaire, and

good water, and where they would be free, so far as it would

lie in the po^er of management to keep them free, from the

many seductive influences of a great town.

He was fortunate in securing about 4,000 acres of land on

the Illinois Central Road, a dozen miles to the south of

Chicago. This land was located in the town of Hyde Park,

and here he built his city.

The Site.

The city is situated upon the west shore of Lake Calumet,

which is a shallow body of water three and a half miles long

by a mile and a half in width. This lake drains into Lake

Michigan through the Calumet river. Lake ]Michig;m being

not more than three miles distant. The site of that portion

of the city now fully covered with buildings is from eight

to fourteen feet above the level of Lake Calumet. The soil

is a drift deposit of tough blue clay ninety feet in depth,

resting upon lime rock. The land gradually rises to the

north and Avest to an elevation of twenty -five feet above

Lake Calumet, this lake being usually from three to five

inches hiohcr than Lake Michioan. There is no land of a

marshy character in this neighborhood. The bottom of Lake

Calumet is of hard blue clay, from which the best cream-

colored brick are made. It was deemed unwise to permit

au}^ sewage to flow into Lake Calumet, so the S3^stem of

drainage adopted is what is known as the separate system.

On the 25th day of May, 1880, ground was first broken

for the building of the Palace Car Works, and the city ot

Pullman. The laud was an open and not over-promising

prairie.

The first eflforts were directed towards the scientific drain-
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age of the future town. In old cities drainage follows con-

struction, for the average village or city is bat the haphazard

conglomeration of odds and ends in the way of buildings,

whose inartistic forms, defective construction, and incon-

venient arrangements are supplemented by such drainage

and sewerage systems as can be utilized. It is rare of course

in the nature of things that drainage is thought of at the

outset. It comes after a lapse of time when the soil has

become charged with the accumulated tilth of years, and all

attempts at sewerage are more or less unsatisfactory.

The city of Pullman, on the other hand, has been built

scientifically in every part, and is exceptional in respect to

drainao-e and seweraofe if in no other reofard. For here the

drainage preceded the population, and the soil is now as free

from organic contamination as when it formed a portion of

the open prairie. Every house has been constructed from

approved plans, and under the supervision of competent

builders and engineers.

The perfection of the site selected was accomplished

through surface drainage, and the construction of deep

sewers.

These should be described as a matter of logical order

before anything is said of the buildings of the town.

Surface Drainage.

The atmospheric water goes from roofs and streets through

one system of pipes and sewers directly into Lake Calumet.

Brick mains from three to six feet in diameter are built in

alternate streets running east and west, the intermediate

streets being summits from which the surface water flows

into the main sewers. The fall is sufficient to secure good

cellars for all the dwellings in the city, the drain pipes lead-

ing from cellars being at least eighteen inches below the

cellar bottoms. A two-foot cobble-stone gutter borders

either side of every street, leading at short intervals of 150

feet into catch-basins, these basins connecting either with

the lateral or the main sewers. This system of surface

drainage is calculated to carry easily an amount of water

that would cover to the depth of one and one-half inches the

entire area drained. Far the drainaufc from lots six inch
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pipe is used, while for l)lock drainage and for laterals pipe

varying from nine to eighteen inches in diameter is used.

The parks and play grounds are all thoroughly drained. The

amount of vitrified pipe already laid in the town is as

follows :
—

Of 18 inch pipe, 4,500 feot.

Of 15 inch pipe, 6,500 feet.

Of 12 inch pipe, 6,GO0 feet.

Of 9 inch pipe, 16,000 feet.

There are also several miles of six inch pipe. In addition

to the piping of diameters from six to eighteen inches, the

necessary quantity of four inch tile has been used to carry

water from cellars and down-spouts to the laterals from

brick houses for 1,476 families. The lands surrounding the

town are well drained by ditches.

Deep Sewers.

In every other street running east and west, and lying

between the streets having brick mains for surface drainas^e,

there are sewers made with vitrified pipe which lead to a

large reservoir under the water tower, entering it at sixteen

feet below the surface of the ground. These glazed pipe

sewers are from six to eio^hteen inches in diameter and con-

stitute another and separate system of drains which carries

the sewage proper, by gravity, from houses to the reservoir.

This reservoir has a capacity of 300,000 gallons, and the

sewage is pumped from it as fast as received and before

sufficient time elapses for fermentation to take place. The

ventilation of this reservoir is perfect. Flues run from it to

the top of the tower above it, and a flue leads from it to the

large chimney which takes off the smoke from the fires under

the boilers of the Corliss eng-ine. The sewas^e is sent to the

model farm through a twenty inch iron main, and, at the

farm end of this pipe, it goes into a receiving tank, which

contains a screen placed in a vertical position through

which substances that are more than half an inch in diameter

cannot pass. The pressure of the sewage upon the tile

piping in the farm seldom, if ever, exceeds ten pounds to

the square inch, provision being made at the pumping station
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and at the farm to relieve the pipes from greater pressure.

About 100 gallons of sewage are now pumped daily for

each person of the population. This seems a larn^e amount,

but when it is remembered that every tenement is provided

with the best of closets and sinks, and that the water taps

are all inside the houses, it will be seen that a large amount
of sewage per capita is unavoidable.

The Model Farm.

About 140 acres of land have been thoroughly under-

drained and piped for the reception of sewage Avith which

these acres are irrigated by means of hose. Hydrants are

placed at proper intervals so that the distribution can be

easily effected. There is nothing offensive about this work,

nor can one detect noxious odors at the pumping station or

at the farm. All oro;anic matter in the sewasje is at once

taken up by the soil and the growing vegetation, and the

water, making from 100 to 500 parts of the sewage, runs off

through the under-drains to ditches, which carry the filtered

waters into Lake Calumet. Where the sewao'e water leaves

the drains it is as clear and sparkling as spring water, and

laborers often drink it. One acre of land will take care ot

the sewage made by 100 persons. The population is now
only 8,500, but there is land enough already prepared to

receive the sewage made by a population of 15,000. The

pumps now at the pumping station can handle 5,000,000

gallons a day if necessary, and the main to the farm could

carry the sewage for a population of 50,000. These pumps
are now required to handle about a million gallons a day,

coming from shops, homes, and public buildings. All waste

products at Pullman are carefully utilized, being transformed

by vital chemistry into luxuriant vegetable forms.

This farm is now a source of profit, and its products are

sold in the markets of the country from Boston to New
Orleans.

The Buildings.

AVith the scientific drainage and sewage sj'stcm, in

the construction of which nearly one million dollars

($1,000,000) were expended underneath the ground before

anything appeared on its surface, came the erection of
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the works and the dwellings of the town. It is sufficient

to say that the same care exercised in guarding the future

health of the place has been bestowed in the erection of

works and dwellings.

In the centre stands the water tower which takes a supply

of water from Lake Michigan and distributes it through the

town. Underneath this immense tower is the reservoir

into Avhich flows the sub-sewage of the place as described.

Aj^ound the tow^er are located the principal works ; to

the south and north of the works, chiefly to the south, are

the dwellings.

The appearance from the railroad as one a})proaches from

Chicago is effective. The neat station ; the water tower

and the works in front ; the park and artificial lakes inter-

vening ; to the right a picturesque hotel backed by pretty

dwellings ; the arcade containing stores, library, theatre,

ofllces, etc. ; still further to the right, and beyond, a church

which fits into the landscape with artistic effect.

The laying out of the whole town has been under the

guidance of skilled architects aided by civil engineers and

landscape gardeners.

The dwellings present a great variety of architecture, yet

give harmonious effects. They are not built like the tene-

ment houses of ordinary manufacturing towns where same-

ness kills beauty and makes the surroundings tame, but a

successful eflbrt has been made to give diversity to archi-

tectural design.

The streets are wide, well built, and wherever possible

parked. The lawns are kept in order by the company ; the

shade trees are cared for, and all the police work is done

under competent supervision.

Every care has been taken to secure convenience inside

as well as outside the dwellings. The cheapest tenement is

supplied with gas and water and garbage outlets. The

housekeeper throws the garbage into a specified receptacle

and has no more care of it.

The testimony of every woman we met was that house-

keeping was rendered ftir more easy in Pullman than in any

other place. In fact the women w^ere in love with the place ;

its purity of air, cleanliness of houses and streets, and
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lessened household burdens, are advantasfes over their former

residences which l)rought out the heartiest expressions of

approval. The women of the comparatively poor bear most

of the drudgery of life, enjoy the least of pleasures, and are

most narrowly circumscribed, with little change in cares,

scenes, or social surroundings. Pullman has really wrought

a greater change for the women than for any other class of

its dwellers.

All the Avorks and shops are kept in the neatest possible

order. The planing rooms are as free from dust as the

street, blowers and exhaust fans taking away all shavings,

dust, and debris as fast as they accumulate. One notices

everywhere the endeavor to save time and space in the con-

struction of goods. As an illustration of the science which

enters into manufacture we need only cite the shops where

freight cars are built. All the timber is taken in in lenofths

at one end and is never turned around until it finds its

proper place in a completed freight car, being carried con-

stantly from one process to another in a direct line from its

reception at one end to its utilization at the other.

There are 1,520 brick tenements in houses and flats. The
frontage of all the buildings extends along five miles of solid

paved streets, and there are fourteen miles of railroad track

laid for the use of those in the shops and the town. The

buildings are of brick or stone.

Industries.

The industries carried on and for which the city was built

comprise the manufacture of Pullman Palace cars, and

all classes of passenger and freight cars.

The Pullman car-wheel works, the Chicago Drop Forge

Company's works, the Spanish-American curled hair factory,

the Pullman Iron and Steel Com})any for the manufacture of

iron and steel and of railroad spikes, and other woiks which

are collateral to the principal business of the place, are

located here.

The Allen paper car-wheel works, and the Union Foundry
for making car wheels, car castings and architectural and

general castings, have been conveniently located at Pullman.
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Amoiiiz; the manufucturcs of the phice should he mentioned

that of brick. The PuUnian company's yards turned out tlie

past year about twenty millions of brick. The ice industry

is also growing in importance. There is also an extensive

Carpenter's shop by means of which the erection of dwel-

lings, public buildings, etc., here and in other places may
contribute to the industries of Pullman.

Gradually the manufacture of all the parts necessary to

the construction of cars in every condition is being added to

the enterprise of the town. A laundry is being established

for cleansing the vast quantities of linen used in the palace

car service which will give employment to women ; it is the

policy of the company to encourage the employment of

women and young persons.

Population.

The rapid growth of Pullman is exhibited in the following

tabular statement of the several enumerations of the popula-

tion that have been made :
—

Table of Nine Emmierations.

Datks of taking the

Census.

Families

and Households.

Number
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Innd, 596 in Ireland, 170 in Scotland, 85 in France, 953 in

Germany, 297 in Norway, 851 in Sweden, 212 in Denmark,

55 in Italy, 137 in other countries, such as Holland, Greece,

and in Asia and Africa.

Omitting fractions, the religious preferences of the popu-

lation may be expressed as follows :
—

Presbyterian, 8 per cent

Congregational, 2 "

Baptist, 4 "

Methodist, 8

Lutheran 24

Episcopalian, 11 "

Catholic, 27

Dutch Reformed, 2

Universalist,........ 1
"

Swedenborgian, 1
"

The remaining 12 per cent of the population includes

those of other beliefs but who expressed no religious

preferences.

There are 75 pianos in the city, and the private libraries

contain 30,000 volumes, while newspapers and magazines

are freely taken in Pullman.

Of the 3,945 men here only about 900 are registered as

voters (Oct. 29, 1884), and this is probably three-fourths of

the voters residing in this city.

Nearly all the men accounted for in the population statis-

tics are employed in the works of the company. Of course

there are a few tradesmen and others. The total number

employed in the works is about 4,000, but this includes

some who live in surroundinc: villao^es or who come down

from Chicago.

AVages, Rents, and Living Expenses.

The wages paid in the Avorks at Pulhnan are somewhat

higher than those paid for like work in oilier places. They

have been adjusted on the hour basis, and from such basis

piece wages have been arranged. The attempt to justly

equalize and adjust wages has sometimes caused complaint

amongst the workmen, and in one instance a strike of small

moment. The strike took place among the freight car

builders who formerly received $18 for the construction of a
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car. Through a roadjustnicnt of the forces necessary to the

preparation of the material of which the car was built, the

price per car was reduced to $12, four men being able to

build a car in 8 hours, the result being the wage of $3 per

man for 8 hours work. Under this arrangement there was

no cessation, no breaks in time; in the old arrangement

when $18 per car was paid, the men made long waits for

material and did not earn any more, and often not as much,

as at the present price per car, and wMth steady employment.

But the first effect of the rearrangement of forces and

consequent readjustment of prices was a strike of sh(;rt

duration. AVith this exception no strikes have occurred at

Pullman city, and so far as we could learn there was no

complaint regarding wages paid.

In the early days of the city, more men naturally were

borne on the rolls than were actually necessary. In bring-

ing the force employed to an economic basis, under which

one man should be paid for one man's work, and only

one man employed where only one was necessary, discharges

or transfers took place, and this caused some complaint,

but as the motto of Pullman is, " work for all, and all to

work," that sentiment soon found lodgment and complaint

ceased.

It costs quite as much to live in Pullman as in any other

locality with which it can be reasonably compared. A tw^o

room tenement in a second story flat, but having all the

conveniences of water and o;as, and for sewajje and o-arbasfe,

rents for $4 per month, and a three room tenement, simi-

larly situated, for $4.50 per month. Two room flats in small

houses, large enough to accommodate five families, rent all

the way from $5 to $8.50 per mouth, while two, three, and

four room tenements in large blocks rent from $6.50 to

$10 per month. Four room tenements on the first, sec-

ond, and third floors of three story flats rent for from $11

to $13.50 per month, while four and five room tenements

in two story flats may be had for $14 and $15 per month.

Single five room cottages rent for from $16 to $19 per

month, while single houses of from 6 to 9 rooms vary from

$22 to $100 per month.

The average monthly rental per room in the whole city of
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1,520 houses, having 6,485 rooms, is $3.30. In tho manu-
facturing towns of Massachusetts, the average rental per

room is $2.86 per month.

The rentals at Pulhnan are a little higher for the same

number of rooms than in Chicago, but in Chicag-o the tene-

ment would be in a narrow street or allej^ Avhile in Pullman

it is on a broad avenue where no garbage is allowed to collect,

where all houses have a back street entrance, where the

sewao^e arrives at a farm in three hours' time from its beinsf

deposited, and where beauty, order, and cleanliness pre-

vail, and fresh air abounds.

There are *no taxes to be paid other than personal, and,

when all the advantages which a tenant has at Pullman are

taken into consideration as compared with his disadvantages

in other places, the rent rates are in reality much lower.

The tenant is under no restrictions beyond those ordina-

rily contained in a lease, except that he must leave his tene-

ment at ten days notice, or he can give the same notice

and quit. This short limitation has been established in

order that no liquor saloons, objectionable houses, or any-

thing likely to disturb the morale of the place, can become

fastened on the community.

All the houses in Pullman city are owned b}'' the company.

This policy has been considered the best in the early years

of the city in order that a foundation may be securely laid

for a connnunity of good habits and good order.

The men are employed without restriction. There are no

conditions laid uj)on their freedom ; they are paid fort-

nightly, and they expend their wages when and where they

see fit, their rent being charged against their wages. This,

at first, caused some complaint, but the s^'stem is now gen-

erally liked, for when wages are paid there is no bother

about rent bills, and the "wife and the children know that the

home is secure. Kepairs, if due to the carelessness or neg-

ligence of the tenant, are made by the company at the low-

est possible expense, and charged against the tenant. Of
course, the company, like all landlords, expects to keep the

houses in tenantable condition.

There has been some friction in this matter, but as the

jjolicy of the com})any becomes more generally and better

understood, the complaint ceases.
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Schools, Churches, Amusements, etc.

The company has erected a very fine school buildhig

havinof fourteen commodious rooms, which now contain

about 900 pupils. The schools are under the charge of

the school authorities of Hyde Park. They are in a pros-

perous condition and well accommodate the school popula-

tion.

There are two or three religlbus societies, and the l^eauti-

ful church which has been built by the company, while occu-

pied by any sect or by anybody that wishes to hold meetings

there, is awaiting the occupancy of some society that chooses

to lease it at a fair rental.
.

In the arcade is to be found a library handsomely fitted

and well stocked with books.

The company have also provided a gymnasium, an amphi-

theatre for games, base ball grounds, and in the arcade

is one of the most aesthetic theatres in the country.

All these influences are gradually elevating the society of

Pullman city, and their influence is largely felt.

There is but little crime or drunkenness in Pullman, and

one policeman, an officer appointed by the authorities of

Hyde Park, constitutes the police force for 8,500 people.

In two years but 15 arrests have been made ; there is no

general beer drinking, for there are no liquor saloons in the

town. The hotel provides its guests with liquors, but under

orderly restrictions.

There is no pauperism ; two or three families, where the

head had been taken away, or where some accident or mis-

fortune had rendered it necessary, have been aided ; but

pauperism, as such, does not exist at Pullman,

Health, Accidents, etc.

In a Paper entitled "Pullman From a State Medicine

Point of View," by Oscar C. De Wolf, M.D., commissioner

of health, Chicago, read before the American Public Health

Association at Detroit, at the session of November, 1883,

we find the following significant statements :

"The town has now 7,500 inhabitants, and its average

annual population has been 5,000. During the two years
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of its existence 69 persons died, its death-rate being there-

fore 6.9 per 1,000. The death-rate of the rest of Hyde
Park (a village of which Pullman is legally a part, and

which includes much rural territory) is 15 per 1,000. The
causes of death were, —

Zymotic diseases, 23

Constitutional diseases, 3

Local diseases, 22

Developmental diseases, . * 3

Violence, ... 17

Unknown, . 1

G9

The large percentage of deaths by violence is due to the

fact that Pullman is the centre of numerous railroads, and

to the casualties attendant on its manufactures. The deaths

under five years of age were thirty. Of these there died

from zymotic diseases twelve, of which there died from

Cholera infontum, 6

Diphtheria, 3

Scarlatina, 2

(Toy pistol) Septicaemia, ....... 1

12

This favorable showing speaks for itself."

Dr. De Wolf's statement had reference to the tAvo earlier

years of the existence of Pullman. The last year presents

as good a record.

From Nov. 1st, 1883 to Nov. 1st, 1884 there were 53

deaths in Pullman. Hence there was an averaije of 7.599

deaths per year for every 1,000 of population. For three

years Pullman has had this low death rate. The average for

American cities is over three times this number and the

average annual death rate of the world is 32 out of

every 1,000 of population. The average death rate in the

city of Mexico is 56 per thousand or eight times the rate in

Pulhiian. Of these 53 deaths, 2 were of persons over 50 years

of age, 2 of persons between 40 and 50, 2 of persons between

30 and 40, 4 of persons between 20 and 30, 4 of persons

J)etwecn 10 and 20, none of persons between 5 and 10.

Eleven were of children over 1 and under 5, Avhile 28, or
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. more than one half tlie deaths, were of children under one

year of age. The healthful conditions here are unequalled

by those in any city of the world. The lowness of the

death rate is remarkable. With one quarter of the physi-

cians that ordinarily administer to a population of this size,

Pullman has only a little more than one quarter of the

deaths usual in the same number of people.

The company has adopted a very broad and liberal policy

relative to compensation for accidents received during or by

means of work in the shops. At present it is contemplated

to secure the insurance of all the employes of the company

against accidents by the men taking out policies in worthy

companies, from which insurance, in case of disability, they

would receive $1 per day, Pullman's Palace Car Company
guaranteeing to pay an additional $1 per day. This arrange-

ment is perfectly just and must result in putting the men
on the best possible basis as regards compensation for acci-

dents. It is generous on the part of the company employ-

ing them because it is not by law liable for damages in

case of accident.

Moral Influence.

Dr. De Wolf in the report already cited, in speaking of

the influence of Pullman city on its inhabitants says, —
"The change in population from emigration amounts to

one per centner annum. These emigrants go forth educated

in a way that entitles them to be called sanitary mission-

aries. There are no special requirements to induce change

in the habits of people taking up residence in Pullman, but

it is a matter of common observation that insanitary habits

—

such as making yard cesspools, etc., — soon vanish under

the silent but powerful influence of public opinion as shown

in the habits of neighbors. Families with dirty, broken

furniture soon find it convenient to obtain furniture more

in accord with their surroundings. Men who are accustomed

to lounge on their front stoops, smoking pipes, and in dirty

shirt-sleeves, soon dress and act more in accordance with

the requirements of society. All this is accomplished by

the silent educational influence of their surroundings.
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There are no saloons in the town, and one great element of

debasement is thus avoided."

Dr. De Wolf has spoken the truth, and another year's

experience at Pullman has intensified the force of all he has

said.

When Pullman city was first founded, many families came

there who had been in the habit of living in a filthy, shift-

less way. They came from tenements that were not neat,

and that had no pleasant surroundings. Their presence in

the new city was like a rubbish heap in a garden, — out of

place, and unseemly. One may contemplate the feelings of

Mr. Pullman on witnessing these evidences of unapprecia-

tionof all the beauty he brought into existence, and it would

have been natural for hira and for his coadjutors to have

indulged in some fault-findino^.

On the other hand, the untidy families were left to them-

selves. As they walked about the streets of Pullman city

and witnessed everywhere orderly ways, well kept lawns,

tidy dwellings, clean workshops, and could turn nowhere

without meeting order, they naturally began to make com-

parisons, and such comparisons have resulted in setting their

own houses to rights. This is the influence of order and

cleanliness everywhere. So the moral influence of Pullman

city is an ever present lesson to every family that takes up

its abode there. This perfect order and the cleanliness

which comes of it is often felt as a restraint upon those who

have been brought up under disorder and in uncleanliness,

and sometimes causes a sigh for the looser ways and the conse-

quent looser morals of other communities. Such people do

not find the air of Pullman city congenial, and no obstacle is

thrown in their way should they desire to leave.

These considerations make it easy to see how the com-

pany secures the best mechanics.

General Considerations.

We have given the history and the fiicts relating to Pull-

man city. There is a deeper side which requires a closer

study.

The principle on which Pullman city is founded, and on

which its success largely depends, is that in all industrial
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enterprises business should be so conducted and arranged as

to be profitable to each of the great forces, labor and capital.

Mr. Pullman does not believe that a great manufacturing

concern can meet with the highest economic and moral

success where the profit is unduly large to capital, with no

corresponding benefit to labor. The mutual benefit which

comes from well adjusted forces is to his mind what brings

the best success.

On the other hand, he has made no claim to being a

philanthropist ; the sentiment prevails in his city that

true philanthropy is based on business principles and should

net a fair return for efforts made.

Promiscuous charity has no place in the establishment of

Pullman. Personally, the president of the company makes

the favorable conditions, and, having made them, he then

concerns himself chiefly in supplying his people with steady

employment. The art interests, the moral interests, the

social and the human interests, with favorable conditions

supplied, take most excellent care of themselves. Inciden-

tally his competent staff have an eye to all interests.

Mr. Pullman is no dreamer ; he has studied the plans of

socialists and reformers and the schemes of philosophers

for the benefit of humanity.

Beginning at the bottom rung of the ladder and therefore

familiar with the wants and aspirations of the workers of

society he has risen by the force of his own character and

genius to his present position ; he does not care to leave the

world and look back upon his action and see that he has

only offered a glass of water to the sufferer by the wayside,

but he wishes to feel that he has furnished a desert with

wells of living water that all may come and drink through

all time. So he commenced with the foundation idea of

furnishing his workmen with model homes, and supplying

them with abundant work with good wages, feeling that

simply better conditions would make better men and his

city become a permanent benefaction.

He saw great amounts of money being used in speculative

schemes, in stock operations, and in all the questionable

ways which men take to increase their capital. He saw the

energ}'', the enthusiasm, and the ability which entered into
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such operations. He could see no reason why all these

elements could not be diverted into channels whereby the

public should be the gainer and not the loser by great money
operations. If capital could be invested in great industrial

schemes like Pullman instead of in stock operations, but in

such a way as to net a handsome profit to capital and there-

by attract it, then not only would capital be safely, securely,

and profitably invested, but it would bring even returns

without the feverishness of the other method, and the great

benefits which would come to the worldngman, and thus

directly to society itself, would be a positive and absolute

gain.

Mr. Pullman's plans did not stop with the founding of an

industrial city, but they contemplated establishing alongside

great mechanical works where all the science of mechanics

is practically applied in every day labor, technical schools

where the young might learn the theory and see the applica-

tion of great mechanical powers. There could not be a better

location in the w^hole country for the highest development

of mechanical skill. With technical schools successfully

established Mr. Pullman saw far enough into the future to

contemplate a great university.

The great advantages of the geographical location of Pull-

man city warranted his vast plan ; being the centre of the

United States commercially, and not far from the centre

geographically, he saw no reason why, with scientific works

established and with well equipped technical schools, Pull-

man city should not only teach the nation the way to build

up a magnificent class of workmen living under happy and

moral conditions, but furnish the country with the most skil-

ful foremen and leading mechanics. To accomplish success-

fully what Mr. Pullman has undertaken is to carry the world,

so far as such men can reach it, to a higher level in civiliza-

tion.

To do this it was necessary for him to open new avenues

for the investment of capital, investments, which as we have

said, not only return ample interest in the form of money
dividends, but make a grander return in the form of happy
homes, and happy hearts. Men must graj)})le with such

enterprises in the belief that the life of the laborer should
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be something more than a weary round of hard toil ; and in the

belief that in aiding him to help himself and become a better

man, a better brother, a better father, and a ])etter citizen,

the}'' are rendering him the best possible service, and in the

belief that individual charity, that is, merely giving a man
something, often does more harm than good.

The general management at Pullman of course partakes

of the sentiment of its founder, a broad, comprehensive

humanitarian. As we have said, without restrictions upon

labor, but, so far as we could see, always with justice ; for

instance, discharges are made with a view to being just; if

one of two men must be discharged, other things being equal,

the sino;le man must leave and allow the married man to

remain ; or, if one of two men must be discharged, and each

has a family, and one resides away from Pullman, and the

other at Pullman, the resident is to be preferred.

All such matters give rise to complaints through super-

ficial consideration, but the even handed justice which pre-

vails is shown by an examination of all sides of the

question.

After very careful investigation and the study of Pullman

city from the standpoint of the manager, and that of the

laborer, the mechanic, the physician, the priest, and from

all points of view that we could muster, the question natu-

rally arose, as it might arise in all men's minds who examine

such institutions, what are the weak points in the plan?

Superficially, we could see at once that the workman had

no status as an owner of his home, but we could see that in

the early years of Pullman city, if he had such a status it

might be the means of his ruin financially. The company

owns everything, manages everything ; the employes are

tenants of the company. This feature will be for some time

longer the chief strength of the place, but in this strength

lies its weakness. This feature is its strength so long as the

industries of Pullman city belong to one great branch, the

manufacture of one thing, or the things auxiliary to that

manufacture. Now, should the industry of car building

collapse or stagnate to any degree, the tenant employe is at

liberty to remove at once ; he has to give but ten days'

notice to vacate his tenancy. He is free to take up his abode
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where he chooses, without the fear or the fact of any real

property going down on his hands. But Mr. PuUinan and

his company have contemplated this very state of affairs,

and are doing all in their power to bring in a diversity of

manufactures so that if one kind of goods are not produced

another will be. The industrial operations of the place,

through Mr. Pullman's exertions, are being extended to the

erection of houses, public works, and public buildings. The

manufacture of brick, the capacity of all the works to turn

out finish, and all the wood materials of buildings, and the

other features mentioned under " Industries," have given the

place a diversity of employment and of industry, which is

leading it into strong and permanent industrial conditions.

The result of these conditions, should the railroads of the

country operate their own palace cars, will preserve the

industrial integrity of Pullman city. With these advan-

tages, or, when these advantages come, the tenant em-

ploye at Pullman may become the owner of his home.

For this purpose a large tract of land has been set aside,

and when the time comes will be sold in small lots to

the workman, his house built at cost, and he allowed to

pay for it on easy terms ; then, what would now be a weak-

ness at Pullman will become its strength, and the plan of

the city which has been projected on the basis of a popula-

tion of 100,000 will meet its great success, and these two

weak points, the lack of diversified industry and the lack of

home ownership, will no longer exist.

To enable this feature of the purchase of homes to be car-

ried out, a savings bank has been established having now
deposits to the amount of about $100,000. This money is

held subject to immediate call whenever the plans are per-

fected for the purchase of homes, and will be used in loans

to the workingman. It is invested on call so as to be per-

fectly available whenever wanted. These deposits are

entirely the savings of the workingmen of Pullman, and

made during the period in which the bank has existed.

The Pullman establishment must, we think, impress the

most casual observer as rare enoujjh to be remarkable, and

good enough to be commendable. Even superficially it pre-

sents a novelty and attractiveness which in themselves com-
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mand approbation, but the closer scrutiny which we were

permitted to give it developed the fact that its excellence

was by no means superficial, that it is not only as good as it

looks, but better, and that every promise has been made
more than good.

Physically, it is better for the reason that its underground

system is as complete and costly as the improvements upon

the surftice, so that there is not only a justification for the

fair exterior, but a guarantee of its permanence, and of the

welfare of the workers and dwellers in the town.

We found the morale of the place even better than we
expected. Merely external appearances may not clearly

indicate social conditions nor the motives and the policy of

the management in such an establishment, yet, if the com-

missioners did not find 'that the whole plan w\as conceived

and executed in a spirit of broad and unostentatious

philanthropy, our observations and conclusions were at fault

throuofhout. We must regard our investio^ation as havinor

generously confirmed the good impressions of all those who
are predisposed in favor of the Pullman enterprise, and it

must disarm those who may have felt some degree of preju-

dice against it.

In order to arrive at any just estimate of the credit due

the projectors of the industrial community under investiga-

tion, we were in duty bound to recognize the fact that the

company merely proposed to manufacture railway cars fur

profit ; no obligation rested upon them to enter upon any

scheme of general beneficence or to jeopardize their finan-

cial interests by a costly experiment in the interests of their

employes. For the initial disposition in this latter direction,

however, they and all men like them deserve praise and

encouragement. Having determined that such an experi-

ment might justify itself in a commercial sense as well as on

humanitarian grounds, it w^as still in their option to pro-

vide merely comfortable tenements for their men, plain struc-

tures for shops, and ordinary facilities for cleanliness and

sanitation, and for these even they would have deserved

well, and yet they go much broader and deeper, and decide

upon the most perfect methods of drainage for which their

site afforded no facilities, and for a system of gas and water
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distribution to every house and apartment. They construct

permanent streets and an elaborate system of drainage. Not

content with plain buildings they exhaust the architect's skill

in designing the greatest variety of forms for dwellings suited

in size and appurtenance to all grades of employes ; they

erect costly and beautiful buildings for public uses, the

church, library, and market house, public halls, theatre,

savings bank, and stores ; they furnish a park for field

sports, amphitheatre for games, and every facility for recrea-

tion, physical and mental ; and the place is neatly and at-

tractively ornamented with lawns, shade trees, artificial

lakes, fountains, and flowers. In brief, they stop at nothing

short of a model establishment constructed upon plans which

are the result of the widest experience, and the best observa-

tion for which modern life afibrds opportunities.

While all this is done at a considerable outlay of money,

which, to the ordinary manufacturer, might seem reckless,

and commercially at least unjustifiable, the conviction grew

upon us, as the details of this magnificent work became un-

derstood, that although no such motive has ever been pro-

claimed there was really a noble and broad inspiration in the

original conception of the undertaking beyond that of merely

making the greatest possible amount of money, beyond that

of mere personal glorification ; an inspiration looking to an

actual elevation of the standard of life among the working

people who might be fortunate enough to be identified with

it. Nothing could be more laudable from our point of view

than this, and the Pullman company deserves well of their

emplo3'(''s and of all men, not only for what they have accom-

plished for themselves and their own, but for the conspicuous

example they have given the world of the nobler uses of great

wealth. It is our view of the case moreover that even if they

had attempted and accomplished much less, or even had made

great mistakes, they would still deserve commendation for

their manifest disposition to recognize the welfare of their

employes as of the first concern to themselves. To the

growth of such a sentiment among employers, and the prac-

tice of it in whatever degree circumstances may permit in

smaller establishments, nuist we look for the real alleviation

of the burdens which labor imposes upon those who live

by it.
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As to the question of earnings in the various grades of

employment, and the cost of living within as comi)ared with

that outside the community, we are not, as we have already

indicated, disposed to insist that the one be greater, and

the other less, than elsewhere in order to demonstrate the

advantages of the place. We should rather say that were

there to be an actual money balance, or not, at the end of

the year in favor of the average workman at Pullman, there

must be a balance in his favor in all those things which efo

to make up comfortable and healthful living, in opportuni-

ties for the education of children, and their protection from

dangerous influences ; in the incentives to self-respect and

self-culture, and in all the social, moral, and sanitary

influences which surround the life of every one at Pullman.

If the workman at Pullman lives in a " orilded caofe," we
must congratulate him on its being so handsomely gilded

;

the average workman does not have his cage gilded. That

there is any cage or imprisonment about it is not true, save

in the sense that all men are circumscribed by the conditions

with which they surround themselves, and imprisoned by

the daily duties of life.

It is quite possible that the Pullman community has been

organized and developed thus far on a plan as comprehen

sive as commercial prudence permits, but when the experi-

iTient as now outlined shall have become an established

success, it would be gratifying to see certain additional

features considered, and if feasible introduced for practical

test.

To make Pullman the ideal establishment of the theorists,

in addition to the option of purchasing homes and the

strength which must come from diversified industry, one

would naturally expect that when this enterprise shall have

survived adversity as well as prosperity, and the wise and

beneficent policy now being tested shall have borne its fruit

in a permanent community of intelligent and prosperous

workingmen, it may then be found possible to advance them

to a share of the profits of the business itself. However this

may be, we think we are justified in the belief that, as long

as the present management or the spirit of the present man-

agement exists, the beneficent features of this most progres-
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sive industrial establishment will be extended as rajDidly as

circumstances may ripen for them.

Let the model manufactory and the industrial community

of Pullman city be commended as they deserve for whatever

they are or what they promise to be. Let them be held up

to the manufacturers and employers of men throughout the

country as worthy of their emulation. Let Mr. Pullman

and his coadjutors be assured of the good wishes of all

those who seek the advancement of their kind.
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PART II.

SXJNDA-Y LA^BOR

The great and constant increase in Sunday labor and the

interest felt in its effect upon the men engaged in it, as well

as the moral eifect upon the community, have given the matter

an economic and ethical importance which places it among the

leading phases of modern industrial life. While this office

has not sought to deal with the moral aspects of the question,

it has been deemed wise and opportune to ascertain the leading

material facts relating to the extent to which Sunday labor is

carried, the causes of such labor, the economic effect thereof

upon the parties directly involved, and to learn if possible

the relation of such labor to the modern industrial system, that

is, whether the Sabbath has become to be an element in indus-

trial development, or necessary in an}'' way for securing profit

to either of the great industrial forces, labor and capital.

To enable one to arrive at correct conclusions in these respects

the facts have been gathered so far as possible, not with a

view of giving aggregates but to furnish essential information,

for it is not possible, with the means at hand, to give complete

statistics nor is it necessary. In pursuing the investigation

many historical facts, involving the inception and progress of

Sunday travel on railroads, were brought to light and these

have been preserved as valuable material in the future study

of the Sunday labor question.

Each line of employment is considered by itself; this method

offering many advantages over a general philosophical treatment

of the matter in hand.
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STEAM RAILROADS.

The largest and most important organized industry in the

Commonwealth in which Sunday labor is systematically per-

formed is that of the steam railroads. In presenting the facts

concerning Sunday labor on these railroads, we shall first give

a narrative of events ; then point out the causes as they appear ;

then give the present state of the case, and finally consider the

effects of Sunday labor on those who perform it, so far as those

effects can be ascertained.

A serious obstacle to the carrying out of this investigation

was the loss of all the historical records of the Boston and

Worcester railroad, and of the Boston and Albany railroad of

which it afterwards became a part, up to the time of moving

into the new depot of the. last named road at Boston in 1882.

This difficulty, however, Av^as in large measure overcome by

the examination of advertisements in the public prints.

It is a pleasure at this point to acknowledge the gracious

courtesy of E. B. Phillips, Esq., in giving important directions ;

also, the kindness of the publishers of the Boston Daily Ad-

vertiser, and Snow's Pathfinder, in allowing the full use of

their files.

Besides all that could be ascertained from such records as

exist, considerable information has been obtained from personal

testimony. In such a long and intricate investigation, and

after using all diligence, it is quite possible that a few gaps

and minor errors may appear ; but we believe that they will

not prove to be serious.

It should be said that the period covered by the investiga-

tion embraced the hight of the summer season when Sunday

travel is also at its hight.

The Boston and Worcester Railroad.

The first railroad in New England on which trains were run

was that part of the present Boston and Albany road which,

for more than forty-four years, was known as the Boston and

Worcester railroad. The trains on this road began to run as

far as Newton on Thursday, May 1, 1834. On Tuesday, July

8 following, they ran to Needham ; on Monday, Septeml)er 22,

to Hopkinton ; on Saturday, November 15, to Westborough

;
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and on Wednesday, July 8, of the following year, 1835, to

Worcester.

In the same year, 1834, a second railroad was built from

Boston to Providence, the especial object of which road was to

provide for the growing business with New York city ; it was

also designed to take the place of the stage line which for a

number of years had been run in connection with the steam-

boats plying between New York city and Providence, and

which thus formed by far the easiest and quickest route between

Boston and the Eastern States, and New York and the Middle

States. The first passenger train on this road was run on

Friday, September 12, 1834, to Canton ; the road at that time

extended only to that place, the old stage line continuing its

trips between Canton and Providence. As the steamboats used

to leave New York on Saturday night, and the stages, "to

finish out the trips," as the current phrase is, had been accus-

tomed to go through from Providence to Boston on the arrival

of the boat, this practice was continued by the railroad. Every

Sunday forenoon, therefore, a train was run out to Canton to

meet the incoming stages, and convey the passengers to their

destination. This was the first Sunday train in New England
;

and substantially the same train continues for the same reason

to the present time.

On Tuesday, June 2, 1835, an excursion train jDassed over

the road as completed from Boston to Providence, being the

first train, except those run for purposes of construction, to

make the entire trip ; on Thursday of the following week

(June 11), the passenger trains began to run regularly and

the road w^as opened to the public.

On Saturday, April 2, 1836, a daily steamboat train, Sun-

days included, was put on, leaving Boston at 1 p. m. On
Sunday, July 1, the time was changed to half past one, doubt-

less to give a little more time for dinner ; on ^Monday, October

3, this train was discontinued, and has never been put on again.

This was the Jiist strictly Sunday train^ that is, one that started

out on Sunday in distinction from one that finished a trip begun

on Saturday.

Ou Friday, June 30, 1837, the following advertisement

appeared in the Boston Daily Advertiser: — "On Sundays,

hereafter, a train will leave Boston and Worcester at 6 o'clock
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A. M., for the conveyance of the mail." On Monday, Sep-

tember 3, 1838, the time for the starting of these two trains

was chansred to 7 a. m.

In September of the following year the Western railroad,

built by a different company from that which built the Boston

and Worcester railroad, was completed to Springfield ; and on

Tuesday, October 1, the road was opened to the public, and

regular trains began to run.

Six months later, on Monday, March 9, 1840, a railroad

having been finished from Worcester to Norwich, Conn., trains

began to run from Boston l)y that road, connecting at Norwich

with a steamboat line to New York, thus forming a new route

from Boston to New York. The Saturday night trips on this

new road were not at first finished ; no train was run on Sun-

day morning, and the boat passengers were obliged to remain

at Norwich until Monday. In less than two months, however,

or on Sunday, May 3, a train was run to complete the trip ; this

train has continued substantially to the present time, although,

and for some years, the main train has run in on the New York

and New England railroad, and a branch has run to Worcester

but with no direct connection from Worcester to Boston.

For several seasons, apparently, the steamboats did not run

in the w^inter, and the following changes in the trains may be

thus explained. On Thursday, April 29, 1841, the two mail

trains which had heretofore started simultaneously from Boston

and Worcester on Sunday mornings were superseded by a sin-

gle one which started from Worcester at 6 a. m., and returned

from Boston at 1 p. m. Probably this was the Norwich boat

train and Worcester mail train combined. During this year

the Western road was completed to Albany, and trains began

to run ; but from the arrangement of trains it is quite evident

that the Norwich steamboats did not run during the winter of

this year.

On Monday, May 2, 1842, it was announced that after that

date the Sunday mail would leave Springfield at half past 2 a.

M., and return from Boston at 2 i\ m. From this it may l)e in-

ferred that the Norwich steamboats had begun their trips again
;

that the Sunday trips were to be finished out by the mail train,

and that Springfield was to be provided with a Sunday mail

each way. This studious care to combine the steamboat and
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mail train on Sunday is readily explained by the fact that it was

unlawful for any train other than a mail train to run on Sunday

in the Commonwealth ; nor had the community reached such a

state of mind as to demand of public servants that they should

systematically break the law in the conduct of their public ser-

vice.

On Tuesday, November 1, it was announced as the winter

arrangement that the Sunday mail would leave Springfield at

6 A. M., and return from Boston at 2 p. m., showing, apparently,

that the Norwich steamboats were again discontinued for the

winter.

During the next summer, after Thursday, June 1, 1843, the

previous summer's arrangement for running Sunday trains again

went into eflect, the Sunday mail train starting from Spring-

field at 2 A. M., and returnino; from Boston at 2 p. m. ; on Mon-

day, November 27, the running time of the trains was made to

conform to the winter arrangement of the year preceding ; thus

the Sunday mail alternated until the spring of 1847, when on

Tuesday, April 26, the Sunday mail train disappeared, the Nor-

wich steamboat train became permanent, summer and winter,

and brouijht throu2:h the mail from Worcester, the mail train

from Boston, so we are informed, not being run at all for sev-

eral years.

In the Railway Guide for May, 1853, a New York Sunday

mail was announced to start from Boston at 8 p. m. ; there had

been, apparently, no regular Sunday mail train from Boston for

the six years preceding. The term " regular" is used because,

during this period, it was the custom of the Boston Post Office,

whenever an ocean mail steamer arrived on Saturday night too

late for the last train for New York, to send the mail through

by special train Sunday evening. It is fair to conclude that it

was this fact, together with the increasing bulk of the daily

mails, which finally led to the establishment of the regular Sun-

day night mail train, which was put on in 1853, as has been

stated, and which has continued ever since.

The putting on of this Sunda}'- evening through mail train,

the first distinctively Sunday train (or one that started on that

day as distinguished from one that simply finished a trip) lohich

has run regularly up to the present time, marks the beginning

of the present age of Sunday trains, although it was well nigh

twenty years before the large expansion began.
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In this year, 1853, the last through train from Albany on

Saturday niglit left that city at 3.30 p. m., and reached Boston

at 12.30 midnight; with slight variations, this continued to be

the case until 1858.

On Monday, January 1, 1855, a special mail train was an-

nounced to leave Worcester on Mondays at 1.15 a. m. The

reason, apparently, for this train was that the Sunday mail

might reach Boston in time for the oj)ening of business on Mon-

day morning, and yet avoid handling it on Sunday.

On Monday, November 1, 1858, the last through train on

Saturday, just mentioned, disappeared, and the Sunday night

mail from Boston was changed from 8 to 6.30 p. m. This train

reached Springfield at 10 o'clock, and returned immediately

with the eastward mail, thereby taking the place of the special

Monday morning mail train to which reference has already been

made.

One year later, on Monday, November 14, 1859, the first

through Sunday mail train from New York was announced to

leave that city at 5 p. m. For ten years thereafter there was

substantially no change. The through trains then were the

Norwich boat train in the early morning to finish out the trip
;

the mail train from Boston at 6.30 p, m., and the mail train

from New York city at 5 p. m., which reached Worcester at

midnight, and Boston on jVIondaj'' at 1.35 a. m. There were,

also, the Sunday local trains to Brookline, which were put on

in 1860. The running time of the Sunday trains on the Boston

and Worcester railroad so remained for a decade.

Towards the close of the year 1868, after years of struggle

therefor, the consolidation of the Boston and Worcester, and

Western railroads was effected ; and in December of that year

the first time-table of the new road, under the name of the Bos-

ton and Albany railroad, was announced.

In February following, 1869, the Hartford and Erie, now

the New York and New England railroad, leased the Norwich

and Worcester road for a term of years, and, as a result, on

Thursday, April 1, the Norwich steamboat train commenced run-

ning into Boston over that road. A part of the train, however,

must have continued by the old route, as it does not disappear

from Snow's Pathfinder till March, 1876 ; and as a branch of the

New York and Now England it still runs to Worcester.
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On Monday, November 15, of this year, 1869, the time for

the starting of the Sunday New York mail train from Boston

was changed from 6.30 to 8.30 p.m., and that of the Boston

mail from New York from 5 to 7 p. m., reaching Boston at 4.15

A.M. Monday.

But the great step in the secularization of Sunday by through

trains on this road was taken when, on Tuesday, May 27, 1873,

a train was announced to leave Albany for Boston at 1.30 a. m.

on Sunday, reaching the latter city at 8.30 a. m. ; also, one to

leave Boston for Albanj^ at 5 p. m. on the same day. Both were
" daily" trains, that is, running seven days in the week; and

they continue now. In May, 1876, the night train began to

leave Albany at 2 a. m. and reached Boston at 10 o'clock ; the

New York mail began to leave Boston at 9 p. m. instead of 8.30,

and, in August, the mail train for Boston began to leave New
York at the same hour, havinoj been chang-ed from 7 o'clock.

On Tuesday, February 16, 1880, the time of the Sunday New
York train from Boston was changed from 9 p. m. to 10 p. m.,

and on Monday, June 27, 1881, to 10.30 p. m., where it still

remains. On Sunday, May 6, 1883, a daily special limited ex-

press to New York was put on, leaving Boston at 4.30 p. m.

The through Sunday passenger trains on the Boston and Albany

road now are as follows : — Arrive : New York express at 6.25

A. m., Albany express at 9.40 a. m., and New York express at

10.30 p. m. Depart : New York express at 4.30 p. m., Albany

express at 6 p. m., and New York express at 10.30 p. m.

The Eastern Railroad.

The history of the Eastern railroad presents certain phases

of special interest both in connection with the carrying of the

mails and with the currents of travel. This road was opened

between Boston and Salem on Tuesday, September 28, 1838,

and is reported to have run a mail train from the start, though

for two or three years there is no trace of such a train in the

time-tables. Still the announcement of a Sunday train which

appears in the advertisement in the Boston Daily Advertiser,

in 1842, makes the report sufficiently certain.

Personal testimony reaching to 1830 is to the eflect "that

there has never been a time when there was not a Sunday mail

each way between Salem and Boston." Before the railroad
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was built this mail had been carried by one of the coaches

which ran between the two cities on week days, and which,

also, went on Sunday for that purpose. Of course when the

trains began to run the stages were discontinued, and it is

supposed that from the first day the mail contractors had the

mail carried by the cars.

For the road to fulfil the conditions of the contract for car-

rying the mails it must run a train each way Sundaj^s. The

first documentary evidence of this train appears to be an an-

nouncement on Monday, May 9, 1842, that on Sundays a train

would start from Portsmouth, N. H., for Boston at 7 a. m.
;

and, returning, would leave Boston for Portsmouth at 10.30

A. M. ; which latter hour was changed in the summer to 12 m.

The facts in the case doubtless are, as has been said, that from

the first a mail train was run, as the staofes had been before.

Wherever the road ended, there. a stage stood ready to take

the mail and carry it forward until Portland, Me., was reached.

So when the road was finished to Ipswich, this Sunday mail

train was run out to that point, and a stage, meeting the train

there, carried the mail forward to its destination. In 1840,

when the road had been completed to Portsmouth, N. H., the

Sunday train went through to that place. On Tuesday,

November 22, 1842, the road was completed to Portland, Me.,

although the through trains were not put on until Monday,

December 5, of the same year.

For nearly nine years the Eastern road thus carried the

mail, at least to Salem, until on the last Sunday of Februar}',

1847, the Sunday mail train was hauled off*, and until 1872 no

more Sunday trains were run on that road. The reason why
this mail train was discontinued seems to have been due to an

understanding between Mr. David A. Neal, the president of

the road, and the mail contractors whereby the road was to

remit one-seventh part of the contract mouey, while the con-

tractors, on their part, were to release the road from their

obligation to carry the mail on Sundays. Thus ended the

Sunday mail train on the Eastern railroad for a period of

twenty-five years.

A significant circumstance connected with the ending of this

Sunday train shows not only the moral attitude of the people

at that time, but also brings out one reason why it did not
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continue to run on Sunduy. According to the statement of

post office officials connected with the railway mail service,

" On the last Sunday train from Boston there was not a single

paying passenger. The only persons who rode in it were

employes of the road."

As a bit of history, and as showing still further the moral

attitude of the people at that time, the fact is here recorded

that, in 18G1, the Siniday travel between Salem and Boston

had become so small that even a coach did not pay, and the

mail was carried by a one-horse wagon. And further, when,

as sometimes happened, one or two gentlemen, merchants or

others, wanted to take the night train for New York, they

were obliged to ride in with the mail carrier. The difterence

between travel then and now is not because there were fewer

people then, but because the people were of such a difl'erent

mind then from what they are now. When the people of

Salem and Boston get back again to the same mind as they

were in in 1847, in 1861, or in 1872, then the Sunday travel

between those places will cease, the trains will be taken ofl*,

and the train men and others who now have Sunday for a part

of the time only will have the whole day in common with their

more fortunate neighbors.

The more recent era of Sunday railroading, so far as the

Eastern road is concerned, was inaugurated on Monday, June

24, 1872, when it was announced that the Bangor express,

which had previously laid over at Portland on Saturday nights,

would come through to Boston on Sunday morning to complete

the trip. The opening of this era on the Eastern road is so

especially connected with " Sunday locals " that it is embodied

in the consideration of that part of the subject.

On June 10, 1877, this road adopted the Parisian fiishion,

and began to date its time-tables on Sunday.

The Old Colony Kailroad.

Every railroad, like every person, has its own individuality,

and sometimes in road and person alike that individuality is

very marked. This is the case with the Old Colony railroad.

Other roads of mark are great trunk roads like the Boston

and Albany. The Old Colony road has a character entirely

unique. From the central trunk with its roots in Boston it
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spranglcs out into so many branches that it may well be

called the " Grape-vine Koad." And this sprangled appear-

ance involves, as a fact, other distinctive traits. It touches

more vilbiges, and its trains stop at more stations than any

other road in Massachusetts. It also runs to more watering-

places and places of summer resort than any other road.

Moreover, it has through its fleet of Sound boats a close and

peculiar relation with Nesv York city ; so that between the

Avatering-places on the one hand and the metropolis on the

other it may fairly be called, during the summer season,

the "Road of Summer Resorts and Metropolitan Travel." As
the result of observation it may be said that during the months

of Jul}', August, and September, a very large part, perhaps

even the chief part, of its travel is of the kind above indicated.

Naturally it has endeavored, as every road does, to serve its

patrons thoroughly ; and out of this disposition has sprung its

large Sunday train service, an account of the growth of which

follows.

The Old Colony road began to run trains on Monday, Novem-

ber 10, 1845, and went through to Fall River on Monday,

December 21, 1846. In the following spring, namely, on

AVedncsday, May 19, 1847, it began to run an evening train

for New York and a return morning train from Fall River in

connection with two Sound boats, the Bay State and JNIassachu-

setts, in the same general manner as at the present time. As
one of these boats left New York every Saturday night and

reached Fall River in the early morning, a train was run through

to Boston on Sunday to finish the trip, just as had already long

been the case with the Providence and Norwich lines ; and for

twenty-five years no Sunday passenger train other than this

Avas run on this road.

The increasing tides of summer travel necessitated, in 1872,

a change in the conduct of the road so far as Sunday trains

were concerned. On Monday, June 3, of that year, besides

the Sunday locals elsewhere mentioned, a Sunday r.M. train

and steamer for New York were put on. These latter were

only for the summer season and were taken olfin the autunm,

but have been put on every summer since. On Monday, June

22, 1874, there were announced, in addition to the above, two

more trains to Fall River, one by liridgewater and one by
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Taunton ; also one to Plymouth, and one to Cohasset. The

system was fully extended when, on Monday, June 26, 1876,

there were announced a South Shore train, an Oak Bluffs and

Nantucket train, four trains on the ISIilton l)ranch, and the three

on the main line to South Braintree. In the sunnner of 1884,

the system of Sunday trains was as follows : — From Boston,

one Vineyard, Nantucket and Hyannis train ; one South Shore

train to Plymouth ; one Nantasket Beach train ; one South

Abington and Beach train ; one Fall River way train ; one

steamboat train ; four locals to South Braintree ; two trains

between Fitchburg and South Framingham ; one between South

Framino^ham and Lowell ; together with several small branch

trains. These were all " return " trains, so that there were, in

all, twenty-one passenger trains going out and returning over

the many branches of this road. It will be noticed, however,

that the trains on the Milton branch, which were put on in

1876, do not appear, having been discontinued.

The reasons given by the managers of the Old Colony road

for their expansion of the Sunday system of trains are, that the

greater part of their patrons could not have otherwise an out-

ing and a day of rest in the fresh air ; the crowds on the Satur-

day night boat are largely men who can leave their business

Saturday night, get a good night's rest on the boat, have a day

out on the seashore with f^imily or friends, and return Sunday

night as they came, in season for business on Monday morning ;

whereas, if they could not get back to their business at that

time, they Avould be unable to have at all the relief which they

now so easily and pleasantly obtain. The same general view

was given concerning the South Shore road.

The managers, also, bear particular testimony that the travel

on all branches of their line is altogether orderly and peaceful,

is composed wholly of respectable people, and is largely of the

family class. In their view the running of these Sunday trains

is an especial service rendered to their fellowmen, directly

promotive of comfort, health, and happiness.

The New York and New England Railroad.

In reo-ard to the New York and New England railroad the

testimony is borne, that the present management " have made

it a point to do just as little Sunday work as possible." This
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road has one passenger train in from New York in the early

morning to finish a trip, and starts one train in the evening for

New York. It has, besides, three " church" locals, elsewhere

referred to, and these are all of its Sunday passenger trains.

It has three freight trains run in to Boston in the morninor to

finish trips, and a through freight train each way.

The Boston and Providence Eailroad.

The Boston and Providence railroad has been one of the most

conservative of roads in the matter of Sunday trains, and its

story is brief.

In 1861, a Sunday night mail train, consisting of a postal car

and one sleeper, was put on, leaving Boston at 5 o'clock. On
Wednesday, July 2, 1873, the time was changed to 7.30 p.m. ;

on June 22, of the following year, to 8 r.ai., and afterwards to

9.30 P.M.; it now leaves at 10.30 p.m. In July, 1871, its

three Sunday " locals" to Dedhani were put on. In 1875 the

'Herald" and "Globe" trains were chartered. One freight

train from New York reaches Boston Sunday morning at five

o'clock to finish the trip. It has also the same through passen-

ger train in the morning as in 1834 ; and a way passenger train

from Providence. These are all the Sunday trains on this

road.

The special events connected with the other roads will each

appear in their place, as the history proceeds.

The Growth of the Sunday " Church Trains."

The first local Sunday trains in Massachusetts were put on

in November, 18 GO, between Brookline and Boston. Certain

well-to-do people, who were members of churches in Boston,

had moved out to Brookline, but wished to retain their member-

ship and continue to attend church in Boston as formerly. As
Mr. Ginery Twichell, the superintendent and controlling

power of the Boston and Worcester road, was a resident of

Brookline, they applied to him to put on a Sunday local, as

there had :|lready been week-day locals for a number of years.

It being unlawful to run any but United States mail trains on

Sunday, Mr. Twitchcll hesitated a long time before granting

their request. He was a public-spirited man, however, and felt

a pride in using the resources at his command to oblige his
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fellow citizens. He, therefore, yielded to the steadily increas-

ing pressure of their requests, and put on two trains each way.

These were announced in the Boston Daily Advertiser of Mon-
day, November 26, 1860. These trains being unlawful, special

pains were taken to guard against accidents, and as soon as

possible the right was secured from the Post Office Department

to make them mail trains so that they might thus become

lawful.

As soon as the trains began to run a new movement of travel

was developed ; for it was found that people, who had formerly

lived in Brookline but were now living in Boston, desired to

attend their old church, and were using the newly started trains

for that purpose. Thus it came about that these Sunday trains

were carrying people both ways to church.

A similar state of affairs obtained in the case of those trains

which were run to Newton Lower Falls, and which were first

put on August 2, 1874. They were only obtained after much
urgency, and the party who was perhaps most active in the

matter, carrying about the petition and otherwise working up

the case, was a leading musician and chorister in one of the

prominent churches of Boston. Formerly his custom had been

to go into Boston on Saturday, and return on Monday. It

seemed to him that a Sunday train, by which he could go into

the city in the forenoon and return in the afternoon or evening,

would be a great convenience. His eiForts were at length

rewarded, and a train was run three times each way on Sunday.

In the same line with the cases just cited is that of the Old

Colony railroad. Formerly a horse railroad was run to Quincy ;

and it appears that a considerable number of people dwelling

there were accustomed to use this road to attend at a very fash-

ionable church in Boston upon the ministrations of one of the

popular preachers in the city.

There came a time, however, when the horse railroad was to

be discontinued, but before this was done the authorities of the

Old Colony road were appealed to, and arrangements were

made by which local trains w^ere run on Sunday to accommo-

date those who had been accustomed to go into Boston by the

horse railroad to church. In response, then, to these appeals

for Sunday trains, on Monday, June 3, 1872, three Sunday

"locals" from South Braintree to Boston and two in return
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were announced. Thus began the " church trains " on the Old

Colony road.

A striking and significant incident, in connection with these

trains, occurred a few years ago. A clergyman, who resided

in one of the suburban villages on the line of this road, was

engaged for a length of time to supply a church on the west

side of Boston. In fulfiUino: his enorao-ement he was accus-

tomed to come in on the train which reached the station in

Boston at a quarter past ten o'clock. Finding that a quarter

of an hour was too short an interval of time for him to g-et to

his pulpit as promptly as he wished, he wrote a letter to the

Superintendent of the road asking that the train might be

brought in a few minutes earlier for his benefit.

The experience of the Boston and Providence road in this

matter -was quite similar to that of the roads already given, for

among the signatures to the petition which finally secured the

Sunday "locals" on that road was that of a pastor of local

prominence.

To sum up the whole matter in brief, it can safely be asserted

that all the facts, so far as ascertained, show that the inaugura-

tion and establishment of the Sunday local train system on the

railroads which centre in Boston was wholly the Avork of church-

going people, and that it was, also, for their convenience in

going to special churches to which they had become attached ;

it was not called for, however, by any necessity in enabling

them to attend upon the public worship of God. Moreover,

the prominence which we have given to the Boston and Wor-
cester (now Boston and Albany) raih'oad in this matter is just

;

for not only did it run Sunday locals for more than ten years

before any other road, but the general testimony is that it was

the example and influence of this, the most powerful road com-

ing into Boston, which finally made it necessary for the other

roads to yield to the importunity of their patrons, and do as

that road was doing.

After a time, however, a change began to appear in the

nature of the travel on these Sunday local trains. The nature of

this change will appear more plainly if we pass at once to those

roads where the new movement has had its greatest cx})ansion,

viz., the Eastern, and the Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn
railroads.
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The early history of the Eastern road has already been

given. The more recent period, as we have called it, began

with the coming through of the Bangor express on Sunday

morning to finish the trip, being first announced on jNIonday,

June 24, 1872, which arrangement still continues. Two years

after, or on Sunday, August 9, 1874, one Sunday train between

Boston and Portsmouth, and one between Boston and Salem each

way were announced. In the summer of 1880, there was but

one more train, namely, that between Portland and Boston.

The next year this last mentioned train was taken off, and two

Lynn locals added. In the summer of 1884, the number of

locals from Boston to Lynn and return, suddenly rose to ten,

besides two to Lynn via the Saugus branch and return, and

four to Salem and return ; these were often heavy trains of ten

cars and more, loaded to repletion, and requiring the service of

the largest engines on the road. Then there were, in addition,

the customary Portsmouth local and the new one from and to

Portland, making a total of eighteen regular passenger trains

running out of the Boston depot of this road every Sunday, in

1884, during the summer season.

Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn Railroad.

Very similar is the story of the Boston, Revere Beach and

Lynn railroad. This is a local railroad, with a three-foot

gauge, for passengers only. It was opened July 29, 1875, and

in September of that year ran nine trains each way on Sunday.

In the summer of 1877, it ran fourteen Sunday trains each

way ; while in the summers of 1883 and 1884 there were

twenty trains each way.

The attractions which drew this vast stream of travel to these

two roads, which are located so closely together, were the

newly opened sea-shore resorts. To these points, as well

as to other places, Sunday has become the great excursion

day, and it is this vast excursion travel which has increased so

suddenly the number of trains on this road from those which

were put on only ten years ago to twenty trains a day each

way at the present time.
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Sunday Milk Trains.

The history of the Fitchbiirg, Boston and Lowell, and Bos-

ton and Maine railroads, so far as the Sunday train service is

concerned, finds its most appropriate place under the heading

of " Sunday milk trains," to the commencement of which trains

the idea of Sunday labor on the railroads named owes its in-

ception.

The Fitchburg Railroad.

The business of transporting milk to Boston by railroad was

founded by Mr. James W. Hayward, of West Acton, who
early in September, 1844, began to carry milk to Concord, to

be sent from there by the Fitchburg road to Boston. In about

a month after, the road was completed to West Acton, and the

milk began to go all the way by rail. About April 1, of the

following spring, Mr. T. W. Willington, of Shirley, also began

to send milk by the same route ; afterwards, other parties came

into the business. The position of the road was always that

of a common carrier only, the handling of the milk being

done entirely by private parties.

During the first years of the business it was the custom to

send the Saturday's milk in '*on a freight train Saturday even-

ing, which made some night work at both ends of the route ;

"

and it is the judgment of persons of practical experience in

the matter that there was not "any good reason why any

change should have been made." A change was made, how-

ever, as is hereafter noted.

Early in 1849, the contractor at Concord, who was sending

milk to Boston, finding that " the retailers to whom all the

milk was sold were very desirous that the change [from Satur-

day night to Sunday morning] should be made," and wishing

"to get an extra chance " determined to meet their desire if he

could, and so draw the business more into his own hands.

Presenting his case to the railroad authorities, the superintend-

ent of the road was prevailed upon to make the change "pro-

vided the contractors were agreed." The result was that those

who "never could consent, neither be a party to doing business

on the Sabbath . . . left the business," and when the milk trade

opened in the spring, the Sunday milk train began to run.
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As the milk cars were not full (there were but three of them),

** passengers, for a short time, were carried in them," when the

number so increased that "a passenger car was attached." In

this manner the train ran without appearing in the time-table

for sixteen years.

A Sunda}'^ milk train appears in a time-table of the Fitchburg

road for the first time on any road, under date of April 30,

1866. It was "with passenger car attached," but carrying

milk was still the main business. It started from Mason Villaore

at 6 A. M., and returned from Boston at 1 p. m. It was dropped

in October and put on in April ; and so continued as a summer
train only for several seasons. In the time-table of May 25,

1868, it was announced that this train would run " via the

Watertown Branch," plainly indicating increasing Sunday local

travel that way. On December 12, 1870, the train was dropped

from Mason Village only, but was continued as a Sunday local

on the Watertown branch.

The local passenger travel was now increasing so rapidly

that when the summer announcements were made in May, 1871,

not only was the milk-car train put on from Mason Village as

heretofore, but, also, a new Sunday local, running in from

South Acton at 9.30 a. m., and returning at 5 p.m. In the

summer of 1872, there were four Sunday locals, all owing their

existence to the establishment of the one Sunday milk train,

when the casual passenger rode in a milk car. In the summer
of 1880, these trains were five, viz., two from Waltham, one

from Fitchburof, one from South Acton via the Watertown

branch, and one from Greenfield. In 1884, the number of

local trains and milk trains also carrying passengers was eight

each way, and a through passenger train to which a second

was added in the fall.

The Boston axd Lowell Railroad.

Sunday travel on the Boston and Lowell railroad, also, owes

its commencement to the practice of running a milk car in

which occasional passengers were permitted to ride, and its

gradual growth and final expansion into a regular Sunday

passenger service.

In Februarv, 1857, certain lesser roads united and formed

the Boston and Lowell railroad, and in that year, as nearly as
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can be recollected, a milk train was run from Wilton, N. H.,

into Boston on week days ; Saturday's milk was then sent in

Saturday night by a freight train. About 1861, the engineer

who ran the Wilton branch train during the week from Wilton

to Nashua, N. H., was accustomed to take his engine on Sun-

day and bring the milk train into Boston and return. This he

did on his own responsibility, the road having no charge of the

matter. In 1862, the Saturday night Montreal express, which

formerlj^ had stopped at White River Junction, began to run

through to Boston to finish its trip, reaching there at 8.30 a.m. ;

and the milk car was attached to this train. After a time

the increase in travel necessitated a division of the train, and

the milk car section was converted into a milk and passenger

train. At first it stopped only at places where it took on milk
;

but such urgent petitions came in for it to stop at other places

that the company yielded, and now it stops at more than half

the stations on its route.

In the autumn of 1870, a milk train began to run to Lexing-

ton, and on petition a passenger car was attached. It now

runs as a local passenger train only.

The Boston and Maine Railroad.

On the Boston and jSIaine railroad, upon the urgent petition

of the town of Durham, N. H., the train, known as the Great

Falls train, was put on in June, 1837, as a milk train with

passenger car attached. The increase of Sunday travel has

been so great, however, that now in the hight of the season it

sometimes has come into Boston with ten cars of passengers

instead of one. Thus it happens that what was once " a milk

train with passenger car attached " has become in reality a heavy

passenger train with two milk cars attached.

Many more trains have also come. In the summer following

the commencement of the Great Falls train, another one was

put on to Exeter, N. H., and in the summer of 1878 the num-

ber of trains had increased to three. On Sunda}', June 28^

1880, a Sunday through train to Portland was put on at 6 p.m.

During the following summer there were on Sunday, besides

the Great Falls and Portland trains, tM'o locals to Lawrence,

three to Reading, and two to Medford, or nine in all. A few

changes and additions were made during the next two summers.
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But the dwellers on the line of the road were not satisfied with

the facilities provided ; a local editor pleaded for two hours, in

1883, with the superintendent for an additional train, and in

the sunnner of 1884 it was put on. The whole number were

then as follows : — four to Medford, five to Reading, three to

Lowell, and two to Portland, including the Great Falls train

which now goes through to Portland. There are now, there-

fore, twelve strictly local trains and two through trains, which

are also equally local since they stop at nearly every station,

where ten years ago there was but one milk train with passenger

car attached.

The passengers who come into Boston on these trains are

mostly bound on excursions, or some like pleasure. Many
are going down the harbor on excursion steamers ; others

are going by rail to the Point of Pines on the North Shore, or

to Nantasket on the South Shore, of Boston bay. Still others

are going to spend the day with relatives or friends, while some

are going to church. But these last are so few in number as

hardly to be noticed.

The whole number of milk cars coming into Boston on

Sunday at the hight of the season, so far as can be learned,

are as follows : — on the Fitchburg road, four ; on the Boston

and Maine, two; on the Boston and Lowell, seven, and occa-

sionally eight ; and on the Boston and Albany, seven. Five

of the latter come in on the 2 a.m. freight train, the other two

on forenoon passenger trains. There are in all, then, twenty

milk cars that come into the city every Sunday during the

summer, and occasionally one more ; in the winter, perhaps

one or two less.

The church train Sunday locals and the milk train Sunday

locals are so closely allied that, in the table following, they are

grouped together, giving, however, only the strictly local

trains.
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Tahle of Sunday Local Trains.

(In the last column of this table we have followed the custom of the steam railroads, and con-
sider a train which bVatib from and returns to a given point as two trains.)

Name of Kailroad. Date of First Train.

Number

of Trains

at dates

specified.

Whole No. of

Trains (out

and back) on

each road at

the present

time.

Boston and Albany, .

Fitchbiirfr (milk),
New York and New England, .

Boston and Lowell, .

Boston and Providence,
Old Colony, ....
Boston and Maine (milk),
Eastern ,

Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn,

Totals,

November 26, 1860.

April 30, 1866.

January, 1869.

July, 1870.

July, 1871.

June 3, 1872.

June 30, 1873.

August 9, 1874.

September 1, 1875.

3
1

2

1

3

3

1

2
9

25

20
17
6
28
8

16

24
34
40

193

As will be seen by this table, the three Sunday excursion

trains, which were begun in November, 18G0, for the con-

venience of the church-going people, and the number of

which, in ten years, barely more than doubled, led to the

introduction in the next fourteen years, aided somewhat by

the milk trains, of one hundred and ninety-three Sunday ex-

cursion trains running both ways on all roads centring in

Boston.

Certain minor roads run one or two trains on Sunday as

follows ;
—

The Connecticut River railroad runs the Montreal express

into Springfield, due at 7 a.m., to finish the trip and employs

five men on the train.

The Boston, Barre and Gardner railroad, in the summer of

1884, ran a train to Lake Pleasant for four or five Sundays to

accommodate those people who wished to attend ihe meetings

there.

The Cheshire railroad runs "stock" trains on Sunday,

requiring on the average the services of fifteen men.

The Worcester, Nashua and Rochester railroad run a milk

train with passenger car attached on Sunday between Worcester

and Nashua, leaving Worcester at 7 a.m., and returning from

Nashua at 3.30 p.m. Four men arc employed on the train.
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and eleven stations are opened twice a day from fifteen minutes

to half an hour each time for the accommodation of passengers.

The Nantasket Beach railroad, which is only a summer road,

ran two trains with two crews a few times each way on Sun-

day ; and three stations were thus kept open.

The Boston, Winthrop and Shore railroad ran seven trains

on their short route out and back with one crew, and no sta-

tions open for the sale of tickets.

The Hoosac Tunnel.

As a part of the investigation, the question was considered

as to the amount of work which had been done, or might now
be customary, on the Hoosac Tunnel, the property of the State.

In the matter of Sunday work performed under the direction

of General Haupt or by the State itself directly thereafter,

there seems to be no reliable data in existence. As the amount

of work, however, was small in comparison with that done

since 1869, of which latter period we have full data, the

absence of information touching the earlier period is not a

serious matter. We are indebted to Mr. A. W. Locke, Super-

intendent of the Eastern Division of the Troy and Greenfield

railroad and the Hoosac Tunnel, that is, of the road from

North Adams to Greenfield, for very full information concern-

ing Sunday work on the Tunnel since 1869.

The Shanlys, who did by far the greater part of the work on

the Tunnel and finally finished it, began operations in March,

1869 ; Mr. Locke entered their employ in May following as

assistant engineer, and has continued in service at the Tunnel

ever since.

The work of quarrying was not done on Sunday. The way
in which the work at the central shaft was performed is an

apparent exception to this statement. There the men worked

in three shifts of eight hours each, the work for six days in the

week going on night and day. One of these shifts went on at

4 o'clock Sunday afternoon ; this same shift, however, ceased

work on Saturday afternoon at the same hour, so that every

man got his twenty-four hours of Sunday. At the other

points of work, the men quit at midnight Saturday and began

ao^ain at midnio;ht Sundav.

"Whether the men would have consented to have worked on
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Sunday is not known. The question was never raised. But,

in Mr. Locke's judgment, they would not have so consented,

as " they wanted their Sunday for rest and recreation."

Certain preparatory work, however, was always done on

Sunday. Mr. Locke himself, and four or five men, worked on

that dav, runnins: the line and gettino; the alignment so as to

set the direction for the work of the quarrymen during the

coming week. They did this work on Sunday not from choice,

but because the conditions of their work seemed to require it.

The men being out, they had the necessary room for their

operations ; the Tunnel, also, being comparatively free from

smoke, enabled them to carry on their Avork with greater

accuracy.

Also, and for the same obvious reasons, the extending in-

ward of the eight inch iron piping by which the compressed air

was carried into the Tunnel, and the carpentering and machin-

ists' work were done on that day. In the machine shop out-

side there was no work done on Sunday. In short, that

subsidiary kind of work only which could not be done on Aveek

days without interfering with the general progress of the work

w^as done on Sunday, and none other.

Concerning the present conduct of the Tunnel the facts are

as follows :—A special set of men have charge of it. The

work requires a special skill which these men have acquired

and for which they receive slightly better pay than the same

grade of workmen outside. They all work on Sunday, though

much against their preference, and rest on Monday. It is

against their preference because " men much rather rest on the

same day that others do." The reason for their work is that

on Sunday there are but few trains, and their work in conse-

quence is less liable to interruption. Incidentally it is better

also for their health, as the air is comparatively free from

smoke and is pure.

All the rock part of the roof of the Tunnel has to be exam-

ined by carefully sounding it with hammers, as sometimes great

pieces work loose and would fall down and make a wreck of

passing trains, if they were not discovered and removed.

They have also the care of the Avhole track, but the examina-

tion of the roof is the especial work for Sunday. For this

work on Sunday they get twelve hours' pay for ten hours'

time.
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The importance of this Avork in the care of the Tunnel will

be appreciated when it is borne in mind that in the matter of

safety " all depends on the men who have charge of it. A train

engineer, for anything he can see or do for his train, might just

as well shut his eyes, as he can see nothing ahead at all." So

only as the track is made safe by those who have it in charge,

can he who is thus necessarily going blindly, and those in his

charge, be free from danger. And it seems necessary in order

to secure this safety that a part of the work should be done on

Sunday.

Outside the Tunnel, the following work on Sunday is per-

formed. Every Sunday morning a certain number of men,

each having a beat of about five miles, more or less, walk over

i^he track to see that all is safe. There is also every few Sun-

days work required in the replacing with new material of all

old rails and ties. This is the track work. The trains are run

by the Fitchburg railroad.

On this division the regular train men in return for their

work on Sundays have a two weeks' vacation with full pay.

The Physical Effects of Sunday Labor upon the

Employes of Steam Kailroads.

To ascertain the effect of Sunday work on steam railroads

upon the health of those so engaged both managers and men
have been questioned.

In considering the physical effects of the Sunday Avork on

railroad men it must be borne in mind that such work, as is

generally performed on railroads, is in its nature quite different

from that which is necessary for the direct production of mate-

rial wealth. The plowman during all the time that he is at his

work has his muscles all astrain ; but the brakeman does not

use bis one-tenth of the time. This is a representative case.

Then again the men rarely work steadily seven days in the

week. They may not have regular days off, but they so change

about or alternate with each other that they all have relief

from time to time, however irregularly. These conditions, so

entirely diverse from those under which men would work on

farms, in factories, or in mines, change the nature of the prob-

lem, as far as the physical effects are concerned, so that no

fair comparison between the two can be made. The conclu-
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sions are those of practical men of the widest experience and

greatest capacity to judge, and are based on the facts in the

case as known to them.

The opinion of the managers concerning the effect of such

Sunday labor on the health of railroad employes is fully ex-

pressed by the curt saying of one of the strongest of them, that

if they would let vice alone they would get along well enough.

It is clearly the opinion of the managers that if any bodily

harm comes to the men, especially by their Sunday work, it is

too obscure to be ascertainable.

Nor was it possible to learn anything of moment from the

men themselves, unless the cases of three engineers should be

considered in point. In these cases it seemed clear that, so

far as could be judged, the men wore themselves out and died

years before their time because of their persistent seven days'

work. In fact, the opinion was general that men could not

endure continuously seven days' work a week as engineers,

without wearing out prematurely. However, on so large and

important a matter the cursory opinions of managers, or of men
themselves, are of subordinate value. There should be care-

ful, specific, and systematic examination.

One such opinion is largely of this careful and specific nature.

It is that of Mr. A. W. Locke, elsewhere referred to as Super-

intendent of the Troy and Greenfield railroad, Eastern division,

and who has been employed there continuously since May, 1869.

While the Tunnel was being dug through, by reason of the

nature of his duties as assistant engineer, he was obliged to

work on Sunday, and has had, therefore, experience in his own
person of prolonged work for seven days in the week. He
had to work on Sunday because, as has been already stated, on

that day the men did not work, and the shafts were empty and

free from smoke ; that was the only time when the align-

ments could be set, so as to make the different workings all

come into one tube ; during the six week days he had to super-

vise the men. Having had a long experience of work that was

toil and strain, both mental and physical, he gives positive and

emphatic testimony, and for these reasons especially weighty.

He says :

"A man cannot do as much work in a year when working

seven days a week as when working six days. AVhen one
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works seven days each week there is no freshness. His nerves

are all unstrung." He further said that if seven-day work was

persisted in, a man would become so worn out as to necessitate

the laying aside of all work and taking a i)rolongcd rest ; and

that if he did not do this nature itself would give out. It was

evident that, in a few words, Mr. Locke gave the results of a

long personal experience.

The Wishes and Opinions of the Employes of Steam

Railroads concerning Sunday Labor.

In fjettins: at the views and wishes of those who have to do

the Sunday work on the railroads an earnest endeavor was

made to state the question accurately and without bias, as

follows :
—

The wage being what it is, and the six days' wage not being

diminished by reason of the seventh day's wage, the question

is, which do the men prefer, to work Sunday and have the

wage, or not to work and have the day.

In ascertaining the views of the employes, as all could not

be visited, those selected as representatives were taken from

that class who have the hardest work, the greatest responsi-

bility, and who are obviously quite the equal in judgment of

any, — the engineers ; and so many of them have been seen

and conversed with that it is believed that they fully and accu-

rately express the feelings and wishes of the whole body.

The engineers, one and all, do not wish to work on Sun-

day,— they desire to have the day rather than the wage.

Special pains were taken to ascertain, if possible, if among

them there was known one person who would rather have the

Sunday wage than the Sunday leisure, and not one now living

was heard of. There have been a few, just three we believe,

on different roads who preferred to work Sunday ; but they

worked themselves to death, and have had no successors. For

instance, one man asked to have a Sunday train so as to secure

the extra pay. After two or three Sundays he came and said,

" I do not want to run that train any more. I want my Sun-

day." That is the way it is with the engineers as a body.

Seemingly discordant testimony is given by Superintendents.

In answer to the question " Is the chance to work seven days a

week generally sought by the men?" one says, "Never! It
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is very unpopular. They do it because the public demands

it." Another says brusquely, "You can always get them to

work if you will only pay them for it." The opinions really

agree. The hue of the answer of the men is according to that

of the one in power over them. The engineers, indeed, work

on Sunday readily (except where restrained by conscientious

scruples, which are always respected), not because they prefer

the pay, but because, as things now are, the demands of the

public compel the running of trains, and they " take their

chances " and bear their part of the burden. As a body they

are large, strong, sound-hearted, steady, sincere, straightfor-

ward men, loyal to their road and their work, and who take the

rough of their lot with a sang froid and valor which cannot but

awaken admiration and high esteem in every one who truly

knows them. No more large-patterned, manly, or important

body of men serve the interests of the whole people : it is here

put on record that this body of men, so far as Massachusetts is

concerned, want their Sunday in peace for a rest-day ; and that

they work on that day not primarily for pay, but as a part of

the necessity of their lot. And we w^ill go further and say that

the whole power and responsibility for making this necessity of

their lot rests, not with those who directly set their tasks, but

with that public who so use the roads as to make it compulsory

that these tasks should be set.

As has been said, the engineers were taken as a representa-

tive class, judging that what was found true of them would be

also true of the rest, because their burden was the greatest,

and their capacity to know and judge was quite equal to that of

any class of employes. Hence the conclusions drawn from that

class would seem to apply to all classes.

Incidentally, however, testimony was received concerning

other classes, and it was all one way. The men in any part of

railroad service who prefer to work on Sunday and have the

wage, rather than to rest and have the day, are rare. They

are heard of, but not easily found. And from what has been

learned it may be safely said that the railroad employes as a

body, ])y an overwhelming majority, would, if it were left to

their wish, stop all Sunday trains outright, be satisfied with

their six days' wage, and have the Sunday for a day of rest

with the strictest church-going Christians. But if they did
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have their wish, how would mnny church-goers get to their

favorite churches ?

Before proceeding to discuss the causes of Sunday hil>or,

certain special statements l)earing on the whole question of

Sunday labor on the steam railroads of the Commonwealth are

briefly presented.

It is the policy of all roads to do as little work as possible

on Sunday. For example, the machine shops are never opened

for Avork on Sunday except in some extraordinary emergency,

like a great snow storm and blockade, w^hen engines, being

disabled or injured, must be repaired.

Occasionally, also, certain extra work on the railroads is

performed on Sunday ; for instance, when the Old Colony road,

a few years since, relaid its track with steel rails ; also, when

the Boston and Lowell road put in their three-track iron bridge

at the crossing of the Fitchburg road, the work being done in

one Sunday. Whenever such special work is done on Sunday

it is because it cannot be done on w^eek days without practi-

cally blockings the road ; and so this kind of Sunday work

always seems to the men in charge a necessity. The freight

houses are never opened on Sunday for the delivery of freight.

On no road, so far as we have learned, is a man who has

genuine conscientious scruples about working on Sunday re-

quired to violate them. Men having such scruples have been

seen and conversed with, and we are assured that their feel-

ings in this regard are respected.

As has been said, no effort has been made to obtain the exact

number of men engaged in Sunday labor on the railroads of

the State ; indeed, it could only be ascertained by a legal

census. But the Superintendent of the Boston and Providence

road has kindly given the exact number of men who are called

out by the running of the three <' church" trains on that road

to Dedham, about ten miles out, as follows : six men for the

Boston station, five men for the crew of the trains, three men
for the Dedham station, and forty-five men along the track ;

making a total of fifty-nine men called out every Sunday to

run a "church" train three times each way lietween Dedham
and Boston. With the exception of the New York and New
England road no other railroad runs as few Sunday trains or

has as few men out on that day. All the rest of the roads have

from two to three times as many men employed.
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It is very safe to assume, then, that the Sunday trains on

each of the other roads call out at least as many persons as are

required on the Boston and Providence road. On this basis

the ten railroads centring in Boston call out on Sunday

590 men for service within a radius of ten miles from that

city. In the two tables which follow an approximate esti-

mate of the train men and station men at work on Sunday

is given, together with the number of passenger and transport-

ation trains which were run on the principal roads in Massachu-

setts on Sundays and week days during the summer of 1884.

In no station in Boston is there less than six men employed

;

in some instances as many as ten men are so employed.

Table I. Sunday Trains on the PrincijJal Steam Railroads in

Massachusetts.
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Table II. Week Day Trains on the Principal Steam Railroads in

Massachusetts.
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only a few partial estimates which was all that it was open to

us to do.

The question very naturally arises whether the desire to

make money is one of the causes which prompt the managers

of our railroads to run Sunday trains. This particular phase

of the question has not been examined because, among other

reasons, the Sunday accounts are not kept separately. But

some of the managers have voluntarily spoken of the matter,

and in each instance they have said emphatically that that

object was in no respect a reason why the Sunday trains were

run ; that they doubted if these trains were profitable ; and

that, in any event, the only reason why they were run was be-

cause the public demanded them. In short, in no case was

there evidence to show that the desire for gain prompted the

running of railroad trains on Sunday.

The legal status of the Sunday trains, and of the Sunday cars

on the horse railroads, is tersely and adequately stated in the

following letter

:

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Board of Ratlroad Commissioxers,

No. 20 Beacox Street, Bostox, Feb. 11, 1885.

Dear Sir: In answei* to your inquiry of the 10th, I would say that at

this date only four trains in this State are running under the authority of

this Board as exercised under § 15, ch. 98, Pub. Stats., formerly ch. 119,

1881.

Two of these trains run East, and two West, over the Hoosac Line,

viz., the Fitchburg, including the Vermont and Mass., the Troy and Green-

field (State road), and the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel and Western.

I should not wish to say that all other trains, numbering 200, more or

less, each Sunday, ai'e run in violation of the law. But prima facie they

are so I'un, and I know no facts that legalize the running of any of them.

The street car opei-ation has also been pronounced to be unlawful by the

Supreme Court, the ruling being made in compliance with the request of

the offending corporation.

The subject is referred to in our last report, pp. 31-40.

Yours truly,

THOMAS RUSSELL.

The Causes of Sunday Labor on Steam Railroads.

The investigation has brought out very distinctly the relation

of the railroad management to the whole question of Sunday

work on steam railroads ; and as the real gist of the matter is

often misapprehended by many, it may be well to state the
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results of this part of the investigation, and the grounds for

them.

The popular view may, perhaps, be best presented by an inci-

dent which occurred in the summer of 1884. Three ministers,

acting for a ministerial body, sent a letter to the Superintendent

of one of our leading roads in which they urged him not to

put on a certain Sunday train to a much frequented camp-

meeting ground, laying it on his conscience that he ought

not to put the train on, and would do wrong if he did so.

This action of these ministers was based on the assumption

that a railroad is private property, and that the management
have the same right to refuse to put on such a train that a

minister would have to keep his own horse and carriage

in the stable. Originally the railroads were, doubtless, such

private property, but the changes which they have pro-

duced in the conduct of our whole industrial life have also

produced a profound change in their whole status and relation

to society. The element of private property still remains,

but it is entirely subordinate. The supreme matter is their

function in society as common carriers. This fact was some

years ago duly recognized by the Railroad Commissioners of

this State, when they declared that if the private owners of

one of our great railroads should stop running trains on their

road, it Avould be the duty of the State to take possession of

that road and run the trains for the public benefit.

Now it is this fact, that the railroads are before all else com-

mon carriers for society and must be run to meet the require-

ments of that society, which dominates in the question of

responsiljility for Sunday travel now under consideration. The
railroads are the servants of their patrons ; and the patrons

are masters, and direct their servants. Hence a petition, when
strong enough, becomes equivalent to a command. In this

light the managers of the roads view the case, and their view

is the natural and correct one. Hence the clergymen and their

associates, who remonstrated with the managers in the matter

in question, addressed the wrong parties. They should have

addressed the masters and not the servants, — the patrons of

the road and not the managers who serve them.

But let it be granted that the superintendent in question had

yielded (or that any other under like circumstances should
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yield) to the remonstrants, and so the trains asked for should

not be run ; what would follow ? That the trains would not be

run ? Not by any means. It would only follow that a struggle

would ensue, which would finally end in the removal of that

superintendent and the appointment in his place of one who
would run them. This would be as inevitable as the tides.

AVhen a man in the position of a public servant sets himself

against the masterful currents of public purpose in those whom
he is to serve, then those currents will sweep him away in-

evitably.

In saying this no judgment is passed on the moral issues

involved in this question. They do not come within our range.

Our only aim at this point, which is fully within our scope, is

to get at the real causes, and fix the responsibility where it

belongs. The investigation shows that the sole cause for the

running of the Sunday trains, with possibly some minor excep-

tions which do not need to be considered here, is the desire of

the patrons of the road to have them so run ; and that the real

responsibility rests with them. The railroads are an integral

part of modern society, and they must be run as those who use

them require. This appears to be the fundamental law of their

being. And any one who examines the matter will so under-

stand it. The one and only way to diminish the Sunday trains

is to diminish the patrons ; and this is the true objective for all

who would oppose the running of such trains.

Two incidents illustrate this matter so clearly that we pre-

sent them here. One is that very striking fact in connection

with the taking off of the Sunday mail train on the Eastern

road the last Sunday in February, 1847, which we have already

given. When the last train went over the road, returning from

Boston to Salem, not one paying passenger rode in it. This

tells the whole story as to how Sunday trains are caused, and

how they are to be taken off.

Like in kind is the case of the Sunday night boat train on

the Old Colony road for New York. The day after Christmas,

in 1884, that road sent out posters announcing as follows : —
"The Sunday night steamboat for and from New York, via

Fall River line, will be discontinued after December 28, 1884."

Also, "The connecting train leaving Boston for Fall River on

Sundays at 7 p.m., and Fall River for Boston on Monday's at

5.20 A.M., will be discontinued."
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''The Sunday passenger train for Plymouth, Duxbury, and

the Marsshficlds and Scituates will be discontinued between

Plymouth and Cohasset after Sunday, December 28, 1884, and

will be run only between Boston and Cohasset."

Why are the Sunday night boat and train taken off? Be-

cause there are not passengers enough on that night to pay for

keeping them on. Why is the Sunday train taken oft* between

Plymouth and Cohasset? Because so few people ride that

way. Why is it kept on between Cohasset and Boston?

Because so far on the route enough people ride to make it pay.

Make all the people like those at Plymouth in the winter, or

like those who dwelt in Salem in 1847, and you will have no

Sunday trains, but not till then.

We have made a special matter of this discussion because it

deals with the very pith of the whole subject so for as the

cause of the Sunday trains are concerned ; and because we are

satisfied from full investigation that those who are trying to

deal with the question by expostulating with the railroad ofii-

cials are approaching the wrong persons, and only irritate with-

out any practical efiect. Sunday trains are not run for profit,

but to meet the public demand.

HORSE RAILROADS.

Probably the next largest industry in the Commonwealth in

which men are kept at work on Sunday is that of the horse

railroads. The history of the agitation which finally led to

the running of Sunday horse cars on all the principal horse

railroads leading into Boston is given for each of these roads,

together with the material facts relating to Sunday labor on all

the street railways of the State.

In presenting the facts concerning these horse railroads, we

begin with the earliest and one of the largest roads, —

The Cambridge Horse Railroad.

The cars began to run on this road April 1st, 1856, but for

several years no cars were run on Sunday. For many years

before this date great four-horse coaches, capable of carrying

twenty-five or thirty persons, had been the ordinary means of

public travel between Boston and Cambridge. When the
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horse cars began to run on week days these were of course

taken off; as there were no cars run on Sunday, one or more

of these coaches were continued on that day to meet the small

demand for travel then existing.

Some time thereafter, the exact date of which cannot now
be ascertained, a movement beo^an to be manifest amonor the

patrons of the road for the running of Sunday cars, and finally

petitions for the same began to be pressed upon the directors.

The most persistent and influential leader in the movement was

wealthy, a man of family, and a member of a church in Bos-

ton ; the ground on which he based his petition was that he

desired the accommodation for himself and family so that the}''

could attend the services at their favorite church in Boston.

Moreover, practically the only reason advanced by any of the

petitioners for the running of the cars on Sunday was that it

would be a convenience to church people in attending such

churches in Boston as they desired.

This movement for Sunday cars was strenuously resisted by

many good people in Cambridge, and for years the agitation

was continued. It was alleged as a practical reason against the

granting of the petitions, and in addition to the religious ones,

that such a course would open the sluicc-waj's for all the roughs

and loose people in Boston to pour out upon Cambridge, to the

great detriment of the peace and good order of the community
;

and that a large increase in the police force would be neces-

sary to protect that city. This argument had great weight in

deterring the directors from yielding to the pressure brought to

bear upon them.
.

But, however, in the beginning of 1862, it was evident that

the question was coming to a crisis. The Treasurer of the road

determined, therefore, to ascertain by a practical test if, indeed,

the argument so strongly urged, and by which he himself

had been much influenced, had in it all the pith and reality

which those who urged it believed. He reasoned that if the

horse cars from Boston to Cambridge would flood the latter

city on Sunday with the vicious and violent classes, the case

must be much worse in New York city, where these classes

existed in far greater numbers and proportions. He, there-

fore, went to that city and spent one whole Sunday in riding

on all the roads throughout the city, to see for himself the
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actual state of affairs as they then existed in that city. To use

his own words, " I came home completely converted." He
found that as everybody had dressed in their best clothes, they

had also put on their best behavior. He also found that oi

those who rode a much greater proportion, than on week days,

were families going to some garden, or to visit friends ; there

was, consequently, a much larger element of women and chil-

dren. Having found as the result of the day's investigation,

so far as riding in the horse cars was concerned, that the day

was pre-eminently a day of peace and social enjoyment, the

Treasurer returned home fully in favor of the project, and on

the first of May following began to run horse cars on Sundays.

The result of this action entirely disproved the fears which had

resisted the putting on of these cars. The testimony is, —
" An entirely different class of people ride on Sunday from on

week days, and at different hours." The bulk of the travel

does not begin until about ten o'clock a.m., and continues until

ten P.M. It is now well nigh twenty-three years since the

Cambridge horse cars began to be run on Sunday, and by those

who know the result from close and practical acquaintance it

is believed to be beneficial rather than hurtful. Two or three

characteristic incidents will present this view plainly.

In Cambridgeport, which is the southern part of the city,

there live certain people who wish to attend at the church of a

popular preacher in Cambridge, a mile or more away. To do

this they have chartered a car, which awaits them at the ap-

pointed place for a given time ; the car then conveys all who are

there in season to the church, and when the church service is

ended returns them to the starting point.

A gentleman, who very rarely has occasion to use the horse

cars on Sunday, noticed one rainy Sunday recently that a

lady, apparently a widow and bearing tokens of affection, got

out at Mount Auburn. The inevitable inference was that the

horse cars were the only available means to this woman by

which, on her only leisure day, she could visit her husband's

grave.

These two incidents are related as showing the character of a

large part of the travel on the Cambridge horse cars on Sunday.

As still further showing the nature of this Sunday travel on

the horse railroads, the following incident, as related by the
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Treasurer above mentioned, may be given. During the sum-

mer of 1884 this gentleman, who is a physician, had occasion

to return on Sunday from Milton to his home, and drove to

Meeting House Hill, Dorchester, to take the horse cars, that

being the nearest point and the end of a line of horse cars. The

car in which he rode soon became filled with people, largely

children, returning from a little excursion into the country

;

the hands of the little ones were filled with daisies and other

wild flowers, which they had gathered in the fields. As the

car passed along in Boston they all got out at houses the nature

of which seemed to the doctor to show that only as they had

this easy way of getting out into the country on Sunday could

they ever see wild flowers growing in the fields. The doctor

considered the Sunday horse car " a part of the fresh air move-

ment" for the people who live in cities.

As illustrating in part the real nature of the opposition to

the putting on of Sunday cars on this road, the following inci-

dent may be related. When the contest was at its hight in

the winter of 1861-62, an honored pastor, a large, strong, gray-

eyed man, doubtless the strongest minister in the city at the time,

preached a powerful sermon against putting on the cars, and

defended the Mosaic and Puritan Sabbath in its strict integrity.

One Sunday in July following, a leading Christian gentleman

of Cambridge, coming over the Fulton ferry from Brooklyn to

New York after attending church in the former city, stepped

into a horse car that was waiting hard by, and the only person

in the car was that very minister. Now this fact does not show

that the minister was insincere in his sermon. All who know

him know that he was the very genuineness of integrity. It

only shows that his opposition sprang from an idea in hia'

mind, instead of from a vital and practical conviction in his

heart.

Certain other facts concerning the experience of this road

may be given as follows :
—

On the first Sunday ten cars were run. Now in the hight of

the summer season the number is a hundred and ten.

The company employ about five hundred men. Of these,

about two-thirds work on Sunday. The superintendent says

that "just as many work as can get a job. They are more

anxious to work on Sunday than any other day, especially the
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conductors. Never had but one man who objected to work

on Sunday. lie was a member of one of our churches."

All the hostlers, one hundred or more, and the seventeen

watchmen would have to work on Sunday any way. But the

former have a way of changing work, and doubling up among
themselves, by which they get a part of the day ofi' every other

Sunday, and still get full pay.

The old Union Company, out of which the present company

arose, had a vote on record that no man, who from religious

scruples did not wish to, should be required to work on Sunday.

The superintendent of this road, a man who has had an ex-

perience of twenty-five years, says concerning the effect of

Sunday work on the men,— "I have never known more than

four conductors to die in the employ of the company since

1856, nor more than a dozen men altogether." He himself

had worked on Sunday from the necessities of his position,

and had felt no ill effects.

The assistant superintendent said that he had worked seven

days in a week for the past four years and had not felt any

hurtful effects, nor had he observed any in the case of the

men.

A conductor was next interviewed, who was said to have

worked eleven hundred and seven (1107) consecutive days

without feeling any ill effects ; he was afterwards promoted to

his present position as starter, in which position he has now
been for three years, and during which time he had lost but

seven days ; he said he had felt no ill effects, and certainly

there was nothing in his appearance to indicate to the casual

observer any contrary opinion.

It was further stated by the superintendent that the head

teamster had been on duty " every Sunday for more than eleven

years " and no injurious effects were apparent.

The Middlesex Horse Railroad.

The Middlesex railroad runs from Boston to Charlestown and

various points beyond. The cars on this road were first run on

week days in 1857, and on Sunday in the spring of 1860.

In 1826, or 1827, a line of coaches was put on between

Charlestown and Boston, and continued until the advent of the

horse cars. The horse railroad bought out this line, and so
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prevented any rivalry from this source. For a number of years

previous to the establishing of the horse car line it had been the

custom to send coaches to Boston on Sunday for the accommo-

dation of people who wanted to go to church there. These

coaches reached Boston in time for the morning service at 10.30

o'clock, and returned at its close ; a second trip was made to

Boston and return in the afternoon, and a third trip for the

same purpose in the evening.

When the horse cars were first put on they were not run on

Sunday for about four years, during which time the coaches

continued their trips on that day as before. But the people

became dissatisfied with the inferior accommodations pro-

vided by the coaches, and by petitions and personal appeals

were urgent in their requests that the cars should be run

on Sunday as well as on other days. The movement for

Sunday cars was also forwarded by others besides the church

people.

The effort for Sunday cars was general in connection with all

the railroads centring in the city, and in forwarding the mat-

ter Mr. M. Field Fowler, an incorporator and director of the

Metropolitan horse railroad, was especially active. The out-

come finally of this agitation was that most of the roads began

to run cars on Sunday at about the same time. The Middlesex

road, as has been said, put them on in the spring of 1861.

At first only about 15 cars were run, as nearly as can be

recollected. On the Saturday night l)efore they were first

started the men were all called aside and told that no one

who had any conscientious scruples in the matter would be re-

quired to work ; and some 30 or 40 declined to work. These

were never afterward asked to work on Sunday, and at the

present time men who do not wish to work on Sunday are not

required to do so.

In the hight of the season now from forty-four to fifty cars

are run, according to the day and the demand.

As to the effect of Sunday labor on the health of the men

the remark was made that, " as a rule, those who lose the most

days are the worst off in health and pay at the end of the

year."
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The Highland Horse Railroad.

The peculiarity of tlie Highland railroad is Sunday afternoon

travel into the country. This was the first road in Boston to

introduce the open cars, and they soon became so popular that

in pleasant weather during the summer it is often the case that

the people will not ride in any other cars. The travel on this

road is very moderate in the first part of the day, and is largely

made up of people going to and from church. But during the

summer months, at about 3 r.M., after the people have eaten

their dinners, the rush begins. From that hour until dark every

open car is crowded to its utmost capacity. The road extends

through Dorchester into the open country, and it is for the

purpose of getting out into the green fields that the crowds

come. But little of this travel, however, is from the line of

the road ; the most of it comes from other parts of the city,

and consists largely of mechanics and their families. They

seem to be going just for a ride in the open air and out into the

country. So the open car, which the Highland road introduced

into these parts, may well be called "The Workingman's

Barouche." As a practical fact it is all the means open to the

artisan classes in the city hy means of which they can take a

ride in the open air with their families.

In answer to the question as to the efi*ect of Sunday work

upon the health of the men, it was said to be "a benefit."

As to the wish of the men it was stated that, " as a rule, the

men prefer one day in a week off; it may be Sunday, or it may
be some other day."

The statement was also made that " it does not pay to run

on Sunday. We do it because the public demand it. We have

to keep enough more horses so that they can have a day of

rest ; for they have to rest, and if we did not run on Sun-

day we would save the cost and keep of those horses and the

pay of about 250 men."

The Metropolitan Horse Railroad.

The Metropolitan horse railroad was the first one to put on

Sunday cars, and the reason given was, as has been found in all

cases, that '< requests were made to carry passengers to the

churches, and scholars to the Sunday schools." It started with
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six cars but ** pretty soou the}^ wanted more." The experience

of this road has not diflered materially from that of the

roads previously cited, and the essential facts as to the extent

of Sunday labor as compared with that performed on week
days are given for this road, as well as for all the horse rail-

roads in the State, in a table which follows :

Table of Simday Cars on all tJie Horse Baih-oads note operated in

JfassacJinsetts.

(The names of the districts through or to which these horse railroads extend follows, in italics,

the mime of the horse railroad in all cases where such description is not covered by the name
of the road itself.)
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Table of Sunday Cars on all the Horse Railroads now operated in

Massachusetts — Concluded.
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Boston, and also for the horse railroads located in other cities

and towns in the State.

The Physical Effects of Sunday Labor on the Health
or Employes of House Railroads.

In the case of every horse railroad in the State, from all of

which returns have been received, an eflbrt was made to ascertain

the effect of Sunday lal)or on the health of the men so employed.

From the principal roads leading into Boston the answer uni-

formly was, as has been given already in the history of each

road, that there were no bad effects apparent. On the contrary

it was thought rather to be beneficial than otherwise. In the

case of the Cambridge road especially, the testimony has been

given that since 1856 not more than four conductors have died

while in their employ.

In this connection it should be remembered also, in addition

to the fact that the work of the conductors and drivers is out-

door work and not generally very laborious, that a large num-

ber of them take a day off during the week now and then, and

rarely work continuously through the 3'ear. As reported by

the Highland road, "the men, as a rule, generally prefer one

day oft" each week ; it may be Sunday or some other day."

The same is true of all the roads. There is also a general cus-

tom by which the hostlers get a large part of the day off', say

after 9 o'clock in the morning, once in every two, three, or four

Sundays, as the case may be.

The greater part, if not all, of the employes of the horse rail-

roads leading into Boston arc paid by the day. In all cases

where they work seven da^^s, they get seven days' pay

;

if they work but six days, they receive pay for six days only.

Moreover, Sunday is universally an easier day than week days,

the men working, as a rule, from one to two hours less on that

day, the work beginning just so much later than on week days,

and yet the pay remains the same.

AVith a single exception, the same favorable condition of

affairs was found to exist on the horse railroads operated in

other cities and towns in the State, and from which full and

explicit testimony has been received. In every instance,

apparently, the men are allowed one Sunday off* in each month,

or the work on Sunday is so arranged that the bulk of it, except
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in the stables, is either performed by spare men, or l)y men
who do not work on week days. In all cases where the men
are obliged to work seven days in the week, whether paid by

the day or the month, the fact of there being seven working

days to the week is always considered. The Lowell horse

railroad company says " they have yet to know of one single

case where any of the men employed by that road have ever

been arrested for immoral conduct on Sunday." The Naum-
keag road at Salem so arrange their work on Sunday that the

men aie allowed in turn one Sunday off each month ; they also

work ten hours on ^ne Sunday, and on the other two Sundays

four and five hours respectively.

In one instance only, as has been stated, was any testimony

received of an opposite nature from that already given. This

was in the case of the Merrimack Valley horse railroad, run-

ning from Methuen through Lawrence and to North Andover,

which reports Sunday labor to be " bad for the health of men
;

bad for the morals of the men ; bad for the finances of the com-

pany ; bad and all bad in every possible way for all concerned."

In addition, the following letter was received from the same

source :
—

" The Board [of Directors] acted unwisely when it decided to run

cars on Sundays. The thing is done, and they feel that they must

go on.

" Saying nothing about the fourth commandment, it is a great mis-

take to run cars on the Sal)bath. We sa}- to our men, ' go and do

right ; break the fourth commandment and keep the eighth.' The}'

start well, but soon forget all commandments. A man who works

seven da3's each week becomes dull and stupid, and does not render

good service.

" The Church is much to blame about this Sunday work. It gives

concerts, etc. ; it winks at evil ; it is not bold. Three of the five

directors are church members. They are good men. Church people

wanted us to run, and we obeyed."

Particular stress should be laid upon the remarkable fact

that, with the single exception just noted, all the horse rail-

roads in the State substantially declare that Sunday labor is

"good" for those in their employ, or at the least " not hurtful."

In view of these fiicts, it is difficult to see how any special
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physical injury can be traced to Sunday labor in this class ot

employment, or that there is any evidence to show that the

Sunday work diminishes the daily wage on the horse railroads.

The Cause of Sunday Horse Cars.

The chief reasons advanced by the officials of the various

horse railroads as the causes which have led to the running of

horse cars on Sunday may be briefly summarized, as follows :
—

The leader in the movement to have horse cars run on Sunday

on the Cambridge road, the oldest horse railroad in the Common-
wealth, was a church member, and the specific ground on which

he pressed the case was that accommodations might be provided

for himself and family, and for others as well, to go to church.

On that same road a special car is now leased each Sunday by

certain people to carry them to and from church.

In the case of the Middlesex road urgent appeals came from

the same source. Church-going people, by persistent effort,

inaugurated, for their own accommodation in going to church,

the Sunday horse car system on this road.

The Metropolitan railroad company began to run Sunday

cars because ''requests were made to carry passengers to the

churches, and scholars to the Sunday schools."

The Lynn and Boston railroad put on Sunday horse cars

because they felt that the public needed the accommodation ;

moreover, other roads were running on Sunday', and the

management of this road had no doubt but that it would

pay. As a matter of fact, Sunday is the best paying day in

the week.

As regards the South Boston, and Charles River raib'oads,

a similar story is told. The managers of these roads believed

the people required this service, and also found that it would

pay to run cars on Sunday.

In the same way, the answer from the oflScials of tlie horse

railroads outside of Boston is that the public demanded it.

In the case of the Northampton raih'oad, it was reported that

" church people said it was a duty that the road owed to the

public to run cars on Sunday to take people to church." The

New Bedford and Fairhaven railroad, in response to this ques-

tion, said it was at the " general request of church-going

people. One of our ministers remarked that it was not any
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worse for the officers of a street railway company to employ

conductors and drivers upon Sunday than it was for his deacons

to employ their hired men to harness their horses and drive

them to and from church."

In a majority of cases, these horse railroads connect several

villages or districts with the business centre of the city or town

wherein they have their principal location, and are often the

only means, except by walking, by which large numbers of

people can be conveyed to church. In Holyoke, it is reported

that the horse railroad passes within a stone's throw of seven

churches located along its route.

Briefly stated, church-going people for church-going pur-

poses are the prime cause of the running of horse cars on

Sunday in this Commonwealth.

THE TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE SERVICE.

The importance of this class of service, and the extent to

which it has grown in popular estimation as a most necessary

adjunct of modern civilized life, give it a prominence and a

value as an industry which, in the consideration of the question

of Sunday labor, should not be underestimated. For this rea-

son, a very careful investigation has been made in this branch

of service concerning Sunday labor.

Telegraph Companies.

Among the telegraph companies, offices are kept open on

Sunday, as follows :
—

The Western Union Telegraph Company has, besides its

Boston offices, 174 offices open one hour on Sunday ; 51 open

two hours; and two, one at Duxbury (at the cable), and one

at Springfield, open all day. In Boston there are, besides the

central office, five branch offices. In three of these branch offices

no one is on duty from 12 midnight Saturday to 9 a.m. on

Sunday. From that hour to 6 p.m. one operator is present for

duty, with two hours off for dinner ; and then another goes on.

In two of these three offices the operator stays until midnight,

and in the other, until 10 p.m. One other branch office is open

one hour, and the other one two hours, making five branch

offices in the city that are open some time on Sunday.
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In the central office four operators and three clerks continue

over from Saturday working from 12 midnight to 3 a.m., when

the newspapers go to press. From 3 to 9 a.m. one operator

keeps the office. At 9 a.m. thirteen operators and four clerks

go on, but seven of the operators and one of the clerks remain

only one hour. The rest continue till 6 p.m. , with two hours each

for dinner. At 6 o'clock twelve operators and five clerks go

on and work until midnight. These work seven days in the

week, beginning at 6 p. m., and working six hours on Sunday,

and seven and a half hours on week days. Their regular duty

is fifty-two and a half hours a week. If those who work dur-

ing the day on Sunday worked their regular turn, it would come

once in six weeks ; some, however, never work on Sundays, as

they change off with some one else. Seven hours constitute a

day's work on Sunday for the day hands, for which full pay

is given the same as for nine hours on week days.

The Bankers' and Merchants' Telegraph Company has ten

offices in Boston, and seven elsewhere in the State. Of the

latter, those in Marlboro and North Attleboro are open one

hour each on Sunday, and those in Worcester and Spring-

field are open three hours each. The rest are not open.

In Boston but one office is open all day Sunday, and but

one operator is on duty. This operator works seven days

in the week and gets seven days' pay. In this company,

as in every company in the State, seven hours make a day

on Sunday, as compared with nine hours on week days.

The Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Company has eight

offices in the State open two hours on Sunday. The Boston

office closes at 3 a.m. Sunday, opens at 9 a.m., and continues

open through the day. One operator and one clerk are on duty

during tlie day, and four operators and two clerks in the even-

ing. Those in the evening work seven of their days and get

seven days' pay. The two "day" men come once in six

weeks and get extra pay. Sunday work and all other extra

service is reckoned at seven hours for a day.

The Mutual Union Telegraph Company has five offices in the

Commonwealth open two hours on Sunday ; and one, the cen-

tral office in Boston, open all day. The Sunday work in this

office is divided between four men who are on duty, one at a

time, from half past 12 a.m. throughout the day. Seven hours
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constitute a day's work on Sunday, as with other telegraph com-

panies. The operators are paid by the month, and the Sunday

work is not now extra, though it used to be. But those oper-

ators, whose turn it is to go on any given Sunday, have the

same number of hours off the day before as they are to be on

duty on Sunday. So that, so far as the economical question is

concerned, if they had to work a full week on week days, and

work on Sunday besides, the Sunday work would be considered

extra, and would be paid for as such at the rate of seven hours

on Sunday for nine hours on week days.

Telephone Companies.

One central office, that of the New England Telephone Com-
pany, serves for all Eastern Massachusetts. In this office on

Sunday five persons, one tenth of those required on week days,

are on duty ; and their Sunday tour comes once in about ten

Sundays. There are two Superintendents who each give about

half a day every Sunday. The day operators are mostly

women, and their Sunday work averages from six to seven

hours, against nine hours on week days. The night operators

are mostly men, and they work seven days in the week.

At the branch offices, which are kept open all day Sunday,

and of which there are eight, two persons are in charge and their

Sunday tour comes once in four or five Sundays. At each of

the other stations one person is present, but not the same one

every Sunday, as they divide the duty among themselves. The
Sunday work is made as light as possible.

All operators are paid by the month, and the Sunday work is

not extra but is a part of their regular duty. The w^omen receive

on the average $28.00, and the men $35.00 per month. The
women are in charge of a forewoman, who is under instructions

to allow them one or two days a month off where needful, but

no deduction is made from their pay. Whether the work done

in this occupation on Sunday tends to diminish the average

week-day wage is not clear. Indeed, the telephone business

has been in existence too short a time, and the limits are too

narrow, to furnish ground as yet for a decision. But this fact

is a sign. Women who are engaged in other emploj^ments,

where they work but six days in the week, are constantly apply-

ing for work in this company ; on the other hand, they do not
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leave this kind of work for other employments, which, so far

as it goes, shows that this is either a better paid, or easier

employment than those for six days, or both.

SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS.

But three considerable dailies in the State have Sunday

editions, viz., the Boston Herald, Boston Globe, and Spring-

field Republican. The Boston Herald first began to print a

Sunday edition in 1861, the Boston Globe in 1877, and the

Springfield Republican in 1878. From the information received

concerning Sunday labor on these newspapers, it seems that

154 men are employed by the Boston Herald after midnight

Saturday on the Sunday edition ; from 75 to 95 on the Sunday

edition of the Boston Globe, and 46 by the Springfield Repub-

lican. The majority of these men are employed on the average

from two to four hours after midnight Saturday, although it is

well into the forenoon before the last man leaves on Sunday

morning. In the case of the Boston newspapers there is in

reality no end to Sunday work, for before the last man who

was engaged in the preparation of the Sunday edition leaves, a

new set of men come on to begin work on the Monday morning

edition of these papers. The Boston Herald reports 25 men as

being at work in the composing room on Sunday before mid-

night, averaging three hours each, besides reportorial and edi-

torial work, the amount of which cannot be easily estimated

;

the Boston Globe reports 60 men in all, averaging five hours

each of Sunday work, while on the Springfield Republican 36

men commence work before midnight Sunday, and average from

six to seven hours each. These figures, as regards hours,

would seem to indicate that it requires a very much greater

amount of labor on Sunday to prepare the Monday's issue than

the edition on Sunday. The distribution of the Sunday edi-

tions of these papers, however, necessitates a great deal of

extra work on Sunday, so that in the end the whole amount of

work on Sunday caused by the Sunday issue exceeds by far

that called for in the preparation of the Monday's edition. All

these newspapers have special "news" trains on the various

steam railroads in the State, and vie with each other in placing

their respective Sunday editions in all parts of New England
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and parts of New York state accessible by railroad or other-

wise. This is especially the case during the summer months,

when the season at the mountains, by the seashore, and in all

places of fashionable resort, is at its hight. In addition to this

special *«news" train service, a very considerable part of the

Sunday editions of these papers are carried by the regular Sun-

day passenger trains, the papers being dropped off at the various

stations, and thence in many cases transported still further by

teams to such towns and places as are not readily reached by

the Sunday trains, or to which these trains would not arrive

in season for delivery in the early hours of the day.

The compositors who work on these newspapers are paid by

the piece, and in all cases where they work seven days in the

week, of course, get full pay for their labor. They are not

however, as a rule, accustomed to work seven days, but gen-

erally have a spare hand to take their place one day in the

week. In the press rooms and delivery rooms, as well as in

the counting rooms, of these newspapers it is well understood

by the employes that Sunday work in the printing and delivery

of the Sunday editions will be called for and is duly considered

in establishing the weekly wages which are paid to them. The
reporters and editors, being on salary, get no extra pay as such

for their Sunday work, but the fact that it is often required of

them is doubtless considered, so far as is possible, in deter-

mining the compensation to be allowed them. Except in cases

of emergency, however, they do not work more than one Sun-

day in two or three, and oftentimes for a part of the day only.

In the case of the weekly Sunday papers so much of the

work is done on week days that the facts concerning them have

no special bearing on the objects of this investigation.

SUNDAY NEWSPAPER DELIVERY.

There are altogether about 1250 newspaper carriers, who
deliver in all parts of Boston and in the towns and districts

in its immediate vicinity. They begin work on Sunday at

about four o'clock in the morning and the greater part of

them continue work until ten o'clock in the forenoon, bej^ond

which time they are not allowed to go on with their delivery.

In the above estimated number of carriers there are included
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four hundred licensed newsboys who sell Sunda}'' newspapers on

the streets. These newsboys, together with about forty licensed

bootblacks, are under the care of a Superintendent, who has

charge of the granting of licenses and sees that the boys

attend school regularly. To secure a license, either as a news-

boy or as a bootblack, it is necessary that the boy making the

application should bring a recommendation from his school

teacher, and no licenses are granted to boys who do not attend

school at least one-half of the time. No charge is made for the

license, except that the boy is required to pay the cost of a

badge which must be worn at all times while engaged in sell-

ing newspapers on the street ; if at any time the boy goes out

of the business and returns the badge in good condition, the

money is refunded. The Superintendent says the boys would

not willingly give up their Sunday work, as they need all the

money they can earn.

Newsdealers in stores are allowed by the police to keep

open on Sunday for the sale of Sunday newspapers until ten

o'clock in the forenoon. Many of them, however, do quite a

profitable business in the sale of confectionery, fruit, cigars,

tobacco, etc., with which the business of selling newspapers

and periodicals is generally combined.

These newsdealers say that their Sunday trade averages from

three to four dollars only, and they would not care particularly

if they were obliged to close up. While Sunday papers are

published, however, somebody must sell them. If they did

not keep open on Sunday they think they would be likely to

lose custom on week days.

Nearly all of the horse car stations, or waiting rooms, are

open on Sunday from early in the morning until about mid-

night, the same as on other days. In these stations confec-

tionery, fruit, and cigars are sold, and in the summer, soda

;

some of them also have coffee, tea, and cold meats. It is quite

evident that most of them do a profitable business, particularly

on Sundays and holidays. The proprietors of these car stations

say they are obliged to keep open on Sunday for the accom-

modation of the public, and they may as well sell what they

can and thus make it pay. Some complain of the confining

nature of the business, and say they would like to have the

Sunday's leisure like other people.
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The news stands at the railroad depots in Boston are gen-

erally open during some part of the day on Sunday, either for

a short time on the arrival or before the departure of trains, or

for a few hours in the forenoon. Boys are stationed outside

of these depots to sell Sunday papers, and the news stands

are kept open by the proprietors at such hours only as when

it seems most likely to be profitable for them so to do. The

proprietors of these news stands say they would be glad to

keep closed all day on Sundays, if all would do so.

Sunday newspapers are also sold in apothecary stores, but

this is only incidental to the business of selling drugs and

medicines and compounding prescriptions, and so far as the

sale of newspapers is concerned, in the majority of cases, is

of minor importance.

SUNDAY STEAMBOAT SERVICE.

In the consideration of Sunday travel by means of steam

railroads, reference has been made to the fact that various lines

of Sound steamboats are run in connection with this railroad

train service and form easy and pleasant means of communica-

tion between Boston and New York. For many years before

the commencement of steam railroad trains these steamboats

had been plying between New York city and points along the

coast bordering on the Sound, the trips being continued on land

in stage coaches. As has been stated, these steamboats were

accustomed to leave New York on Saturday night and reached

their destination on Sunday morning, passengers being carried

forward the same day to their journey's end in these stage

coaches. This Sunday travel by means of steamboats was

trivial, however, as compared with that which came Avith the

introduction and development of the s^^stem of steam rail-

road transportation, in the history of the causes which led

to the great expansion of which the story of the growth of this

auxiliary steamboat service has very properly been told. It is,

indeed, an integral part of this system and cannot easily be

divorced from it.

Several lines of steamboats are during the summer months run

from Boston to the beaches and various summer resorts located

in and about Boston harbor. The Sunday travel on these boats,
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especially during July and August, is very large, and is fed

not alone by the outpouring of all classes of citizens from

Boston and its immediate vicinity to these resorts along the

shore, but by large delegations which are every Sunday brought

into Boston by the Sunday passenger trains on all the steam

railroads leading into the city. The larger proportion of these

people come many miles to enjoy the privilege of spending a

few hours on Sunday at the beach.

This is also true of the purely excursion steamboats which

are not run regularly to any given point but make daily trips,

Sundays included, out into Massachusetts bay or along the

North and South shores. These steamboats receive a fair share

of this Sunday excursion travel and carry on their Sunday trips

a full quota of passengers.

By the returns received by the United States local inspectors

of steam vessels, the total number of passengers carried both

ways by these harbor and excursion steamboats during the sea-

son of 1884 was 940,941, and of this whole number transported,

168,676 were carried on Sunday. As the great bulk of these

people were carried on the outward boats and returned on

some one of the inward boats, these figures reall}* represent but

one-half of that number of persons, or about 85,000 passengers

making the round trip on these steamboats on Sunday. For

purposes of comparison the total number of passengers carried

should also be reduced to one-half of that number. The whole

number employed by these steamboat lines on the boats, on the

wharves, and in the ticket offices, is probably in the neighbor-

hood of three hundred persons.

In other parts of the State along the coast, excursion steam-

ers run to various points, and, as is the case with the steamboat

lines starting from Boston, Sunday is the great day for excur-

sionists. These steamboats carried both ways during the sea-

of 1884 between 25,000 and 30,000 passengers on Sunday, or

about 15,000 persons making the round trip.

THE SUNDAY MILK SUPPLY.

In the consideration of the Sunday milk train service, under

" Steam Railroads," it has been shown not only in what man-

ner the business of bringing milk in cars over the several rail-
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roads on Sunday was first commenced, but, also, the number of

milk cars which now come into Boston every Sunday, thereby

showing the magnitude of the milk car service at the present

time. To deliver this milk, on its arrival, to milkmen and other

retail dealers entails a vast deal of labor, and requires the ser-

vice of many hands. This work is performed by employes of

the milk contractors themselves, the railroads, as has been

stated, acting only as common carriers. In some cases the

contractors supply fewer dealers on Sundays than on week

days, as some of the milkmen can supply their customers Avith

the milk for Sunday on Saturday. This is especially the case

during the winter months, but in warm weather or at seasons

when there is a short supply of milk from the country this

arrangement is not possible.

All the milk contractors say that they would like to get rid

of all Sunday work, if such a thing were possible. But so long

as people must have milk on Sundays, they do not see how this

Sunday work can be avoided. From the nature of the busi-

ness, however, they are obliged to work on Sundays about the

same as on week daj^s, although they make it a point of doing

no more work than is necessary. The Sunday work, in some

instances, is done by the men in turns, and the men are given as

much time on Sunday as the requirements of the business will

permit. The work of deliyering the milk at the car is gener-

ally over at noon or one o'clock at the latest, but the men who

run on the milk cars cannot alwavs get home until late in the

afternoon or evening, as they are obliged to lay over at the

depot in Boston until the departure of the local Sunday passen-

ger train on the particular road over which they run, which

train often does not, during the summer season, leave Boston

until very late in the evening.

The milkmen generally begin work very early in the morn-

ing, those coming from out of town often starting before two

o'clock. On Sundays, as a rule, they do not start as early,

and get through an hour or two sooner, than on week days.

Some have no Sunday work during the winter, as the}^ leave

their customers a double supply on Saturdays. The testimony

is universal that the milkman's business is a hard one, obliging

them to be out very early and in all weathers, and if Sunday

work could be dispensed with they would be rejoiced.
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A large number of these milkmen are in the business for

themselves, but such as are hired by others do not consider

that they are paid any extra wages for Sunday work. In the

case of those employed by the milk contractors, it is quite

well understood at the time of engagement that Sunday work

will be required of them.

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE.

Closely connected with Sunday travel on the steam railroads

of the Commonwealth is the service rendered by the various

transportation and transfer companies located in and about

Boston. Upon the arrival of through trains at the several

depots in Boston means are always at hand whereby travellers,

who have come through on express trains, can be transported

with their baggage at once to their hotels. No attention, how-

ever, is paid to local trains, and no baggage is moved on

Sunday other than that belonging to parties who arrive in

Boston on through trains, and who must put up at a hotel.

This requires the services of a few men for from two to three

hours on each Sunday, and is performed by the employes of

these transfer companies in turns. With this exception no

other work is done on Sundays.

In the same way, the large express companies employ a few

men on Sunday to do such work, outside of stable work, as

seems necessary, and which cannot easily be avoided. Some

of these companies, also, have no men at work on Sunday at

all in Boston, except that all have watchmen on Sunday nights

as on other nights.

In the large livery stal)les, where a large number of men are

employed, about one-half of the drivers get off on Sunday and

some of the hostlers have a part of the day in turns. In the

smaller stables, however, where only a few men are employed,

they make no distinction between Sunday and other days ; the

work goes on as usual and all the men are on duty. They all

say that if business would permit, and all in the trade would

agree, they would be glad to close their stables on Sunday and

only do such work as may be actually necessary. Of course

the horses, under any circumstances, wouhl have to be cared

for and ted. The employes particularly would be glad to have
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their Sundays, as they earn no more when they work all day

Sunday than when they have the day off.

Among the Ilerdic cab drivers, not more than one-fourth of

them are at work on Sunday. The men lease the carriages

and work at such times as they please. Except in wet weather

or on the arrival of trains, Sunday work is not generally very

profitable, and they seldom make much over their expenses.

FERRIES.

The work on Sunday on the system of ferry boats which

furnish direct means of communication between Boston and

East Boston, and Chelsea is about the same as on week days.

On the East Boston ferries two crews, one of six men and

one of five, work half-time on Sundays, and are relieved by

another set of eleven men who work the other half of the day.

Besides these crews, six men work from 9.30 o'clock in the

morning until 10 o'clock at night.

On the Chelsea ferry the men average ten hours' work each

day, except that on Sunday one boat starts one hour later, and

the other boat two hours later, than on week days.

The men employed by both ferry companies are paid by the

month, and are allowed nothing for overtime or extra work.

THE TOW BOAT AND PILOT BOAT SERVICE.

The tow boat service is a most important aid to com-

merce, and there are from two hundred to three hundred men
employed by the different tow boat companies carrying on

business in and about Boston harbor. The officials of these

companies report that no work is done on Sundays, except in

such cases only where it seems unavoidable. Ships come to

the coast on Sunday as on other days, and if one company
does not tow them up another company will. Then again

when vessels are all ready for sea, and the weather is fine and

the wind fair, there often is a pressing necessity for them to

leave on Sunday, and of course they have to be towed out on

that day.

The story of the employes of these companies, in these re-

spects, differs materially from that of the officials as already
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given. According to the employes, an agreement was made
about five years ago by the tow boat companies whereby all Sun-

day work was to be stopped, except that only which was abso-

lutely necessary. One company was to be allowed to send one

boat outside to look for vessels under stress of weather, etc.,

but no other work was to be done that could be avoided.

This did not last long, however ; for vessels which should have

been left to be moved on Monday were moved on Sunday

under the plea of pressing necessity, and the agreement in a few

weeks became null and void. The true state of affairs seems

to be, as stated by the employes, that the companies are in

sharp competition with each other, and if one did not move a

vessel on Sunday another company would. The employes

were emphatic in the statement that they are constantly obliged

to do a great deal of unnecessary Sunday labor. They are

paid by the month, and have no extra pay for overtime or

Sunday work.

The pilot service, as required by law, is precisely the same

on Sundays as on other days.

At the government life-savinsr stations and lij^hthouses men
are always at hand and ready for duty whenever their services

are needed.

THE CUSTOM HOUSE, QUARANTINE, AND POLICE
BOAT SERVICE.

The custom house service on Sundays consists of the

employment at the Custom House of a certain number of

day and night inspectors and night watchmen. The inspect-

ors average six hours each, and the watchmen eleven hours.

There are ten men employed on the tug Hamlin each Sun-

day who work on alternate Sundays. If an ocean steamer

arrives on Sunday morning three clerks and a deputy arc

employed to pass the passengers. No work that is not neces-

sary is ever done on Sunday, and those who are obliged to do

duty on that day are detailed in regular turns from the whole

force.

The quarantine service employs seven men from sunrise to

sunset the year round, and there is no difl'erencc in the work

on Sundays than on week days.
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The police boat service requires the use of two steamboats

all the time, on which there are on Sunday, besides the engi-

neers and firemen, two and three police officers respectively.

They are required to keep constantly sailing about the harl)or,

and their hours are no different on Sunday from other days.

RAILWAY MAIL AND POST OFFICE SERVICE.

In the mailing department of the Boston post office 65 men,

or about one-half of the force, are employed on Sunday.

There are five men on duty in the registering department from

twelve o'clock midnight Saturday until seven o'clock on Sun-

day morning ; two men go on at eight o'clock and work until

two o'clock in the afternoon, and two other men report for

duty in this department at ten o'clock on Sunday night.

In the city delivery department 48 carriers and 17 clerks

are employed on Sunday ; in the box department 15 clerks,

and in the newspaper department eight clerks. Five clerks

are also employed in the general delivery department and three

clerks in the station departments. These clerks and carriers

averaffe from three to five and one-half hours work each

Sunday.

In the branch offices of the Boston post office from one to

five clerks, and from four to ten carriers, according to the size

and importance of the office, are employed three hours each on

every Sunday.

In the railway mail service, four men run on the train be-

tween Boston and Bangor, seven men on the trains on the

Boston and Albany railroad, and four men on the trains of the

Boston and Providence railroad.

BARBER SHOPS.

The custom of the barber shops throughout the Common-
wealth is substantially the same. There are " long hour

"

shops, that is, shops which are open on Sunday, and "short

hour" shops, or those which are not so opened. In the city of

Boston there are nearly five hundred barber shops, most of

which, except those located in the strictly business sections of

the city, are open on Sunday from about eight o'clock in the

morning until noon. At this hour the doors are required by
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police regulations to be closed and all comers refused admit-

tance thereafter, although the practice is to keep at work until

all who are in waiting have been served. Thus it often hap-

pens that their Sunday work is not finished until one, and in

some cases, two o'clock in the afternoon.

In those barber shops where Sunday work is performed the

weekly wage is from two to three dollars in excess of the

amount paid to journeymen barbers working in " short hour"

shops. The men are also allowed one week day ofl' in each

month.

The barbers, so far as seen, without exception express them-

selves very strongly in favor of closing all day on Sunday, if

by any means it could be made general throughout the city.

During the last eight or ten years several attempts have been

made by the barbers in Boston to close on Sunday by mutual

agreement. Probably more than ninety per cent of the pro-

prietors and all the journeymen are in favor of the idea and

would stand by such an agreement, but heretofore there have

been a few who, after signing a paper to keep closed on Sun-

day, have, notwithstanding their promise, been found open as

usual, and thus all such arrangements have fallen through by
the bad faith of probably not over five per cent of the whole

numljer. These are chiefly persons doing a small business and

whose best day under the present system is Sunday.

The proprietors of the large hotels insist that the barber

shops connected with their establishments shall be open on

Sundays till at least noon, and that there shall be a sufiicient

force of workmen on hand to accommodate without delay all

the guests of the house desiring their services. Although

nearly all of the business is done in less than two hours, a

large force is obliged to be in waiting nearly all the forenoon.

The amount of business done on Sundays in these barber shops

does not represent much more than one-quarter of the expense

incurred by the emplo3nnent of this large force, but nuist be

done for the sake of the large patronage on week days.

It is sometimes the custom with the proprietors of barber

shops which are open on Sunday to allow their employes, in

lieu of an increased wage, a half day oil' during the week, but

the journeymen would all prefer to work steadily through the

week and have Sunday to themselves. All the employers
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visited believe that, if all would keep closed on Sundays, they

would take just as much money through the week and feel

much better for tlie Sunday's rest.

There are, however, a few barbers, it is fair to say, who close

on Sunday because they prefer to take the leisure, although

they believe that by keeping open on Sunday they might take

in considerable money.

In conclusion it should be said that the Sunday work in

barber shops, except in the few instances noted, is not done for

a profit. Barbers open their shops on Sunday only for the

accommodation of the public. The very large majority of

them would like to close on Sundays, but are prevented from

so doing by a very small number— probably not more than

forty in all— who persist in keeping open ; these barbers have

small shops and do most of their work in the evening and on

Sunday morning.

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICE.

The hotel and boarding-house service of the Commonwealth,

from the nature of things, is practically the same on Sunday as

on week days. At the beaches, however, and at all places of

fashionable resort, contiguous to the centres of population

and reached easily by boat or train, Sunday during the summer

months is a gala day, and calls for the services oftentimes of a

largely increased force of attendants to meet the demands of

the public and provide for their accommodation.

It may be said generally as regards restaurants that they are

kept open on Sunday wherever there is trade sufficient to make

it profitable ; otherwise not. In those sections of Boston in-

habited by the great lodging-room class, scores of restaurants

are open all day Sunday and some of them night and day, week

days and Sundays. The proprietors of these restaurants say

that, unless they keep open on Sunday, they cannot do business

in these localities. They have numerous regular customers

living in lodging rooms who depend entirely upon the restau-

rants for their meals. As they truly say, a man can be shaved

for Sunday on Saturday, but he cannot eat his Sunday meals

the day before. Besides, Sunday is the day on which they do

the largest and most profitable business of the week, for the
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reason that on that day they supply meals to many people who
on week days eat in the restaurants located in the business

streets of the city, but which restaurants are always closed on

Sunday.

The restaurants which are closed on Sunday are situated,

with possibly one or two exceptions, in those parts of the city

where there would be but little, if any, trade. These restau-

rants do a good business on week days as a general thing, and

do not need to keep open on Sunday.

So far as ascertained, it seemed to be the rule that the

employes in those places which are open on Sunday receive no

extra pay ; in fact, it is rather the reverse, if anything. The

reason of this is, perhaps, that the restaurants which are closed

on Sunday seem to have a better class of help than are found

usually in those places which keep open.

BAKERIES AND BREAD STORES.

Bakers who supply morning bread go to work at about six

or seven o'clock in the evening and work until eight, nine, or

ten o'clock in the forenoon of the next day. To this custom

Sunday is no exception, neither can they see how in their busi-

ness it is possible to avoid some Sunday labor. They have, and

can have, no fixed time at which to stop work, and are paid by

the week with no counting of overtime. They average from

fifteen to sixteen hours' work each day, including Sunday,

especially in summer.

Bread stores keep open until ten o'clock on Sunday mornings
;

in some instances, only until nine o'clock. Many of these

stores are connected with bakeries and are open for the sale of

the morning bread, brown bread, and baked beans. Other

stores are supplied with bread by the bakers and for the most

part do but a small business. They do not generally keep any

help, but as many of them live in the rear of, or over, their

stores they consider it necessary to keep open a few hours on

Sunday morning for the benefit of their regular customers, who
depend upon them for a daily supply of bread. There is no

great profit in the Sunday trade, but each thinks, if he were to

close on Sunday, it would result in the loss of much of the

week-day custom. They do not see the necessity of keeping

oi^en on Sunday, except that people want fresh bread and their
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wants must be supplied. In many of these stores it is custom-

ary to re-open at five o'clock in the afternoon for a short time.

APOTHECARY STORES.

The idea among apothecaries seems to be that their stores

must be kept open on Sundays. With some of those apothe-

caries whose stores were visited, it is the rule not to sell any-

thing except medicines. Although the proprietors of these

stores would welcome the day as a day of rest, if such a thing

were possible, they feel that their business is such that, as a

matter of duty to the public, they must keep their stores open

on Sunday. The clerks in these stores have plenty of leisure,

and none are hard worked. A few proprietors think, however,

that some regulation might be made whereby certain apotheca-

ries might close their places of business in turn and the rest

keep open on succeeding Sundays. Others say that they

employ only one half of their help on Sunday but think it

would be impracticable to close altogether, as they would lose

both friends and custom.

Apothecaries' assistants are usually allowed half a day out of

the store in the course of the week and, where they can, a part

of Sunday.

STREET CANVASS.

The investigation has sought to cover so far as possible all

the material facts relating to Sunday labor in those industries

and occupations in which the fact of such Sunday labor is

recognized and permitted by law or custom.

To ascertain for a certainty if any places in Boston, other than

those already noted, were open on Sunday contrary to the law

for any purposes whatsoever, a very careful street canvass was

made on Sunday by agents of the Bureau, who took note of

such places as seemed to be open for business and a subsequent

visit to these places in particular was afterwards made. This

street canvass was very thorough, and embraced every section

of the city where stores or business houses were likely to be

found. The assents rode from eis^ht o'clock in the morning

until" after five o'clock in the afternoon, with only a short rest

for lunch, and visited all sections of the city proper as well as

the outlying districts of Boston.
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The results of this street canvass were that although numer-

ous places were found open in various sections of the city at

all hours of the day, a subsequent special investigation on the

Saturday following showed that in almost every case sufficient

cause was apparent. Some who seemed to be open on Sunday,

on being questioned, denied the implication, and said that

although they sometimes came to their stores on Sunday they

never engaged in business on that day. This was quite often

the case with small grocery stores, generally situated in the

basements or on the first floors of dwelling houses, the doors

of which stores were open and people were seen passing in and

out. In one case, the proprietor claimed to reside in the rear

of the store and said the only means of reaching his living rooms

was through the store. These stores appeared to be open

most frequently during the morning hours at such times when

people living in the neighborhood would be likely to buy fresh

bread and milk for their Sunday breakfast, and it is doubtless

the fact that these stores were open on Sunday for this purpose.

In several instances, also, there were signs of life in and about

various liquor stores during the day, but for what purposes we
are unable to say. These parties, on being interviewed, denied

the fact, as any one would suppose they would.

A good share of the proprietors of the stores which were

without question open on Sunday belong to the Jewish nation,

and it was to ascertain this for a fact that the subsequent

investigation was made on the Saturday following in prefer-

ence to any other week day. The places of business of these

people were found closed, and with the shutters up, on that

day, and with respect to this class of people, so far as ascer-

tained, there is no transgression of the law.

Still others, on being visited, were found to have a victual-

ler's license, doing business in a very small way, however, and

combining with it on Sifnday the sale of candy, fruit, cigars,

and the like.

To summarize, it may be said that, as a result of the day's

canvass, the following shops and stores were found open on

Sunday during some part of the day :

News stands, periodical and variety stores, and horse car sta-

tions,— for the sale of the Sunday newspapers, and incidentally

other goods ; bake houses, bread stores, and small grocery
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stores,— for the sale of white bread, brown bread, baked beans,

and milk ; fruit, confectionery, cigar and tobacco, and clothing

stores, kept by Jews and, with the exception of clothing stores,

by licensed victuallers doing business in a small way ; and

finally barber shops, and restaurants.

INCIDENTAL SUNDAY LABOR.

In the conduct of all large enterprises, public or private, a

certain amount of Sunday labor is Avell nigh indispensable.

This labor is, however, only incidental in its nature and is

performed not with the view particularly of advancing the

processes of manufacture, but that this work may not be

retarded and that the fruits of labor already expended may not

be destroyed. This is especially the case in breweries, distil-

leries, sugar refineries, kerosene works, and other works of a

similar character. The amount of labor performed in this

class of establishments is about as follows :
—

In breweries, and in distilleries, during the period of fer-

mentation, the materials cannot remain untouched for twenty-

four hours, but must be attended to on Sunday morning. This

service requires the attention of two or three men in each

establishment for a few hours each Sunday, but only such

work as is absolutely necessary is ever performed. A pro-

prietor of one of these establishments said, on being asked in

regard to the question of Sunday labor, "we are obliged to

do some work on Sunday because Nature w^orks on that day

just the same as on other days ; if fermentation would only

stop on Saturday and not begin again till Monday morning we

should be only too glad to do no Sunday work."

In sugar refineries, about the same condition of aflfairs is

observable. A certain number of men, including engineers,

watchmen, liquor men, etc., must be on duty on Sundays to

watch the refining processes, and, as they are paid by the

day, receive full compensation for their labor. The desire

in these refineries was, also, to do no Sunday labor, but in

this kind of business there are no means by which it can be

avoided.

In kerosene works, only such work is done 'on Sunday as to

prevent waste. The works are never in operation on Sunday,
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and, with the exception of the firemen, the men work part of

the day only. This work requires but a small part of the

regular force and is done in turns. For this Sunday labor, in

all cases, they receive extra pay.

In glass works, there is no absolute necessity for Sunday

labor, nor is it usual for any work to be done on that day.

The men stop work on Saturday at noon and do not again come

to work until Monday morning. When the furnace is fired,

however, some of them must come in on Sunday for a short

time to see that the fires are in order and that the material is

in proper condition. In busy seasons when they work night

and day with two sets of hands, or " shifts," the night shift

comes on at twelve o'clock on Saturday night and works until

Sunday morning, while the next shift comes on at midnight

on Sunday. But this is very seldom done in Massachusetts.

Indeed, as a rule, glass makers work fewer hours per week

than most mechanics.

In large iron w^orks and rolling mills, it is generally neces-

sary that one or two men should attend to the fires, etc., on

Sunday. It is also the custom to do such repairs on Sunday

as are necessary, but the men are paid for their time the same

as on other days, and as far as possible this work is done in

turns.

At the abattoir, the slaughtering houses and pens are leased

by the corporation, who own them, to butchers. The corpora-

tion has nothing to do with the slaughtering, and have only

about four or five men employed a few hours on Sunday morn-

ings attending to the fires and doing other necessary work.

The company is very much opposed to Sunday work and will

not allow the butchers to slaughter, except in cases of extreme

necessity. With very rare and unimportant exceptions no

work is done on the premises on Sunday.

In charitable, penal, and reformatory institutions, and in the

care of the sick and needy, considerable Sunday work, from the

necessities of the case, is performed. At the State prisons, the

ofiScers go to church with the men in the forenoon, but, on their

return and after the men are locked in their cells, the ofiicers,

Avith the exception of a small detail who remain on duty, are at

liberty for the rest of the day. Twelve or fifteen prisoners,

who act as cooks, prepare the meals on Sunday as usual and
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do other necessary work. In the jails and houses of correction,

a part of the force is ol)liged to be on duty. They are required

to do no work, but their presence is necessary.

At the hospitals, the sick must be cared for on Sundays as on

week days. This necessitates the services of nurses and

attendants, besides the performance of the customary house-

hold duties. At the Mass. General Hospital about twenty men
are employed on Sunday, and each work six hours ; at the City

Hospital about ten per cent of the employes do no work what-

ever on Sunday, fifty per cent work about two-thirds as many
hours as on week days, and the remaining forty per cent do

from one-third to one-half as much work, while at the Homoeo-

pathic Hospital the work goes on as usual, except that they do

no sweeping or scrubbing on Sunday. In all these institu-

tions no unnecessary work is ever allowed to be done on Sun-

day. The employes also are allowed half a day off in the

week, but for the most part they prefer to take any day rather

than Sunday.

The rooms of the Christian Associations in Boston are open

on Sunday, and attendants are obliged to be on duty at such

hours as they remain open during the day and evening. In

addition, the janitors and engineers are present, but really do

little, if any, work.

The reading room of the Boston Public Library is also open

on Sundaj', and one person is in attendance thereon. With
this exception no work is done on Sunday.

At the works of the various gas light, and electric light com-

panies, and at the water works stations, certain Sunday labor

must be done, as on week days, to meet the wants of the people

in these important features of modern life and requirements.

The gas light companies employ varying forces on Sunday,

according to the demand and the extent of territory cov-

ered by their plant. The Boston Gas Light Company employ

145 men at the North End works, and 92 at the Commercial

Point station ; the Roxbury Gas Light Company have from 25

to 30 men at work on Sunday, night and day, each working

twelve hours, while the Cambridge Gas Light Company employ

two gangs of 20 men each, with twelve hours* work for each

gang. The custom with the other gas light companies is sub-

stantially the same. The men so employed are paid the same
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as on other days, and, so far as they can, take this work in

turns.

The three electric light companies in Boston are obliged to

employ on Sunday a sufficient force of men to meet the re-

quirements of their contracts for electric illumination, those

companies doing the bulk of the street lighting, of course,

employing the greater number of men. The exigencies of the

business call for this Sunday labor, but, as the men are paid by

the day, they are not compelled to do this extra work without

compensation.

At the water works stations, about twenty men are employed

on Sunday to run the pumps, attend to the fires, feed the

horses, and do other necessary work.

In the same way, throughout the several departments of the

city of Boston, including the improved sewerage works, such

labor is performed on Sunday as seems necessary, or the cir-

cumstances of the case demand. In the tire and police de-

partments no change in the ordinary routine of duty is made

on Sunday, except that the members arc allowed to go to

church, when not on duty, but are expected to hold themselves

in readiness for service should the occasion require. In the

fire department a fire patrol, consisting of one man appointed

by each company, or twenty-five in all, is on duty every night,

Sundays included, these men patrolling the streets of the city

as an additional precaution against fire. There is not now any

fire patrol during the daytime.

The U. S. signal service also has two men stationed all day

on Sunday at the Boston office, and two at Cambridge.

Janitors, night watchmen, and stationary engineers, who

have the care and supervision of large warehouses, public

buildings, family hotels, mercantile houses, and offices, are

required by the nature of their work to be on duty during

some part of the day.

Janitors who have charge of stores and offices are not re-

quired to do any Sunday work, beyond seeing to the banking

of fires, etc. In largo family hotels, the janitor usually

attends to the heating of the whole buildinii:, has a general

supervision of the halls and entrances, and is expected to be

on duty for at least a part of the day on Sunday, though not ex-

pected to do any unnecessary work.
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Night watchmen are required to be on duty Sunday nights

as on week-day nights. In factories they are expected to clean

up and sweep the floors, see to the fires, and to have the steam

up ready to start on the arrival of the engineer in the morning.

They usually go on duty at six o'clock in the evening and stay

until six in the morning.

Stationary engineers are not usually required to do any work

on Sunday, except that in buildings where there are no watch-

men the engineers have to see to the tires on Sunday.

Physicians, surgeons, and undertakers, in all cases of neces-

sity, are kept busy on Sunday as on week days.

In the service of the church on Sunday there are, besides

the clergymen, the sextons, church officers, members of church

choirs, and organists, whose presence is necessary for the

proper conduct of the services of the day, and reference to the

duties of these people, however light these duties may be, is

made as being within the scope of this investigation.

Theatres and public halls, whenever used for Sunday even-

ing lectures, sacred concerts, or other purposes, must be

lighted and heated, and the accommodation of the public other-

wise provided for.

Incidentally, also, we should not foil to refer to that great

army of domestics, of whom there are over 50,000, and to

whom Sunday morning brings no cessation of their weekly

round of duties. .

OCCUPATIONS COVERED BY THE INVESTIGATION.

In the table which follows, compiled from the occupation

tables of the U. S. Census of 1880, for this State, we present

the whole number of persons employed in all the various

occupations covered by this investigation, to which is added

the Avhole number of persons employed in all occupations.

While in this table we merely give the whole number of per-

sons employed in those occupations in which Sunday labor, to

a greater or lesser degree, is performed, from a comparison of

these totals with the data given in the consideration of the sub-

ject in detail an estimate of the probable number affected by
this question of Sunday labor can be determined, as well as the

relation which this estimated number bears to the whole num-
ber of persons employed in all occupations in the State.
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Table of Occupations in which Sunday Labor is Performed.

OCCUPATIONS.
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In general, human labor is performed for two purposes, for

the production of goods and for personal service. In the first

instance it is applied to materials in a crude state for the pro-

duction of things in a finished state, and such labor may be

classified under the general head of productive labor. In the

second instance it is put forth by man at the demand of his

fellow man for service to his person, either for his convenience,

his amusement, his edification, his cleanliness, or his general

bodily wants, and for his whims.

The evolution of the modern industrial system has not re-

sulted directly in the use of Sunday labor, Sunday labor being

the result of other forces acting on the public mind.

Undoubtedly when systematic work for the production of

wealth is done on Sunday, that is, when the worker labors

seven days in the week in the production of wealth, there is a

powerful and probably an irresistil)le tendency to break down
the rate of pay, so that the total amount of the seven days'

wage will be no greater ultimately than the six days' wage Avas

or would have been. But where systematic work in personal

service is performed there is no such tendency to break down
the daily rate of wage, for the person who performs this class

of labor for seven days receives a full day's pay more than he

would if he worked but six days, and so the average day's pay

is in no way diminished. It is also probably true that when
systematic productive labor is performed on Sunday there is

a marked deterioration in the vital powers, but w'hen such

labor is performed in personal service such physical deteriora-

tion does not appear.

The weaver who should try to tend his looms steadily for a

thousand days in succession would probably break down com-

pletely in health long before the time was past, while on the

contrary the horse-car conductor goes through the whole term

without losing a day, and finishes the period with vigor unim-

paired.

From the facts presented, it appears that nearly all sj's-

tematic work which is performed on Sunday in this Common-
wealth, certainly where men work in bodies, is personal service

rendered by man to his fellow men, and not to any consid-

erable extent for the production of material wealth. This

being the case, we find that Sunday labor is almost wholly and
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directly caused by the personal demands of one man or one

class of men upon another class. The service rendered on

Sunday is rendered then because the person to be served ex-

acts it on that particular day. Probably every letter and

every passenger could be carried on week days if every letter

sender and every passenger preferred to have it so, and since

nothinof in the nature of thino;s, or in the necessities of in-

dustry, or in the progress of the modern industrial system,

but only the will of man causes nearly all the systematic labor

that is performed on Sunday, it follows that Sunday labor will

cease when the individual man prefers to have all personal ser-

vices rendered him on some other day.

It is difficult to find any species of Sunday labor that does

not come under such classification. Even in the way of cooking

food, Sunday labor is rarely if ever resorted to for the sake

of accumulating stock, but only to accommodate immediate

personal demands.

To carry the subject still further, and perhaps into the bor-

ders of the domain of morals, the question must arise as to the

extent of Sunday labor necessary to furnish a day of rest to

the workingman wearied by his week's toil, and the question

will then arise, what is a day of rest?

To one man, the attendance upon church brings restfulness

to the wearied mind ; to another, some other form of occupa-

tion would determine the character of a day of rest, but to the

man whose muscles have been strained to their utmost tension

for six days and for ten hours each day, whose nervous force

has been largely drawn upon through the action of speeded

machinery, and who has had no time during the week for

reading, for recreation, and for many of the amenities which

come to people of different calling, a day of rest may be

entirely another aff'air.

How far Sunday laljor, or that class of Sunday labor which

we have denominated as personal service, will be extended

through the demands of this last-named man is a question for

moralists to answer, and if they do not answer it, and answer

it through the employers of labor, the economist will find it his

duty to answer it in the interest of the preservation of indus-

trial forces ; for a community cannot become very moral, or

increase in the moral attributes of its members, without the
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conservation of the physical forces essential to the upbuilding

of the sound mind.

The whole question of Sunday laljor is, therefore, a vital

one as it relates to the moral and economic aspects of the

development of modern society, and this investigation was

undertaken in the hope that the facts as they exist at the pres-

ent time, if published, might lead to an active and a judicious

discussion of the whole matter.

Such a discussion will probably lead to the conclusion that the

sheer will of man, actuated by no constraint of nature nor through

the selfish motive of profit but only for what is considered as

some human convenience, causes all or nearly all the Sunday

labor in Massachusetts ; tjiat all wealth and true economic

"welfare that man now has with Sunday labor he could easily

have without it if he set his mind in that direction, and that

the safety of society, as such safety is represented in the in-

telligence, in the morality, and the integrity of the great body

of workers, depends not upon turning Sunday into a day of

recreation but in providing such means for recreation and rest

during the working days of the week, when Sunday shall

become a day of rest in the highest sense. And the question

may be asked as a fitting one for the concluding words of this

investigation, is not the wearied worker fairly entitled to the

opportunity of the rest that comes of recreation on Sunday, if

it is not granted to him on other days ?
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PART III.

COMPARATIVE WAGES AND PRICES:

I860 -1883.

^ MASSACHUSETTS AND GREAT BRITAIN.

In the Fifteenth Annual Report of this bureau, published in

July, 1884, we devoted more than three hundred pages to a

consideration of comparative wages in Massachusetts and Great

Britain for 1883, and for the period from 1860 to 1883, and

the comparative prices and cost of living in the same countries

for the same period.

The direct consideration of these important subjects took

but little space, but in order that a complete basis might be

given for the conclusions stated, we were obliged to carry the

presentation of details to the extent named. Such presenta-

tions, and the accompanying consideration, constituted Parts

II., III., and IV., of our last annual report.

The great interest on the part of the public in the wages

question caused the edition of 1884 to be exhausted in about

ten days' tifne, and we have been unable since to answer calls

for the statistics of wages presented. 'We have, therefore, con-

densed the three hundred and odd pages of last year's report

into one Part of about fifty pages in order that those parties

who were unable to secure copies of the first edition may still

be able to obtain the valuable facts presented. This conden-

sation preserves every fact stated in the full presentation, but
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we have left out the long tables of details from which the

tables of afforreo-ates, and the summaries have been drawn.

We have preserved all the important text, but have elimi-

nated that essential only to the description of the detail tables.

This Part, in condensed form, is particularly appropriate in

this volume because we follow it with a history of prices and

wages in Massachusetts for over a hundred years.

With this work on wages, a subject which has claimed a good

share of the attention of the bureau for several years, we shall

drop the presentation of rates of wages, giving, of course,

at intervals, when there is permanency in rates, the facts nec-

essary to preserve the history of fluctuations of wages in this

Commonwealth. These periodical presentations, with wage

statistics drawn from Census returns, will give the State a

continuous record of wages paid in all our industries. We
shall, however, make reports on the labor cost of production

involving the economic value of wages in production, statis-

tics relating to which, at the present time, are exceedingly

meagre.

[From Part II., Fifteenth Annual Report, for 1884.]

COMPARATIVE WAGES: 1883.

MASSACHUSETTS AND GREAT BRITAIN.

In various reports of this bureau there will be found statis-

tics of wages both American and European. In the Fifth

Annual Report, 1874, we gave quite elaborate data gathered

from original sources by Dr. Edward Young, but these statis-

tics were not in such shape as to allow of our ascertaining the

exact percentage of diflerence of wages between this and other

countries. In more recent reports, especially for 1879 and

1882, while giving the American side with great fuUness, we

were unable to present foreign wages with any complete-

ness. So with the wage statements made to the United States

government by consuls ; while a great many valuable tables

have been presented by them, they have not been so specifically

arranged that the line could bo clearly drawn by which the

diflcrences could ])c ascertained.

An investigation which would bring the rates of wages paid

in industries common to this country and European countries

into clear comparison has not yet been undertaken, although
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the results of such an investigation have been called for con-

stantly and earnestly on all sides Ijy the press and the people.*

The resources of this office have not allowed us to undertake

an investigation reaching all the great industries common to

the United States and foreign countries, and in fact, had our

resources been ample for this purpose, we should not have felt

at liberty to undertake so broad an investigation ; but to ascer-

tain the results of such an investigation so far as Massachusetts

and her leading competitor abroad, Great Britain, are con-

cerned, Ave have undertaken to bring into comparison the rates

of wages paid in these two communities, and in so far as Mas-

sachusetts and Great Britain may be representative States

supply the needed information.

To accomplish this result, in the fall of 1883, we started

upon an original investigation, through personal agents of the

bureau, in Massachusetts and Great Britain, and through these

agents we have gathered from original sources (meaning by

original sources the pay rolls of great manufacturing establish-

ments, the official wage lists agreed upon in England, so far as

England is concerned, between trade societies and employers,

and from other reliable sources) the rates of wages paid in the

following industries which are common to Massachusetts and

Great Britain.

1
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Massachusetts, but it is quite a different matter when a col-

lection of such information is attempted in Great Britain ; very

many proprietors will give no information at all regarding their

industry, yet we have been peculiarly fortunate in finding a

sufficient number to give such information as to make our

report quite as trustworthy for Great Britain as for Massachu-

setts, wherever facts are given for the former country.

The absence of industrial censuses in countries other than

the United States is a serious drawback to any scientific com-

parison on a grand scale.

The industries covered by this special comparison for 1883,

and for which statistics were gathered during the last four

months of the year just closed (1883), involve 74.9 per cent of

the total products of the manufacturing industries of Massa-

chusetts. This statement shows the complete representative

character of our statistics.

It should be remembered that since the information has been

gathered wages in many industries in Massachusetts have been

reduced on an average, as near as we can judge, ten per cent.

This reduction would of course, wherever it has been made,

affect the percentage of difference shown by the tables.

The statistics presented in these Parts, rehiting to wages in

Massachusetts and Great Britain, have been collected with the

greatest care, and have been tabulated and presented in such a

manner as to bring out all the relations involved in them, and

while it is true that a "comparison of wages is worthless as a

gauge of relative cost (of production) unless all the conditions

are identical in the establishments compared,"* a comparison

of rates only is exceedingly valuable,' when such rates simply

are to be determined, and the relative purchasing power of the

earninofs in such rates is sought. This latter result is the main

one aimed at in the investigation ; that is, we have sought

simply to determine with mathematical accuracy the percentage

of difference in the rates of wages paid in Massachusetts and

Great Britain, in industries common to each.

It was, of course, impossible to show the wages for all the

employes in any industry in either country. The investiga-

tion was intended to cover about ten per cent of those engaged

in the various industries considered in jNIassaohusetts as coni-

* Edward Atkinson.
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pared with the totals shown by the census of 1880. In some

instances the wages for more than ten per cent of the workers

in an industry were secured, and in other instances less. For

Great Britain the proportion obtained can not be shown owing

to the absence of official figures giving the numbers employed

in the various industries, and also from the fact that many of

our Great Britain returns were not for definite numbers of

employes.

It will, therefore, be plainly seen and should be clearly

understood that these tables relate only to the employes in-

cluded in our investigation, and that the tables are riot claimed

to show, in any instance, the whole number employed in any

industry considered in either country.

GRAND COMPARISON.

We present first, consolidations showing the highest average

weekly wage, the lowest average weekly wage, the average

weekly wage, and the general average weekly wage for day,

piece, and day and piece hands. Each table is composed of

three parts, the first showing the amounts, that is, wages paid

;

the second, percentages, indicating the higher rate of wage in

Massachusetts or Great Britain, and the third, a summary, in

w^hich, on the industry basis, the average highest, average

lowest, average, and general average weekly wages are shown

for men, women, young persons, and children.

The letter '*/i" preceding a wage figure indicates that the

wages having been returned on more than one basis, the highest

figure has been made use of. This occurs only once in Massa-

chusetts, in the case of the Hosiery industry.

The double dash (= ), used in the percentage tables, indi-

cates that there was a wao-e fio-ure in the amount tables but no

corresponding wage figure for the other country, so that a per-

centage could not be figured.
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Grand Compakison. Highest Average Weekly Wage. Amounts.
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Gkand Compakison. Lowest Average Weekly Wage. Amounts.
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Grand Comparison. Average Weekly Wage. Amounts

Industbies.

AvEKAGE Weekly Wage.

Massachusetts.

Men. Women. Young
Persons

Chil-
dren.

Agricultural implementp,
Artisans' tools,

Boots and shoes, .

Brick
Building trades, .

Carpetings, .

Carriages and wagons.
Clothing,
Cotton goods,
Flax and jute goods, .

Food preparations,
Furniture,
Glass, ....
Hats: fur, wool, and silk,

Hosiery,
Liquors: malt and distilled

Machines nnd. machinery,
Metals and metallic goods,
Printing and publishing.
Printing, dyeing, bleaching,
and finishing, cotton tex-
tiles, .

Stone, .

Wooden goods.
Woollen goods.
Worsted goods,

810 36
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GnAND Comparison.

Inddstribs.

Agricultural implements
Artisans' tools, .

Boots and slices,

Brick,
Building trades,

Carpetings,
Carriages and wagons,
Clothing, .

Cotton goods, .

Flax and jute goods.
Food preparations, .

Furniture, .

Glass,
Hats : fur, wool, and silk,

Hosiery
Liquors: malt and distilled.

Machines and machinery,
Metals and metallic goods.
Printing and publishing, .

Printing, dyeing, bleaching,
finishing, cotton textiles,

Stone, ....
Wooden goods,
Woollen goods,
Worsted goods.

General Average Weekly Wage

Amounts.

Day and Piece.

General Avkragb Weekly Wacb paid to Day, Piece,
AND Day and Piece Kmployeb.

Massachusetts.

nay
Hands.

Piece
Hands.

and

$9 94
11 88

14 53
8 63

14 99
5 96
12 SO

9 17
6 61
6 48

10 08
11 16
12 83
9 73
8 69

12 86
11 96
11 55
11 36

8 68

13 54
13 51
6 79
7 39

$14 27
10 81

11 42

6 56
14 90
10 46
6 31
5 55
6 65

11 35
9 62

11 75
A 6 48
13 13

10 74
11 40

7 63
15 01

8 55

7 01

7 21

Day and
Piece Hands,

$10 43

7 69

9 00

9 43
11 92

Great Britain.

Day
Hands.

Piece
Hands.

Day and
Piece Hands.

$8 85
A 6 94

/i4 93 A $5 42
4 16

A 7 81
4 11

A 8 53

A 9 73

A 7 28
A3 27

A3 74
7 96

A 10 95

A 7 30
7 22

A 19 46
A 7 40

A 10 51

A 9 49

5 78

A 6 08

8 66

7 16
A 6 91

A 9 48 A 10 07

A 4 83

A 10 16
5 67

A 5 49
2 55

A 4 97

A $4 72
2 78

A 9 92
5 87
4 44

A 8 62

A 7 14

A 6 32

A 4 27

Gkand Comparison. General Average Weekly Wage .

Percentages.

Day and Piece,

Agricultural implements,
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We next present a table showing the general average weekly

wage paid to all employes.

Grand Comparison. General Average Weekly Wage j)ciid to All Employes.

Amounts.

INDL'STBIES.

Agricultural implements,
Artisans' tools, . . . . _

Boots and shot 8, . . . . '

Brick,
Building trades,
Carpetings,
Carriages and wagons,
Clothing,
Cotton goods,
Flax and jute goods,
Food preparations,
Furniture
Glass
Hats : fnr, wool, and Bilk

Hosiery,
Liquors : malt and distilled,

Machines and machinery,
Metals and metallic goods,
Printing and publishing,
Printing, dyeing, bleaching, and finishing, cotton textiles.

Stone,
Wooden goods
Woollen goods
Worsted goods,

General Average Weekly

Wage paid to All Employes.

Massachusetts. Great Britain

$10 25
11 80
11 63
8 63

14 99
6 08

13 80
10 01
6 45
6 46
9 81

11 04
12 28
11 01

A 6 63
12 87
11 75
11 25
11 37
8 67

14 39
12 19
6 90
7 32

$8 85
A 6 94
A 5 08

4 16

A 7 83
4 11

A 8 53
A 7 30
A 5 72
A3 17
A3 74

7 96
A 8 80
A 5 89

4 67
A 19 46
A 8 07
A 8 89

A 6 78
A 5 55
A 10 16

5 67
A 5 49
A 4 27

We next show the percentage of employes receiving more

than, or the same or less than, the general average weekly

wage.
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(J RAND COMTAKLSON. Wage Perce?i[ar/e.<<.
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"VVe see that in twenty-three industries the general average

weekly wage is higher in Massachusetts than in Great Britain
;

in one industry the general average weekly wage is higher in

Great Britain than in Massachusetts.

From the comparison aggregations of the various industries,

we are enabled to prepare a grand consolidation of all the

industries.

All Industries. Grand Comparison.

Classification.
Great

Britain.

Average highest weekly wage paid to Men,
Average highest weekly wage paid to Women,
Average highest weekly wage paid to Young Persons,
Average highest weekly wage paid to Children,

Average loicest weekly wage paid to Men,
Average loicest weekly wage paid to Women,
Average lowest weekly wage paid to Young Persons,
Average loicest weekly wage paid to Children,

Average weekly wage paid to Men, .

Average weekly wage paid to Women,
Average weekly wage paid to Young Persons,
Average weekly wage paid to Children, .

General Average weekly wage paid to employes working by the Day,
General Average weekly wage paid to employi'-s working by the Piece,

General Average weekly wage paid to employc-s working by the Day
and Piece

General Average weekly wage paid to All Employes

Percentage of employ6s receiving more than the general average
weekly wage,

Percentage of employes receiving tlie same or less than the general
average weekly wage

Result.— General Average weekly wage higher In Massachusetts, by

$11 86
4 10
3 04
1 05

4 72
2 27
1 66
60

8 26
3 37
2 40

79

7 43
7 17

6 01

6 96

48.8^

51.2 «

The table is so explicit it is unnecessary to repeat in text

what the figures so plainly show. The grand result is thaty in

the twenty-four industries considered, the general average

weekly wage is higher in Massachusetts by 4S.2S per cent.

The wao^e returns from Great Britain were made to us in

three different ways ; first, for a definite number of employes ,

second, by percentage returns ; and third, by general returns,

both the latter being for an indefinite number of employes.

Where more than one basis was used we have heretofore in-

variably used the highest figure for Great Britain and indicated

it by prefixing the letter "A." The inllucncc that the use of

this highest figure has had upon the grand result may be seen

in the followinof table.
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Great Britain— " High.''''

Industries.
"Number'

Average.

"Percentage'

Average.

Agricultural implementB,
Arlieans' tools,

Boots and shofs, .

Brick, ....
Building trades, .

Carpeting.s, .

Carriages and wagons.
Clothing,
Cotton goods.
Flax and jute goods, .

Food preparations,
Furniiurf, - . .

Glass
Hats : fur, wool, and silk,

Hosiery,
Liquors: malt and distilled

Machines and machinerj',
Metals and metallic goods.
Printing and publishing.
Printing, dyeing, bleaching, and

finishing, cotton textiles,

Stone, ....
Wooden goods,
Woollen goods,
Worsted goods, .

$6 94

4 16
6 24

3 70
7 00
3 26
2 51
3 74

89
67

6 26
5 71
3 55

44
72
67

2 55

$8 85
6 28
5 08

83
11
53
83
72

8 80
5 12

5 86
8 07
8 89
6 78

5 55
10 16

4 23
4 27

'' General

'

Average.

$1 46
3 66

7 56

44
30
99
17

70
96
07

19 46
6 47
7 61

6 22

4 83
9 85

5 49
3 98

Great Britain - " High.'

Classiflcation
used.

Percentage
Number
Percentage
Number
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
General
Percentage
General
Number
General
Percentage
Number
Number
General
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage

Percentage
Percentage
Number
General
Percentage

Amount.

$8 85
6 94
5 08
4 16
7 83
4 11

8 53
30
72
17
74
96
80
89
67

19 46
8 07
8 89
6 78

5 55
10 16
5 67
5 49
4 27

This " high" figure has been used in eighteen industries, and

in some instances it will be seen it was much hiofher than the

result obtained from the other kinds of returns.

In order to show more fully the influence exerted by the

use of this highest wage, we have prepared other tables in

which for Great Britain, instead of the high wage, we have

used the average of the two or more bases upon which returns

were made. One table shows the average weekly wage paid

to men, women, young persons, and children, and the general

average weekly wage paid to day hands, piece hands, and day

and piece hands respectively. The second table is in two

parts, one showing the general average weekly wage paid to

all employes, and the other showing the resulting percentages.
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Qreal Britain— ''Average.''''
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Grand Compauison. Massachusetts and Great Britain. Result.

Industries.

General Average Weekly Wage
higher In—

MassachusettB,

I'ercentages.'

Agricultural implements
Artisans' tools,

Boots and slioes

Brick,
Building trades,
Carpetings,
Carriagos and wagons,
Clothing
Cotton goods,
Flax and jute goods,
Food preparations,
Furniture,
Olass
Hats : fur, wool, and silk

Hosierj'
Liquors: malt and distilled

Machines and machinery,
Metals and metallic goods,
Printing and publishing,
Printing, dyeing, bleaching and finishing, cotton textiles.

Stone
Wooden goods,
Woollen goods,
Worsted goods

All industries

15,

141,

166
107,

107

47
182
49
38
127
260
38
76
99
39
1

69
52

106
75
67

115
42
103

75.94

Great Britain.

Percentages.

* "Average" instead of "High" wage rates used for Great Britain in determining per-

centages.

It will be noticed thcat by thus crediting Great Britain with

the average instead of the high weekly wage, the point is

brought out that, in each of the twenty-four industries, the

general average weekly wage is higher in Massachusetts than

in Great Britain.

We find that the average percentage in favor of Massachusetts^

in the 24 industries considered, consolidated by the use of the

" average'' as explained, is 75.94.

To indicate the true percentage which will show, for all

industries, the higher rate of average weekly wages in Massa-

chusetts requires that we should settle upon a figure between

the two extremes already given, namely : 48.28 per cent derived

from those tables in which Great Britain is credited with the

high wage, and 75.94 per cent drawn from those tallies in

which Great Britain is credited only with the average of the

returns made upon the diiferent bases.

The mean of these two figures is 62.11 per cent, and we

consider this figure to be the result of the investigation, which

we formulate as follows :
—
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The general average weekly wage paid to employes in twenty-

four manufacturing and mechanical industries in Massachusetts

is 62 -j- per cent higher tlian the general average weeMy wage

paid in the same industries in Great Britain,

Of the 210 establishments in Massachusetts making returns,

92 supi)liecl us with weekly pay rolls showing the number of

persons employed during the week in question, and the whole

amount of the pay roll for that week, from which Ave could

easily arrive at an average weekly wage for each employe. Of

the 110 establishments in Great Britain but 11 supplied us

with such pay rolls.

In the 92 establishments in Massachusetts, comprehending

16 of the 24 industries considered, 9,648 employes received an

average weekly wage of $10.82.

In the 11 establishments in Great Britain, representing 9 of

the 24 industries considered, 7,115 employes received an aver-

age weekly wage of $5.48. This shows that, comparing these

establishments, the average iceekly wage in Massachusetts was

higher by 97.39 per cent.

We present this figure as another strong indication that

the mean figure we have adopted, namely, 62 -\- per cent,

is fully sustained by the wage statistics in our possession. All

computations have been refigured, and it is impossible for an

error of sutficient importance to have occurred to materially

afiect the result.

The average number of working days in the year in Massa-

chusetts, in the 23 industries considered, is 309.29, while in

Great Britain, in 14 industries, it is 305.29, or 4 days less in

the year in Great Britain than in Massachusetts. As the em-

ployes are only paid for the time when actually emi)loyed, tiiis

would indicate a slight advantage gained in Massachusetts by

virtue of this small excess in working days in the year.

In Massachusetts the average numl)er of working hours in

the week is 60.17, while in Great Britain it is 53.50, being 6.67

hours less in the week in Great Britain than in JNlassachusetts
;

that is, the weekly working time in Massachusetts is 12 -j- per

cent longer than in Great Britain.

This percentage is based upon returns from 159 out of 210

establishments in jSIassachusetts and 61 establishments out of
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110 in Great Britain. We present a table showing by indus-

tries the number of establishments reporting weekly working

hours, and the average number of weekly working hours in the

various industries in the two countries.

Average Weekly Working Hours.

INDUSTBIES.

Massachusetts.

Number
of

Establish-
ments.

Agricultural implements, . . . .

Artisans' tools,

Boots and shoes
Brick,
Building trades,
Carpetings,
Carriages and wagons,
Clothing,
Cotton goods,
Flax and jute goods,
Food preparations,
Furniture,
Glass, '

.

Hats : fur, wool, and silk

Hosiery,
Liquors : malt and distilled, ....
Machines and machinery, ....
Metals and metallic goods, ....
Printing and publishing,
Printing, dyeing, bleaching, and finishing

cotton textiles

Stone,
Wooden goods,
Woollen goods,
Worsted goods

Totals,

4
3
11
3
8

11
8

8
2
5

10
1

2
4
9

12
2.5

12

3
10
4
3
1

159

Average
Weekly
Working
Hours.

60
60
59.45

64
60

60
58.38
60
60
60
59.50
60
60
60
69.33
59.58
59.48

58.13

60
59.70

60
60
60

60.17

Great Britain.

Number
of

Establish-
ments.

1

1

1

13

3
4
4
2
2
1

1

2

7
6
5

61

Average
Weekly
Working
Hours.

54
54
52.50

51.50

54
53.63

56
54
55.75
52.50

54
54.25

52.29
53.75

53.65

54

56
56

53.50

This table supplies to a certain extent information of value

in considerino^ the cause of higher wao^es in Massachusetts as

compared with Great Britain.

The fairest way to institute a comparison is to bring the

wages paid to the basis of the hour, which we do, so far as our

statistics will enable us, in the following table.
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Average Wages by ih& Hour.
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Belated Industries.

IKDCSTRIES.

General Average Weekly
Wage paid to All Employes in—

Massachusetts. Great Britain

Textiles.
Carpetings
Cotton goods
Flax .•ind jute goods,
Hosiery,
Printing, dyeing, bleaching, and finishing, cotton

textiles,

Woollen goods
Worsted goods

Clothing.
Boots and shoes,
Clothing
Hats: fur, wool, and silk,

Brick, .

Building trades,
Stone, .

Building.

Metnllic Work.
Agricultural implennents, .

Artisans' tools, ....
Machines and machinery, .

Metals and metallic goods.

Wood Work.
Carriages and wagons,
Furniture,
Wooden goods

OtJier Industries.
Food preparations,
Glass
Liquors : malt and distilled,

Printing and publishing, .

$6 08
6 45
46
49

67
90
32

11 63
10 01
11 01

8 63
14 99
14 39

10 25
11 80
11 75
11 25

13 80
11 04
12 19

9 81
12 28
12 87

11 37

$4 11
4 66
2 84
4 67

4 94
4 86
3 60

4 37
6 71
5 51

4 16
7 21
8 58

8 80
4 89
6 93
7 40

4 89
7 96
5 67

2 72
6 94

12 66
5 52

Higher In

Massachusetts.

Per cent.

47.9
38.4

127.

5

39.0

75.5
42.0

103.3

166.1

49.1

99.8

107.5
107.9

67.7

15.8

141.3
69.6

52.0

182.2

38.7

115.0

260.7
76.9

1.7

106.0

Recnpitulation,

Textiles,
Clothing,
Building,
Metallic work.
Wood work.
Other industries,

All industries,

$6 91
10 8S
12 67
11 26
12 34
11 r)9

$10 31

$4 24
5 53
6 65
7 02
6 17
6 96

ijo

62.9
96.7
90.5
60.4

lUO.O
66.5

75.94

From the grand comparison table, including all industries,

by comparing the general average weekly wages paid to men,

women, young persons, and children, we are enabled to arrive

at the ratio of wages paid to women, young persons, and chil-

dren to those paid to men. Taking the average wages paid to

men as 100, in Massachusetts the ratio of those paid to women
is as 51.39 to 100 (that is, the average wages of women are a

little more than one-half as much as those paid to men),
those paid to young persons 43.04 to 100, and those paid to

children 32.15 to 100. In Great Britain the ratio for women
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is 40.92 (men's wages considered as the unit, or 100), for

young persons 29.06 to 100, and for children 9.5G to 100. In

Massachusetts, on the average, one woman, one young person,

and one child workino: tofrether would earn as much combined

as 1.26 men; in Great Britain they could earn only .79 as

much as a man, or 59.4 per cent in favor of the women, young

persons, and children of Massachusetts.

These results will be of value in comparing wage returns in

future, and will also enable one to form an intelligent estimate

of the wages paid to women, young persons, and children,

when only those for men are actually known.

If we bring forward the percentages resulting from the com-

parisons made upon the bases previously explained we secure

the following

Grand Result.

1. If Massachusetts is credited with the average wages paid,

and Great Britain is credited with the Jiigh wages paid, — the

Massachusetts wages are higher in 23 out of the 24 industries

considered, the percentage in favor of Massachusetts, in all the

industries, being 48.28.

2. If both Massachusetts and Great Britain are credited

with the average wages paid,— the wages in Massachusetts are

higher in each of the 24 industries considered, the percentage

in favor of Massachusetts, in all industries, being 75.94.

3. On an industry basis, the average percentage in favor of

Massachusetts, in 23 industries, is 65.05.

4. Taking the wages paid per hour as the basis, — the

average in Massachusetts is hio-her in each of the 24 industries,

the percentage in favor of Massachusetts, in all the industries,

being 70.88.

5. On the basis of establishment pay rolls, — the percent-

ajre in favor of Massachusetts is 97.39.

The percentage that will truly and foirly indicate the higher

rate of wages paid in Massachusetts in the industries considered,

as compared with the wages paid in the same industries in

Great Britain, must be found somewhere between the extremes

as here given, namely: 48.28 per cent, and 97.39 per cent.

The results shown in sections 4 and 5 are not based upon as

complete data as those shown in sections 1, 2, and 3, and

neither percentage can be fairly used in determining the grand
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result. The mean of 48.28 per cent and 75.94 per cent, as

we have previously shown, is G2.ll per cent, and this ap-

proximates so closely to the general average 65.05 as shown in

section 3, that we state, as the grand result of the comparative

weekly wages investigation in Massachusetts and Great Britain

for the year 1883,

That the general average weekly wage of the employes in 24
industries in Massachusetts is 62 + per cent higher than the

general average iveekly wage of the employes in the same indus-

tries in Great Britain.

[From Part m., Fifteenth Annual Report, for 1884.]

COMPARATIVE WAGES: 1860— 1883.

MASSACHUSETTS AND GREAT BRITAIN.

The design of the present Part is to bring forward into a

compact form for direct comparison all the statistics of wages,

for Massachusetts and Great Britain, that have been previously

presented in the Reports of the Bureau, including the returns

for 1883 given in Part II. of this report, together w^ith such

additional statistics of wages in Great Britain, in past years,

as we have been able to secure.

We are able to present wage statistics for the years 1860,

1872, 1874, 1875, 1878, 1880, 1881, and 1883 for Massachusetts,

and for the years 1872, 1877, 1880, and 1883 for Great Britain.

These statistics are drawn from various sources,— census or

official reports and from personal investigations by the Bureau

agents, and others. The following statements for Massachusetts

and Grefjjt Britain will show the sources from which the wage

statistics used have been derived.

Massachusetts Wage Statistics.

1860. Massachusetts wage statistics for 1860 were first pre-

sented in the Report for 1879, Part III. They were obtained

by our agents in 34 cities and towns and represented 63,515

employes.

1872. Wage statistics for 1872 were first presented in Part

IV. of the Report for 1874. They were obtained by the Bu-

reau agents. The number of employes represented was 271,970,

or about three-quarters of all at that time employed in agricul-
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tural, mechanical, manufacturing, and mining occupations in tlie

State.

1874. The Report for 1875, Part IV., supplies the wages

for 1874 for 397 men, all heads of families. These 397 families

contained 2,041 persons, of whom 734 were at work.

1875. The wage statistics for 1875 are drawn from the State

Census returns for that year. The wages for 71,339 employes,-

engaged in 950 different occupations, were given in Part I., of

the Report for 1876. In Vol. II., "Manufactures and Occu-

pations," Census of Massachusetts for 1875, the wages for

266,339 employes were given out of a grand total of 297,042

persons employed. The Report statistics were supplied by em-

ployes, and those in the Census volume by employers.

1878. The statistics for 1878 appear in the Report for 1879

in direct comparison with those for 1860, being obtained by the

Bureau agents for 63,515 employes.

1880. The Report for 1883, Parts II. and III., contains the

wage statistics for 1880, they being drawn from the United

States Census of 1880, and representing 207,793 employes.

1881. Wage statistics for 1881 were given in Part IV. of

the Report for 1882 for an indefinite number of employes in

21 industries. They were brought into direct comparison with

those for 1860, 1872, and 1878.

1883. The statistics given for 35,902 employes in Part II.

of the present Report are brought forward.

Great Britain Wage Statistics.

1872. Statistics of wages paid in Great Britain in 1872

were first given in Part IV. of the Report for 1874 where they

were brought intoxlirect comparison with Massachusetts statis-

tics for the same year. It is impossible to state how many em-

ployes they represent.

1877. Wages in Great Britain in 1877 were ol)tained from

"Miscellaneous Statistics of the United Kingdom," presented

to both Houses of Parliament in 1879. They were compiled

from returns made to the statistical department of the Board of

Trade l)y the Council and Secretaries of the several Chambers

of Commerce, etc., and covered 28 of the principal industries.

No mention is made of the number of employes represented in

the returns.
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1880. As in the year 1877, from "Miscellaneous Statis-

tics " presented to Parliament in 1883. The returns are similar

to those for 1877, from the same official sources, and represent

an indefinite number of employes in 39 industries.

1883. The statistics for 17,430 employes, as given in

Part II. of the present Report, are brought forward. We are

unable to state how many employes are represented by the

percentage and general returns.

From a careful examination of these sources and estimates

based upon our original returns we obtain the following result

:

In the ninety industries, in MassacJiusetts and Great Britain,

supplying statistics of average weekly icages for the period be-

tween the years 1860 and 1883 the wages of at least one and a

quarter millions (1,250,000) of employes are represented.

GRAND COMPARISON.

Our first analysis table brings forward from the comparison

table under each industry head the general average weekly

wage paid to all employes in each country in the years specified.
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Grand Comparison. General Average Weekly Wage.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

21

25

26

27

28

Industries.

Domestic and Personal Office.

Domestic service,

Trade and Transportation.

Carriers on roads, .

Agricultitre.

Agriculture,

Fisheries,

Fisheries.

Mines.

Mining

Manufactures and Mechanical
Industries.

Agricultural implements.

Arms and ammunition,

Artificial teeth and dental work,

Artisans' tools, .

Awnings and tents,

Bags and bagging,

Bookbinderies, .

Boots and shoes, .

Boxes, .

Brick, .

Brooms and brushes,

Building trades, .

Burial cases, caskets, coflins, etc..

Buttons and dress trimmings,

Carpetlngs, ....
Carriages and wagons,

Cement, kaolin, lime, and plaster,

Charcoal

Chemical preparations,

Clocks and watches, .

Clothing

Concrete walks, paving, etc..

Cooking, lighting, and heating
atus,

appa

1860.

Mass.

$4 28

14 15

8 45

11 42

6 80

5 01

10 58

9 87

6 62

10 74

8 20

G. B.

1878.

Mass.

$5 33

14 73

8 74

11 25

11 67

15 64

12 76

17 11

13 78

12 37

G. B.

1874.

Mass.

$2 26

5 65

4 72

5 86

5 30

6 64

3 92

6 55

7 44

6 79

$12 44

11 67

G. B.

10 75

13 59

14 42

14 02

13 00
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Massachusetts and Great Britain— 1860-1883.

1875.

Mass. I G. B.

$3 03

1877.

Mass. G. B.

$4 71

4 68

5 56

7 14

3 75

1878.

Mass. G. B

$5 57

16 95

11 67

12 02

7 55

5 43

11 90

12 63

8 20

14 03

9 48

1880.

Mass.

$7 75

9 55

11 87

8 57

7 83

9 60

8 04

7 77

6 08

10 54

12 60

6 33

5 87

10 23

7 01

9 28

8 78

11 46

8 31

9 44

10 22

G. B.

$5 38

1881.

Mass. G. B

3 78

$6 19

11 54

5 73

4 51

7 33

4 09

13 29

7 00

13 27

12 16

1883.

Mass. G. B.

$10 25

11 04

11 80

11 63

14 99

6 08

13 80

11 28

10 19

$8 85

4 37

8 63 4 16

7 21

4 11

4 89

6 22

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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Grand Comparison. General Average Wtekly Wage.
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Massaciiusktts and Great Britain— 1860-1883. — Cow.

1875.
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Grand Comparison. General Average Weekly Wage.
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Massachusetts and Great Britain— 18G0-1883

—

Con.

IS75.

Mass. O. B

$8 89

7 70

11 41

10 85

12 79

9 36
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We present second u table showing by industries, and coun-

tries, the wage fluctuations from year to year since 1860. We
give the years, in this range, in which the highest and lowest

average weekly wages were paid, compare these averages with

the general average of all years, and then show the excess of

the highest average weekly wage first over the lowest average

weekly wage and then over the general average w^eekly wage.

Only those industries appear, in either country, which gave

general averages for at least two difierent years.

Massachusetts. Wage Fhiclnations. By Industries.
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Massachusetts. Wage Fludvntions. By Industries.— Con
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By a consolidation we obtain the following table showing the

wage fluctuations by years in both countries.

Wage Fluctuations. By Years.
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as a great industry with a marked advance in wages. Reduced

to percentages the results show, as regards the industries con-

sidered, an advance in 46.21 per cent and a falling oft' in 53.79

per cent in Massachusetts ; an advance in 44.42 per cent and a

falling off" in 55.58 per cent in Great Britain.

We next bring into direct comparison fourteen leading indus-

tries for which we have wage statistics in both countries for

1872, 1880, and 1883. In this table we have also included

Great Britain wages for 1877 and Massachusetts wages for

1878, they furnishing, in our opinion, a thoroughly trustwor-

thy basis for comparisons.

Grand Comparison. Fourteen Leading Industries.

Massachusetts and Great Britain.

INDUSIBIES AND COUNTRIES.

Gkneral Average Weekly Wage
PAID TO All Employes.

1872. 1877-8. 1880. 1883

Masp.
G.B.

Masfl.

G.B.

Boots and Shoes.

Building Trades.

Cakriages and Wagons.
Mass
G.B

Mass. .

G.B. .

Clothing.

Mass.
G. B.

Cotton Goods.

Flax, Linen, Hemp, and Jute
Goods.

Mass
G.B

Mass.
G.B.

Mass.
G. B.

Food Preparations.

Glass.

Machines and Machinery.
Mass
G. B

Metals and Metallic Goods.
Mass
G. B ;

PRINTncG AND PUBLISHING.
Mass........
G.B

$14 73
5 65

15 64
6 64

17 11
6 55

12 37
5 79

8 14

5 36

7 69
3 27

9 68
4 68

11 39
6 95

13 51
6 77

15 52
6 84

12 84
6 54

$12 02
4 68

12 63
5 56

14 03
7 14

9 48
3 75

7 78

4 87

5 31

3 63

10 97
7 66

10 59
6 11

10 05
4 77

11 75
6 40

13 58
6 26

$9 60
3 78

10 54
5 73

10 23
7 33

8 31
4 09

7 37
3 57

4 82
3 54

10 01

5 78

8 57
5 78

10 40
5 93

10 23
5 77

11 02
4 94

$11 63
4 37

14 99

7 21

13 80

4 89

10 19
6 22

6 45
4 66

6 46
2 84

9 81

2 72

12 28
6 94

11 75

6 93

n 25
7 40

11 37

5 52

General Higher in
Average

i
Mass.

Weekly
,

W^ape. Percf.nt-
1872-1883.

i

AGES.

$9 73
4 90

10 91
6 61

11 82
6 45

8 58
5 46

7 68
4 60

5 96
3 01

10 02
4 79

10 U
6 54

10 67
6 73

10 42
6 90

11 27
5 42

98.57

65.05

83.26

57.14

66.96

98.01

109.19

54.59

58.54

51.01

107.93
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Grand Comparison. Fourteen Leading Industries

Massdchuselts and Great Brilain.

Con.
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Grand Compaiuson. By Industries.— Con.

General Average Weekly Wage paid to All Employh. — 1SG0-1S83.

INDDSTEIES.

Fisheries.

Mines.

Fisheries,

Mining,

Manufactures and Mechanical
Industries.

Agricultural implements.
Arms and ammunition,
Artificial teeth and dental worli,
Artisans' tools,

Awnings and tents.
Bags and bagging,

.

Bookbinderies,
Boots and shoes, .

Boxes
Brick

Brooms and brushes, .

Building trades.
Burial cases, caskets, coflBns, etc.

Buttons and dress trimmings,
Carpetings
Carriages and wagons, .

Cement, kaolin, lime, and plaster,
Charcoal, ....
Chemical preparations,

.

Clocks and watches,

Clothing, ....
Concrete walks, pavine, etc.,

Cooking, lighting, and heating ap
paratus, . - . .

Cordage and twine.
Corks
Cotton goods
Cotton and woollen textiles.

Crayons, pencils, crucibles, etc.,

Drugs and medicines, .

Dyeing and iinishing textiles,

Dyestuffs, ....
Earthen and stone ware.
Electroplating,
Emery and sand paper, cloth, etc
Fancy articles.

Fertilizers
Fireworks and matches.
Flax, linen, hemp, and jute goods,
Food preparations,
Furniture

Gas works
Glass,
Glue, isinglass, and starch, .

Hair work, ....
Hose: rubber, linen, etc., .

Hosiery,
Ink, mucilage, and paste.
Ivory, bone, and horn goods,
Jewelry burnishing and lapidary
work,

Leather,

Massachusetts.

Number General ,,. .

of diflerent avcraue ' "z"
years rep- Weekly V^^fif„\
resented. Wage. j"^"=^"'

$11 67
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Grand Comparison. By Industries — Con.

General Average Weekly Wage paid to All Employes. — 1860-1883.

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

66
67
68

69
70
71

72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89

go

Industries.

Massachusetts.

Number
of different
years rep-
resented.

Liquors and beverages.
Liquors : malt and distilled,

Lumber,....
Machines and machinery,
Metals and metallic goods,
Mixed textiles.

Models and patterns.
Musical instruments and materials
Oils and illuminating fluids,

Paints, colors, and chemicals,

Paper,
Perfumes and toilet preparations,
Photographs and photographic

materials, .

Polishes and dressings.
Printing and publishing,
Printing, dyeing, bleaching, and

finishing, cotton textiles,

Railroad construction, .

Rubber and elastic goods,
Salt,

Scientific instruments and appli
auces,

Seed crushing,
Shipbuilding,.
Silk and silk goods,
Sporting goods, ...
Stone,
Straw goods, ....
Tallow, candles, soap, and grease
Tobacco and cigars,

Toys and garaex, .

Trunks and valises,

Whips, .

Wooden goods,
Woollen goods.
Worsted goods.

Lahoren.

Laborers,

General
average
Weekly
Wage.

$8 76
11 94
7 80

10 16
11 36
7 10

13 46
13 53
10 93
11 85

8 65
7 81

8 93
9 96

11 68

9 94
11 26
8 60
2 63

11 44

15 59
6 68
6 01
12 02
8 97
10 28
10 53
7 96

12 07

10 56
10 39
6 75

6 83

11 57

Higher
in Mass.
Per cent.

91.3

61.0

64.6

17.5

90.5

109.4

115.5

94.9

99.1

1316

40.1

79.1

134.0

168.5
40.9

82.1

Number General „„»,._
of different average

|

, 'H" „
years rep- Weekly .'"^.iV
resented. I Wage. |lercent.

Gbeat Bbitain.
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From the i)rccecling table we secure our first grand com-

parison, and result.

In the 90 industries considered^ from 1860 to 1883, the

general average weekly wage was 75.40 per cent higher in Mas-
sachusetts than in Great Britain.

If we examine the manufacturing and mechanical industries

by themselves, 84 in Massachusetts and 35 in Great Britain,

we find, in these industries, That the general average weekly

wage, from 1860 to 1883, was 73,02per cent higher in Mas-

sachusetts than in Great Britain. If we confine our compar-

ison to the 37 industries which supply an exact comparison,

that is, an average figure in both countries for the same indus'

try, we discover that the general average weekly wage in these

37 industries in Massachusetts, from 1860 to 1883, was $10.17,

while in Great Britain it was $5.57, or, The general average

weekly ivage was 82.59 per cent higher in Massachusetts than

in Great Britain. A further examination of these 37 fully

comparative industries shows that in 8 the percentage in favor

of Massachusetts was less than 60, in 7 from 60 to 80, in 11

from 80 to 100, and in 11 over 100 per cent, reaching as high

as 191.6 per cent.

For a final grand comparison we show the general average

weekly wage paid to all employes, in both countries, by years,

presenting also the number of industries considered in each

year.

Grand Comparison. By Years.

General Average Weekly Wage paid to All Employes.
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By the industry presentation the percentage in favor of Mas-

sachusetts in 90 industries, from 1860 to 1883, was shown to

be 75.40 per cent ; by the yearly consolidation (on nine yearly

bases instead of ninety industry bases) we find it to result in

79.57 per cent in favor of Massachusetts. The mean of these

two percentages is 77.49 per cent. The result of the compara-

tive wages investigation, for 1860 to 1883, is—
That the general average weekly wage of the employes^ in the

industries considered , was 77A9 per cent higher in Massachu-

setts than in Great Britain.

From the grand comparison by years we are enabled to

derive a table which shows, for both countries, the money

advance or decline, and the percentages of increase or decrease,

from year to year, and which also supplies comparisons between

more widely separated periods, as regards the general average

weekly wage in all the industries considered.

Grand Comparison. By Years and Periods.

Massachusetts and Great Britain.

Yeaks and Periods.
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In Great Britain, wages advanced from 1872 to 1877, fell off

between 1877 and 1880, and advanced again between 1880 and

1883. From 1872 to 1883 the advance was 9.74 per cent. In

Massachusetts, wages in 1883 were 5.41 per cent lower than in

1872.

In all the wag^e tables in this Part it will be seen that wa^^es

reached their lowest level in Massachusetts in 1880. The close

approximation of the 1880 wages to those for 1878 denotes an

unmistakable downward tendency from 1872. At the same

time it is worthy of mention and remembrance that in Massa-

chusetts, in 1875 and 1880, the wage statistics were drawn from

Census returns which practically covered all the employes

enofatjed in manufacturinsf and mechanical industries in the

State. In such Census returns the general average is always

lower than in returns of special investigations, for the Census

returns include the small establishments, and also the lowest

paid employes. Again, the Census returns are usually yearly

earnings, which divided by 52 (weeks) will usually give a

lower rate than the average weekly wage, owing to loss of time

for various reasons. The last table shows conclusively that

1880 was a turning point in Massachusetts wages which are

now (1883) but five per cent lower than the highest point

which was reached in 1872.

From the preceding tables we are now able to formulate in

concise language the—

Grand Result.

1. The number of employes whose average weekly wages

are represented in the comparisons from 1860 to 1883 is at

least one and a quarter millions (1,250,000).

2. In the comparisons, 88 industries in Massachusetts and

39 in Great Britain were represented. The Massachusetts

wages were higher in all the .industries compared, the percent-

age in favor of Massachusetts, on an industry basis, being

75.40.

3. The purely manufacturing industries entering into this

comparison numbered 84 in Massachusetts and 37 in Great

Britain. In these industries the percentage in favor of Massa-

setts was 73.02.
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4. Complete comparisons were possible in the case of 37

industries having wage statistics for both countries. In these

industries the percentage in favor of Massachusetts was 82.59.

5. On the yearly basis, Massachusetts from 1860 to 1883,

and Great Britain from 1872 to 1883, the percentage in favor

of Massachusetts is 79.57.

6. Wages in Massachusetts are 28.36 per cent higher than

they were in 1860.

7. Wages in Great Britain are 9.74 per cent higher than

they were in 1872.

The mean of the percentages shown on the industry basis in

section 2 (75.40) and on the yearly basis in section 5 (79.57)

is 77.49, which figure is the result of the comparisons from

1860 to 1883. This result not only verifies beyond question

the result obtained in Part II., viz., 62+ per cent, but it also

shows that the extreme figure, for 1883 alone, found in Part

II., viz., 75.94 per cent (see page 119) is less than the average

per cent in favor of Massachusetts from 1860 to 1883.

The grand result of the comparative wages investigation in

Massachusetts and Great Britain for the years 1860 to 1883

is—
That the general average weekly wage of the employes in the

industries considered in Massachusetts was 77 -}- per cent higher

than the general average loeekhj wage of the employes in the

industries considered in Great Britain.

[From Part IV., Fifteenth Annual Report, for 1884.]

COMPAEATIVE PRICES AND COST OF LIVING

.

1860-1883.

MASSACHUSETTS AND GREAT BRITAIN.

The question of wages forms but one side of the workiug-

man's account. On the other is the question of cost of living.

This foct has always been fully recognized by this Bureau, for

presentations of wages in past reports have been accompanied

by statistics of the prices of commodities in use by working-

men and of the cost of living. The publications of the Bureau

on this point may be summarized, by years, since 1874, as

follows ;
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1872. In the Report for 1874, Part VI. was devoted to the

Prices of Provisions, etc., in Massachusetts and Europe, and

the Piircliase Power of Money, for 1872. The statistics for

Great Britain were very full, being obtained in fifteen cities

and toAvns in the kingdom.

1874. Part IV. of the Report for 1875 was devoted to the

Condition of Workingmen's Families, and included statistics of

the cost of living of 397 workingmen's families in Massachu-

setts. The analysis of these statistics sustained Engel's law

relative to the expenditures of workingmen's families in most

particulars.

1878. Wages and prices in 1860, 1872, and 1878 were

presented in Part III. of the Report for 1879. The figures

for 1872 were brought forward from the Report for 1874, but

the prices in 1860 and 1878 were obtained by the Bureau

agents in the last named year from 345 retail dealers in difier-

ent parts of the Commonwealth.

1881. In the Report for 1882, Part IV., the statistics of

prices for 1860, 1872, and 1878 were again brought forward

and put in comparison with the prices of Commodities in

1881.

1883. The same agents who obtained the wage statistics

for Massachusetts and Great Britain, presented in Parts II.

and III., of this Report, also secured statistics of prices of

articles used by and entering into the cost of living of working-

men in both countries.

Analyses of the Prices Tables.

To secure the quotations given in detail in the twelve prices

tables, about 75 retail stores in 10 cities and towns were visited

in Massachusetts and 150 retail stores in 20 cities and towns in

Great Britain. In addition, the printed price lists of leading

retail houses in Boston and the " supply books" of the large

workingmen's stores in Great Britain were consulted and used

for verifications and to complete the grading of prices.

We have undertaken from a consideration of the prices

tables to secure averages and percentages which will indicate

as nearly as may be, when all qualifying circumstances are

taken into account at their full weight, the higher cost of living

in Massachusetts. That the cost of living is higher in Mas-
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sachusetts than in Great Britain is generally acknowledged.

Our aim is to show in what way and to what degree.

Groceries^ Provisions, Fuel. — The advance or decline, in

Massachusetts alone, by years, and by periods, is shown in the

subjoined summary.

Summary. Prices in Massachusetts — lSGO-1883.

Years.
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the comparison is made on the basis of all goods in the medium,

medium low, and low grades, from which workingmen obtain

their supplies, the figure in favor of Great Britain is .9 or less

than 1 per cent.

Boots, Shoes, and Slippers. — In 1883, if all goods in all

grades are included, boots, shoes, and slippers were 62.59 per

cent higher in Massachusetts than in Great Britain. If the

comparison is confined to the medium, medium low, and low

grades, then these articles were 42.75 per cent higher in Massa-

chusetts than in Great Britain.

Clothing. — If all goods in all grades are considered, the

specified articles of clothing were 45.06 per cent higher in Mas-

sachusetts in 1883 than in Great Britain. If the comparison

covers only the medium, medium low, and low grades, then

the articles considered were 27.36 per cent higher in Massa-

chusetts. The low grade alone shows that prices in Massa-

chusetts were 18 per cent higher, while the high and medium

high grades indicate that prices in Massachusetts were 56.57

per cent higher.

Rents. —A very full showing of rents for Massachusetts and

Great Britain in 1883 supplies the following result : rents

were, on the average, 89.62 per cent higher in Massachusetts

than in Great Britain. The average rent of one 7'oom in

Massachusetts was 66 cents per week, $2.86 per month, and

$34.38 per year. The average rent for various sized tenements

can be easily computed on this basis. In Great Britain the

average rent for one room was 35 cents per week, $1.51 per

month, and $18.02 per year. Computations for tenements can

be made as in the case of Massachusetts.

Board and Lodging. — The board and lodging returns are

also very complete. The result is that board and lodging, on

the average, were 39.01 per cent higher in Massachusetts in

1883 than in Great Britain. The average price for board and

lodging in Massachusetts, in 1883, for men, per week, was

$4.79, for women $3.19; per month, men $20.76, women
$13.82 ;

per year, men $249.08, and w^omen $165.88. Con-

sidering board alone the average rates for men, per week, were

$3.84, for women $2.56; per month, men $16.68, women
$11.09 ;

per year, men $199.68, and women $133.12. Taking

lodging by itself, the average rates, per week, for men were
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$2.20, for women $1.46 ;
per month, for men $9.53, for women

$6.33 ; per year, for men $114.40, and for women $75.92.

Comparative figures for board and lodging, in 1883, in Great

Britain, are as follows: per week, for men $3.37, for women
$2.37; per month, men $14.58, women $10.28; per year,

men $174.98, and women $123.41. Women pay about two-

thirds as much for board and lodging as men. Parties lodging

in one house and boarding in another pay more than those

who secure board and lodging together. For this reason the

averages for board added to those for lodging make more than

the averages given for board and lodging.

The preceding percentages we consolidate in tabular form :

Summary.
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workingmen's budgets, or annual accounts of all items

of expense in detail. The Bureau corroboration of his prop-

ositions was founded upon 397 budgets collected in 1874 and

printed in 1875. Ten years having passed we considered it

essential to obtain some fresh budgets to see if there had been

any material change in the manner of living in Massachusetts,

and also to supply comparisons for 1883 between Massa-

chusetts and Great Britain. We secured 19 budgets, or

annual accounts of expenditures, in Massachusetts and 16 in

Great Britain which we present in a series of tables.

Workingmen's Budgets. Size of Family, Persons at Work, Earnings

and Expeiises. Massachusetts.
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WoRKiNGMEN's BUDGETS. Expense Details. Massachusetts.

No.
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These averages show, as regards the families considered, that

the average Great Britain family was slightly larger but had a

fraction more persons at work, and, for this reason, matches

the average Massachusetts family. As regards total earnings,

the Massachusetts family, on an average, earned 55.27 percent

more than the average Great Britain family. The average

earnings of the head of the family in Massachusetts were 80.31

per cent higher than in Great Britain ; that is, the advantage

of wages, as shown in Part II., is 75.94 per cent, while the

advantage of earnings, owing to increased yearly working time

in Massachusetts, is 80.31 per cent. The average earnings of

members of the family were 17.90 per cent higher in Massa-

chusetts than in Great Britain. The total family expenses in

Massachusetts were 48.41 per cent greater (not higher) than

in Great Britain. The average Massachusetts family expended

93.89 per cent of its total income and had 6.11 per cent sur-

plus. The average Great Britain family expended 98.24 per

cent of its income and had 1.76 per cent surplus.

WORKINGMEN'S BUDGETS.

SETTS
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EngeVs Law.
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Wo have seen that the average annual family expenditure in

Massachusetts, as shown by the budgets for 1883, were $754.42

and in Great Britain, for the same year, $508.35. For pur-

poses of comparison we bring together, for the average Massa-

chusetts family and also for the average Great Britain family,

the percentages of expenditure as drawn from the budgets,

and the percentages for same sized incomes, from Engel's

law and the Bureau table,

Massachusetts. Percentages of Expenditure, Amount, $754.42.

Items op Expekditure.
Mass.

BuflKets.
1883.

Engel's
Prussian
law.

Mass.
Bureau
table
1875.

Average.

Subsistence,
Clothing, .

Rent, .

Fuel, .

Sundry expenses,

Totals, .

49.28
15.95
19.74

4.30
10.73

100.00

50.00

18.00

12.00
6.00

15.00

100.00

56.00
15.U0

17.00
6.00

6.00

100.00

51.76
16.32
16.25

5.10

10.57

100.00

Great Britain. Percentages of Expenditure, Aniotmt, $508.35.

Items of Expenditure.
Gt. Britain
Bu'lgets.

1883.

Engel's
Prussian

law.

Mass.
Bureau
table.

1875.

Average,

Subsistence, . , . .

Clothing
Rent
Fuel
Sundry expenses,
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follows: — Subsistence, 51.76%; Clothing, 16.32%; Rent,

16.25%; Fuel, 5.10%; Sundry expenses, 10.57%; total,

100% ; and for Great Britain on a total expenditure, for

Mr. John S. Lord, bas brought into direct comparison the results previously obtained

by this Bureau, for Massachusetts, Great Britain, and Prussia, and the results for 1,769

families in Illinois.

Percentages of Expenditure by the Families of Workingmen in Illinois,

Massachusetts, and Great Britain.
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instance, of $500 per annum, as follows : — Subsistence,

56.45% ; Clothing, 15.54% ; Kent, 13.66% ; Fuel, 4.83% ;

Sundry expenses, 9.52% ; total, 100%.

In examining the two preceding tables it will be seen that in

Great Britain, in accordance with the Massachusetts Bureau

table of 1875, 63 per cent of an annual expenditure of $508.35

was for subsistence. This figure, which seems out of propor-

tion to percentages of subsistence established by other data, is

really in harmony with the economic law stated, for in all cases,

so far as we have been able to examine, the percentage of

expenditure for subsistence increases and that for clothing

decreases, of course within certain limits, as the total annual

expenditure for family support decreases.

We have now but to apply the percentages indicating higher

prices in either country to a uniform basis for both countries in

order to ascertain the higher cost of living in Massachusetts.

As this basis is necessarily an arbitrary one, w^e adopt $1000

and apply to this basis the various percentages. Any uniform

basis for both countries would do as well as $1000, as the

object is only to secure money equivalents for established per-

centages as shown on page 151, ante.

Supposing a family in Massachusetts and a family in Great

Britain were each to expend $1000 in a given time (not neces-

sarily a year) the elements of such expense would be as shown

below in the column headed "Basis," which, it will be seen,

foots up $1000. The column headed " Increased" contains the

basis figures increased by the percentages indicating the higher

prices in each country.

Grand Comparison. Cost of Living— 1883. Massachusetts and
Great Britain.

Articles.

Massachusetts.

Basis.

Groceries,
Provisions,
Fuel
Dry goods,
Boots, shoes, and slippers,
Clothing, ....
Rents, ....
Sundries

Totals, .

$29.5 20
197 60
43 00
20 00
36 30
103 20
197 40
107 30

$1000 00

Increased.

IZ'Z 63
197 60
71 74
34 41
49 11

143 53
255 61
107 30

$1232 93

Great Bmtain.

Basis.

$321 60
192 00
35 00

34 10
34 40

112 70
134 80
135 40

$1000 00

Increased.

$321 60
243 21
35 00
34 10
34 40

112 70
134 80
135 40

$1051 21
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This table means that $1000 worth of the specified "articles"

(in the proportions stated) in Great Britain, if purchased in

Massachusetts would cost $1232.93, while, with the same con-

ditions, $1000 worth of " articles" in Massachusetts would cost

$1051.21 in Great Britain. That is, the ratio of cost of living

in Massachusetts and Great Britain is as $1232.93 to $1051.21,

or, reduced to a simple decimal, the ratio would stand 1.23 to

1.05. By comparing these grand results we find—

That, on any basis of yearly expenditure^ the 2^^'ices of

articles entering into the cost of living were., on the average^

17.29 per cent higher in Massachusetts ^ in 1883, than in Great

Britain; that of this figure 11.49 per cent was due to higher

rents in Massachusetts, leaving 5.80 per cent as indicative of

the higher cost of living in Massachusetts, as compared with

Great Britain, as regards the remaining elements of expense.

We have seen, on page 151, ante, that the Massachusetts

workingman expends 48.41 per cent more for the support of

his family than the workingman in Great Britain. (The

average families referred to (page 151) are virtually of the

same size, for the slightly increased size of the average Great

Britain family is compensated for by a greater proportion at

work in Great Britain, and this proportion is the same as the

ratio between Massachusetts and Great Britain as regards size

of family and persons at work.) Of this 48.41 per cent, 5.80

per cent is paid extra for articles which could be purchased

5.80 per cent cheaper in Great Britain ; 11.49 per cent is paid

extra to secure more and larger rooms and more air space than

the workingman in Great Britain enjoys, while the remainder,

31.12 per cent, indicates also an extra amount expended by the

Massachusetts workingman to secure better home surroundings

and to maintain the same higher standard of living, as shown

for rent, as regards other expenses, which standard is higher

than that secured by the workingman in Great Britain.

Distinguishing the figures indicating the greater expenditure

for living in INIassachusetts (48.41 per cent) from those indi-

cating the higher cost of living (17.29 per cent) we find, as a

grand result—
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That, the higher prices in Massachusetts are represented by

5.80per cent; that increased accommodations in housing and the

general higher standard of living maintained by Massachusetts

workingmen as compared with the standard of living of work-

ingmen in Great Britain is represented by 42.61 (11.49 -\-

31.12) per cent out of the total greater cost of 48.41 per cent,

or, stated as a direct ratio, the standard of living of Massachu-

setts workingmen is to that of the workingmen of Great Britain

as 1.42 is to 1.
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PART IV.

HISTOEICAL EEVIEW OF WAGES AND PEICES.

1752 - 1860.

The Bureau has, from time to time, devoted considerable

attention to the important subject of wages and cost of living.

The chapters upon this topic presented in the annual report

for 1879, and in subsequent issues, have quite fully covered the

period between 1860 and 1884.

It was determined, therefore, to collect during the current

year all available data respecting wages and prices in the early

part of the century, and to bring the investigation forward to

1860 so as to connect such data with that already published.

Statistics of this sort seemed necessary properly to complete

the history of the industrial development of Massachusetts, and

the work, if undertaken at all, demanded immediate action, as

the information, scattered through old account books, bills and

miscellaneous papers, was rapidly passing out of existence.

The present Part contains the results of the work of the

Bureau in this direction, the tabular matter relating to wages

and prices being accompanied by such historical, explanatory,

and comparative statements as are deemed proper adequately

to portray the social conditions surrounding the laborer to-day

and in the past.

In treating the subject historically, the industrial progress of

Massachusetts, like that of the whole country, naturally falls

into three periods. First, the early industrial period prior to

the introduction of machinery and the factory system, and

which may be said to close about the year 1815 ; secondly, the

period of transition, marking the change from the old to the
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modern industrial system, and comprising the years between

1815 and 1830 ; and, lastly, the present industrial period, from

1830 to the present time. In this order we proceed.

THE EARLY INDUSTRIAL PERIOD.

The early industrial period was that prior to 1815. The

subjects considered are as follows : what industries had been

established ; how the industries were conducted ; what machines

had been introduced ; hours of labor ; household comforts pos-

sessed by the laborer ; educational and social advantages

;

means of transportation, — facilities possessed by the Avork-

ingman for changing his location ; wages, and the purchase

power of money.

What Industries had been Established.

At the close of the Revolution several important industries

had been placed upon a permanent basis, but the manufacturing

interests of the country were still exceeded by its agricultural

and commercial interests. Such manufactures as existed were

largely confined to a system of isolated and household manual

operations. Those were most prosperous which required the

least outlay of capital and the least expenditure of labor.

The rich deposits of iron ore existing in the country had

been profitably attacked, and several trades dependent on iron

were fairly prosperous. The home production of nails, for

instance, was nearly sufficient to supply the domestic market.

Agricultural implements, edge tools, and hollow ware were

beirinnins: to be made. The war had created a demand for

firearms and gunpowder which was met for the most part by

private enterprise, government manufactories of such articles

not having acquired much importance until after 1795.

Copper, like iron, could be found in considerable quantities,

and being easily and cheaply worked the manufacture of copper

and brass goods was among the most extensive of the infant

industries.

American tanners were becoming able to meet successfully

their foreign competitors. Extensive distilleries were in oper-

ation. Malt li(|uors were made in quantity nearly commensu-

rate with the home demand.
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Paper making, one of the earliest industries attempted in

the colonies, was now one of the most prosperous and success-

ful. Printing presses Avere sufficiently numerous in the United

States to render us independent of foreign nations in respect

to the manufacture of books.

Mills for the production of sawed lumber, flour, and meal

abounded. Bricks were extensively made. Sugar refining

and the manufacture of chocolate were araono^ the leadinof

industries.

Manufactories of cotton goods established at Beverly, Mass.,

and at Providence, R.I,, were just overcoming the obstacles to

success. Elsewhere this industry was struggling for a foot-

hold. The printing of cotton ftibrics was hardly more than

attempted.

Manufactures of wool were almost entirely confined to the

family. The making of wool hats, however, could no longer

be classed among the household industries and the industry

was in a thriving condition. At Hartford, Conn., before 1790,

a woollen factory had been established, an enterprise that

promised success. Small quantities of silk stockings, hand-

kerchiefs and trimmings of silk were made, but the industry

had scarcely emerged from the experimental state.

Shipbuilding was flourishing. Manufactories of rope and

cordage, also, were prosperous. A single establishment at

Boston making sail cloth was doing well. One at Ipswich for

the manufacture of lace was noteworthy. In 1795 the shoe

industry at Lynn employed about 200 master workmen with

numerous apprentices, the annual product being about 300,000

pairs.

This list, meagre as it is, is practically exhaustive. Placed in

opposition to the wide range of manufactures brought to view

in the U. S. Census of 1880 it sinks into insignificance. It

afibrds a background to the picture of industrial growth which

the present century unfolds. It comprises industries near to

the simplest needs of life and calculated to supply the most

primitive social wants. Metallic implements and utensils of

the crudest sort ; arms for personal defence ; ships for the

navy and for commercial intercourse ; paper and the printing

press ; brick, lumber, flour, and meal ; liquors ; coarse tex-

tiles, and a limited number of food products complete the list.
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These, and substantially these only, were the avenues open to

mechanical skill in America in 1800. The condition of labor

in these industries forms the starting point in our inquiry.

How THE Industries w^ere Conducted.

The factory system had not yet displaced the domestic or indi-

vidual system of labor. Nothing was known of the development

of special skill by the subdivision of labor and the confinement

of each workman to one particular step in a series of progres-

sive operations, an expedient by which the productive capacity

of the modern operative has been brought to the maximum and

the time required to comj)lete the product reduced to the

minimum.

The apprentice system was in vogue, and all parts of a trade

were then taught where it is now usual and needful to teach

but a single branch. The youth who aspired to become a

shoemaker might, for instance, during his period of apprentice-

ship, acquire a knowledge of every step from the tanning of

the leather to its embodiment in the finished shoe, and this

illustration is applicable to other industries as well.

The modern artisan is, to a great or less extent, a special-

ist. He does one or a few things extremely well and very

rapidly by the concentration of his power. He forms one of a

company of specialists, each being a link in an industrial chain,

and each, like himself, confined to a particular field of eflbrt.

His predecessor covered a wider range of industrial knowl-

edge, but at a loss of time and skill. Hence a waste of pro-

ductive force was contingent upon the industrial s^'stem, and

the loss occasioned by this waste was borne partly by the

laborer in the form of a lower wage for a given outlay of time

and effort, and partly by the consumer in the form of a higher

priced product.

The system permitted a more intimate relation between

employer and employed than is usual to-day. Industrial oper-

ations were not then conducted by corporations. It was com-

mon for workmen in all industries to board with their employers.

In country districts and small towns this may be said to have

been the rule for unmarried men. Capital had not then turned

to real estate operations as a channel of investment. It was

too scarce and too much in denvuid for other enterprises. The
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building of tenements for lease as an independent business

venture was rarely undertaken. Men with ftimilies, who were

drawn to a particular locality by the establishment there of

some special industry, often lived in tenements belonging to

their employers, the rental forming part of their wages.

"VYiiAT Machines had been Introduced.

Manual labor was but little aided by the application of natural

forces. The tools at the command of the laborer were few,

and very crude in form. Neither the skill nor the appliances

existed for the manufacture of machines. It is said that when
Fairbairn, the distinguished English machinist, began his career,

the human hand unaided was the sole reliance in such work.

The early inventors were often obliged not only to construct

the machines they devised, but to invent the tools for making

them. The essential textile machines first went into operation

in England, but it was not till 1790, as we shall hereafter show,

that, under the direction of Samuel Slater, the first successful

application was made of the English inventions to American

textile manufacture. Slater's great difiiculty was to find skilled

workmen to carry out his ideas.

Just prior to 1800, Bentham, in England, was putting in

practical form the essential wood-working machines, but it

was many years before their influence was felt. In metal

working, the lathe was still in its primitive state ; the plan-

ing machine, which of itself revolutionized the manufacture

of tools and machines of metal, was unknown, and the steam

hammer was not yet perfected. The paper machine, also, was

still an experiment.

Prior to 1800 steam was not applied to industry in America,

though in 1789 the first engine for cotton spinning had been

set up at Manchester, England. Water power was utilized in

grist mills and for sawing lumber, but the Avheels in use were

very wasteful and not to be compared with the modern turbine.

Many things easily accomplished by the modern mechanic

were simply impossible in the state of the arts then existing,

and what was then done was accomplished at an expenditure

of time and manual labor that to-day would not be required

in the manufacture of the most complicated mechanism.
Here, once more, was a waste of productive force, resulting
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from not knowing the best way to do what was needed, and

from the lack of proper tools to aid the hand of the workman.

The great inventions in agricultural implements that were to

aid the laborer by cheapening the price of breadstuffs were

then unknown.

During the early years of the century, then, we find little

mechanical skill, and crude and imperfect machines. Muscle

was essential to the workman, and wliat he accomplished was

secured by purely manual, frequently monotonous and irksome

labor, resulting in a product generally substantial, but often

clumsy, and exhibiting, as a rule, little economy in the use of

material or science in the adjustment of its parts. If the

absence of machinery was a blessing to the laborer, then in that

respect the early American artisan was in an ideal state.

Hours of Labor.

The hours of labor in nearly all industries were measured by

the sun, from sunrise to sunset constituting tlie working day.

Not until 1824 was the subject of shorter hours agitated, and

not until 1840 were shorter hours adopted to an}'^ extent

;

it was several years after that date before ten hours became the

rule in the mechanic trades, while in the textile industries the

ten hour system is a modern innovation, as 3"et adopted only

in Massachusetts, so far as America is concerned.

Household Comforts possessed by the Laborer.

Laborers at the beginning of the century had few of the

comforts and conveniences now common in the poorest families.

China, glassware, and carpets, to say nothing of the numberless

contrivances now in use for facilitating household labor, were

then practically out of reach. Dwellings were warmed by open

fires of wood, while churches were not warmed at all. The

iron cook stove for economically and elliciently aiding the

culinary operations of the family had not yet ajipeared.

Anthracite coal, though for fifteen years in use on blacksmiths'

forges in the coal region, was unavailable for household })ur-

poses, and in 1806 the first frciightage of a few hundred bushels

was brought down to Philadelphia, and there used experiment-

ally with indifferent success.

The artisan's food was simple, often coarse, and in fact
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confined to the bare necessities of life. The wide range of

products which liow enrich the workingman's table, brought to

iiini from all the markets of the world by the modern system

of ra})id transportation, wei-e many of them unknown, or if

known were expensive luxuries only obtainable by the favored

few.

" Anion"- the fruits and vojretables of which no one had then even heard,

are cantaloupes, many varieties of peaches and pears, tomatoes and

rhubarb, sweet corn, the cauliflower, the egg plant, head lettuce, andokra.

If the food of an artisan would now be thought coarse, his 'clothes would

be thought abominable. A pair of yellow buckskin or leathern breeches,

a checked shirt, a red flannel jacket, a rusty felt hat cocked up at the

corners, shoes of neat's skin set off with huge buckles of brass, and a

leathern apron, comprised his scanty wardrobe."*

The wealthy and more genteel wore silks, velvets and broad-

cloth of foreign manufacture, but the laboring classes were

confined to coarse fabrics of home production.

Educational and Social Advantages.

At the beginning of the century the educational advantages

surroundino: the workinsfman were few. Although common
schools were early established in Massachusetts, yet judged by

modern standards they Avere poor indeed. Hard by the

church stood the school, but hard by the school on every vil-

lage green stood, through all the early years, the gallows,

stocks, and whipping post, and within, the rooms were bare

and unattractive, and unprovided with apparatus for aiding the

teacher's work. In school government the rod played an

important part.

No systematic training for teaching as an independent pro-

fession was known. Indeed, such a profession as a distinct and

honorable calling hardly existed. The instructors were, in

many cases, young persons temporarily engaged while preparing

for other pursuits, or the school dames and village pedagogues

whose characteristics have been only too fiiithfully portrayed

in story. Under these circumstances community of interests,

McMaster. A History of the People of tlie United States. Vol. 1 — p. 97.
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such as is now common amonjj those enojao-ed in teaching:, was

out of the question, and mutual action among those having the

schools in charire, through conventions and institutes of in-

struction in which matters affecting the progress of education

are discussed, was impossible. No rational methods of

primary instruction were pursued. The range of text books

was ver}'^ limited and their typography beneath criticism. In

some of the larger towns private academies were established in

which, for a tuition fee, some attempt was made to overcome the

deficiencies of the public schools.

The first educational association in the country* had just

been formed and the first step taken which was to lead to

important results. We shall hereafter see that the revival of

education in Massachusetts, as in other States, was contempo-

raneous with the inception of the factory S3^stem and the intro-

duction of machinery as an industrial force. But prior to

1820, although attention was gradually concentrating upon the

public schools and plans were maturing for improving them,

but little was actually accomplished and, consequently, the

educational opportunities open to the children of the wage

laborer were limited.

The opportunities for social enjoyment were no broader.

An extensive inquiry into the social life of workingmen at the

present day, undertaken by the Bureau in 1879,f showed the

existence in Massachusetts of large numbers of social, farmers',

and mechanics' clubs ; base ball, rowing, and sailing clubs ;

secret societies offering social opportunities to members

;

literary and debating societies ; musical societies ; halls for

dancing, billiard rooms, and bowling alleys, and other avenues

of enjoyment practically open to all and utilized by a consider-

able number. A similar inquiry at any time during the first

quarter of the century would have disclosed few such social

institutions. The industrial population was too much diffused,

the character of the labor too severe, and the hours of labor

too long to permit of their existence.

It is frequently said that there were fewer class distinctions

and greater social equality in early New England life than now.

This is undoubtedly true if by social ecpiality is meant equality

* Midillctown, Conn., 179^. See B.irnarJ's History of Education in Conn.

t Sec Elcvcntli Annual Report, pp. 230-21)3.
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of condition. But tho same causes that have operated to

separate society into classes have, as we shall show, placed at

the command of the manual workman opportunities for mental

growth and social enjoyment unknown to the most favored in

the early days. These opportunities have- become his per-

manent possession. They constitute his environment. In

modern society not only are all classes united by ties which

cannot be broken except through revolution, and each class

dependent upon every other to a degree never before known,

but the social privileges of the present are open to the many
and can no longer be monopolized by the few.

Means of Transportation. Facilities possessed by the
workingman for changing his location.

Transportation upon water was confined to sailing vessels,

and upon land to wagons. The roads were very poor, although

after 1800 the construction of turnpikes improved the means

of communication between the larger towns. These were in-

troduced by corporations, at first operated as toll roads, and

finally assumed by the towns.

Canals, primitive in construction and crudely operated, were

coming to be relied upon as avenues of internal commerce.

These afterward reached a high point of development until

superseded by the railway. Neither upon sea nor land in 1800

was steam employed in transportation. The experiments of

Fulton, Fitch, and others culminated in the Clermont in 1807,

but from 1807 to 1820 inclusive only 128 steamers were built.

During the next decade 385 were added. On the western

rivers, before 1820, only 71 steamboats were in use.

It was not till 1817 that a steamer was afloat in Boston

harbor, and this proved a failure. It was 1824 before there

was a regular line between Boston and Eastern ports, and at

that time 17 hours were required for the trip from Boston to

Portland, the fare being $5 including meals, and even this rate

was one-half that charged upon the stages.

The commerce of the great lakes was exclusively confined to

sailing craft till 1816, and it was three years later before the

first steamer crossed the Atlantic.

The postal service was insufficient and. far from rapid, while

the rates were, extremely high- Nine difl'erent rates were
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established in 1792, varying from six cents for thirty miles

to twenty-five for four hundred and fifty miles and over, and

this schedule continued in force for many years. Missives

were as frequently sent by private carriers as otherwise, and

sometimes weeks would elapse in the transit between places no

farther apart than Boston and Piiiladelphia. On the average

each person in the country, for the period of five years ending

with 1799, sent but 1^^^ missives by the mails, while for the

single year 1875 the average was 23^ per person, or at the

rate of 117.^ for five years, and tlie use of the mails has since

increased, and is increasing. Nothing could better show the

change in public importance of the mail service than the

enormous increase here indicated.

The railroad, telegraph, and telephone are all comparatively

modern inventions. By means of steam and electricity Lon-

don, Liverpool, and San Francisco are to-day nearer Boston

for all practical business purposes than were New York or

Philadelphia at any time prior to 1820.

The comparative isolation of business centres and the lack

of facilities for rapid communication between them materially

afl'ected the condition of the wage laborer. The risks of busi-

ness were greater, and no industry could be considered per-

manent when it was impossible to forecast the state of the

market ; tor instance, the manufacturer in INIassa'chusetts was

for weeks ignorant of affairs in centres of distribution like

Philadel[)liia which might material!}^ affect the price of his

product. All commerce and manufacturing were then of the

nature of a venture, and the lal)or dependent upon industrial

operations thus limited remained more or less uncertain of

employment.

The same conditions, which prevented the free and rapid

exchange of products, raised the price and limited the variety

of articles for household consumption, except such supplies as

eggs, corn and rye meal, etc., which could be easily and cheaply

procured on the farms near the consumer; and, beyond all,

the laborer could not easily change his environment. Once

located it was ditlicult for him to remove to other industrial

neighborhoods, and this fre(|uently operated to his disadvan-

tage by limiting his employment and reducing his wage.
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Wages, and the Purchasing Power or Money.

A system of barter was common in business transactions.

Money was scarce and wages were frequently paid in groceries

or clothins:, or in orders for such commodities, the orders

passing from hand to hand as currency. Of actual money the

workingmen had little, and, when cash became absolutely nec-

essary, they were often obliged to exchange store orders there-

for at considerable discotmt.

Employers kept stores of groceries, clothing, boots and

shoes, hats, and particularly liquors and tobacco, and it is

evident from the inspection of old account books that a lib-

eral share of the wages of labor was paid in rum and

gin.

This payment of wages in necessaries, known as the " truck

system," the prices being controlled by the employer, has

fortunately practically passed away in Massachusetts. It

arose from the inability of the employer to pay cash and the

consequent impossibility of the workman buying for cash else-

where. It enabled the employer to reap a double profit, but

it frequently kept the workman poor. Very few were able to

keep out of debt. The balance of the account was generally

asrainst the workman. This was a force sufficient in itself to

prevent the free mobility of labor. In many cases the work-

man, especially if a man of family, was bound to the soil.

There exists an isolated factory village in Massachusetts where

the owners of the mills controlled the single store upon which

the operatives were dependent for their supplies. For years

the employes were at the mercy of the cmi)loyers. Many

came there poor, perhaps in debt for transportation thither.

Once there, they remained poor. Every pay day found a

balance against them, deductions of wages must be sul)mitted

to, and exorbitant charges were irremediable. Unfortunately,

such instances were not rare.

From the testimony of old riien, and from such records of

the times as have come into the possession of the Bureau, the

fact appears that there was little or no variation in the rate

of money wages paid laborers or mechanics between 1800 and

1815.
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THE PERIOD OF TRANSITION.

We have thus summarized the conditions surrounding the

laborer prior to 1815. We now pass to a consideration of the

transition period, beginning with the introduction of the factory

system in that year and ending with 1830 when the factory

sj^stetn in the great textile industry had become well estab-

lished and was slowly but quite surely transforming other

industries. Machinery, essential to the modern system of

labor, had then become an important factor in the industrial

problem.

The transition proceeded by degrees. In Massachusetts the

cotton industry held the front rank, and it was the results

achieved by the more perfect organization of labor in this

industry that led to the adoption of similar methods in other

branches of manufacture.

From 1733, the date of John Kay's invention of the fly

shuttle, up to 1788, the introduction of the labor saving

machines essential in the manufacture of textiles had proceeded

in England. These inventions comprised the carding machine,

the spinning-jenny, Arkwright's combined carding, drawing

and spinning machines, Crompton's mule, Cartwright's power

loom, Watt's improvements in the steam engine, and the cylin-

der calico printing machine, and to these should be added

Berthollet's improvements in bleaching.

The exportation of machinery was forbidden by the English

law, but in 1786 Massachusetts granted Thomas Somers, an

Englishman, and Messrs. Robert and Alexander Barr, who

were Scotchmen acquainted with the progress of English inven-

tions, aid to enable them to construct spinning machinery,

which, under the patronage of Col. Ilugli Orr, of Bridgewater,

was used experimentally at East Bridgewater. Soon after

came the Beverly foctory before alluded to, and, after experi-

ments elsewhere, the successful application by Samuel Slater

at Providence, in 1790-91, of water frame spinning on the

Arkwright plan.

Until 1812 most factories employed the so-called water

frame introduced by Slater. As early as 1808, however,

throstle frame spinning had been introduced.
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This is not the place for a detailed account of the commer-

cial restrictions which grew out of the complicated foreign re-

lations of the United States between 1808 and 1812. Such an

account forms part of the political history of the country. It

is sufficient for our present purpose to note that because of

these restrictions prices of imported goods were raised, and,

consequently, American manufactures stimulated. The expan-

sion of the cotton industry was especially marked. Cotton

mills which in 1803 were but four in number throughout the

United States had in 1810 increased to 226, distributed as

follows :

Number of Cotton Mills in the United States in 1810.

States.
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cents in 1816. All industries were affected. Everything was

at a standstill. Much suffering was felt by the working-

men.

Then began the effort for a protective tariff which was

partially successful in the passage of the act of 1816. From
thence to 1824 American manufacturers were strugj^lino^ for a

foothold, their greatest obstacle being the commercial policy of

Great Britain, by whom the products of Northern factories

were rigidly excluded while the raw cotton of the South was

admitted, wrought into cloth, and poured into the American

market.

It was not a theoretical discussion of the respective merits of

free trade and protection that then interested the American

manufacturer and his employes. It was a most practical prob-

lem that presented itself. American manufactures had early

been advocated from a patriotic standpoint. To be indepen-

dent industrially as well as politically was the early argu-

ment. It now assumed a different phase. The war had

created a demand for domestic goods which had to be met.

Capital had been diverted from commercial into industrial

channels. To allow the industries that the restrictions of war

had fostered to be overcome by the free commerce of returning

peace meant financial ruin to every manufacturer ^and distress

to every artisan. With the patriotic argument was thus joined

every consideration of self-interest. Until the question was

definitely settled great uncertainty attended manufacturing

enterprises, and the condition of the workingman was precari-

ous. Finally, the revision of the tariff in 1824 and 1828 gave

the needed relief. The latter law, bitterly opposed by the

commercial interests and in the non-manufacturing States,

especially in the cotton growing districts, was regarded by the

manufacturers as the first really protective measure enacted by

Congress.

Besides the influence of tariff legislation machinery now

assisted the development of American manufactures. The

liberal patent system of the United States stimulated American

ingenuity. The impetus in this direction once given improve-

ments of every sort quickly followed. By 1817 sfcam was in

general use for spinning yarn and wool, and in breweries.

The first railway act was passed in Pennsylvania, March 31st,
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1823, and 1827 witnessed the beginning of railway enterprises

in America.

Until 1814 American textiles were generally woven upon

the hand loom. In that year the American power loom of

Francis C. Lowell went into operation at Waltham, Mass.

This, together with subsidiary inventions by the ingenious Paul

Moody, and the arrangements of Mr. Lowell for co-ordinating

the processes of preparation, spinning, weaving and finishing

within the same building, perfected the American factory sys-

tem of textile manufacture, revived the cotton industry, and

laid the foundation of its subsequent growth and prosperity.

Between 1820 and 1824 Massachusetts authorized $6,840,000

additional corporate capital. The factory system, the growth

of manufacturing corporations, and the introduction and im-

provement of machinery by means of which the factory system

was made effective, led to the foundation of factory villages

such as Lowell, Fall River, Taunton, and Chicopee.

New industries, among others the manufacture of straw

hats and bonnets, began to widen the avenues of employment.

By 1829 Massachusetts contained 235 incorporated companies

manufacturing cotton goods, woollen goods, iron, glass, hair,

leather, wire, files, lead, duck, pins, soapstone, cordage, salt,

calico, brass, copper, lace, umbrellas, linen, hose, ale, beer,

type, cotton cards, gin, glass bottles, lead pipe, etc. There

were sixty paper mills, six using machinery. The shoe in-

dustry at Lynn was thriving, the annual product being from

1,200,000 to 1,400,000 pairs, averaging in value 75 cents

per pair. The females employed received $60,000 in wages

annually. The woollen industry in the towns of Mendon,

Uxbridge, Northbridge, and Grafton was also prosperous.

Fitchburg, Leicester, Oxford, Dudley, Southbridge, and other

Worcester County towns were coming forward in this industry.

In Lowell, in 1828, seven mills were in operation, giving

employment to 1200 females, while 500 were employed in the

manufacture of lace at Ipswich.

By 1830, as we have said, the factory system of labor in

the textile industries, and to a partial extent in other indus-

tries, was firmly established in Massachusetts. Its influence

was felt in various ways. Employment became more constant.

The laborer began to have savings. The savings bank, an
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institution unknown in former years, was established. The

congregation of labor in factory towns led to a community of

interests among the wage classes. In 1824 agitation began

in behalf of shorter working time. The condition of the

laborer before the law began to demand reform. The onerous

requirements of military service, imprisonment for debt, and the

lack of a lien law, were among the topics discussed. After

the discussion began it never stopped till reform was secured.

The growth of an ever increasing industrial population

threw upon the emploj^er class the responsibility of providing

for their mental and moral culture. Public opinion demanded

this at their hands. The factory was on trial, and the condi-

tions surrounding it were jealously watched. It was with

some concern, and no little foreboding, that many viewed its

gradual supersession of the old system of labor. Its material

benefits might perhaps be admitted, though even these remained

to be proved, but what was most feared was the moral degra-

dation of the community. If this was to be the price of in-

dustrial progress. New England of all places would reject it.

To overcome these doubts and justify the new system by its

results, both financial and social, was the chief desire of the

manufacturer. The sabbath school established by Samuel

Slater in connection with his ftictories in lihode Island, though

not first in America in point of date, as has been claimed, was

undoubtedly first in influence, and formed a precedent for such

institutions elsewhere.

The effort to surround the operatives in Lowell with a favor-

able moral atmosphere was a distinct advance, and attracted

wide notice.

The improvement of the common schools became an object

of solicitude. Primary schools were made part of the public

school system. Between 1826 and 1830 the governors of the

New England States, and some others, directed particular

attention to educational improvement. The education of the

artisan was felt to be essential. The establishment of ]\Ie-

chanics' Institutes in 1821, and the introduction of the Lyceum,

with free or popular scientific lectures, in 1826, indicate the

tone of public sentiment. Modified plans of higher education

which should give the artisan class a wider opportunity were

eagerly discussed, and technical schools, notably the Kensselaer
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Institute at Troy, were founded, in which science as applied to

the useful arts should form the l)asis of instruction.

These are all features contemporary with the change in the

industrial system. Let it not be supposed that in 1830 much

that was definite had been accomplished. Though the work-

man was better clothed, better fed, had more constant employ-

ment, had a broader outlook and a brighter hope for the future

than in 1800, yet fifty years of industrial progress were neces-

sary to the realization of many things then suggested for his

relief. His sure guarantee for their final accomplishment lay

in the fact that they had come to be suggested, and that discus-

sion had largely turned from theological or political subjects to

those departments of social and industrial life in which he had

an ever present and vital interest. We merely point out in

passing that coeval with the change in the industrial system

and the introduction of machinery the workman began to rise

in importance as a social factor. The impetus was given.

The results we shall summarize hereafter.

The new system of production exerted an immediate and

continued influence to increase the productive capacity of the

workmen and to decrease the price of product to the con-

sumers, of whom the workmen formed no inconsiderable part.

At Newburyport in hosiery weaving, by the use of the power

stocking loom, the capacity of the female operative was in-

creased ten times.

In textiles the greatest advance was made. In 1833 a weaver

fifteen years of age, with a young assistant, could perform nine

times as much work in a given time as could be performed

by a man in 1803. Merrimac prints, which in 1825 averaged

25.07 cents per yard at the factory, declined to 16.36 cents by

1830. The cotton fabric made at Waltham, a staple article,

bears the following quotations for the years succeeding the

introduction of the power loom :

Year. Price per yard.

1816, 30 cents.

1819, 21 cents.

' 1826, 13 cents.

1829, 81 cents.

It was destined to decline to 6| cents by 1843.*

* Cf. "The Introduction of the Power Loom," by Nathan Applcton.
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The introduction of tlie brick machine made it possible to

produce with one machine 25,000 bricks in 12 hours ready for

tlie kiln.

By the pin machines the hibor of 59 persons "was saved

through ingenious self-acting mechanism by which one opera-

tive performed the work of sixty unaided hands.

Paper was cheapened and improved by several inventions.

Machinery had not yet affected the boot and shoe industry,

which Avas one of the last to come under its influence.

The cost of a musket at the Springfield armory was reduced

over 13 per cent between 1815 and 1829. The price of hooks

and eyes was in 30 years reduced from $1.50 per gross to

15 @ 20 cents.

In the manufacture of machinery, also, increased skill and

improved facilities had cheapened the product. Thus cotton

machinery cost in the United States, in 1810, four times as

much as in England, but in 182G its cost was but 50 or 60 per

cent more.

The early fiictory buildings often comprised six or seven

stories, each story being low and poorly ventilated. Stoves

were used for heating. The arranojements for artificial lighting

were poor, although gas was now coming into general use.

In the artisan's home anthracite coal was displacing wood as

fuel, grates for its use having been introduced between 1825

and 1830.

Though the rate of wages during this transition period may
show an apparent increase over that prior to 1815, it should be

borne in mind that in the years immediately following the peace

of 1815 the tenure of employment was very insecure and the

annual earnings of the workingmen seriously affected. The

relation of prices to money wages in each year should also be

noted in any comparative estimate of the wage earner's condition.

We have already alluded to the distress among workingmen

owinff to the unsettled state of manufactures between 1815 and

1824. In connection with the wages and prices, given in the

succeeding tables, it is proper to note more in detail the efl'ect

produced upon them by the disturbed industrial conditions.

The excess of importations over exports after the peace

caused an efflux of specie, which, together with the violent

contraction of paper currency between 1815 and 1819, its
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voliimo being reduced about 59 per cent, and the prevailing

depression in manufacturing on account of unlimited imports,

combined to greatly reduce prices. As an instance, flour, a

leading staple, fell from about $15 in 1817 to about $6 in 1819.

Inllliodc Island, Pennsylvania, and New York the suffering

among workingmen was most felt, although the depression was

universal. The following from the report of a committee of

the citizens of Philadelphia, October, 1819, throws some light

on the state of aflairs in that vicinity :

" In thirty out of sixty branches of manufacture there had been a reduc-

tion from the average of 1814 and 1816, in the number of persons

employed, from 9,425 to 2,137 ; in their weelsly wages, from $58,340 to

$12,822; and in their annual earnings from $3,033,799 to $666,744. The
actual loss of wages was therefore $2,366,935 per annum ; and supposing

the materials equal to their wages, the loss of productive industry in a

single district, not forty miles in diameter, was $7,333,870.

" In the cotton manufacture the hands were reduced from 2,325 in 1816

to 149 ; in book printing, from 241 to 170 ; in the potteries, from 132 to 27

;

in the woollen branch, Irom 1,226 to 260 ; in iron castings, from 1,152 to 52
;

in paper hangings and cards, from 189 to 82. In the paper manufacture in

their vicinity the hands were reduced from 950, in 1816, to 175, and their

annual wages from $247,000 to $15,900; the annual production from

$760,000 to $136,000." *

A committee of citizens of Pittsburg in December, 1819,

reported :

" The whole number of hands emjiloyed in that town and vicinity, in

1815, to have been 1,9G0, and the jvalue of their manufactures $2,617,833.

In 1819 the hands numbered only 672 and the value of their manufactures

was $832,000. In the steam engine factories the workmen were reduced

from 290 to 24, and the value of their work from $300,000 to $40,000. In

glass works and glass cutting the hands were reduced from 169 to 40, and

the product from $235,000 to $35,000 ; the reduction in flint glass alone

having been $75,000. In the manufacture of cotton, wire, umbrellas, yel-

low queensware, pipes, and linen, there was no longer a single hand em-

ployed." f

After the tariif act of 1824, however, a revival of manufac-

turing took place.

The following comparative showing exhibits wages in Eng-

land, France, and the United States, in certain employments in

* History of American Manufactures. Bisbop. Vol. II., p. 250.

t Ibid.
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1825, and also the average price of wheat per bushel in each

country. It is taken from White's Memoir of Samuel Slater,

and is said to have been compiled with great care from the

results of personal enquiries :

Comparative Wages in England, France, and the United States.

1825.

[Expressed in United States money.]

Employments. Basis. England. France. United Statbs.

Common laborer
Carpenter
Mason,
Farm laborer (with board), .

Domestic servant (female, with board
Macliiuists and forgers (best).
Machinists and forgers (ordinary).
Mule spinners (cotton).
Spinners (woollen).
Weavers (on hand looms), .

Boys (age 10 to 12 years), .

Females (In cotton mills, average),
Females (in woollen mills, average),

day

mo.
wk.
day

wk.

10.74
.97

1.10

6..50

.67

1.94

1.10

1.02

.94

.74

1.30

1.96

1.96

^0 37 to 0.40
.55 to .75

.60 to .80

4.00 to 6.00

.92

.80 to .90

.40 to .50

.37 to .50

.85 to 1.00

1.48 to 2.00

l..iO

$1.00
1.4.5

1.62

$8.00 to 10.00

1.00 to 1.50

1..50 to
1.25 to
l.OS to

2.00 to

1.75

1.42

1.40

108
.90

1.50
3.00
2.50

Prlceof wheat (average), bush. $1.79 $1.17 $0.96* @ $0.49t

* New York. t Pittsburgh.

Before leaving this period, it should be noted that after 1820

foreign immigriition became active. The growth of the popu-

lation from this source has had a marked effect on the condition

of labor in America.

The following table shows the progress of immigration in

the United States, and, for convenience, is carried forward to

1850 :

Progress of Immigration in the United Slates*

Peiuods.
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THE PRESENT INDUSTRIAL PERIOD.

The period since 1830 presents two important features :

I. The first to be considered is the development of inven-

tion. This is manifested in two directions, i.e., the application

of natural forces in labor saving machines, and the adaptation of

natural products to human wants. The results of invention in

this latter direction have much enlarged the comforts of life by

increasing the range of products available for food and cloth-

ing. Of this class of inventions among the leading, if not

themselves the chief examples in industrial importance, are

those which utilized caoutchouc gum. The rubber industiy

arose soon after 1830, and in its various branches has become

of considerable importance. Six rubber companies were in

existence in Massachusetts in 1835. The state of the industry

from 1855 to 1875 was as follows, all values being in gold :

Years. Employes. Capital. Pkodcct.

1855,

1865,

1875,

462
1,055
1,054

$438,000
1,019,108

1,596,166

$968,000
1,788,738

3,021,246

The United States Census of 1880 disclosed in Massachusetts

27 establishments manufacturing rubber and elastic goods, the

invested capital being $3,077,000 ; the product for the census

year was $6,990,856, representing the work of 3,494 employes

who were paid $1,145,170 in wages.

In another direction this branch of invention has done much

to prevent waste by utilizing refuse products, such, for instance,

as the residuum of gas works ; each new invention forming the

basis of a new industry, besides enlarging the range of articles

available for the uses of man.

In the application of natural forces in labor saving machinery,

the introduction of the sewing machine was in many respects

the most important epoch of this period. This invention in its

practical form belongs to the decade following 1840, and the

manufocture of the machines alone added $5,605,345 to the

product returned in the National Census of 1860.
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The industrial effect of tliis invention, and in varying degrees

of all similar machines, was well set forth by ]\Ir. Kennedy,

the Superintendent of the Eighth Census of the United States,

in his preliminary report, as follows :

" It has opened avenues to profitable and healthful industry for thou-

sands of industrious females to whom the labors of the needle had become
wholly unremunerative and injurious in their effects. Like all automatic

powers, it has enhanced the comforts of every class by cheapening the

process of manufacture of numerous articles of prime necessity, without

permanently subtracting from the average means of support of any por-

tion of the community. It has added a positive increment to the perma-

nent wealth of the country by creating larger and more varied applications

of capital and skill in the several branches to which it is auxiliary. * * *

* * * * Among the branches of industry which have been signally pro-

moted by the introduction of the sewing machine is the manufacture of

men's and women's clothing. ***** xhc increase of this manufac-

ture has been general throughout the Union, and in the four cities of New
York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati and Boston, amounted in value to nearly

forty and one-quarter millions of dollars, or over 83 per cent of the prod-

uct of the whole Union in 1850."

This meant more employment for labor, and greater variety

in the wardrobe at lower prices for the public.

Improvements in printing presses also had a direct effect in

extending the use of books and newspapers, and therefore

upon the paper and printing industries. In 1860, Massachu-

setts alone produced paper of the value of $5,968,409, or 58

per cent of the product of the whole country in 1850. The
value of book, job and newsijaper printing in New England,

the Middle and Western States, in 1800, reached $39,428,043,

while the product of the same industries for the same states in

1850 was but $11,586,549.

The following table shows the wonderful increase in inven-

tions during this period. It exhibits the business of the United

States patent office from 1837 to 1860.

Ykars.
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Wc have not the space, nor is this the place, to follow the

course of invention farther, but it is pertinent to our subject to

notice the elFcct of machinery, and of the modern industrial

system which has been made possible by the aid of machinery,

upon the condition of labor. This can be most clearly seen

in the two leading industries, boots and shoes, and cotton

goods.

The boot and shoe industry was one of the latest to come

under the influence of machinery, but the change wrought by

its introduction has been complete.

The entire shoe was formerly made by the same artisan, a

small group of men often working together in a little one-story

shop. Piece work was the custom, and it still prevails. In

early times workmen were paid 15, 20, 25, or 30 cents a pair,

according to the kind of shoe, and even higher prices for extra

quality work. The average workman by twelve hours' labor

could earn about a dollar. Women closers and binders work-

ing by hand could average about twenty cents a day.

Men living in towns adjacent to Lynn, then as now a centre

of the industry, would walk to their employer's place of busi-

ness for stock and in about a week return the finished shoes,

frequently receiving their wages in store orders. The wages

earned continually fluctuated, being always subject to indi-

vidual bargains with employers.

The introduction of machinery occurred about 1860. The

industry is now conducted in large, well lighted, thoroughly

ventilated factories, equipped with a number of ingenious in-

ventions, each shoe being the result of the successive opera-

tions of nirtnerous workmen.

In 1845 the labor of each operative employed in Massachu-

setts produced slightly more than 455 pairs of boots and shoes.

In 1875 the labor of each operative produced 1205 pairs. In

1850 the average annual wage paid each operative in the

United States was $205.43; in 1870 the average wage had

become $370.81 gold; in 1875, in Massachusetts, $362.30

gold; in 1880, in the United States, $381.07 gold ; in Massa-

chusetts in the same year, $397.70; the average in each case

being based upon the total amount of wages paid to the total

number of operatives.

In 1855 hand workmen earned from six to seven and a half
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dollars a week when constantly employed. In 1860, after the

advent of machinery, it has been shown by a special investiga-

tion of this Bureau that the average weekly wages of workmen
were from $10.50 to $18.00, and of women from $5.50 to $8.25

;

in 1872, of men from $14.22 to $22.22, and of women, $8.89
;

in 1878, of men from $8.00 to $19.50, of Avomen, $7.33 to

$8.00.

Since 1878 a slight decrease is observable in the rate of

average weekly wages, as compared with 1800, owing partly to

the fact that the sudden cx})ansion of the trade in the years

immediately following the introduction of machinery carried

wages to an exceptionally high point. In 1850, 105,254 per-

sons were employed in the industry in the United States,

32,949 being females. In 1880, 133,819 found employment,

29,798 being females and children.

In this branch of manufacture, therefore, more persons are

emi)loyed than before the era of machinery, female labor has

diminished, wages have been raised, and the productive capa-

city of the operatives largely increased, while working time

has been diminished and the surroundings of the workmen
improved.

Certain hand workmen, who have been unable to adapt them-

selves to the new conditions, have of course sutfered. They

liave found it more difficult to obtain Mork and have had their

wages reduced from year to year, as the machine-made shoes

have gradually monopolized the market. Respecting the con-

dition of the industry in the aggregate, however, our summary

is conclusive.

Turning now to the cotton industry, we present in the fol-

lowing table statistics of its progress from 1831 to 1880 in the

States of Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

and Connecticut.

These five States arc the manufacturing States of New
England, which is the leading cotton manufacturing district

of the United States. The statistics for 1831 are from the

report of a convention which secured data during that year

on the maiuifactures of the country, while those for 1880 are

from the United States census, except the statistics of wages,

Avhich are averages from returns covering 18 leading mills in

Maine ; G in Now Hampshire ; 25 in ^lassachusetts ; 10 in
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Rhode Island, and 37 in Connecticut, secured during a special

investigation undertaken by the Bureau in 1880.

Progress of the Cotton Industry : 1831 to 1880.

Classification.
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was required for 71.08 spindles, being an increase of 184 per

cent in the average number of spindles per operative during 50

years. The table also shows that, owing to this greater

command of productive machinery, the product per operative,

measured in pounds, has risen from an average of 1,484 pounds

in 1831 to 3,633 pounds in 1880, an increase of 145 per cent.

The foregoing comparison of product is made on the basis of

pounds, the pound being considered the fairest unit of measure-

ment, inasmuch as it covers the entire product, whether sold as

yarn or cloth, while the product in yards would cover cloth

only. It is of course apparent that the weight of product re-

sulting from a given output of labor would depend upon the

fineness of the product spun or woven ; hence, the compari-

sons of product in the table are of value as averages only, it

being impossible to take into account the quality of the

product.

The next table affords a comparison of the productive

capacity of the operatives upon the more conclusive basis

of value.

Increase of Product j)er Operative: 1850 to ISSO.

States.

Net product

per Operative.

1850.

Net product

per Operative.

1880.

Percentage of

Increase.

Maine, .

New Hampsliire,
MasBacliii8ett8,
Rhode Island,
Connecticut,

.

Average,

$283 83
331 82
351 73
276 91
262 35

301 33

$510 18
476 15

592 62
499 84
555 14

526 79

80
43
68
81

112

75

In this table the comparison is made between the 3'ears 1850

and 1880, as the value of product for 1831 is not obtainable
;

and net product, that is to say, the amount of product less the

value of materials of manufiicture, is taken as the basis of

comparison. It will be noticed that the net product per

operative, in 1880, with Massachusetts working under a ten-

hour law, is greater in that State than in any of the others

named, although the operatives in the other States work longer

hours. This greater net product in 1880 is, of course, due to

various influences, because the net product per operative in

1850 was greater in Massachusetts than in any other State
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named. It is important, however, to know that Massachusetts

by the adoption of the ten-hour law has not lost her rank in net

product per operative.

This vahie of net product is divisible into the following items :

rent, freights, insurance, interest on loans, interest on capital,

commissions, wages, and the profits of the manufacturer.

In other words, in 1850, after deducting from the total value

of product the cost of materials of manufacture, there remains

a product value resulting from the labor of that year amount-

ing on the average to $301.33 per operative. In 1880 this

net product had risen to $526.79 per operative, showing an in-

crease of 75 per cent in the productive capacity of the

operative when the results of his labor are measured in

dollars.

If this increase in the value created per operative over the

cost of materials is shown between 1850 and 1880, a much

greater increase would undoubtedly be shown between 1831

and 1880, inasmuch as the difference in skill, processes, and

machinery is broader between the latter than between the

former periods, and the results of this difference would there-

fore be more apparent. But assuming the increase between

1831 and 1880 to be identical with that between 1850 and

1880, — a fair assumption because manifestly within the limits

of actual fact, let us next inquire what change has taken place

in wages during this period. This query is answered by the

data presented in the following table :

Percentages of Increase in Wages of Cotton Mill Operatives: 1S31 to 1880.

States.
Men's Wages.
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children's wages 115 per cent, or an average increase on all

classes of labor of 115 per cent.

The average daily hours of labor, notwithstanding this in-

crease in wages, have in the same time decreased about 12 per

cent.

The average price of heavy sheetings per yard in 1829 was

8^ cents ; of printed calicoes, 17 cents.* In 1880 heavy sheet-

ings had declined to 7| cents, a decrease of 11.8 per cent;

printed calicoes to 7 cents, a decrease of 58.8 per cent.

Thus, to make a concise summary of the results brought out

in these tables relating to the cotton industry in five leading

cotton manufacturing States, it appears that since 1831 the

productive capacity of the operative, measured in pounds of

product, has increased 145 per cent; that this product is se-

cured by the development of skill and by improved processes

and machinery whereby 184 per cent more spindles are con-

trolled by the average operative in 12 per cent less time, and

that measured in net value of product the productive capacity

of the operative has increased 75 per cent while the cost of

product has been materially reduced to the consumer, and that,

notwithstanding the decrease in working time, wages have in-

creased 97 per cent.

The foliowins: table of greneral avera2:cs exhibits the increase

in wages in nine leading industries, viz. : Agricultural imple-

ments ; boots and shoes ; cotton goods ; carpentering ; cloth-

ing ; iron manufactures : paper ; woollen goods ; nails, tacks,

and spikes. Each of these industries shows an increase in

average money wages paid, the greatest increase appearing in

the clothing trade, viz. : from $155.53 in 1850 to $282.79 in

1880. The percentage of net product paid to the workman as

Avages at each period is also shown by the table. It appears,

for instance, that while 64.2 per cent of net product went to

labor in the agricultural implement industry in 1850, but 35.3

per cent was thus apportioned in 1880, although the money

washes of the laborer increased. Other industries exhibit the

same feature of decrease in the percentage of net product paid

as wages accompanied by an increase in money wages, but the

ratio of decrease is dill'erent in each industry. Three in-

* Report on the Factory System of tbo United States, by Carroll D. WiigUt, in

U. S. Census of 1880.
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dustrics, however, — carpentering, iron manufactures, and

l^aper— show not only an increased average wage but also an

increase in the share of net product paid out as wages.

Advance in Wages : IS50 to 1880.
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relative amount of capital invested to secure this net product

increased 53.5 per cent. While, therefore, the laborer received

in 1880 a less share of net product, out of which both the

laborer and the capitalist are remunerated, than he received in

1850, the decline in his share is partly offset by the increase of

interest account, also paid from net product, which increase is

made necessary by the relative increase of capital invested.

The same thing is true in the manufacture of nails, tacks, and

spikes, and in carpentering. In the manufacture of paper, how-

ever, not only have the laborer's money wages liberally in-

creased but his relative share of net product has also increased,

and this increase has taken place despite the fact that the capital

invested for every dollar of this product in 1880 was more than

18 per cent more than that in 1850. In iron manufactures

money wages and the laborer's share of net product have in-

creased, while the ratio of capital to net product has not

changed.

In cotton goods, on the contrary, although the money wages

of the laborer have largely increased, a less relative share of

the net product goes to wages than in 1850, although produc-

tive processes have been so perfected and machinery so inge-

niously adjusted as to render it possible to make a dollar's

worth of net product to-day with over 70 per cent less capital

than was required to accomplish the same result in 1850. The

same is true, in less degree, in agricultural implements, cloth-

ing, and woollen goods. The obvious inference is that in these

industries the ratio of increase of profits outruns that of increase

of wages.

Net product, or value of product remaining after deducting

value of raw materials of manufacture, represents the direct

result of the productive forces in the given industry f or, in

other words, it represents the value created over and above

the value of raw materials by the efiective operation of labor

and capital united.

The value of net product forms, as we have said, a fund

divisible into interest on capital, interest on loans, insurance,

freights, rents, commissions, wages, and profits. Now if the

relative share paid to labor in the form of wages is decreased,

it is, of course, obvious that the share remaining for the other

purposes mentioned is increased. If capital is also relatively
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decreased, then it is fair to suppose that the share chargeable to

interest is also diminished. It is well known that the relative

cost of freights and insurance has decreased. Allowing, then,

for a possible increase in rents and commissions, it would seem

probable that, in the industries last examined, the share drawn

out as profits has relatively increased, though such an assump-

tion is perhaps unwarranted in the absence of definite data.

It is, however, clearly inferential from the tables.

It is well established that the proportionate cost of labor in

the finished fabric has been greatly reduced through the use of

machinery. This reduction of actual labor cost has been an

important element in reducing the price of product to the con-

sumer, while permitting at the same time a liberal increase of

wages to the laborer. An examination of these two tables

would, we think, lead to the conclusion that although in every

case money wages have considerably increased, yet in certain

industries in which the principles of the factory system (i. e.,

sub-division of labor, co-ordination of processes, and the appli-

cation of a series of mutually dependent and practically auto-

matic machines) have been most effective, such, for instance, as

in the cotton and woollen industries, the relative share of net

product gained by the workman tends to decrease. That is to

say, in these industries perfection of machines and processes

constantly tends to create a larger product with less capital,

and the ratio of increase in productive capacity tends to out-

run the ratio of increase in wages, so that of this larger

product labor obtains a less relative share, although it is pro-

duced at less expenditure of time and effort, and rewarded by a

constantly increasing wage.

From the following presentation w^hich exhibits the same data

for all the industries in the United States, for 1850 and 1880,

it appears that, when the field is broadened so as to include

the entire manufacturing industries of the country, labor's

share of net product has declined from 51 to 48.1 per cent.

This slight decrease, however, is more than offset by the

relative increase in capital.
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Ratio of Wages to Net Product: 1850 and 1S80.

The UNtTED States.
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ality, first, American ; second, Irish and English ; third, and

the present, French Canadian. Each class found the factory a

rise in the scale of employment, and each, except of course

the last, gradually passed from factory labor into other pursuits.

In fact already French Canadians are found engaged in agri-

culture and many other callings outside of the factory.

The constant establishment of new industries under the influ-

eijce of machinery has aided the mobility of labor here indi-

cated ; the increase in aggregate earnings, with its complement,

the savings bank system, has enabled the operative class gradu-

ally' to amass sufficient capital for the acquisition of land or for

other profitable uses,* while the free educational system has

raised the intelligence of the children and fitted them to pass

from the factory to other and better paid pursuits.

The allegation often made that we have a fixed factory popu-

lation as a result of the modern organization of labor is there-

fore neither fair nor philosophical. Labor to-day, under the

conditions obtaining in the United States, is less fixed than

ever before. The growth of the country through immigration

certainly shows that with modern facilities for travel it is not

fixed geographically, while as to employment, although it is

undoubtedly true that of a given number of operatives few

ever change their occupation, yet when periods are compared

it is found that the status of the industrial population is con-

stantly changing, the narrow stream entering at the bottom

diffusing into broader channels at the top.

This mobility of labor, brought about by the rise in intelli-

gence of the laboring class and the development of industrial

skill by which new industries are originated, occurring at a time

* The following, based upon data contained in the report of the Commissioners of

Savings Banks, shows the condition of such banks in Massachusetts in 1884

:

Number of open accounts on books of savings banks, . . 826,008

Amount of deposits, §262,720,146.97

Average for each account, $318.06

Estimated population of Massachusetts, 1884, .... 2,000,000

Number of persons to each oi)en account, 2.42

Average deposit for each person in the Commonwealth, . . §131.36

The amount thus deposited in savings institutions has been loaned in part to aid small

owners to build houses, and in part to manufacturing companies as working capital.

Post office banks if established might, equally with savings banks, induce savings, but

the lending feature of our savings bank system is of the greatest importance socially and
industrially. This, however, seldom attracts attention.— £rfward Atkinson.
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when, as in the United States, land is easily obtainable, is a

mariied characteristic of the present century, and that this

mobility is secured together with increased wages to the work-

man and cheaper product to the consumer is a sufficient indi-

cation of industrial progress.

But, it may be asked, if the lowest labor is constantly being

raised under the modern industrial system, will not a dearth

arise of workmen willing to remain in the lowest employment^?

In reply it should be said that machinery constantly tends to

narrow the range of purely manual labor. While certain

operations can never be performed by machines, these are

operations requiring a high, not a low grade of skill. The irk-

some labor of the world is largely coming to be performed by

machinery. It is just here that its labor saving power is most

apparent. Invention has not abolished labor. On the con-

trary, it has created new industries by stimulating new wants.

But to a great degree it has ovei'come the necessity for a

purely manual class. The hewing of wood, the drawing of

water, the making of brick, tunnelling, dredging, all employ-

ments in the past restricted to laborers weak in intelligence and

strong in muscle have now come under its influence. The

demand for a purely manual class is constantly decreasing.

II. The second important feature of the period from 1830

to I860 is the change that has taken place in the status of the

laborer before the law. We have elsewhere given a complete

sunnnary of labor legislation in Massachusetts from 1833 to

1875* and shall here present a digest merely, without detailing

the discussions which preceded or the immediate causes which

led to the passage of the various acts. The legislation

embraces the following subjects :
—

Abolishment of imprisonment for debt ; various acts pro-

viding for the instruction of youth employed in manufacturing

establishments ; various acts to secure to mechanics and labor-

ers their payment for labor by a lien on real estate ; fixing the

hours of labor for women and certain minors in manufacturing

estal)lishments at 60 per week ; relating to contracts for labor

;

requiring belting, dangerous machinery, and hatchways in fac-

• Seventh Annual Report. See also " Labor Laws of the Commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts," compiled by the Bureau, containing the existing Statutes on the subject of

labor.

I
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tories to be guarded ; fire escapes to be provided ; unsafe eleva-

tors prohibited, and authorizing the appointment of inspectors

of factories ;
providing for weekly payments to laborers in the

employ of cities ; requiring seats for the use of females

employed in manufacturing, mechanical, and mercantile estab-

lishments ; limiting the contract employment of prisoners in

certain industries ; exempting from attachment the tools of

mechanics to the amount of $300 ; regulating the employment

of children in manufacturing establishments; authorizing the

formation of co-operative associations and exempting from

attachment of shares therein to the amount of $20 ; exempting

the wages of wife and minor children from attachment

;

appointing commissions to investigate the condition of the

industrial classes, and, finally, establishing the bureau of statis-

tics of labor; providing for ventilation, fire escapes, etc., in

tenement and lodging houses ; authorizing the establishment of

industrial schools
;
providing for cheap transportation on rail-

roads for workingmen ; authorizing towns to support public

libraries ; requiring the maintenance of evening schools in certain

towns ; authorizing instruction in schools in the use of hand

tools
;
providing for free text books and supplies in the public

schools ; incorporating an industrial school for girls ; relating to

loan and fund associations and co-operative banks ; relating to

a fund for the promotion of education and the mechanic arts
;

incorporating labor reform, co-operative building, and indus-

trial associations ; modifying the apprentice law by repealing

imprisonment and substituting a bond ; appropriating money
for the representation of the industries of the Commonwealth
at industrial expositions ; appropriating money to aid a school

of industrial science, with a proviso for free instruction; pre-

venting the appearance of chHdren under 15 as acrobats, etc.
;

providing for special statistics from time to time on industrial

subjects, and, by means of the census, for industrial statistics

at decennial periods ; regulating deposits in savings banks
;

preventing persons or corporations from making special con-

tracts with employes by which the latter exempt their employ-

ers from liability in case of accident to themselves while at

work ; requiring contractors on public buildings or works to

give bonds or security for themselves and sub-contractors that

materials and labor shall be paid for ; forbidding detention in
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city almshouses of children after they reach the age of four

years ;
providing that in cases of insolvency the wages of clerks

and servants, to the amount of $100, shall be paid in full; fix-

ing the responsibility of railroad corporations for negligently

causing the death of employes
;

prohibiting the locking of

factory doors during working hours ; requiring raih-oad com-

panies to use safety couplers ; regulating the use of explosive

compounds in factories ; and requiring the compulsory vaccina-

tion of operatives.

As the grand result of this legislation, the legal hours of

employment for women, and minors under 18 years, in factories,

are fixed at 60 per week ; no child under ten is to be employed

in any manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile establishment,

and no child under twelve during school hours ; no minor

under eighteen can be legally employed more than 60 hours

per week in any mercantile establishment ; imprisonment for

debt is abolished ; a lien law is provided ; the necessary tools

of a mechanic are exempted from attachment ; the trustee pro-

cess is curtailed ;
proper fire escapes are to be maintained in

factories and tenements ; co-operative associations are author-

ized ; regulations for the protection of life and health in fac-

tories are provided, and the inspection of factories required

;

and, finally, educational facilities have been broadened and

made perfectly free as regards both instruction and text

books.

Without specific legislation ten hours have come to be the

maximum day's work in most industries ; the rule in a few

industries is eight hours.

THE WAGES AND PRICES TABLES, BY YEARS.
1752 TO 'i860.

In the tables which follow, wages and prices are given for

the years included in the period from 1752 to 1860. As has

been already stated at the beginning of this Part, these wages

and prices were secured by an examination of a large number

of bills, day-books, and ledgers, containing the accounts of the

daily transactions of large country stores at different intervals ;

of memorandum, pass, and family account books; of general

family expense books, farm accounts, and manuscript material
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ol)taine(l from original sources by agents of the Bureau, in

various sections of the State.

Through the courtesy of the persons in whose })ossession

these books of account were found, the greater part of this

examination was made at this office, the books being loaned for

the purpose, and an excellent opportunity was thus afforded for

a most careful and systematic investigation and classification of

wages and prices for the years named. In many instances,

however, where it was not convenient to allow the use of these

account books for office examination, agents of the Bureau were

accorded the privilege of making copies of such portions of

these old " accounts" as seemed necessary to ensure complete-

ness of detail, and in this Avay, also, much valuable material

was added to that already obtained from the sources referred to

above.

From the great mass of material so courteously placed at the

disposal of this office, only that portion was used which fur-

nished perfectly plain statements of wages and prices for the

years specified. The material used, however, fully covers the

different periods comprehended by this investigation of wages

and prices, and the results can be accepted as accurate and

entirely trustworthy in their nature.

As indicating still further the thoroughness with which this

investigation has been conducted, as well as the extent to which

it has been carried, it may be well to say that the average

wages and prices by years for the various occupations and arti-

cles named are based upon over 4,600 statements representing

over 9,000 original quotations of wages, and nearly 25,000

statements representing 120,000 original quotations of prices.

Of course, as is well known, statistics of prices for any period

are much easier to obtain than statistics of wagfes for the same

period. These quotations of wages and prices were obtained

from 116 books of account, the original property of indi-

viduals, or persons engaged in business at some time, in 56

different towns and cities in the State.

In the presentation of these wages and prices by years,

reference marks are used in the earlier years to distinguish,

so far as possible, the varying values in which these wages

and prices were originally given, as was the custom at that

time, either as " old tenor" or as " lawful money." In some
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cases, however, this distinction was not carefully made, but

the approximation of the amount given for any occupation or

article on any given basis to a properly comparative amount

given as either old tenor or lawful money will easily determine

to which class the amount in question really belongs, although

the evidence was not at hand to enable us to state definitely

whether the quotations not marked are given in old tenor or

lawful money.

For the convenience of those persons who may wish to make

such comparisons, and as a ready means for converting old

tenor into lawful money, we reprint portions of a table pub-

lished as a part of the "Collections of the New Hampshire

Historical Society," for the year 1824 (volume I). This table

purports to be "A correct Table to bring Old Tenor into

Lawful Money, at the rate of dollars, at six shillings per piece,

from one penny to twenty shillings Old Tenor." The table

was first printed at Boston, in 1750, and is said to be "cal-

culated with exactness, even to the fifteenth part of a farthing."

We reprint only such portions as are necessary for the conver-

sion of any number of shillings or pence, the table, as stated

above, including all possible combinations of shillings and

pence from one penny to twenty shillings Old Tenor. Such

comliinations, however, can easily be made from the data here

given

Old Tenor.
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in other words, the relative value of old tenor is two-fifteenths

of the value of lawful money.

For an exact comparison of the wages and prices given for

the earlier years in pounds, shillings, and pence with those

which for succeeding years are given in United States money,

it is necessary to know the equivalent, in dollars and cents, for

an}'' value expressed in pounds, shillings, and pence.

It is a matter of history that the colonists at a very early

date, while retaining the English form of money, ceased to use

the pound sterling as a basis for reckoning. Although their

books were still kept in pounds, shillings, and pence, the value

of which was variously denominated either as lawful money, or

as new, middle, or old tenor to distinguish the forms of the

successive issues of colonial paper money, their bills were

always made payable in Spanish milled dollars, Avliich, as early

as 1652, took the place of English sterling as the money of

account. The value of the Spanish dollar, in the colonial cur-

rency of the times, varied greatly for the several colonies, the

rate for Massachusetts being estimated, in 1782, at six shillings

for a silver dollar. In computations of exchange with Eng-

land, the Spanish dollar was uniformly estimated at 4s. 6d.,

or fifty-four pence sterling.*

At the establishment of the national mint, by Act of April 2,

1792, the unit of value, or dollar, was made to conform, so far

as possible, to the average coin value of the Spanish dollar at

that time, which dollar had continued to circulate as the prin-

cipal money of account and was generally accepted as the

standard in all money transactions. By Act of July 31, 1789,

by which the values of foreign coins were regulated, the pound

sterling was reckoned as $4.44, as compared with the Spanish

dollar, this being the exact ratio at which the Spanish dollar

was valued at the London mint. The union, therefore, between

the values of the Spanish dollar, which had been the colonial

money of account, and the dollar adopted by the United States

government, in 1792, is complete.

Knowing the proportionate relation of old tenor to lawful

money to be as 13.33 is to 100, or two-fifteenths in value, and

knowing, also, that lawful money, expressed in shillings, rep-

resents six shillings to the Spanish dollar, which coin is the

* H. Linderman, on " Money and Legal Tender."
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exact equivalent of the unit of value, or dollar, authorized by

the United States, in 171)2, we find the value of a shilling old

tenor to be 2.22 cents, and of a shilling lawful money to be

16.7 cents, in United States currenc}' of the present time.

In that part of the tables devoted to wages, the amounts

given for any occupation are, unless otherwise specified, the

average wages paid to male day workers. In the "basis"

column, however, the fact is always stated whether the amount

given represents the work of a person in the occupation speci-

fied for a day, week, month, or year, as the case may be.

The fact, also, of the wage being " with board " in any instance

is so stated ; in all other cases, the wages are the amounts

received without regard to board.

In the same way, all prices given are average retail prices

for the articles named, unless otherwise specified.

The term " wholesale" is used to distinguish the price paid

for large cjuantities of any given article bought at any one time

(not necessarily to be sold again) from the strictly retail price

paid for the same article, this retail price being the " average "

price obtained by the aggregation of a large number of quota-

tions of prices for small quantities of the same article.

In the presentation of both wages and prices, the occupa-

tions and articles are arranged alphabetically, this arrange-

ment furnishing the easiest means of comparison from 3'^ear to

year for any given occupation or article.

All "amounts" are average wages or prices for any given

"basis," the recognized abbreviation being used, in each in-

stance, to designate the particular time or quantity.

Wages and prices, when graded, are so indicated, the desig-

nation "high," "medium high," " medium," " medium low,"

or " low" being used to mark the comparative grade. Graded

prices, however, for certain articles, when they appear in the

tables, do not mean always that the range of price was alone

due to the varying quality of the article named, for any given

basis, but may have l)een caused wholly l)y the fluctuation of

the price during the year, tlie dill'erence in price at ditlerent

periods of the year being so great as to necessitate the division

into grades to bring out this point distinctly.
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The Wages and Prices Tables, By Years.

1752-1860.

"Wag-cs and Prices: 1752.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1757.

OCCCPATIONS AND
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AVag-es and Prices : 1 7C>2.

Occupations and
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AVages and Prices : 1 767.

Occupations and
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"Wages an€l Prices: 1773.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1778.

Wages and Prices: 1779.

Occupations and

Articles.
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Wapfos and Prices: 1782 — Con'clldkd.

Occupations and
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"Waffes and Prices: 1783 — Coxcluded.

Occupations asd
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Wacrcs and Prices: 1784 — Concluded.

OCCrPATIONS AND
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Wages and Prices: 1787.

Wages and Prices : 1788.

Wages and Prices: 1789.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1791

Occupations and
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Wag-es and Prices : 1792 — Coxcluded.

Occupations and
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Waj?cs and Prices: 1793— Concluded.

213

OCCDPATIONS ASD
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Wag-es and Prices : 1 794 — Coxtixued.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices : 1 794 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wag-es and Prices : 1 796.

Occupations and
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AVages and Prices : 1 798— Concluded.

OCCCPATIONS AND
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Wages and Prices : 1 799 — Coxcluded.

Occupations and

Articles.

Potatoes,
Rice,
Rum,

(wliolppale) .

New Kntiland
West Irulia .

We»t India (high)
West India (low)

Bhoes, . . . .

Shovels, iron .

Shovel and tongs, (high)
(low)

Silk, Italian .

Starch, . . . .

Sugar, (high) .

(low) .

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

hu.
lb.

pt.

gal.

qt.

qt.

gal.

gal.

pr.

pr.

ea.

pr.
pr.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

§(2s. 1.6r?.)

§(2.6(7.)

$0.13
§(7«. 6(/)

.20

.277

§(8.9. id.)
§(6s. 6rf.)

§(£2 10s.)

1.00

1.08

5.50

2.88
6.33
.328

.167

.136

Occupations and

Articles.

Sugar, (wholesale-)

loaf
Swans-down, .

Tea, . . . .

Bohea
Bohea (wholesale).
Souchong (whole-

sale)

Tobacco
Trousers,
Twine, . . . .

Veal, . . . .

Vinegar
(wholesal' )

Wood
(wholesale)

Ba-

sis.

lb.

Ih.

yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

pr.

lb.

lb.

gal.

gal.

cd.

cd.

ft.

Amount.

§0.139
.22

§(7«.)
.799

.668

.552

1.17

§(6d.)
2.50

.50

.056

.25

.143

1.58

1.33

§(5.5 )
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Wages aiul Prices: 1800 — Concluded.

OCCUI'ATIONS AND
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AVages and Prices: 1801 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1 S02— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1803 — Concluded.

OCCnPAIIOSS AND
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AVagcs and Prices : 1 804— Concluded.

Occupations and

Articles.

OfitmenI, .

Oil, .

Taper,
letter (hfgh)
letter (low)
letter (wholesale)

Peas, .

I'epper,
(wholesale)

Pimento, (wholesalel
Pork, ...
Potatoes, .

Raisins,
Ribbon, (high) .

(low) .

Rice, .

Rum, (wholesale)
New England
New E n g

(wbolesal-)
West India

Rye, (high)
(medium) .

(low) .

Bait, .

Satin, India
Sheeting, Russia
Shells, cocoa .

Shoes, (high)
(medium)
(low)

na-

sis.

and

qt.

gal.

r'm
qr.

qr.

qr.

pk.
bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

yd.
lb.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
yd.
yd.
lb.

pr.

pr.

pr.

Amount.

$0,125
1.29

1.25

.375

.25

.175

§(1«. lOd.)
1.34

.434

.24

.215

.06

.583

§(2«.)
.25

.167

.10

.055

1.05

.629

.568

1.00

1.67

1.04

.761

§(9s.)
.977

1.89

.556

.183

1.22

.75

.394

Occupations and

auticlks.

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

Shoes, (wholesale) .

calfskin .

Silk, • • • • .

Huet
Sugar

(wholesale) .

brown
India
India (wholesale) .

loaf....
powdered

Tea,
Bohea.
Hyson (wholesale) .

Souchong .

Souchong (wholesale)
Thread
Tongue, . . . .

Turkey, . . . .

Turnips
Veal

loin . . . .

Vinegar, . . . .

Wafers, . . . .

Wine,
Corsica (wholesale)
Lisbon
Lisbon (wholesale)
Madeira (wholesale)
port (wholesale)
sherry (wholesale) .

Wood, (high) .

(low) .

hard

pr.
pr.

Hk.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

sk.

lb.

lb.

pk.
lb.

lb.

gal.

lb.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

cd.
cd.

cd.

§(5^

$0,917
§(7s. 6r-/.)

.083

.125

.16

.118

.12

.143

.134

.212

.182

10.9d.)
.375

1.25

.906

.80

.Oil

.083

.08

§(1«.)
.076

.083

§(1». 2d.)
1.50

1.67

.90

1.45

1.34

2.25

1.14

1.33

7.22

5.32

5.00

Wages and Prices: 1805.

"Wages.
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Wages and Prices : 1805— Continued.

Occupations akd
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AVasrcs and Prices: 1805 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1806— Concluded.

Occupations akd
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Wajfes and Prices: 1807 — Concluded.

OCCLTATIONS AND
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Wages and Prices: 1808.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1808 — Coxcluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1809 — Concluded.
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AVacros and Prices: 1 81 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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AVag-es and Prices: 1811 — Coxtixued.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1811 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1812— Continued.

Occupations asd
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Wages and Prices: 1812— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1813 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and I*rices: 1814— Continued.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1814— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1815 — Contixukd.

OCCDPATIONS AND
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Wages and Prices: 1815 — Concluded.

OCCUPATIOSS AND
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AVajycs and Prices: ISIO — Concluded.

Occupations and

Akticlks.

I$a-

sls.
Amount.

Hats, (mi'd. low)
(low) .

Ktniw .

IIo.-<e, (high) .

(low) .

Liimb, (liigh)

(knv) .

Lemonw,
Linen, (high)

(low) .

brown
Meal,

Indian
Indian (high)
Indian (ined high)
Indian (medium)
Indian (nied. low
Indian (low)
rye
rje (high) .

rye (medium)
rye (low) .

Milk, (high) .

(low) . .

Molasses, (high) .

(low) .

Muslin, (high)
(mtdiuni)
(low)
gurrah

Mutton, .

Nails,
Needles,
Oatmeal,
Oats,
Oil, (high) .

(low)
Paper, .

(letter sheet)
Pepper, .

Pins, (high) .

(low) . .

Pork, (high) .

(low) ,

salt

spare rib
Potatoes,
Haisiiis,

Ribbon, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Rice, (high) .

(low) . .

Rum, New England (w
sale) .

West India .

Rye, (high) .

(low) .

Salt,

(high) . .

(low) .

(high) . .

(low) .

Sandals, (wholesale)
Satinet, (high)

(medium)
(low)

Shalloon, (doth) .

Sheetings, (high) .

(medium)

hole

ea.

ea.

ea.

pr.

pr.

lb.

lb.

doz.
yd-
y<i-

yd-
bu.
lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
qt.

qt.

gal.

gal.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

C.
lb.

bu.
gal.

gal.

qr.

ea.

lb.

pap-
pap,
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

1)U.

lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

gal.

gal.

bu.
bu.
qt.

pk.
pk.
bu.
bu.
pr.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

$2.50
1.00

.2.5

.9.57

.8:53

.093

.049

.50

.413

.262

.50

1.34
.033

2.00
1.79

1.48

1.25

1.13
.0.34

1.75

1.50
1.25

.05

.03

.774

.636

1.00

.50

.313

.334

.062

.115

.50

.12

.67

1.77

1.58

.061

.01

.40

.187

.10

.181

.125

.197

.10

.451

.139

.20

.136

.061

.055

.014

.62

1.00
1.58

1.34
.05

.347

.17

1.02

.793

1.08

1.75

1.33

1.00

.625

.747

.529

OCCUl'ATIONS AND

Articles.

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

Sheetings, (low)
Russia

Shells, cocoa .

Shirtings,

Shoes, (high)
(medium)
(ined. low)
(low) .

(wholesale, high)
(wholesale, medium)
(wholesale, low)
(Scotch ties; whole

sale)

boys' .

cork .

kid (wholesale)
men's .

misses'
roan (wholesale)
walking (wholt-sale

Silk, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

sewing .

sewing .

sewing (high)
sewing (low)

Slippers, kid and morocco
(wholesale)

misses' kid and
morocco(whole
sale)

Soap,
(wholesale)

Stockinet,
Stockings,
Sugar, (high)

(low) .

brown
powdered
white.

Tallow, .

Tape, .

Tea, (high) .

(low) .

Hyson (high)
Hyson (low)
Souchong (high)
Souchong (low)

Thread, .

cotton
Tobacco, (high) .

(low) .

plug
Tongue, .

Turkey, .

Twist, (by the stick)
Veal, .

loin

Wadding,
Wine, Lisbon (high)

Lisbon (low)
sherry (high)
sherry (low)

Wood, .

pine (high)
pine (low)

Wool, .

Yarn, No. 7 .

No. 9 .

yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.

I>f.

pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.
pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.

yd.
y<i-

yd.
oz.
lb.

sk.

sk.

pr.

pr.
II..

lb.

yd.
pr.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

p'ce
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

sk.

sk.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

ea.

lb.

lb.

yd-
gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

cd.

cd.

cd.
11).

lb.

lb.

$0,393
.556

.14

.463
2.09

1.20
.897
.5IJ8

1.14
.927

.671

1.07

1.03
1.67

1.10

1.33
..50

.732

1.15

1.25
1.00

.667

.516

6.50
.10

.062

1.02

.60

.128

.10

2.50
.975

.173

.138

.153

.214

.232

.1.53

.09

1.27
.70

1.55

.80

1.03
.897

.252

.049

.32

.08

.40

.10

.132

.06

.086

.10

.375

2.00
1.40

2.25
2.00
6.89

4.00
1.95
.50

.69

.75
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Wages and Prices : 1817.

Occupations and
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Wag-es and Prices: 1818— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: ISIJ).

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1819 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wagres and Prices: 1820 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1821 — Continued

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1821 — Concludkd.

OCCITATIONS AND
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Wages and Prices: 1822— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages
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Wages and Prices: 1824— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Waffos and Prices : 1 825.

OCCrPATIONS AND

Articles.

Wages.
Blacksmithc, (with board)

(carriages and
wagons; high)

(carriages and
wagons; low)

(horst'shoers)

Blacksmiths' helpers,
lielpers (carriages

auil wagons)
Boatbuilders, (high)

(low)
(with board)

Carpenters,
(cordage works
high) . .

(cordage works
medium)

(cordage works
low) .

ship (high) .

ship (low)
Carpenters and joiners, (sum
mer; high) .

C.irpenters and joiners, (sum
mer; low)

C^irpenters and joiners, (win
ter; high)

Carpenters and joiners, (win
ter; low)

Carpenters and joiners, (sum
mer; with board, high)

Carpenters and joiners, (sum
mer; with board, low)

Carpenters and joiners, (win
ter; with board, high) .

Carpenters and joiners, (win
ter; with board, low) .

Clockmakers, (high)
(low)
and pressmen

Ba-

sis.

and pressmen

and pressmen

Compositors
(high) .

Compositors
(medium)

Compositors
(low)

Coopers
(piece work)

Curriers, (hiith)

(low)
Foundrymen, (skilled; high)

(skilled; low)
(unskilled; high)
(unskilled; me
dium)

(unskilled ; low)
Harness makers, (high) .

(low) .

(with board
high)

(with board
low) .

Hatchellers, (cordage works
high)

(cordage works
low) .

Laborers, (high)
(medium)
(low)
(on highways ; high)
(on highways; low)
(cordage works)
agricultural (high) .

agricultural (me-
Uium) .

day

day

day
day
day

day
day
day
day
day

day

day

day
day
day

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

day
day
day

day

day

day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day

day
day
day
day

day

!

day

day

day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day

day

Amount.

$0.50

1.33

1.25

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

1.00

.50

.75

1.25

1.00

.75

1.33

1.25

1.33

1.00

1.25

1.00

.84

.50

.75

.50

1.33

1.25

1.50

1.25

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.25

1.00

1.50

1.25

1.25

1.00

.84

1.25

1.00

.50

.40

1.17

.833

.992

.709

.50

.875

.705

.87

.992

.74

Occupations and

Abticlus.

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

Laborers, agricultural (low) .

agricultural (high) .

agricultural (low) .

agricultural (with
board, high)

.

agricultural (with
board, low) .

agricultural (with
two meals a day,
high) . . .

agricultural (with
two meals a day,
low)

agricultural (with
board and lodging,
high) .

agricultural (with
board and lodging,
low)

agricultural (with
oxen)

Masons, (summer; high)
(summer; medium) .

(summer; low) .

(summer ; with board,
high)

(summer; with board,
low)

(winter; with board,
high) . . .

(winter; with board,
low)

— foremen (summer
and winter)

— foremen (summer
and winter; with
board, high) .

— foremen (summer
and winter; with
board, low)

Masons* helpers, (high) .

(low) . ,

Millwrights and machinists,
(high)

Millwrights and machinists,
(low)

Nurses, (women)
I'ainters, house (high)

house (low)
ship and sign (high)
ship and sign (low) .

Paper makers, (high)
(low)

Pattern makers, (cordage
works) .

(fou n dry

;

high) .

(fou n dry

;

low)
(machine
shop)

Reelers, (cordage works)
Ship gi avers (carvers), (high)

(low).
Shoe cutters, ....

(piece work)
Shoe fitters, (piece work)

(worn en, piece
work)

— brogans, (wo-
men, piece
work)

Shoemakers, (piece work, high

)

(piecework, low)
(piece work, high)

Pattern makers,

Pattern makers.

Pattern makers,

day
mo.
mo.

day

day

mo.

mo.

day
day
day
day
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Wages and Prices
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Waffes and Prices : 1 825 — Concludkd.

Occupations and



256 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages and Prices: 1826 — Concluded.

Occupations and

Articles.

Pork, (low)
(whole hog)

Potatoes, (liigli)

(medium)
(low)

Raisins,
Ribbon, (higii)

(low) .

Rice, .

Rum,

.

Rye, (higli)

(low)
Salt, .

Sausages, .

Seersucker,
Sheetings,
Shells, cocoa
Shirtings, (high)

(low)
Shoes, (high) .

(med. high)
(medium)
(med. low)
(low) .

Silk, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

yd.
yd.
lb.

gal.

bu.
bu.
pk.
bu.
lb.

yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
yd.
pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.

yd.
yd.
yd.

$0,061
.07

.50

.42

.34

.10

.162

.05

.046

.35

1.12

.74

.20

.70

.125

.50

.15

.16

.32

.167

2 00
1.62
1.33

1.13

.68

1.68

1.00

.674

Occupations and

Articles.

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

Soap
Starch,
Sugar, (high) .

(low) .

brown (high)
brown (low)
loaf (high)
loaf (low)
powdered

Tallow, .

Tea, (high)
(low)
Hyson
Souchong (high)
Souchong (low)
Souchong (wholesa

Tobacco, .

Tongue,
Tumblers, (high)

(low)
Turkey, .

Veal, .

loin .

Vinegar, .

Wood,
maple, .

pine (high)
pine (low)
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Wages and Prices: 1827 — Concluded.

OCCUl'ATIONS AND
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Wages and Prices: 1828— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wajyes and Prices: 1829.

Occupations and
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Wag-es and Prices : 1830.

Occupations and
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AVages and Prices
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Wages and Prices: 1830— Coxcluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 18.31 — Concluded.

OCCCrATIOKS AND
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Wages and Prices : 1832 — Concluded.

OCCUPATIOSS AND
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Wages and Prices : 1 833.

occdpations and

Akticles.

"Wages.
Laborers, (high)

(low)

Prices.
All'pJce, .

Almonds, .

Apple, dried
Apples, (hii;h) ,

(low) .

Bacon, (high) .

(low) .

Beef, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Bombazet,
Boots,
Brandy, cognac
Bread, (by the loaf)

Brooms,
Butter, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Buttons, (high)
(low) .

Calico, (high) .

(low) .

Cambric, (high)
(low)

Cassia,
Casslmere, (high)

(low)
Cheese,
Cloth, (high) .

(low) .

Circassian
cotton (high)
cotton (low)
tow

Coal, .

Codfish, .

Coffee,
Corn,

.

Damask, .

Drilling, .

Duck,
Eggs, (high) .

(low)
Fish, salt .

Flour,
(high) .

(low) .

Gin, Holland .

Ginger, (high) .

(low) .

Gingham, .

Gloves, (high) .

(low) ,

Goose,
Haddock, .

Halibut, .

Handkerchiefs, (high)
(low)

Hats, (high) .

(medium) .

(low)
Hose,

Ba-

sis.

day
day

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd-
pr.

qt.

i-a.

•a.

lb.

lb.

lb.

doz.
doz.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
ton
lb.

lb.

bu.
yd.

yd.
doz.
doz.
lb.

lb.

bbl.

bbl.

qt.

lb.

lb.

yd.
pr.
pr.

lb.

lb.

lb.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

pr.

Amount.

$1.00
.875

.25

.32

.08

1.16

.80

.105

.08

.101

.07

.04

.54

4.00
1.00

.073

.125

.255

.191

.166

.125

.052

.267

.149

.472

.212

.40

2.25

1.62

.104

6.74

.961

.417

.18

.114

.14

7.00

.029

.142

.89

.50

.249

.28

.236

.1.57

.023

.036

7.58

6.63

.324

.20

.146

.25

.687

.201

.08

.028

.051

.52

.193

6.00
2.75

.25

.625

Occupations and

Articlks.

Lace, .

Lamb,
Lard,

.

Lemons, (high)
(low) .

Linen,
Mackerel, (by the half barrel)

Meal, Indian
Indian (high)
Indian (low)
rye (high)

rye (low)
Merino,
Milk, .

Molasses, .

Muslin, . .

Mustard, .

Mutton,
Nutmegs, .

Oil, .

lamp .

Oranges, .

Oysters, .

Paper, letter

Pollock, .

Pork, fresh

Potatoes, (high)
(low)

Raisins,
Ribbon,
Saleratus, .

Salt, .

Shawls, (high) .

(low) ,

Sheetings, cotton
Russia

Shells, cocoa
Shoes, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Silk, .

(high) .

(low)
Slippers, .

Soap, soft .

Starch,
Sugar,

loaf
powdered
Santa Cruz

Tea, .

Hyson
old Hyson
Pekoe
Souchong (high)
Souchong (low)
young Hyson

Tobacco, .

Tongue,
Veal, (high) .

(low)
loin .

Wine, Sicily Madeira
Wood,

hard

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

yd.
lb.

lb.

doz.
doz.
yd.
bbl.
pk.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
yd.
qt.

gal.

yd.
can
lb.

lb.

oz.
gal.

gal.

doz.
qt.

r'm
lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

yd.
lb.

pk.
ea.

ea.

yd.
yd.
lb.

pr.

pr.

pr.
sk.
yd.
yd.
pr.

bbl.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

qt.

cd.

cd.

$0.09
.06

.117

.20

.12

.75

6.66

.27

1.12
.923

1.20

1.06

1.25
.048

.353

.50

,25

.56

.066

.12

1.01

1.33
.50

.50

1.50

.027

.08

.40

.32

.08

.04

.104

.20

8.00

1.00

.131

.333

.15

2.00
1.63

1.13
.04

.851

.50

.625
4.00
.17

.10

.15

.14

.166

.54

.95

.88

.46

.50

.412

.789

.18

.071

.089

.061

.076

.31

3.50

4.00
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Wages and Prices: 1834.

OCCDPATIONS AND
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Waffcs and Prices: 1835— Continukd.

Occupations and
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"Wages and Prices : 1835— Concluded.

Occupations and



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 269

Wages and Prices: 1836.

occci'atioss and

Akticlks.

Ba-

sts.

"Wages.
Blacksmiths, . . . .

Spinners, (woollen mill) .

Stone cutters, . . . .

Teamsters, (stone) .

Watchmen, (woollen mill)
Woollen mill operatives.
Woollen mill overseers, .

Woollen mill overseers, (finish-

ing)

Woollen mill overseers, (spin-
ning)

Woollen mill overseers, (weav-
« iDg)

Allspice,
Prices.

Beef, (hitfli)

(low)
Brooms,
Butter, (hisfh) .

flow) .

Calico, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Cambric, (high)
(low)

Cassia,
Cassimere,
Cheese,
Chocolate,
Cloth, (high) .

(low)
cotton .

Coal, .

Codfish, .

Coffee, Sumatra
Cotton, (high) .

(low)' .

Eels, .

Eggs,

.

Fish, dun .

salt .

Flour, (high) .

(low) .

graham .

day
day
day
day
day
day
day

day

day

day

oz.

lb.

lb.

lb.

ea.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
ton
lb.

lb.

sp.

sp.

lb.

doz.
lb.

lb.

bbl.

bbl.

bbl.

Amount.

$1.75
1.42

1.43

1.13

.805

.747

1.58

2.00

1.34

1.83

.03

.25

.116

.087

.20

.309

.267

.448

.26

.125

.389

.147

.28

3.25

.124

.20

6.00

.85

.137

9.00
.04

.12

.083

.026

.08

.20

.06

.058

10.75

8.38
8.50

Occupations and

Articles.

Ba-

sis.
Amonnt.

Flour, rye (high)
rye (low)

Ginger,
Gloves, (high) .

(low) .

Halibut, (high)
(low) .

Handkerchiefs, (high)
(loW)

Hats, .

Hose, (high)
(low)

Lamb, . .

Linen,
Meal, Indian
Merino, French
Milk, .

Molasses, .

Muslin, (hiiih) .

(low) .

Mutton,
Oil, (high)

(low) .

Plaid,
Potatoes, .

Ribbon,
Rice, .

Salt, (high)
(low)

Serge,
Shawls,
Sheetings,.
Shells, cocoa
Shoes, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Slippers, (high)
(low) .

Soda,

.

Sugar,
brown .

powdered
Tape,
Veal, (high) .

(low)
loin .
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Wages and Prices: 1837 — Continued.

Occupations and
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AVagcs and Prices: 1837 — Conci.udkd.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1838.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1 838 — Continukd.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1838— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1840.

Occupations and
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Wagrcs and Prices : 1 840 — Continued.

OCCUI'ATIONS AND
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Wages and Prices: 1840 — Concluded.

occdpations and

Articles.

Sugar,
Tea, (high)

(medium)
(low)
Hyson
Pekoe
Souchong

Ticking,
Tobacco, .

Turkey, .

Veal, .

breast and neck

Ba-

sis.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

Amount.

1.095

.80

.609

.49

.46

.44

.493

.254

.25

.11

.10

.073

Occupations and

Articles.

Veal, leg .

Velvet,
Vinegar, .

Wadding, (by the sheet)
Wood,

hard (high) .

hard (low) .

hemlock
pine (high) .

pine (low) .

Yarn,

Ba-

sis.

lb.

yd.
gal.

ea.

cd.

cd.
cd.
cd.
cd.
cd.

Amount.

$0,093
4.00
.20

.013

5.15
6.00
4.33
2.75
3.50
2.23
.21

Prices: 1841.

Prices.
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Prices : 1 84-1 — Concluded.

OCCDPATIONS AN0
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Prices : 1842 — Concluded.

Occupations and

Articles.

Ba-

sis.

Fish, (high)
(low)
salt .

Flannel, .

Flour,
(high)
(medium)
(low)

Ginger,
Gloves,
Goose,
Halibut, (high)

(low) .

Handkerchiefs, (high)
(low)

Hops,
Hose, (high)

(medium)
(low)

Lace, .

Lamb, (high)
(low)

Lard,.
Lawn,
Lemons, .

Linen,
Mackerel, .

Matches, .

Meal, .

Indian
Indian
rye (high)
rye (low)

Merino,
Milk, .

(wholesale)
Mittens,
Molasses, .

Muslin de laine.

Mustard, .

Muttcm,
Nutmegs, .

Oatmeal, .

Oats, (high) .

(low)
Oil, .

(high)
(low) .

Pepper,
Pork, (high) .

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
lb.

hbl.
bbl.

bbl.

lb.

pr.

lb.

lb.

lb.

ea.

ca.

lb.

pr.
pr.

pr.

yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
ea.

yd.
lb.

bu.
lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
yd.
qt.

qt.

pr.
gal.

yd.
box
lb.

oz.
lb.

bu.
bu.
qt.

gal.

gal.

lb.

lb.

Amount.

$0.10
.039

.05

.00

.036

7.63

6.78

5.29

.12

.25

.06

.07

.052

.75

.25

.25

.67

.524

.437

.62

.09

.067

.104

.653

.019

.92

.059

.40

.80

.016

.735

.891

.70

1.00
.05

.04

.25

.272

.25

.17

.09

.10

,10

.648

.45

.45

1.23

.939

.224

.09

occupation's and

Abticles.

Pork, (low) .

(whole hog)
Potatoes, .

(wholesale)
sweet

Raisins, (high)
(low) .

Ribbon,
Rice, .

Saleratus, .

Salmon,
Salt, .

Sausages, .

Sheetings,

.

Shells, cocoa (hiah)
cocoa (low)

Shirtings, .

Shoes, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Smelts,
Soap, .

Soda,

.

Starch,
Sugar,

(wholesale)
loaf
white (high)
white (low)

Tea, (high)
(low)
young Hyson

Thread, .

Tobacco, .

Tripe,
Tumblers,
Turkey, (high)

(low) .

Veal,

.

loin .

Velvet,
Vinegar, .

Wine, (high) .

(low) .

Yarn,

Ba-

sis.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

qt.

pk.
bu.
lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

yd.
pr.

pr.
pr.

doz.
lb.

bar
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

doz.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
gal.

qt.

qt.

sk.

lb.

Amount.

$0,077
.049

.50

.30

.02

.10

.064

.25

.045

.097

.183

.03

.20

.612

.087

.096

.167

.135

.09

1.42

1.06

.50

.08

.08

.227

.087

.12

.08

.068

.165

.15

.106

.76

.536

.751

.74

.202

.086

.96

.153

.08

.099

.082

.50

.187

.507

.25

.21

1.21

Prices: 1843.

Prices.
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Prices : 1843 — Continukd.

Occupations and

autici.ks.

Ba-

sis.

Chocolate,
Cider,

(hifc'li) .

(medium)
(low) .

Cinnamon,
Cloth, cotton (high)

cotton (low)
Cloves, (hijfh) .

(low) .

Cocoa, (high) .

(low) .

Coffee, (high) .

(low) .

(wholesale)
Corn,

(wholesale)
Cotton,

Crackers, .

Cranberries,
Crash,
Cream of tartar,

Currants, .

Eels, .

Eggs, (high) .

(raedium)
(low)

Erminet, .

Figs. .

Fish, .

(wholesale)
dun .

salt .

Flannel, (high)
(medium)
(low) .

Flour,
(high) .

(low)
Ginger,
Gingham, .

Gloves, (high) .

(low) .

Halibut, .

Ham,
Handkerchiefs, (higli)

(low)
Hops,
Hose, (high)

(low)
Lace, (hish)

(low)
Lamb, (high) .

(low) .

Lard,
(wholesale)

Lawn,
Lemons, (high)

(low)
Linen,
Mackerel, (high)

(low)
Matches, .

Meal, Indian
Indian
rye .

rye .

Merino, (high)
(low) .

Milk,

.

(wholesale)
Mittens,
Molasses, (high)

(low)

lb.

qt.

gal.

gal.

gal.

lb.

yd-
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
sk.
sp.

bbl.

bu.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

doz.
doz.
doz.
.yd.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

bbl.

bbl.
lb.

yd.
pr.

pr.

lb.

lb.

ea.

ea.

lb.

pr.

pr.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
doz.
doz.
yd.
lb.

lb.

kuro.
lb.

bu.
lb.

bu.
yd.
yd.
qt.

qt.

pr.

qt.

qt.

Amount.

$0.20
.04

.25

.183

.12

.48

.125

.074

.477

.415

.25

.15

.113

.08

.077

.68

.50

.041

.08

3.00

2.00

.091

.26

.123

.064

.236

.173

.142

.664

.123

.037

.02

.05

.04

.432

.318

.13

.031

6.26

5.38

.121

.242

.375

.25

.047

.09

.42

.27

.168

.50

.27

.70

.053

.10

.075

.094

.06

.417

.32

.229

.268

.12

.07

.125

.014

.697

.017

.887

.592

.25

.05

.04

,67

.11

.076

Occupations and

AliTICLKS.

Molasses, (high)
(low)
(wholesale, high)
(wholesale, low)

Muslin, cambric
Muslin de laine, (high)

(low)
Mustard, (high)

(low)
Mutton,
Nutmegs, .

Oatmeal, .

Oats, .

Oil, (high)
(low) .

(high)
(low) .

Oiled silk,

Onions, (high) .

(low) .

Oranges, (high)
(low)

Paper,

Parsnips, .

Patch,
Peas, .

Pepper, (high)
(low) .

cayenne
Pimento, .

Pork,
(wholesale, high)
(wholesale, low)

Potatoes, (high)
(medium)
(low)
sweet

Raisins, (high)
(medium)
(low) .

Ribbon, (h'gh)
(low) .

Rice, .

Rubbers, .

Saleratus, .

Salmon,
Salt, ,

(high) .

(low)

fine .

fine .

Sausages, .

Serge,
Sheetings, (hieh)

(low)
Shells, cocoa (high)

(medium)
(low)

Shirtings, .

Shoes, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Silk, .

Soap,
(high) .

(low) .

castile

Socks, (hiifh) .

(low) .

Soda, (high) .

(low) .

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

oz.
lb.

lb.

bu.
qt.

qt
gal.

ual.

yd.
pk.
pk.
doz.
doz.
qr.

r'm
pk.
yd.
pk.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
lb.

pr.

lb.

lb.

qt.

bu.
bu.
bag
qt.

pk.
lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
pr.

pr.

pr.

sk.

yd.
lb.

bar
bar
lb.

pr.

pr.

lb.

lb.

$0,295
.235
.24

.18

.627

.46

.375

.48

.34

.071

.106

1.62

.11

.40

.281

.223

.905

.826

1.00
.158

.125

.239

.171

.24

2.00

.17

.15

.248

.233

.186

1.00

.24

.086

.059

.03

.75

.471

.33

.025

.121

.091

,065

.063

.03

.039

.50

.098

.208

.026

.772

.544

1.75

.03

.20

.085

.333

.125

.089

.153

.123

.094

.12

2.00
1.33

1.00
.045

.65

.07

.245

.21

.25

1.00

.361

.098

.042



28 2 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : 1843— Concluded.

Occupations and

Articles.

Starch,
Sugar,

loaf
white (hiali)

white (low) .

Tnpe,
Tapioca, .

Tea, (high) .

(med. high)
(medium)
(low)
Souchong (high)
Souchong (low)
young Hyson (high)
young Hyson (low)

Thread, unbleached
Ticking, . . . .

Ba-

sis.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

p'ce
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd-

Amount.

$0,118
.083

.16

,143

,09

,043
.122

.756

.637

.486

.386

.60

.485

.712

.563

.75

.15

Occupations and

Articles.

Tobacco, (high)
(low)

Tripe,
Tumblers, (high)

(low)
Twist, (by the stick)

Veal
loin .

Vinegar, .

M''alnut8, .

Wine,

Yarn,

port (high) .

port (low)
Sicily Madeira

Ba-

sis.



WAGES AND PKICES : 1752-1860. 283

Prices: 184:4 — Concluded.

Occupations and



284 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages and Prices : 1845— Continued.

Occupations and



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 285

AVaprcs and Prices: 1845 — Continued.

Occupations and

Articlbs.

Ba-

sis.

8tone cutters, (high)
(low)

Tailors, (hi(;h)

.

(low) .

Tanners, (liiifh)

(low)
Woollen mill operatives,
Woollen mill overseers,

Prices.
Allfplce, .

Alpaca,
Apple, drieil (high)

dried (low) .

Apples,

(wholesale)
Bacon,
Beans,
Beef, (high) .

(low)
Boots, calf
Brandy,
Bread, (by ihe loaf)

Brooms, (high)
(medium)
(low) .

Butter, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Buttons, .

Calico, (high) .

(low) .

Cambric, (high)
(loW)

Cassis, (high) .

(low) .

Cheese,
Chocolate,
Cider,
Citron,
Cloaks, cashmere
Cloth, cotton
Cloves, (high) .

(low) .

Coats,
Cocoa, (high) .

(low) .

Coffee, (high) .

(low) .

Corn,

.

(wholesale)
Cotton,
Cotton flannel, .

Cranberries,
Crash,
Cream of tartar,
Currants, .

Eggs, (high) .

(low)
Figs, .

Fish, .

dun .

salt .

Flannel, (hiah)
(low) .

Flour,
(high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Fowl,
Ginger,
Gingham, .

Gloves, (high) .

(low) .

day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day

lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

pk.
bbl.
bbl.
lb.

pk.
lb.

lb.

pr.
gal.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

lb.

lb.

lb.

doz.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

gal.

lb.

ea.

yd.
lb.

lb.

ea.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
sp.

yd.
qt.

Yd.
lb.

lb.

doz.
doz.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
lb.

bbl.
bbl.
bbl.

lb.

lb.

yd.
pr.
pr.

Amount.

$1.60
1.47

JM
1.25
1.25

1.00

.021

1.74

.213

.472

.067

.045

.227

1.72

1.63

.105

.491

.117

.06

2.75

2.00

.07

.50

.33

.19

.232

.172

.13

.125

.28

.109

.375

.114

.466

.28

.091

.20

.123

.32

14.00
.099

.464

.20

1 75
.249

.15

.16

.107

.601

.502

.04

.124

.125

.083

.228

.14

.214

.158

.138

.039

.05

.05

.40

.269

.032

7.92

6.33

5.54

.139

.12

.125

1.00

.08

Occupations and

Articles.

Ba-

sis.

Goose,
Halibut, .

Ham,
Handkerchiefs, (high)

(low)
silk

Hats, .

Herring, .

Hops,
Lamb,
Lard,

.

Lemons, (high)
(low) .

Linen,
Mackerel, .

Meal, Indian
Indian (high)
Indian (low)
rye .

rye .

rye (high)
rye (low)

Milk, .

(wholesale)
Mittens, (high)

(low) .

Molasses, .

Muslin,
Muslin de laine,

Mustard, (high)
(low)

Mutton, (high)
(low) .

Nutmegs, .

Oatmeal, .

Oats, .

Oil, .

(high)
(medium) .

(low) .

Oil-cloth, .

Onions,
Oranges, (high)

(medium)
(low) .

Paper, (high) .

(low) .

writing .

Pepper, (high)

.

(low) .

cayenne
Pimento, .

Pork,
(whole hog)

Potatoes, (high)
(low)

(wholesale)
sweet
sweet (higti)

sweet (low
Raisins, (high)

.

(medium)
(low) .

Ribbon,
Rice, .

Saleratus, .

Salmon,
Salt, .

fine .

Sausages, .

Sheetings,

.

Shells, cocoa
Shirtings, .

lb.

lb.

lb.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

doz.
lb.

lb.

lb.

doz.
doz
yd.
lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
qt.

qt.

pr.

pr.

gal.

yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

oz.
lb.

lb.

bu.
qt.

gal.

gal.

gal.

yd.
pk.
doz.
doz.
doz.
qr.

V-
qr-

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

pk.
pk.
bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.
pk.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
qt.

lb.

yd.
lb.

yd.

Amount.

$0.06
.0.58

.106

.50

..33

1.00

4.50
.12

.168

.077

.097

.345

.21

.25

.075

.015

.933

.673

.019

.266

.941

.85

.05

.04

.746

.20

.33

.25

.333

.41

.30

.086

.053

.114

1.57

.098

.468

.36

1.12
.92

.799

.75

.128

.60

.24

.12

.37

.25

.198

.228

.16

.667

.24

.087

.064

.375

.215

.50

.333

.026

.327

.22

!l39

.114

.077

.125

.047

.08

.272

.565

.026

.082

.103

.1.35

.08
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Wages and Prices: 1845 — Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1846 — Concluded.

Occupations and



288 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages and Prices: 1847 — Coxtixued.

OCCCPATIONS AND



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18G0. 289

Waj?os aiMl Prices: 1847 — Conci.uded.

Occupations akd



290 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

"Wages and Prices : 1848 — CoxriNUEn.

Occupations and



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18G0. 291

Wages and Prices: 1848 — Concluded.

OCCDPATIONS AND



292 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

"Wages and Prices: 1849 — Conclxjded.

Occupations and
j

Ra-



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 293

AVagcs and Prices: 1850 — CoxriNr F.I).

OCCnPATlONS AND



294 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wasres and Prices: 1850 — Continued.

Occupations and



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 295

Wages an<l Prices: 1850— Coxci,mM,n.

occdpations and

Articles.

Ba-

sis.

Cocoa, (hleh) .

(low) . .

Coffee,
Corn,

(wholesale, high)
(wlioleeale, low)

Corn Btarch,
Cotton batting.
Crackers, .

soda .

Cream of tartar, (high)
(low)

Currants, .

Eggs, (high) .

(medium)
(low)

Farina,
Figs, .

Fish, .

salt .

Flour,
(high) .

(low) .

(by the half barrt
grah.Tm .

graham .

Ginger,
Gingham, .

Gloves, (high) .

(low) .

Halibut, •

Ham, .

Handkerchiefs,
Herring, . .

Hops,
Hose, (high)

(med. high)
(medium)
(low)

Knives and forks.
Lard, (high)

(low)
Lemons, .

Linen, (high) .

(low) .

Mackerel, .

Matches, .

Meal, Indian
Indian
Indian (high)
Indian (low)
rye .

rye .

rye (high)
rye (low)

Milk,. . .

(wholesale)
Mittens,
Mitts,
Molasses, (high)

(low)
Muslin de laine.

Mustard, (high)
(low)

Nutmegs, .

Oatmeal, .

Oil, (high)
(medium) .

(low) .

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

duz.
doz.
doz.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bbl.

bbL
bbl.
lb.

bbl.

lb.

yd-
pr.

pr.

lb.

lb.

ea.

doz.
lb.

pr.
pr.

pr.

pr.

doz.
lb.

lb.

doz.
yd.
yd.
lb.

4gro
lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
qt.

qt.

pr.

pr.
gal.

gal.

yd.
lb.

lb.

oz.
lb.

lb.

gal.

gal.

gal.

Amount.

$0,249
.14

.137

.756

.737

.523

.121

.10

.08

.10

.254

.20

.123

.232

.191

.153

.12

.152

.042

.035

.037

6.97

6.03

7.50

.035

7.24

.124

.245

.37

.25

.074

.103

.50

.06

.189

.50

.37

.25

.143

1.25

.098

.063

.213

.33

.225

.058

.177

.016

.28

1.58

.762

.021

.278

.92

.796

.053

.037

.75

.75

.405

.291

.14

.48

.40

.12

1.71

.095

1.38

1.00
.793

Occupations and

Articles.

Onions,
Oranges, (high)

(medium)
(low)

Overalls, .

Paper,
(letter sheet)

Patch,
Peas, (high) .

(low)
Pepper, (high)

(low) .

cayenne
Pimento, .

Pork,
(wholesale)

Potatoes, (high)
(low)
(high)
(medium)
(low)
(wholesali-)

sweet
sweet

Raisins, (high)
(low)

Ribbon,
Rice, .

Saleratus, .

Salmon,
Salt, .

Shawls,
Sheetings, (high)

(low)
Shells, cocoa
Shirtings, .

Shirts, flannel .

Shoes, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Silesia,

Snuff,
Soap,

Soda, (hish) .

(low)
Starch,
Sugar, (high) .

(low) .

white .

Tapioca, .

Tea, (high) .

(medium)
(low)

Thread, cotton
Ticking, .

Tobacco, .

Tripe,
Tumblers,
Veal, (high)

(low)
Vinegar, (high)

(low)
Wood, (high) .

(low) .

pine
Yarn,

Ba-

sis.

bu.
doz.
doz.
doz.
pr.

qr.

ea.

yd.
pk.
pk.
lb.

lb.

oz.

lb.

lb.

lb.

pk.
pk.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.
lb.

lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

qt.

pk.
bu.
ea.

yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
ea.

pr.

pr.
pr.

yd.
lb.

lb.

bar
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

sk.

yd.
lb.

lb.

doz.
lb.

lb.

gal.

gal.

cd.
cd.

cd.
sk.

Amount.

$0,634
.345

.239

.15

.50

.20

.01

.115
.44

.32

.226

.14

.06

.24

.094

.063

.38

.264

1.25
1.00

.76

.509

.029

.333

.148

.101

.13

.05

.092

.32

.01

.023

.127

.40

4.00
.12

.086

.135

.125

2.00

1.25

.92

.63

.11

.236

.081

.235

.111

.06

.119

.078

.05

.106

.124

.772

.51

.367

.06

.167

.285

.078

1.50

.10

.07

.185

.124

4.97

2.51
4.50

.185
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Prices: 1851.

Occupations and



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-1860. 297

Wages and Prices: 1852— Conci.udkd.

OCCDPATIONS AND



298 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages and Prices: 1854.

OCCCPATIONS AND



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-18G0. 299

Wages and Prices: 1855 — Continued.

OCCITATIONS AND



300 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages and Prices: 1855 — Coxtinied.

OCCCPATIONS AND



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 301

Wasres and Prices: 1855 — Conclui>ki>.

Occupations and

Articles.

Patch,
Pepper, (high) .

(low) .

Pins,....
Plaid, (high) .

(medium)
(low)

Pork,
(wholesale)

Potatoes, .

(high) .

(low)
(wholesale, hitih)

(wholesale, low)
sweet

Raisins, (high)
(low) .

Ribbon, (high) .

(med. high)
(medium) .

(med. low)
(low) .

velvet (high)
velvet (low)

Rice, ....
Rubbers, (high)

(medium)
(low)

Rye
Sago,
Saleratus, (high)

(low)
Salmon,
Salt, (high)

(low)
Satinet,
Shawls, (high)

(med. high)
(medium) .

(med. low)
(low) .

Sheetings, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Shells, cocoa
Shirtings, .

Shoes, (high) .

(med. high) .

(medium)
(med. low) .

(low) .

Da-

sis.
Amount.

yd.
lb.

lb.

pap
yd.
yd.
vd.
ib.

lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

Jd.
lb.

pr.

pr.

pr.

bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
yd.
ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
pr.

pr.

pr.

pr.
pr.

$0.13
.24

.181

.071

.749

.542

.25

.14

.085

.3.3

.60

.472

.851

.682

.029

.167

.113

.317

.243

.16

.101

.037

.213

.08

.075

1.02

.747

.552

1.50

.125

.11

.07

.126

.816

.667

.422

9.00

7.38
5.17

2.50
1.11

.178

.13

.093

.13

.12

2.00

1.55

1.13

.656

.33

occcpations and

Articlks.

Shovels, .

Silesia,

Silk, . . .

(high) .

(low)
(high) .

(medium)
(low)

Slippers, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Soap,

Squash,
Starch,
Sugar, (high) .

(low) .

molasses
Tape, (high) .

(low) .

Tea, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Thread, (high)
(low) .

Ticking, .

Tobacco, .

Trimming, moire ant
(high)

moire ant
(low)

Turkey, .

Twist, (by the stick)

Veal
(wholesale, high)
(wholesale, low)

Velvet,
Vests, (high) .

(med. high)
(medium)
(med. low)
(low) .

Vinegar, .

Wigan,
Wood,
Yarn, (high)

(medium)
(low)
(high) .

(low)

que

que

Ba-

sis.

ea.

It
oz.
oz.
yd.

yd.
pr.

pr.

pr.
lb.

bar
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

p'ce
p'ce
lb.

lb.

lb.

sp.
sp.

yd.
lb.

yd.

yd.
lb.

ea.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

gal.

yd.
cd.
sk.
sk.

sk.

oz.
oz.

Amount.

$0.96
.122

.029

.75

.67

1.20

.876

.619

1.63

1.20

.657

.108

.234
.007

.123

.103

.088

.04

.08

.06

.62

..50

.408

.053

.038

.158

.248

.167

.124

.17

.06

.125

.10

.082

.50

4.00
3.00

2.25

1.64

1.25

.152

.16

6.09

.15

.096

.04

.094

.066

Wag-es and Prices: 1856.

Wages.
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Wag'es and Prices: 1856— Coxtixued.

OCCDPATIONS AKD
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Wages and Prices: 1850— Concluded.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1857 — Continued.

Occupations and
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Waffes and Prices: 1857— Concluded.

OCCCPATIOSa AND
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Wages and Prices: 1858 — Coxtixued.

Occupations and
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Wag-os and Prices : 1 858— Contixukd.

OCCnPATIONS AND

Articles.

Delaine, (high)
(mi'diutn)
(low) .

Denim,
Dimity,
Doesliin, .

Drilling, .

Eggs, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Errainct, .

Farina,
Figs, .

Fish, .

salt .

Flanncd, (high)
(medium)
(low) .

Flour,
(high) .

(medium)
(low) .

graham .

graham .

Foulard, .

Fringe, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Frocking, .

Galloon, .

Ginger,
Gingham, (high)

(low)
Gloves, (high) .

(med. hiah)
(medium)
(med. low)
(low) .

kid
Halibut,
Ham,

.

Handkerchiefs, (hi

(mil
(low

Hats, (high) .

(med. high)
(medium)
(med. low)
(low)
ladies'

straw (high)
straw (mediui
straw (low)

Hominy, .

Hops,
Hose, (high)

(medium)
(low)

Jean, (high)
(low)

Lace, (high)
(low)

Lamb, hind-quarter
Lard,
Lemons, (high)

(low) .

Linen, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Macaroni, .

Mace,
Mackerel, .

Marseilles, (high)
(low)

Matches, .

gh)
liu

)

Ba-

sis.

>d.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
doz
doz
doz
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

bbl.

bbl.

bbl.
lb.

bbl.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

yd.
pr.
pr.
pr.

pr.

pr.
pr.

lb.

lb.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

ea.

lb.

lb.

pr.
pr.
pr.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

doz.
doz.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
4§ro.

Amount.

$0,377
.223

.152

.167

.60

.876

.12

.26

.205

.161

.417

.15

.154

.048

.05

.612

.351

.125

.038

9.00

7.42

5..50

.04

7.60

.342

.50

.373

.187

.58

.054

.124

.221

.129

1.12

.78

.575

.407

.213

.838

.12

.125

.464

.236

.113

3.54

2.57

1.57

.888

.258

.75

1.12

.50

.185

.05

.252

.596

.292

.14

.42

.124

.492

.258

.14

.14

.36

.24

.739

.502

.302

.167

1.94

.085

.499

.25

.15

Occupations and

Articles.

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

Meal, (high) .

(low)
Indian
Indian
Indian
rye .

rye .

Milk, .

Mittens, (high)
(medium)
(low) .

Molasses, (high)
(low)

Moreen, (high)
(low) .

Muslin, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Mutton, chops .

leg
Nankeen, .

Needles, .

Nutmegs, .

(high)
(low)

Oatmeal, .

Oil, (high)
(medium) .

(low) .

Onions,

Overalls, . .

Overcoats,
Pantaloons,[(high)

(medium)
(low)

Paper, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

(letter sheet)
Patch,
Pepper, (high)',

(low) '.

Pimento, .

Pins, .

Plaid, (high) .

(medium)
(low)

Poplin, (high) .

(low) .

Pork,
(wholesale)
fresh
salt .

Potatoes, (high)
(medium)
(low)
(wholesale)
sweet

Raisins, (high)
(low)

Ribbon, (high)
(low) .

Ribbon,' velvet (high)
velvet (med. high)
velvet (medium)
velvet (low)

Rice, .

Rubbers, (high)
(low)

Sago,
Saleratus, .

Salmon,
Salt, (high)

(low)

. bu.
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OCCDPATIONS AKD
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Wag-es caiul Prices: 1859 — Contixl-kd.

occitations and
Articles.

Beef, (wholfonl^ hieh)
(wholesale, low)
corned
round
rump
rump steak
sirloin (best cuts)
sirloin (lips) .

Boots, (high) .

(naed. hifjli) .

(uied. low) .

(low) .

rubber (high)
rubber (medium)
rubber (low)

Braid,
(liigh) .

(low) .

Brillianl, .

Broadcloth, (high) .

(loW) .

Brooms, (high)
(medium) .

(low) .

Buckwheat,

Butter, (higli) .

(low) .

Buttons, (high)
(medium) .

(low) .

Calico, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Cambric, (high)
(low)

Candles, (high)
(medium) .

(low) .

Cashmere, (high) .

(low)
Cashraerette, .

Cassia,
Cassimere,
Cheese, (high) .

(low) .

Chocolate,

.

Cloth, cotton (high)

'

cotton (low) .

lyonese .

Cloves, (high) .

(low) .

Coats, (high) .

(med. high) .

(med. low) .

(low) .

Cocoa,
Coflfee, (high) .

'.

(medium)
(low) .

Corn,....
white

Cotton,
Cotton flannel, .

'.

Crackers, .

Crash, (high) .

(low) .

Cream of tartar,
Currants, (hi«h)

(low)
Damask, (hiah)

(low)
Delaine, (high)

(medium) .

(low) .

Ba-

sis.
Amount, Occupations and

Articles.

Ha-

sig.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb..

lb.

pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.

pr.
pr.
pr.

yd.
p'ce
p'ce
yd.
yd.
yd.
ea.

ea.

ea.

lb.

bu.
lb.

lb.

doz.
doz.
doz.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
vd.
lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

Ih.

yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

ea.

ea.

ea.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
bu.
sp.

yd.
lb.

yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

$0,083
.06

.10

.125

.125

.167

.167

.125

3.51

2.23

1.35

.704

3.50
2.25
1.72

.056

.10

.053

.138

2.24

1.29

.37

.264

.12

.041

1.00

.28

.25

.201

.12

.048

.25

.11

.062

.257

.097

.618

.33

.16

1.12

.92

.668

.482

.125

.15

.118

.26

.126

.085

.42

.39

.208

8.80

6.84

4.14

1.76

.26

.196

.163

.109

1.12

.952

.041

.121

.123

.123

.066

.394

.20

.157

.948

.497

.42

.206

.131

Amount.

Denim, (high) .

(low) .

Diaper,
Drilling, .

Eggs, (high) ;

(low)
Flannel, (high)

(low) .

Flour,
(high) . .

(medium)
(low)
graham .

Fish, Bait .

Foulard, .

Fringe, (high) .

(low) .

Galloon, .

Ginger, (high) .

(low) .

Gingham, (high)
(low)

Gloves, (high) .

(med. liigh)
(med. low) .

(low) .

Halibut, .

Ham,....
Handkerchiefs, (high)

(medium)
(med. low)
(low)

Hats, (high) .

(medium)
(med. low)
(low)

Hominy, .

Hose, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Ladies' cloth, (high)
(low)

Lamb, hind-quarter.
Lard,....
Lemons, (high)

(low) .

Linen, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Macaroni, .

Mackerel, (high)
(low)

Marseilles,
Matches, .

(wholesale)
Meal,....

Indian
Indian
rice .

rye .

rye .

Milk, .

Molasses, (high)
(low)

Moreen,
Muslin, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Mustard, .

Mutton, chops .

leg
Nankeen, (high)

(low)

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
doz.
doz,
yd.
vd.
lb.

bbl.

bbl.

bbl.

lb.

Jb.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

yd,

yd.
pr.

pr.
pr.
pr.

lb.

lb.

ea.

ea.

ea.

lb.

pr.
pr.
pr.

yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

doz
doz
yd.
yd.
yd.
lb.

lb.

lb.

,yd.

|gro.
gro.
lb.

bu.
lb.

bu.
lb.

lb.

bu.
qt.

gal.

gal.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
box
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
yd.

80.167
.126

.167

.12

.252

.172

.538

.344

.045

10.50
8.87

7.96

.046

.05

.272

.499

.179

.0.53

.157

.12

.215

.11

1.12

.783

.294

.136

.12

.125

.452

.286

.14

.045
2.79

1.73
1.02

.331

.05

.439

.252

.135

2.02
1.25

.125

.145

.36

.233

.877

.546

.286

.18

.122

.08

.50

.15

.40

.023

1.09
.021

1.00

.011

.022

1.04
.05

.44

.321

.293

.338

.191

.128

.16

.24

.125

.125

.347

.25
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Wages and Prices: 1859— Coxcluded.

Occupations and

Articles.

Needles, .

Nutmegs, .

Oil, (high)
(low) .

Oil-cloth, .

Onions,
Oranges, .

Overalls, .

Pantaloons, (high) .

(medium)
(low) .

Paper, (high) .

(low) .

(letter sheet)
Patch,
Pepper,
Pins, ....
Plaid, (high) .

(medium)
(low)

Pork,
(whole hog) .

fresh
salt .

Potatoes, (high)
(medium)
(low)

Prunes,
Raisins, (high)

(low) .

Ribbon, (high)
(medium) .

(med. low)
(low) .

velvet (high)
velvet (low)

Rice
Rubbers, .

Sago
Saleratus, .

Salmon,
Salt, (high)

(low) , .

Satin stripe, (high) .

(low) .

Satinet,
Sausages, .

Shawls, (high) .

(medium) .

(med. low)
(low) .

Ba-
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Wages and Prices: 18(>0 — Continued.

Occupations and
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Wages and Prices: 1860 — Concluded.

OCCnPATIONS AND
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THE OCCUPATIONS AND ARTICLES TABLES, BY
NAME.

In the tables of wages and prices by years, from 1752 to

1860, which we have just completed, wages and prices have

been given for one or more years for the following occupations

and articles :
—

Index to Occupations and Articles.

Occupations.
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Index to Occupations and Articles — Continued.

Thickset.!
Tweed.* f

Vestings.f
Wild boar cloth.

f

Woollen cloth.* f

Cutlery.

Knives.f
Knives and forks.

f

Knives, pocket.f
Knives, table.

f

Scissors.* t

Shears.* f
Silver spoons.*!
Silver spoons, table.* f

Silver spoons, tea.* f

Dairy Products,
Butter.
Cheese.
Eggs.
Milk.

Dreaa Goods.
Alepine.
Alpaca.
Barege.
Batiste.
Beige.
Bombazet.
Bombazine.

t

Brilliant.!

Brilliantine.*!
Calico.
Cambric.
Camlet.
Camlet, 8ilk.*f
Cashmere.
Cashmerette.f
Cassinette.* f
Challis.f
Chambray.* t
Crape.
Debeige.f
Delaine.t
Dimity.
Foulard.

t

Gauze.
Gingham.
Gros-grain.* t
Ladies' cloth.

t

Lawn.
Levantine.*!
Linsey-woolsey.
Lustring.
Lyonese cloth.

t

Marlinet.* !

Marseilles-!
Merino.
Millinet.
Mode.
Mohair.* !
Moreen.
Muslin.
Muslin de laine.

Nankeen.
Nankinet.*!
Plaid.
Plush.*!
Pongee.* !
Poplin.
Sarcenet.
Satin.
Satinet.
Satin stripe.!

Sattecn.*!
Seersucker.* !

Serge.
Shalloon.
Silk.

Swan's-down.
Tammy.
Thibet.!
Velvet.
Velveteen.
Velvet stripe.* !

Dry Gooda.
Baize.
Binding.
Blankets.
Buckram.
Canvas.
Chintz.
Copperplate.
Cotton and linen'cloth.!

Cotton batting.

Cotton cloth.

Cotton flannel.

Cotton wool.
Crash.
Damask.
Denim.
Diaper.
Dowlas.
Drilling.
Duck.
Everlasting.!
Flannel.
Holland.
Huckaback.
Jean.
Lasting.
Linen.
Lining.
Napkins.
Netting.* !
Oiled silk.

Padding.!
Patch.
Quilting.* !

Sheetings.
Shirtings.
Silesia.

Stockinet.*!
Ticking.
Tow cloth.

Towelling.
Wadding.!
Wigan.!

Fish.
Alewives.* !

Bass.*!
Clams.
Cod.
Codfish.
Eels.
Fish.
Fish, salt.

Haddock.
Halibut.
Herring.
Mackerel.
Oysters.
Pollock.
Salmon.
Shad.
Smelts.*!

Flour and Meal.
Flour.
Flour, buckwheat.
Flour, graham.

Flour, rye.!
Meal.
Meal, bolted rye.

Meal, Indian.
Meal, rice.

Meal, rye.
Oatmeal.
Wheat bran.!
Wheal meal.!

Food Preparations.
Biscuit.

Bread.
Broma.*!
Chocolate.
Cocoa.
Cocoa and shells.

Cocoa shells.

Coflfee.

Corn starch.

Cracked wheat.*!
Crackers.
Cream of tartar.

Farina.
Hominy.!
Honey.
L.ird.
Macaroni.
Molasses.
Pearl barley.
Sago.
Saleratus.
Salt.

Soda.
Starch.
Suet.
Sugar.
Syrup.
Tapioca.
Tea.

Fruits.
Cherries.* !

Citron.
Currants.
Dried apple.
Figs.
Lemons.
Oranges.
Peaches.* !
Prunes.
Raisins.
Tamarinds.* !

Fuel.
Bark.
Charcoal.
Coal.
Wood.

Furnittire.

Bed cords.!
Bedsteads.!
Bureaus.!
Chairs.!
Settees.* t

Tables.!

Liquors attd Beverages.
Aniseed.
Arrowroot.* !

Beer.
Brandy.
Cider.
Gin.
Porter.* !

Rum.
Snakeroot.
Wine.

* Omitted In the "OccupntlonB and Articles Tables, by Name,";>Of<.

! Omitted in the "Occupations and Articles Tables, by Periods of Yeart," post.
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Index to Occupations and Articles— Concluded.

Lumber.
Boards t

Claplioiirds.t

Joist.

t

Plank.

t

Shingles.
Timber.

Bacon.
Beef.
Ham.
Lamb.
Mutton.
Pigs' feet.*t
Porlv.

Sausai^es.
Tongue.
Tripe.
Veal.

Almonds.
Filberts.
Walnuts.

Meats.

Nuts.

Oiln and niuminnting Fluids.
Burning oils and fluids.

Linseed oil.

Olive oil.* t

Sweet oil.* t

Paper.
Letter paper.
Wrapping pjiper.

Poultry and Game.
Chicken.
Fowl.
Goose.
Pigeons.* f
Poultry.
Turkey.

Ribbons and Laces.
Lace.
Ribbon.

Small Wares.
Cotton, knitting.
Cotton, sewing.
Mohair (by the stick).* f

Needles.
Needles, knitting.* t

Pins.
Silk, sewing and embroider-

ing.

Thread (cotton and linen).

Twist.
Worsted.!
Yarn.t

Spices and Condiments.
Allspice.
Cassia.
Cinnamon. •

Cloves.
Ginger.
Mace.
Mustard.
Nutmegs.
Pepper.
Pepper, cayenne.
Pimento.
Vinegar.

Tacks, Brads, and Nails.
Nails.t
Nails, 4d.
Nails, 6d.t
Nails, Sd.f
Nails, lOd.
Nails, 20d.
Tacks and brads.

f

Tallow, Candles, Soap, etc.

Candles.
Soap.
Soap, castile.

Soap, soft.t

Spermaceti.

t

Tallow.

Tobacco and Snuff.
Cigars.

t

Snuff
Tobacco.

Tools and Implements.
Axes.* t

Files.

Hammers.* f

llatchet8.*t
Hoes.
Pitchforks.* f

Rakes.* t

Screws.* f
Scythes.
Shoe knives.
Shovels.
Spades.

t

Not Classified.
Andirons.f
Basins.* f
Brick.
Brooms.
Candlesticks.

t

Clocks t

Combs.* t

Corks.* t

Cotton.
Door handles.* t
Feathers.

t

Iron.
Kettles, brass.

t

Matches.
Rosin.* f.

Shovel and tongs.* f
Steel.* t
Stoves.* t
Tubs.f
Tumblers.
Twine.* t

Wafers.
Watches, silver.

f

Wine glasses.

* Omitted in the "Occupations and Articles Tables, by ISame," post.

t Omitted in the " Occupations and Articles Tables, by Periods of Years," /;os<.

We present next tables of wages and prices, by name and

by periods of years, for each of the occupations and articles

named which are not otherwise marked. Those marked with the

(*) will not be shown by name, and those marked with the

(f ) will not be shown by periods of years, wages for such occu-

pations and prices for certain of the articles so marked being

given only for one year or for one period, and consequently

supply no comparisons. In many instances, also, either from

the nature of the article itself, or because of a material varia-

tion in the <' basis" of price, certain other articles are omitted

from the tables by periods of years, although included in the
'* articles " tables by name.

In the occupations and articles tables, by name, all amounts

originally given, as explained on pages 197 and 198, ante, in
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pounds, shillings, and pence, have been converted into United

States currency in accordance with the basis of value estab-

lished on pages 199 and 200, ante.

In bringing forward these amounts (expressed in pounds,

shillings, and pence either as old tenor or as lawful money)

from the wages and prices tables, by years, to the occupations

and articles tables, by name, where all values are brought to

the common basis, or United States currency, it frequently

happened that the amounts were very nearly and sometimes

exactly the same. This was, also, oftentimes true when
brought into comparison with amounts which were originally

given in the same year, for the same occupation or article, in

United States money. Wherever two values in any one year,

when expressed in United States currency, very nearly or

exactly agreed, but one amount is given in the tables of occu-

pations and articles ; in all other cases, the amounts have been

graded and properly marked. It will be noticed, however, in

many cases that the currency values given for an occupation or

article, for the same year, are very close. This is due to the

re-arrangement of values, as brought forward from the wages

and prices tables, on a currency basis, it having been deemed

expedient to allow them to stand, although very close, as

less liable to cause confusion where references are made from

the wages and prices tables to the showings by occupations and

articles.

In the occupations and articles tables, by name, the same

general form of presentation used in the wages and prices

tables, by years, has been adhered to, stating for each occupa-

tion and article the various years, in their order, for which

wages or prices are given, the "basis" and corresponding

" amount." Any description other than the name of the occu-

pation or article itself immediately follows, in parenthesis, the

year, together with such designations as may be needed to

explain the given basis or amount. The " occupations " and
** articles" will be presented in the order in which they are

named in the *' index," this classification having been adopted

in order to bring together all related occupations and articles,

either under one title as in the case of occupations, or under

general headings as regards articles.
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The Occupations and Articles Tables, Br Name.

"Wages : Agricultural Liaborcrs.
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Wages Agricultural Liaborers— Concluded.
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Wag^es : Bookbinders.
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Wages : Carpenters— Concluded.
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Wagres : Carriagro INIakors.
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Wages : Cordage Makers.

Yeabs.
Ba-

sis.
Amount.

1825, (hatchellers; hifjli)

(hatchellcrs; low) .

(pattern makers) .

(reelers) .

(spinners; hi^h)
(npinners; nipdium)
(spinners ; low)
(spinners; boys)

1826, ....
1830, (spinners; high)

(spinners; metl. high)
(spinners; medium)
(spinners; lued. low)
(spinners; low)
(spinners — foremen
high) .

(spinners — foremen
low)

1835, (spinners; high)
(spinners; medium)
(spinners; low)
(spinners — foremen
high) . . .

(spinners — foremen
low)

1840, (hatchellers) .

(spinners)
(spinners — foremen
high) .

(spinners — foremen
low)

(spinners, hand ; women
high) . . .

(spinners, hand; women;
low) . . . .

day
day
day
day
day
day
diiy

day
day
day
dHy
diiy

day
day

day

day
day
day
day

day

day
day
day

day

day

day

day

$1.17
.833

2.60
1.13

1.20
1.00

.833

.25

.667

133
1.25

1.11

1.00

.88

1.83

.958

1.17

1.05

.92

1.83

1.33

1.17

1.25

2.00

1.50

.584

.50

Years.
Ba-

sis.

1845, (boys; high) .

(boys; low)
(foremen)
(spinners; high)
(spinners; medium)
(spinners; low)
(spinners — foremen;
high) . . . .

(spinners — foremen;
low) ....

1850, (hemp openers; high) .

(hemp openers; medium)
(hemp openers; low)
(lappers; high)
(lappers; medium)
(lappers; low)
(layers; high)
(layers; low) .

(preparers; boys; high)
(preparers; boys; low)
(preparers; girls) .

(spinners; high)
(spinners; nied. high)
(spinners; medium)
(-'pinners; med. low)
(spinners; low)
(spinners, hand hemp)
(sjjinners, machine ; high)
(spinners, machine; low)
(spinners— foremen)
(spinners' helpers, hand
hemp ; boys; high) .

(spinners' helpers, hand
hemp; boys; low)

1855, (spinners— "foremen)

day
day
day
day
day
day

day

day
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.
day
day
day
day
day
wk.
wk.
wk.
day

wk.

wk.
mo.

Amount.

$1.25
.792

1.83

1.32

1.06

.856

2.00

1.63

6.00
5.50

5.00
6.00

5.50
5.00

15.00
9.00

4.00
2.00

2.00
1.50

1.36

1.25

1.13

1.00

7.50

3.50
3.00
2.00

1.60

1.00

75.00

Wag-es : Glass Makers.

1822, (gaffers) ....



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 323

AVaffcs : Gold aiul Silver Workers — Conclupi.d.



324 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wag-es : Laborers — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-1860. 325

Wages : Laborers — Concluded.



326 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages : Machinists — Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18G0. 327

Wagrcs : Metal "Workers.



328 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages: Metal Workers— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 329

Wages : Nail Makers — Concluded.



330 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wa^es : Paper Mill Operatives— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 331

Wag-es: Ship and Boat Builders.

Ykars.

1789, (ship gravers) .

1815, (boiits) .

(boats; with board)
(Hbip craverH) .

(wliip riyirors) .

1825, (boats; liigh) .

(bonis; low) .

(boats; with board)
(ghip gravers; high)
(ship gravers; low)

1826, (caulkers)

Ba-.

sis.
Amount.

day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day

$0,889
1.1:5

.50

l.:58

1.25

1.25
1.00

..50

1..50

1.25

2.00

Years.

1835, (boats; high) .

(l)oats; low) .

(boats ; with board)
(ship carvers ; high)
(ship carvers; low)

1845, (boats; high) .

(boats; low) .

(boats ; with board, high)
(boats; with board, low)
(ship carvers ; high)
(ship carvers ; low)

Ba-

sis.

day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day
day

Amount.

$1.3.3

1.00

.m
1.66
1.33
1.33
1.00

.66

..50

1.75

1.33

Wages : Shoemakers.

17.54, (piece work) .



332 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages : Shoemakers— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-1860. 333

Wag-es : Tanners and Curriers.



334 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Wages : Wooden Goods Makers.

Yeaks.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 335

Wages (Concluded) : AVoollen Mill Operatives — Concluded.



336 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Agricultural Products — Contixled.



WAGES AND PRICES; 1752-1860. 337

Prices: Ajfricultiu'al Products — Contixueu.

~—

~

— "



338 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Agricultural Products — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 339



340 STATISTICS OF LABOE.

Prices : Agricultural Products— Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18G0. 341

Prices



342 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Agricultural Products — CoxTim.'ED.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 343

Prices : Agricultural Products — Concluded.



344 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices: Boots, Shoes, and Leather — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 345

Prices: Roots, Shoes, and Ijcather— CoNTiNri-.n.



346 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Boots, Shoes, and Leather— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 347

Prices : Buttons and Dress Trimmings.



348 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices: Buttons and Dress Trimmings— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18G0. 349

Prices : Clothing.



350 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Clothing-— Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18G0. 351

Prices : Clothing' — Cuntinurd.



352 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Clothing— Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 353

Prices : Clotliing' — Continued.



35i STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Clothing— Concluded.

Prices : Cloths.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 355

Prices : Cloths— Continued.



356 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Cloths — Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 357

Prices : Cutlery.



358 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices: Dairy Products

—

Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 359

Prices

:



360 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Dairy Products— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 361

Prices : Dress Goods — Continued.



362 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Dress Goods — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-18G0. 3G3

Pi'iees : Dress Goods — Coxtinukd.



364 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Dress Goods — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1800. 365

Prices: Dress Goods— Continukd.

-



366 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Dress Goods— Coxtinx'ed.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 367

Prices : Dress Goods— Concluded.



368 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Dry Goods— Continued.



WAGES AND PKICES : 1752-1860. 369

Prices: Dry Goods— Contixitkd.



370 STATISTICS OF LABOR.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 371

Prices : Dry Goods — Continued.



372 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Dry Goods — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 373

Prices: Dry Goods — Concluded,



374 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Fish.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 375

Prices : Fish— Continued.



376 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Fish— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 377

Prices : Flour and Meal — Coxtixukd.



378 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices: Flour and Meal — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1800. 379

Prices

:



380 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Flour and Meal— Coxtinukd.



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-18G0. 381

Prices : Flour and Meal— Concluded.

Years.

Rye J/ea
1840, .

1841, .

(hiirh)

(low)
1842, (hitrh)

(low)
1843, .

1844,

1845,

1846,

1847,

(high)
(low)

(hiKh)
(low)

1848,

(high)
(luedium)
(low)

1849,

(high)
(medium)
(low)

— Con.

Ba-

sis.

bu.
lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

pk.

Amount.

$0,987
.02

.978

.825

.891

.70

.017

.887

.888

.019

.260

.941

.85

.022

1.09

.963

.023

.30

1.16
.943

.50

.022

.34

1.17

1.04

.855

.022

.20

Ykars.

1849,

1850,

Rye Meal— Con.

1851,

1852,

1854,

1855,

1856,

(hi eh)
(low)

(wholosalc

1857,

1858,

1859,

(high)
(k.w)

1803,

1810,

1841,

1847,

Wheat Br(in.

Wheat Meal.

Ha-

ais.

bu.
lb.

pk.
bu.
bu.
lb.

lb.

pk.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

bu.
lb.

bu.
bu.
lb.

bu.
lb.

bu.

bu.
pk.

Amount.

$0,957
.021

.278

.92

.796

.021

.019

.273

.031

.032

.03

.025

1.49

.03

1.50

1.14

.024

1.01

.022

1.04

.40

.20

.088

.055

Prices

:



382 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Food Preparations — Contixii-.d.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 383

Prices : Food Preparations — Contixuf.d.

k



384 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices: Food Preparations— Coxtixukd.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18G0. 385

Prices :



386 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices: Food Preparations— Contixued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 387

Prices : Food Preparations — Continued.



388 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Food Preparations— Contixukd.



WAGES AND PRICES; 1752-1860. 389

Prices : Food Preparations — Continukd.

Years.

Sugar— Con.
1809, (powtlercHl; wholes;
1810, (\vhole«ile)

(brown : \vhales;ile)

(loaf; wholesale)
(powdered)

1811, (hieh)
(low)
(wholesale, high)
(wholesale, low)
(brown) .

(loaf; wholesale)
(lump; wholesale)
(white; wholesale)

1812, (high)
(low)
(wholesale)
(brown) .

(hrowu; wholesale)
(loaf)

(powdered)
1813, (hitrh)

(medium)
(low)
(wholesale)
(brown Havana)
(loaf) . .

1814, (high)
(medium)
(low)
(brown) .

(loaf) . .

(powdered)
1815, (high)

(meduim)
(low)
(brown) .

(white)
1816, (high)

(low)
(brown) .

(powdered)
(white)

1817, (high)
(low)
(brown) .

(loaf)

(powdered)
1818, (high)

(low)
(wholesale)
(powdered)
(white Havana)

1819, (high)
(low)
(brown) .

(India) .

(loaf) . .

1820, (high)
(medium)
(low) . .

(brown) .

(loaf)

1821, (high)
(low)
(brown) .

(loaf; high) .

(loaf; low)
1822, (high)

(low) . .

(brown) .

(loaf) . .

(powdered)
1823

(brown) .

lie) ,

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

[lb.

1 lb.

[lb.

lib.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

$0,143
.117

.129

.167

.14

.236

.138

.192

.111

.13

.189

.171

.134

.155

.126

.141

.13

.09

.18

.19

.23

.175

.143

.153

.162

.28

.28

.206

.165

.193

.342

.214

.197

.164

.137

.177

.261

.173

.138

.153

.214

.232

.163

.086

.13

.23

.197

.175

.146

.10

.19

.19

.199

.145

.249

.139

.26

.181

.158

.13

.11

.20

.16

.109

.112

.222

.18

.143

.115

.10

.213

.157

.139

.102

Years.
Ba-

sis.
Amount.

Sugar— Con.
1823, (loaf; high)

(loaf; low)
(white)

1824, (high)
(low)
(brown) .

(loaf)

(white Havana)
1825, .

(brown; high)
(brown; low)
(loaf)

(powdered)
1826, (high)

(low)
(brown; high)
(brown; low)
(loaf; high)
(loaf; low)
(powdered)

1827, (brown) .

(loaf)

(powdered)
(white) .

1828,

1829,

1830,

(brown) .

(loaf)

(New Orleans)
(white) .

(loaf)'
'.

(powdered)
(high) .

(medium)
(low)
(loaf)

(powdered)
1831, .

(powdered)
(white)
(white Havana)

1832, (high)
(medium)
(low)
(loaf; high)
(loaf; low)
(Santa Cruz)

1833,

1834,

1835,

(loaf)
(powdered)
(Santa Cruz)

(loaf)
(white Havana

(loaf)
'.

(powdered)
1836,

(brown) .

(powdered)
1837, (high) .

(low)
(wholesale, high)
(wholesale, low)
(brown)
(loaf

)

(maple)
1838,

1839,

(brown) .

(crushed)
(loaf)
(molasses)
(white Havana)

lb.

lb.

lb.

it).

111.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

11>.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

11).

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

50.21

.163

.179

.143

.105

.108

.20

.16

.098

.125

.105

.19

.155

.12

.105

.13

.114

.219

.194

.15

.111

.166

.15

.1.58

.103

.119

.168

.105

.174

.113

.17

.154

.18

.14

.103

.167

.15

.091

.15

.17

.125

.13

.107

.089

.191

.151

.095

.10

.15

.14

.168

.10

.15

.125

.11

.169

.145

.10

.12

.18

.105

.072

.103

.075

.102

.18

.20

.15

.10

.166

.18

.05

.179

.098

k



390 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Food Preparations — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 391

Prices : Food Preparations— Continued.



392 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Food Preparations— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 393

Prices: Fruits.



394 STAtlSTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Fruits — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-18G0, 305

Prices : Fruits — Concluded.



390 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Fuel — Concludkd.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-18GO. 397

Prices : Furniture.



398 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Liquors and Beverag'es — Continued.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 399

Prices : Liquors and Beverages— Continukd.



400 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices

:



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 401

Prices : Meats— Coxtinueh.

I



402 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Meats— Contixued.



WAGES AND PKICES ; 1752-18G0. 403

Prices : Meats — Contixued.

I



404 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Pi'ices : Meats— Continued.

Tears.

1811,

1812,

1813,

1814,

1815,

1816,

1817,

1818,

1819,

1820,

1821,

1822,

1823,

1824,

1825,

1826,

1827,

1828,

1829,

1830,

Pork — Con
(low)
(whole hog)
(spare rib)

(high)
(medium)
(med. low)
(low)
(whole hog)
(high) .

(low)
(salt; high)
(salt; low)
(whole hog)
(high) r

(medium)
(low)
(wholesale)
(whole hog)
(salt; high)
(salt; low)
(spare rib)

(high) .

(medium)
(low)
(whole hog)
(high) .

(low)
(salt)

(spare rib)

(high)
(low)
(wholesale)
(fresh) .

(high) .

(medium)
(low)
(whole hog)

(high) .

(medium)
(low)
(high) .

(medium)
(low)
(whole hog)
(high)
(low)
(fresh) .

(high) .

(low)
(whole hog)
(high) r

(low)
(high) .

(low)
(spare rib)

(wholcs.ile)
(fresh)
(high) .

(low)
(whole hog)

(high) .'

(low)
(wholesale)
(fresh) .

(fresh) .'

(salt)

(high) .

(low)
(whole hog)
(frehh) . ,

Ba-

sis.
Amount. Years.

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

lb.



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-1860. 405

Prices : Meats — Contixukd.

I



406 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Meats— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 407

Prices: Oils and Illuminating^ Fluids — Concluukd.

»

I



408 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Paper,



WAGES AND PRICES : 1752-1860. 409

Prices: Poultry and Game— Concludkd.

Years.

1825,

1827,
1830,
1832,

1833,

1835,

1837,

1838,

1841,

1842,
1845,

1848,

1849,

1815, .

1839, .

1846, .

Goose — Con.

Poultry.

1758, .

1788, ,

1800, ,

1803,

1804, ,

1806,
1808, ,

1809, ,

1810,

1811, (hiah
(low)

1812,
1814, .

Turkey.

I5a-

ais.
Amount.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

1.07

.05

.07

.07

.08

.08

.125

.101

.07

.06

.06

.104

.096

.125

.125

.12

.055

.056

.055

.087

.08

.12

MM
.125

.103

.12

.097

.10

.10

Y£AKS.

1815,

1816,

1818,

1819,

1820,

1821,

1822,

1823,
1824,

1825,

1826,

1827,

1828,

1830,

18.32,

1838,

1840,
1841,

1842,

1844,

1845,
1848,

1855,

1857,

1858,

1859,

1860,

Turkey — Con.

(hiph)
(low)
(hi^h)
(low)

(high)
(low)

(hieh)
(low)
(high)
(low)

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

$0,124
.132
.14

.08

.07

.085

.06

.10

.059

.07

.088

.09

.10

.08

.12

.074

.104

.141

.11

.10

.153

.08

.125

.116

.124

.17

.16

.147

.17

.125
.17

.125

Prices : Ribbons and Laces.

1806,

1810,

1813,

1815,

1820,

1822,

1823,

1824,

1826,

1827,
1828,

1829,

1830,

1831,

1833,

1837,

1838,

1840,

1841,

1842,

1S43,

1844,

1846,

1847,

Lace.

(thread; high)
(thread; low)

(high)
(low)

(cotton)
(thread)

(high)
(low)
(high)
(medium)
(low)
(high)
(low)
(high)
(low)

(high)
(low)

(high)
(low)



410 STATISTICS OF LABOR.

Prices : Ribbons and Laces— Concluded.



WAGES AND PRICES: 1752-1860. 411

Prices: Small AVares — Continued.
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Prices : Small Wares— Continued.
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Prices : Small Wares — Concludkd.
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Prices : Spices and Condiments— CoxTrNUED.
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I

Prices: Spices
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Prices: Spices and Condiments — Continued.

,
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Prices : Spices and Coiidinicnts — Coxtinukd.

Yeaks.
Ba-

sis.

Pepper— Con
1808, (wholesale)
1810, .

1811, (wholesale)
1812, .

1814, (hich)
(low)

1815, .

1816, .

1817, .

1818, .

1819, (high)
(low)

1820, (hi!,'h)

(low)
1821, (hii!h)

(low)
1822, .

1824, .

1825, .

1826, .

1827, (ground)
1828, (hii,'h)

(low)
1829, (high)

(low)
1830, (high)

(low)
1831, .

(ground)
1832, ,

1834, .

1835, (high)
(low)

1837, (high)
(low)

1838, .

1839, .

1840, .

1841, (high)
(low)

1842
1843) (high)

(low)
1844, (high)

(low)
1845, (high)

(low)
1846, (high)

(meciium)
(low)

1847, (high)
(low)

1848, (high)
(low)

1849, (high)
(low)

1860, (high)
(low)

1851, .

1852, .

1854, (high)
(low)

1855, (high)
(low)

1856, .

1857, (high)
(low)

1858, (high)
(low)

1859, .

Pimento.
1799, (wholesale)
1801, (wholesale)

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

Amount.

).22

.35

.17

.40

.68

.493

.48

.40

.40

.40

.50

.355

.28

.23

.37

.19

.40

.375

.33

.40

.33

.40

.17

.33

.24

.387

.25

.40

^6
.34

.20

.32

.17

.22

.16

.231

.233

.16

.218

.1(5

.224

.233

.186

.24

.16

.228

.16

.60

.34

.23

.243

.216

.231

.16

.23

.14

.226

.14

.231

.235

.216

.14

.24

.181

.186

.249

.20

.234

.123

.224

.139

.14

Years.

Pimento — Con.
1804, (wholesale)
1806, (wholesale)
1807, (wholesale)
1820, (wholesale)
1834, .

1837, .

18.39, .

1841, .

1843, .

1844, .

1845, .

1846, .

1847, .

1848, .

1850, .

1851, .

1857, .

1858, .

Vinegar.
1767, .

1777, (high)
(low)

1780, .

1783, .

1788, .

1790, .

1793, (high)
(low)

1796, (wholesale)
1799, .

(wholesale)
1800, .

1802, (high)
(low)

1804,

1805,

1809,

1810,

1811,

(wholesale)

1814, (high)
(low)
(wholesale)

1817, .

1819, .

1823, .

(wholesale)
1826, .

1828, .

1830, .

1832, .

1834, .

1835, .

1837, .

1838, (high)
(low)

1839, .

1840, .

1841, .

1842, .

1843, .

1844, (high)
(low)

1845, (high)
(low)

1846, (high)
(low)

1847, .

1848, .

Ba-

sis.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

oz.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

Amount.

$0,215
.37

.354

.28

.025

.24

.18

.25

.24

.24

.24

.24

.24

.236

.24

.24

.244

.245

gal.
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Prices : Spices and Coiidiinents — Concluded.
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Prices
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Prices: Tallowy, Candles, Soap, etc.— Concluded.
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Prices : Tools and Iinplcincnts.
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Prices (Concluded) : Not Classified— Concluded.
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upon production and wages of the changes which have taken

place in this branch of manufacture.

The cotton industry has always been accepted as typical, in

discussions of the factory system ; the date and circumstances

of its inception, the improvements and modifications of method

that have influenced it, and its present condition are all well

known, and the records to which recourse is had for facts con-

cerning the industry are unusually complete and trustworthy.

For these reasons, we have thus far omitted any reference to

it in the preceding tables of wages, preferring to treat it in a

special supplementary table, which we now present, containing

wages of cotton mill operatives for various years from 1828 to

1860. The statistics for the years subsequent to 1860, which

statistics have appeared in detail in previous reports of the

Bureau, are not included in this table.

The information contained in this table has been drawn from

various sources, but chiefly from original records, pay rolls,

etc., placed at the disposal of this office. Some of the statistics

have appeared in Volume II., Tenth Census of the United

States, in the special report on the Factory System.* Averages

for the industry, by periods of years, are carried forward to

their proper place in the tables that follow.

In this table, male operatives are indicated by m, and females

by y, following the designation of the occupation. When the

wages given are the actual amounts paid, the fact is denoted by

the letters ac, which follow the letter indicating the sex of the

operatives ; while " average " wages are indicated by the use of

the letters av in the same manner. For instance, mac^ follow-

ing the name of an occupation, indicates that men in that

employment received the actual sum given in the table ; on the

other hand, mav indicates that the amount presented was the

*' average " wage paid to men.

In numerous instances more than one wage appears in con-

nection with a given occupation. This is caused by variations

in prices between different establishments, or between different

departments of the same estal)lishment, and will enable the

reader to note the range between high and low wages paid at a

given period in the same occupation.

* Carroll D. Wright.
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Wages : Cotton Mill Operatives.
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Wag-es: Cotton Mill Operatives— Continukd.
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Wages: Cotton Mill Operatives— Continued.
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Wag-es: Cotton Mill Operatives— Concluded.
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We also present, as a matter of historical interest, the fol-

lowing table of wages and prices for certain occupations and

articles for various years included in the period from 1630 to

1777. These wages and prices were obtained from quotations

of decrees of the General Court (published in Felt's " History

of Massachusetts Currency ") , by which the wages to be paid

for work performed were regulated from time to time, and the

prices established for which the articles designated should be

accepted either as a part of the circulating medium of the times

or received at the treasury in payment of public dues.

The wages and prices quoted in this table, in accordance

with the customs and usages of the time, were also considered

to be indicative of the price to be paid in proportion for a day's

labor at seasons of the year other than those specified for the

given occupation, or for better or less desirable qualities of any

given article. This is especially the case as regards the wages

and prices given for 1777, the price paid to farm laborers being

taken as the standard from which the wages paid to mechanics,

tradesmen, and other laborers were to be computed. In the

same year, also, the amounts stated for wood, pine boards, and

lumber generally were the prices paid upon delivery at Boston ;

for cotton, sugar, and other imported articles, at port where

first landed, and for bloomery iron, etc., at place of manufact-

ure, due allowance being made and charged for transportation

therefrom to various parts of the State.

Table of Occupations and Articles. Prices Current.

0CCCPATI0N8 AND
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Table of Ocmipations and Articles. Prices Current— Con.

Occupations and
Articles.

Year.
Ba-

sis.

Occupations— Con.
Laborers, agricultural
(mowiug fresh mea-
dow) . . . .

Laborers, agricultural
(reaping wheat) .

Laborers, agricultural
(reaping rye)

Laborers, agricultural
(reaping barley) .

Laborers, agricultural
(reaping oats)

Laborers, agricultural
(cutting wood) .

Laborers, agricultural
(summer; with board)

Masons and bricklayers,
(master workmen;
with board) .

Masons and bricklayers,
(inferior workmen;
with board) .

Masons and bricklayers,
(master workmen)

Masons and bricklayers,
(master workmen;
with board) .

Masons and bricklayers,
(Mar. 1 to Oct. 10.) .

Stone layers, (Mar. 1 to
Oct. 10)

Tailors, (master work-
men ; with
board) .

(inferior work-
men ; with
board) .

(master work-
men; 12 hours
per day)

(apprentices —
lirst 4 years)

Articles.

Barley,

Barley malt,

Beans,

1672 acre

1672

1672

1672

1672

1672

1777

1630

1630

1633

1633

1672

1672

1633

1633

1672

1672

1640
1642
1645
1647
1648
1649
1660
1654
1655
1658
1662
1664
1667
1680
1681
1685
1688
1690
1727
1658
1662
1664
1667
1670
1671
1680
1681
1685
1688
1690
1694
1777

acre

acre

acre

acre

cd.

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

Amount.

bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.

$0.25

.667

.50

.167

.167

.209

.50

.223

.167

.333

.195

.333

.333

.167

.111

.278

.167

$0,833
.667

.667

.667

.833

.916

.833

.833

.75

.667

.916

.75

.667

.583

.667

.667

.416

.667

1.00

.667

.916

.75

.667

.667

.916

.583

.667

.667

.416

.667

.375

1.00

Occupations and
AllTICLES.

Year
Ra-

sls.
Amount.

Articles— Con.
Beaver, (sold)
Beef, merchantable

(240 lbs. in bbl.) .

(stall-fed) .

(grass-fed) .

Boards, merchantable
white piue .

Butter
(by the firkin)

'.

sweet firkin
Calfskins, raw
Charcoal, (by the basket)
Cheese, (manufactured

in America)
Chocolate, (manufact-
ured in America)

Cloth, tow (yard wide)
homespun cotton
and linen (yard
wide)

Cocoa, best
Codfish, merchantable
dry . . .

Coffee, .

Corn,

1635
1727
1777
1777
1777

1777
1777
1777
1727
1777
1777

1777

1777
1777

Indian (rates)
Indian (sold)
Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian (Oct. 17 to
Mar. 10) .

Indian (thereafter)
Indian .

Indian . . J
Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian .

Indian ,

Cotton
(by the bag)

Duck, dunghill
Flannel, striped (yard
wide) ....

Flax, ....
good merchantable

Flour, (from Southern
States)

(manufactured in
Mass.)

Fowl, dunghill
Geese, ....
Hay, best English .

Hemp
Hides, dry

raw
tanned

Iron, merchantable bar .

bloomery
refined .

Lamb
Leather, tanned
Mackerel,
Meal, Indian .

1777
1777

1727
1777
1642
1645
1647
1658
1662
1681
1690
1694
1635
1635
1636
1640
1648
1649
1650

1654
1654
1655
1664
1667
1670
1671
1680
1685
1688
1727
1777
1777
1777
1777

1777
1727
1777

1777

1777
1777
1777
1777
1727
1727
1777
1777
1727
1777
1777
1777
1727
1727

1777

lb.

bbl.

bbl.

lb.

lb.

M.ft.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

b'k't

lb.

lb.

yd.

yd-
cwt.

q't'l

lb.

bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.

bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

yd.
lb.

lb.

cwt,

cwt,
lb.

lb.

cwt.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

cwt.
cwt.
cwt.
lb.

lb.

bbl.
bu.

$1.67
10.00

12.41

.056

.042

8.00

.139

.125

.167

.083

.167

.083

.278

.375

.583

21.67

5.00

.223

.416

.444

.50

.444

.50

.583

.583

.375

.833

1.00

.833

.667

.50

.50

.60

.444

.50

.416

.50

.444

.50

.444

.583

.50

.195

.667

.667

.611

.50

.07

.583

.223

.167

5.00

4.16
.07

.056

.833

.125

.083

.042

.209

8.00

5.00

8.34

.056

.167
5.00

.667
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Table of Occupations and Articles, Prices Current— Con.

Occupations and
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THE OCCUPATIONS AND ARTICLES TABLES, BY
PERIODS OF YEARS.

In the tables which follow, we present averages drawn from

the preceding tables of occupations and articles, hy name, for

the various periods of years from 1752 to 1860, the time

covered by the investigation, and by the use of the wages and

prices already published in previous reports of the Bureau from

1860 forward to 1883.

Following the tables of occupations and articles, by periods

of years, we present wage and price fluctuations, also by

periods of years, for certain occupations and articles brought

forward into a separate table, using only those bases which are

common to the particular occupation or article considered.

For the purpose of presenting these averages, the whole

number of years comprehended by the tables, from 1752 to

1883, has been divided by decades, so far as possible, into

the following periods of years :
—

1752 to 1760; 1801 to 1810

1761 to 1770; 1811 to 1820

1771 to 1780

;

1821 to 1830

17Sltol7P0; 1831 to 1840

1791 to 1800

;

1841 to 1850

1851 to 1860;

1861 to 1880

;

1881 to 1883.

With the exception of the first period beginning with 1752

and ending with 1760, and the periods from 1861 to 1880 and

1881 to 1883, each period covers ten years, and all periods in-

clude both the year with which they begin and the year with

which they end. The period from 1861 to 1880 has been

made to include twenty years, there being no wages or prices

reported for any year included in the decade ending with 1870.

The period from 1881 to 1883 presents figures for the years

1881 and 1883 only.

The wages used as the basis of the averages presented for

the periods from 1861 to 1880 and from 1881 to 1883 have

been taken, as has been stated, from previous reports of the

Bureau, as follows :
—

Wages. — For the year 1860, from Part III., of the Report

for 1879 ; for the year 1872, from Parts II. and IV., of the

Report for 1874 ; for the year 1875, from Part L, of the Report
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for 1876, and from Vol. II., Census of Masscachnsetts for 1875
;

for the year 1878, from Part III., of the Report for 1879 ; for

the year 1880, from Part II., of the Report for 1883 ; for the

year 1881, from Part IV., of the Report for 1882 ; for the year

1883, from Part II., of the Report for 1884. For 1883, also,

wages for paper mill operatives, ship and boat builders, and tan-

ners and curriers are included in the averages given for the period

ending with 1883, wages for these occupations, although used in

Part III., not being included in Part II. of the report for 1884,

from which averages for the other occupations were drawn.

Prices. — For the years 1860, 1872, 1878, 1881, and 1883,

from Part IV., of the Report for 1884.

In the occupations and articles tables, by periods of years,

only those bases are used for which averages are given in more

than one period for the same occupation or article.

In the occupations table, by periods of years, for purposes

of exact comparison so far as possible, all wages given by the

week have been brought to the basis of day, and wages given

by the year to the basis of month, wages being presented in

the period showings by the day and month only. The prices

paid to clothing makers and shoemakers for piece work, where

the basis was pair or piece, have not been used, although the

bases appear for more than one period.

The wages paid to ship and boat builders for the periods

ending with 1860, 1880, and 1883 are high as compared with

the averages obtained for the same occupation for other periods,

the wages presented for the periods named being the amounts

paid, for the given basis, for general shipbuilding work, and

including undoubtedly higher-priced labor than that for which

wages were obtained for the periods preceduig 1860.

In the table of articles, by periods of years, the term *' whole-

sale" represents, for any given basis, the average price obtained

for any article, when sold in large quantities, although this fact

may have been indicated by the use of some other term iu the

occupations and articles tables, by name. This does not apply,

of course, to articles which are usually sold both in large and

small quantities, as, for instance, flour by the pound and barrel,

or fish by the pound and quintal. Hose, socks, and stockings,

although presented separately in the preceding tables, are com-

bined in the table by periods of years.
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The average!^ given, for the period ending with 1883, for dress

goods, dry goods, etc., and all articles of clothing were taken

from a table printed in Part IV. of the Report for 1884, where

the prices, by reason of the nature of the articles quoted, Avere

divided into grades, and designated either as " high," " medium

high," "medium," "medium low," or "low." In presenting

averages for such articles for the period ending with 1883, the

three lower grades onl/ have been used, except in the case of

alpaca, beige, galloon, handkerchiefs, pins, satin, shirtings, and

ticking, for which all grades are included in the averages, the

range of prices for these articles corresponding in most respects

to those obtained for the preceding periods.

In the consideration of the averages presented by periods of

years, reference should always be had to the occupations and

articles tables, by name, to determine the exact data used as the

basis for these averages. For instance, an average wage pre-

sented for a certain occupation, for any particular period, might

be influenced either by the fact that wages obtained for the

years included in that period were generally for very high or

very low priced labor, or that wages for that period were given

for but one or two years only. The same is also true as

regards prices, extremely high of low prices for certain years

or for the entire period, or quotations of prices for but one

year only, making a proportionately high or low average for

that period, as compared with the averages obtained, for the

same article, for other periods.
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The Occupations axd Articles Tables, By

Periods of Years.

Occupations: By
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Occupations : By Periods of Years — Continued.
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Occupatiaiis

:
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Articles : By Periods uf Years — Contixued.
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Articles : By Periods of Years— Coxtixied.
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Articles : By Periods
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Continued.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Continued.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Continued.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Coxtixued.
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Articles: By Periods of Years— Continued.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Coxtixued.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Continued.

Articles and Periods.

Cream of Tartar.
1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,
1831 to 1840, .

1841 to 1850,

1851 to 1860,

1841 to 1850,
1851 to 1860,

Farina.

Honey.
1801 to 1810, .

1821 to 1830, .

1831 to 1840,

Lard.
1791 to 1800, (wholesale)
1801 to 1810, .

(wholesale)
1811 to 1820,
1821 to 1830, .

1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850, .

(wholesale)
1851 to 1860,

1861 to 1880, .

1881 to 1883,

Macaroni
1831 to 1840, .

1851 to 1860,

MokiBses.
1752 to 1760, .

1761 to 1770,

1771 to 1780,

1781 to 1790,

1791 to 1800,

1891 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850,

1851 to 1860,

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

1861 to 1880, (Porto Rico ami
New < )rk'ans) .

1881 to 1883, (Porto Kico and
New Orleans) .

Pearl Barley.
1801 to 1810, . . . .

1811 to 1820, . . . .

1841 to 1860,
1851 to I860,

Sago.

oz.
lb.

lb.

oz.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt
gal.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt
gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

gal.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

1.063

.50

.489

.04

.32

.255

.407

.12

.136

.167

.125

.12

.125

.125

.10

.196

.108

.122

.097

.079

.137

.128

.136

.17

.179

.555

.111

.50

.201

.083

.893

.143

.382

.153

.583

.488

.176

.612

.496

.227

.851

.45

.386

,292

.103

.445

.093

.302

.21

.11

.43

.679

•646

.334

.876

.107

.106

Articles and Periods.

Saleratus
1821 to 1830,
1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850, .

1851 to 1860,

1752 to 1760,

1761 to 1770,

1771 to 1780,
1781 to 1790,

1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850,

1851 to 1860,

Salt.

1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850,
1851 to 1860,

Soda.

1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,
1821 to 1830,
1831 to 1S40,

1841 to 1850,

1851 to 1860,
1861 to 1880,

1881 to 1SS3,

Starch.

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

Stitt.

1752 to 1760,
1761 to 1770,

1771 to 1780,

1781 to 1790,

1791 to 180O,

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,
1831 to 1840,

Sugar.

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

Ba-

sis.

(wholesale)

pk.
bu.
qt.

bu.
bu.
pk.
bu.
qt.

pk.
bu.
hhd.
pk.
bu.
hhd.
qt
pk.
bu.
bag
qt.

pk.
bu.
qt
pk.
bu.
lb.

qt.

pk.
bu.
bag
qt.

pk.
bu.
bag

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Coxtixukd.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Continued.

Articles and Periods.
Ba-

sis.

Wood — Con.
1851 to 1860,

1861 to 1880,

1881 to 1883, .

Liquors and Beverages.

A7iiseed.
1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

Beer.
1811 to 1820,

18-11 to 1850,

Brandy.
1781 to 1790,

1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,
1841 to 1850,

1851 to 1860,

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

1752 to 1760,
1761 to 1770,
1771 to 1780,

1781 to 1790,

1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850,

1851 to 1860,

1781 to 1790,
1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,

1761 to 1770,

1771 to 1780,

1781 to 1790,

1791 to 1800,

Cider.

Gin.

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

Rum.

ft.

cd.
ft.

ft.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

qt.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

ql.

bbl,

bbl.

gal.

bbl,

bbl.

gal.

bbl.

gal.

bbl.

gal.

bbl.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal.

pt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

pt.

ql.

Amount.

$0,705
5..58

.903

.877

.726

.80

.233

.315

.315

.38

1.47
1.35
.372

1.54

1.07

.66

2.08

1.50

.365

1.48
1.15

.56

2.00

.875

.778

.974

.089

.863

1.00

.056

3.00

.084

3.44
.258

2.31

.04

.20

.039

.145

.037

.1.54

.045

.10

.443

1.25

.997

.333

1.28

1.07

1.06

.965

.224

l!20

.272

1.30

.106

.50

.444

.221

.407

.13

.209

Articles and Periods.

Rum — Con.
1791 to 1800,

(wholesale)
1801 to 1810, .

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,

Snakeroot.
1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

Wine.

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

1781 to 1790,
1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850,

Lumber.

Shingles.
1791 to 1800,
1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810,

Timber.

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,
1841 to 1850,

Meats.

Bacon.

1752 to 1760,
1761 to 1770,

1771 to 1780,

1781 to 1790,

1791 to 1800,

1801 to 1810,

1811 to 1820,

1821 to 1830,

1831 to 1840,

1841 to 1850,

1851 to 1860,

1861 to 1880,

1881 to 1883,

Bee/.

(wholesale)

(wholfsale)

(wholesnle)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

(wholesale)

Ba-

sis.
Amount.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

qt.

gal
gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

gal.

gal.

qt.

I
gal

I

gal.

I

qt.

gal.

qt.

qt.

gal.

M.
M.
M.
M.

C.ft.

C.ft.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

$1.01
1.01

.264

.915

.732

.267

1.13

.867

.236

.754

.183

.80

,90

.334

1.50
1.16

.416

1.56
1.28

.58

1.77

1.54

.27

1.33

.389

.364

1.25

2.82

2.77

3.76
2.00

2.64

3.22

.155

.10

.102

.091

.033

.039

.074

.044

.042

.047

.047

.084

.047

.089

.052

.076

.054

.081

.056

.09

.052

.126

.074

.144

.142
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Articles : By
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Articles : By Periods
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Contixukd.
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Articles : By Periods of Years — Continued.
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Articles: By Periods of Years— Concludkd.
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Occupations and Articles,
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By Periods of Years.

Tebiod ending with—

1800 1810 1820 1830 1840 1830 1860 1880 1883

1.478

736

.623

1.09

.733

.259

.049

1.05

.90

.451

.302

.037

1.14

.50

6.00

.97

.556

.63

.728

1.35

.185

.096

.07

.034

.394

1.28

.656

.528

1.00

.339

.423

.369

.51

.904

.201

§0.779

.60

1.09

.817

1.41

1.15

.66

.344

.051

1.48

1.04

.554

.501

.058

1.27

.417

4.45

1.29

.687

.448

1.23

.213

.14

.235

.042

.385

.805

.337

.793

1.08

.328

.713

.605

.426

.458

.75

.278

$0,782
.842

.75

1.13

1.13

1.00

.91

1..52

1.05

1.13

1.00

1..34

1.09

1.13

1.25

1.00

1.26

.526

.109

2.36

1.31

.737

.485

.063

1.44
.475

6.14
1.25

.458

.66

.932

.24

.123

.206

.047

.36

.796

.451

.638

.697

1.58

.415

.657

.526

.623

.386

.615

.292

$0,803
1.12

.917

1.07

1.29

1.27

.439

1.13

1.13

.796

1.22

l!23
1.21

1.39

1.25

.666

1.25

1.40
1.06

1.13
1.25

1.12

.439

.085

1.49

.817

.426

.369

.044

.882

.33

4.75
1.26
.935

.517

.441

.59

.186

.089

.15

.044

.292

.359

.317

.644

.585

.799

.21

.57

.4.53

.281

.223

.367

.173

$0,875
1.40

.917

1.40

1.34

1.29

.896

.897

1.62

.974

1.25

.872

1.35

1.37

1.54

1.39

.86

1.32

.749

1..38

1.33

.873

1.29

1.46

1.36

.995

.708

.081

1.91

.782

.544

.492

.056

1.03

.25

3.72

1.35

.947

.466

.442

.523

.22

.096

.19

.049

.243

.254

.249

.559

.541

.659

.148

.435

.578

.206

.135

.254

.147

$0.95
1.47

1.46

1.37

1.59

1.29

1.38

.92

2.44
1.28

1.46

.852

1.62

1.33
1.42

1.39

1.50

1.47

.842

1.17

1..35

1.12

1.45

1.13

1.11

.865

.876

.067

1.89

.721

.545

.783

.049

1.00

.333

2 49
1.06
1.00

.404

.491

.38

.196

.096

.19

.05

.163

.212

.203

.452

.36

.832

.129

.388

.379

.105

.114

.169

$1.01
1.69

1.38

2.03

1.85
1.96

1.43

1.03
2 96
1.69

1.65

.975

2.15

1.53
1.35

1.66

1.85

1.17

1.75

3.65

1.70

1.40
1.67

1.72

.873

.995

.088

2.60

.992

.86

.06

1.50

.335

2.21

1.09
.945

.594

.414

.445

.262

.117

.22

.052

.105

.193

.192

.228

.263

.989

.118

.405

.531

.124

.107

.16

.128

$1.31
2.28
1.91

2.03

2.42

2.40
2.30
1.93

1.40

1.79

1.53

1.48

2.49
2.79
2.16
2.65

2.32
1.71

2.18
2.49
1.76
2.33
2.09
2.01

1.31

.089

.999

.103

.323

.149

.275

.067

$1.37
1.92

1.49

1.36

2.41
2.27

1.99

1.27

2.01

3.21

1.31

2.25

2.14
2.00
2.54

1.84

1.97

1.71

2.14
3.25
1.87

2.01

1.86
2.28

1.24

.123

1.00

.092

1.56

.648

.525

.49

.325

.16

.343

.066

.216

1.00

.326

.162

.12

.155
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Occu'pations and Articles^

OCCCPATIONS AND ARTICLES. Basis.

Period ending with —

1760 1770 1780 1790

Codfish,
Fish.

Fish.

Halibut,
Herring,
Mackerel,
Sahnon,
Saltfish,

Flour, .

Indian meal,

Rye meal.

Flour and JfeaL

Chocolate,
Coffee, .

Lard,
Molasses,
Salt,

Food /'reparation

Starch,
Sugar,
Tea,

Raisins,

Wood, .

Fruits.

Fuel.

Brandy,
Cider,
Gin,
Rum,
AVine,

Liquors and Beverage-t.

3fe(it8.

Beef, .

Ham,
Lanil), .

Mutton,
Vo\k,_ .

Sausages,
Veal, .

Oils and Tlluminating Fluids.
Burning oils and fluids.

Letter paper,

Turkey,

Allspice,
C!a««ia, .

Cinnamon,
Clovew, .

Ginger, ,

Mustard,
Nutmegs,

Pepper, .

Vinegar,

Paper.

Poultry and Oame.

Spices and Condiments.

Candles,
Soap,
Tallow, .

Tallow, Candles, Soap, etc.

lb.

lb.

lb.

iloz.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

libl.

lb.

bu.
lb.

bu.

lb.

lb.

lb.

gal.

qt.

bu.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

ft.

cd.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

gal.

qr.

r'm

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

oz.

lb.

11).

gal.

lb.

lb.

lb.

$0,044

.555

.767

.133

1.33

.147

.033

.056

.08

.029

.055

.108

.117

«
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By Periods of Years— Concluded.

Period ending with—

1800
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We present next, by occupations and articles, wage and

price fluctuation tables, showing for each occupation and

article, together with the amounts, the period in which the

highest and lowest wage or price was reported for the basis

indicated ; we then give the general average wage or price for

all periods, and show the excess of the highest wage or price

over both the lowest and the general average wage or price.

Wage Fluctuations. By Occupations.
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Price Fluctuations, By Articles — Con.

I
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Price Fluctuations. By Articles — Con.
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SUMMARY.

Contrasting, in summing up, the present Avitli the past, we
find :

Instead of a few industries struggling for existence, every

kind of manufacturing industry well established, covering a

wide range of products formerly unknown but now deemed

essential to the comfort and convenience of man. The multi-

plication of industries has broadened the avenues of employ-

ment, and their subdivision has given opportunity for the

exercise of special skill and talent, while the manner of con-

ducting the industries under the factory system has immensely

increased the productive capacity of the workman, cheapening

the product to the consumer, increasing profits to the manufact-

urer and Avages to the employe, and, in the aggregated indus-

tries, giving to labor a larger relative share of product.

Machinery of every kind has come to the assistance of the

workman, and, with the advent of machinery, new products

have been introduced, thus putting at command of the con-

sumer a wider ranfjre of comforts and ereatina: new channels of

industry.

Under the new system of labor, working time has been re-

duced 12 to 24 per cent.

The household comforts and conveniences possessed by the

workingman to-day are so far beyond what the workingman had

in the first quarter of the century that the ditlerence in scale of

living between the employer class and the laborer of the early

period was far less than that between the workman of to-day

and his predecessor.

The educational and social privileges free to the laborer to-

day give him wide opportunities of self-culture and enjoyment,

and are such as to raise his children to higher levels of employ-

ment, and therefore tend to put them on an equality with the

children of the wealthy as to getting on in the world.

The improvements in internal communication— the railroad

and the electric telegraph— bind together industrial communi-

ties widely separated geographically, enabling the laborer to

quickly and cheaply seek new localities if deprived of employ-

ment in any particular place, permitting workmen to imite in a
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common effort to better their condition, adding to the certainty

and security of industrial operations, thus protecting the la-

borer in his employment, besides cheapening the price of com-

modities by facilitating exchanges.

As regards the course of wages and prices during the cen-

tury the statistics presented in the tables are so complete as to

require little comment here. Carefully studied, in connection

with the explanatory text and notes which accompany them,

they afford an interesting view of the economic conditions sur-

rounding the workingmau, so far as these conditions depend on

the money reward received for his labor. They will be found

of value to the student, who may be left to make whatever

deductions occur to him without extended summarizing of

results in these pages.

A brief review of the more obvious points may be permitted.

From various causes, chief among which were excessive

importations, the spirit of speculation, and the abuse of the

credit system, two violent commercial revulsions occurred

between 1830 and 1860. These took place in 1837 and 1857.

The first was prolonged bj' a failure of the grain crop during

1837-8. Breadstuffs temporarily rose in price. There was a

steady drain of specie from the country. Wages temporarily

declined. Banks everj'where suspended. Bankruptcies were

general. After the modification of the tarifl' in 1842, importa-

tions were checked, manufiictures revived, and, the commercial

atmosphere having been purified, business generally recovered.

The same general features were repeated after the panic of

1857. Many large establishments were closed for months,

while others ran only on half time.

The question at once arises what influence, if any, had these

commercial depressions upon the general tendency of wages ?

So far as the answer may be gathered from the tables it does

not appear that such influence Avas material. Whatever

chanses occurred, either reductions in washes or fluctuations

in prices, were temporary only and were not sufficiently im-

portant to affect the averages for the decades ending with 1840

and 1860 respectively. By a reference to the table, " Occupa-

tions and Articles, by Periods of Years," pages 454 to 457, it

will be seen that the wages of the following occupations only

show a decrease for the period ending with 1840 as compared

I
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with that ending- with 1830 : clothing makers, nail makers, ship
and boat builders, shoemakers, and woollen mill operatives.A decrease is also shown in the woollen industry at the close
of the next decade, and, undoubtedly, is apparent merely from
the fact that the wage presented for the period endin- with
1830 IS based principally upon the amounts paid to overseers
and does not include the medium and low priced labor of the
factory. The decrease shown in the four other industries is
slight and more than recovered during the next decade.
For the period ending with 1860, but three occupations, book-

binders, metal workers, and stone quarrymen and cutters, show
a decrease as compared with the previous decade, and in all
instances the decrease is very slight. From this it appears
that during these periods of business depression the nominal
rates of wages were but slightly reduced, although the ao-o-re-
gate earnings of wage workers may have been considerably
diminished on account of reductions in working time.
As a rule, wages show an upward tendency from the earliest

recorded period to the present time, the progress being broken
at certain intervals, as relates to certain industries, by fluctua-
tions temporary only and therefore not materially affecting the
onward current. The whole movement is clearly shown in the
table to which we have just referred, pages 454 to 457. In ac-
cordance with this rule, wages for the decade ending with 1830
for all occupations were higher than during any previous de-
cennial period, except for carpenters, laborers, masons, painters,
paper mill operatives, and wooden goods makers, all of which
show a slightly higher average at the close of the previous
decade. A comparison of wages for the decade ending
with 1830 and those for the decade ending with 1860 showl
at a glance the advance that has been made. We are able to
make such a comparison for twenty leading occupations and
now bring forward for that purpose data supplied by the table,
" Occupations and Articles, by Periods of Years." We present
this comparison in the following table, showing at the same
time, for each occupation, the percentage of increase or decrease
for the period ending with 1860 as compared with the period
ending with 1830 :
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Comparison of Wages by Periods : 1830 and ISGO.

Occupations.

Average
Daily Wages

lor tlie

Period ending
Willi 1830.

Average
Daily Wages

for tlie

Period ending
Willi 1860.

Percentage
ot Increase or

Decrease.

Agricultural laborers, .

Blacksmiths, .

Carpenters, .

Clockmakers,
Clothing makers, .

Cotton mill opiratives,*
Glass makers,
Harness makers, .

Laborers,
Masons,....
Metal workers,
Millwrights, .

Painters,
Paper mill operatives, .

Printers,
Ship and boat builders,
(Shoemakers, .

Tanners and curriers, .

Wooden goods makers.
Woollen mill operatives,*

$0
1

1

1

1

1

1

803
12
07
29
27
886
13
.13

.796

22
.23

21
25
666
25
40
06
13
25
946

$1.01
1.09

2.03

1.96
1.43

1.03

2.96

1.65

.975

1.53

1.35

1.66
1.85

1.17

1.75

3.65

1 70
1.67

1.72

.873

25.8

50.9

89.7

51.9

12.6

16.3

-f 161.9

+

46.0

22.5

25.4
9.8
37.2

48.0
75.7

40.0

+ 160.7

+ 60.4

+ 47.8

+ 37.6
— 7.7

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

* As the wages of cotton mill operatives presented for the period ending with 1830 are for

females only, the average dailj' wage for 1836, which includes both sexes, is used in this com-

parison. Similarly, as the wages of woollen mill operatives for the period ending with 1830 are

for overseers principally, the average daily wage for 1837 is used in this table, the latter affording

a fairer basis of comparison.

But after all, it is not the rate of money wages that most

nearly concerns the workingman but rather what may be

termed real wages, that is, the amount of subsistence obtainable

at a given period for a given expenditure. Has this increase

in money wages been more than counterbalanced hy an increase

in prices so that, after all, the workingman's real wages have

declined? To determine this, having made a comparison of

wages in leading occupations in the decades ending rpspect-

ively with 1830 and 18G0, we now present a simihir com-

parison between the prices paid for the leading articles of

household consumption during the same periods :

Compariso7i of Prices by Periods: IS30 and ISGO.

Articles. Basis.

Average Prices
for the

Period ending
with INW.

.Xverage Prices
for the

Period ending
with IbtiU.

Percentage
of Increase or

Decrease.

Agricultural ProductH.
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Comparison of Prices by Periods: 1830 and IS00 — Con.

Articles. Basis

AveraKC Prices
lor tile

Pcriiid eliding
Hltll IWO.

Averawe I'rlccs

for the
Period f-ndliig

Willi 18t0.

Percentage
of Increase or

Decrease.

BootB,
Shoes,
Slippers,

Boots and Shoes.

Clothing.
Gloves
Handkerchiefs, .

Hose, socks, and atocliings.

Butter,
Cheese,
Eggs, .

Milk, .

Calico,
Cambric,
Gingham,
Lawn,
Muslin,
Silk,

Cotton cloth,
Flannel,
Linen,

.

Sheetings,
Shirtings,
Ticking,
Tow cloth.

Dairy Products.

Dress Goods.

Dry Goods.

Codfish,
Fish, .

Halibut,
Herring,
Mackerel,
Salmon,
Saltfish,

Fish.

Flour, .

Indian meal.
Rye meal, .

Flour and Meal.

Chocolate,
Coffee,
Lard, .

Molasses,
Salt, .

Starch,
Sugar,
Tea, .

Raisins,

Wood,

Food Preparations.

Beef, .

Ham, .

Lamb,
Mutton,
Pork, .

Sausages,
Veal, .

Fruits.

Fuel.

Meats-

pr.

pr.
pr.

pr.

ea.

pr.

lb.

lb.

doz.
qt.

yd-
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

lb.

lb.

lb.

doz.
lb.

lb.

lb.

bbl.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

gal.

qt.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

cd.

Oils and Illuminati7ig Fluids.
Burning oils and fluids, .

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

gal.

4.75

1.26

.935

.517

.441

.59

.186

.089

.15

.044

.292

.359

.317

.644

.585

.799

.21

.57

.453

.281

.223

.367

.173

.031

.039

.048

.083

.038

.20

.061

7.08
.016

.018

.245

.206

.108

.386

.063

.16

.146

.825

.139

3..59

.076

.095

.059

.064

.088

.114

.075

.814

2.21

1.09

.945

.594

.414

.445

.262

.117

.22

.052

.105

.193

.192

.228

.263

.989

.118

.405

.531

.124

.107

.16

.128

.053

.049

.105

.08

.085

.125

.052

8.92

.021

.026

.235

.163

.137

.43

.029

.12

.093

.529

.143

5.58

.126

.125

.123

.118

.114

.115

.13

1.05

— 53.5
— 13.5

+ LI

+ 14.9
— 6.1

— 24.6

+ 40.9

+ 31.5

+ 46.7

+ 18.2

64.0

46.2
39.4
64.6

55.0

23.8+

+

43.8

28.9

17.2

55.9

52
56.4
26.0

+ 71.0
-j- 25.6

+ 118.8
— 3.6

+ 123.7
— 37.5
— 14.8

+ 26.

4- 31.3

+ 44.4

+

4.1

20.9

26.9
114
54.0

25.0
36.3

35.9

+ 2.9

+ 55.4

+ 65.8

4- 31.6

+ 108.5

+ 84.4

+ 29.5
-|- 0.9

+ 73.3

+ 29.0
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Comparison of Prices by Periods: 1830 and 1860— Con.

Articles. Basis.

Average Prices
for the

Period ending
witii imo.

Average Prices
for the

Period ending
witti ISfiO.

Percentage
of Increase or

Decrease.

Letter paper,
Paper.

Turkey,
Poultry and Game.

Allspice,
Cassia,
Cloves,
Ginger,
Mustard,
Nutmegs,
Pepper,
Vineijar,

Spices and Condiments.

Candles,
yoap,

Tidloir, Candles, Soap, etc.

qr.

111.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

gal.

lb.

lb.

.296

.083

.39

.538

1.07

.14.5

.432

.1.52

.321

.189

.163

.109

.192

.152

35.1

+ 83.1

236
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Boots and shoes declined 3H.9 per cent.

Clothing and dress goods declined 21.7 per cent.

Dry goods declined 'ML'.) per cent.

Food preparations (raisins added) declined 17.5 per cent.

Letter paper declined 3o.l percent.

Spices and condiments declined 36. a per cent.

Bj'- a consolidation of the percentages showing either an

advance or decline in prices for the fourteen classes of articles

represented in the comparison, the general average percentage

of increase in prices is found to be 9.6 per cent. If, on the

other hand, we consider, for the same classes of articles, the

averages, and not the percentages, obtained for each class, we

find the general average increase in prices to be 15.7 per cent.

The mean of these two percentages is 12.7 per cent, which

figure is presented as indicating, for the fourteen classes of

articles considered, the general average increase in prices shown

for the decade ending with 1860 as compared with that ending

with 1830. In the absence of budgets showing the expenses

of workingmen for the periods under consideration, no results

can be arrived at which will accurately indicate the percentage

of increased cost of livinof to the workino-man for the decade

ending w^ith 1860 as compared with that ending Avith 1830.

The percentages of advance or decline in prices, however,

considered in connection with the material advance in wages

from 1830 to 1860, are sufficiently indicative of the improved

condition financially of the workingman.

It should be noted that in but three classes of articles,

agricultural products, fuel, and meats, etc., has the increase in

prices been so great as the increase in wages.

These results indicate better than can any words of ours the

change in the pecuniary status of the workingman between

1830 and 1860. In an elaborate review of wages and prices in

1860, 1872, and 1878, contained in the tenth annual report of

this Bureau, pages 59 to 95, it was remarked, page 95, that the

ascertained relations of vrages and prices show *'in 1878 an

advance over 1860 of twenty-four and four-tenths per cent in

average weekly wages, and an average advance in cost of living

of fourteen and a half per cent, — which means a pecuniary

betterment of ten per cent in the general condition of the work-

ingman in Massachusetts in 1878 as compared with 1860, no
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account being made of the decrease in the hours of labor in

many industries." And it is sufficient to add here, that subse-

quent investigations of the Bureau have shown no decline in the

condition of the workiugman since 1878.

All occupations show their highest wage during the decade

ending with 1860 or subsequently. Six classes of workmen,

agricultural laborers, clothing makers, gold and silver work-

ers, nail makers, shoe makers, and wooden goods makers,

appear to have received their highest wage during the decade

ending with 1883. Paper mill operatives report highest wage

received for both the decades endinor with 1880 and 1883.

Glass makers, harness makers, and ship and boat builders show

their hiffhest wage durinor the decade endinor ^yith 1860, and all

others, except those just noted, during the decade ending with

1880.

If the period on which appears the largest proportion of highest

or lowest wage rates to the whole number returned be taken as

indicating the hi^jhest or lowest waofe level for the centurv, as

the case may be, then it appears from the table showing wage

and price fluctuations by periods of 3'ears, page 460, that the

level of hiofhest waofes was reached in 1880, ei2:hteen of the

twenty-five industries presented in that year returning their

highest recorded wage. The level of highest prices seems to

be during 1820, twenty-seven out of eighty-three articles hav-

ing in that year their highest recorded prices. On the other

hand, the largest proportion of lowest prices appears in 1860,

seventeen out of seventy-nine articles having then their lowest

recorded prices.

Thus directly the laborer profits by increased wages for his

work, and indirectly by the advanced standard of civilization in

the benefits of which he shares equally with his employer and

without direct cost to himself. In the free schools, the free

library, well lighted streets, public water supplies, and im-

proved tenements, are seen important ways in which he shares

with capital, fcAv of which were open to his predecessors from

1800 to 1830.

It is undoubtedly true that each age brings its own problems,

and that the industrial changes of the century, which have

amounted to an industrial revolution, have not been effected

without individual cases of hardship. The transition from
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manual to machine labor has been a serious matter to many
workmen who have not been able at once to adapt themselves

to the new industrial conditions.

The sharp competition of the present day renders it neces-

sary for employers to watch carefully that important element

in production, the cost of labor as represented in wages, and,

in considering the question of labor cost, the rate of wages is

generally taken as the standard. We venture the suggestion

»

however, that it is the sum of wages and not the rate which

constitutes the true money standard of cost of labor, and we

carry this suggestion to its logical outcome in the following

proposition: — In proportion as capital, through machinery,

becomes more effective, the relative number of laborers is de-

creased in proportion to product, the rate of wages is increased,

and the sum of wages is reduced ; that is, lower cost is com-

passed by way of higher wages.

The direct contact of emploj'^er with employe, possible and

necessary under the old, has, it is true, largely passed away

under the new organization of labor. But in any broad view

of the labor question it must be admitted that from the purely

material standpoint of money reward for a given outlay of

time and effort, labor as a whole has gained not only directly in

the absolute amount of wages paid but indirectly in the gen-

eral rise of the standard of living under the new regime.

The wants of man constantly tend to exceed the fulfilment of

his desires, and thus there will always be a labor question

while human nature remains. The condition of the laborer to-

day is not an ideal one, but that so much advance has been

made, that it is constantly easier to secure respectful attention

to, and, finally, just action upon the claims of labor, is, of

itself, an index of progress. In the heat of discussion what

has been accomplished is often forgotten. Whatever changes

the future may bring in the industrial organization, the ten-

dency is upward toward better social conditions, not down-

ward, as is sometimes assumed. In this upward trend lies

labor's hope.
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PART ^^

HEALTH STATISTICS OF FEMALE COL-
LEGE GKADUATES.

The statistics given in this Part, while not completely within

the province of the law creating this bureau, are nevertheless

of orveat value to the Commonwealth. In one sense of the

word they are germane to the provisions of the law because

they relate to the educational interests of the people, compre-

hending those who labor as well as those who are born to

leisure. We are thoroughly justified in presenting them, how-

ever, not only on account of their intrinsic value, but, inci-

dentally, because they have been furnished the Commonwealth
without expense to its treasury.

The question of the higher education of women is so impor-

tant in all its features that we have not hesitated to accept the

generous offer of the Association of Collegiate Alumnas to

present in this report the results of the labors of the Com-
mittee on Health Statistics of the Association.

The Medical JSFews has said, "If the future mothers of our

country are being ruined physically by our methods of educa-

tion, who would wish with such downright earnestness of pur-

pose to remedy the impending evil as our educated women
themselves ? If a false cry is being raised which will hamper

the just and wholesome intellectual development of women,

who are more interested in showing it than the graduates of

our women's Colleges? Truth, broad truth, is what we should

seek. Individual experience is apt to be erroneous ; only

large numbers eliminate errors."

The Association of Collegiate Alumnre has recognized the

force of this statement and has taken great pains to obtain data
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regarding the health of the alumna? of our country, and for

this purpose a committee on health statistics, a few years ago,

Avas selected. " This committee was constituted as follows :
—

Miss Annie G. Howes, Chairman

Miss Lucy C. Andrews .

Miss S. Alice Brown

Miss Eva Channing

Miss Florence Finch

Miss Martha E. Foote

Miss Alice Hayes .

Miss Edith Metcalf .

Miss Anna PL Morgan

Mrs. Evelyn VV. Ordway

Miss Grace W. Soper

Mrs. Gertrude H. Stewart

Miss Angie V. Warren

Vassar College.

Universit}' of Michigan.

Smith College.

Boston University.

Universit}' of Kansas.

Syracuse University.

Vassar College.

Wellesley College.

Oberlin College.

Mass. Institute of Technology

Cornell University.

University of Wisconsin.

Wesle^an University".

The committee desired not only to collect data sufficient to

serve the purposes of argument, but as a guide to the better

comprehension of woman's physical ability. To this end a

schedule of questions entering largely into detail was prepared

and sent to each alumna, Avho was urged, in view of the im-

portance of the information to be gained, to feel a personal

responsibility in the matter.

This schedule consisted of seven divisions. The first related

to the Conditions of Childhood, comprehending date of birth,

nationality of parents, surroundings in childhood, amount of

exercise received between the ages of 8 and 14, the age at

which study began, the age at entering college, and the age at

graduation. The second section related to Individual Health,

and comprehended physical condition, the character and dura-

tion of disorders, and other important matters. The third

division related to Family Health, that is, the health of the

father and mother, and other members of the family, of the

ahunna. The fourth division related to College Conditions ; the

fifth division to Conditions since Graduation; the sixth division

to answers in the case of the Death ofan Alumna, and the seventh

division to Jlemarks, in which individual opinions and answers

to questions not covered by the schedule could be expressed

and suggestions made which might tend to raise the physiea

standard of the students of the alma mater of each alumna.

This schedule was sent to all graduates of colleges or univer

i
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sities of the United States open to women. These colleges are

comprehended in the following list.

Namk of College.
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of eight and fourteen j'ears : the age at beginning study, and

the number who attended boardins^ school before enterinor col-

lege ; the age at entering college ; the age at graduating from

college, and the present age of graduates.

Parent Nativity.

Colleges.
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Oiit-doni- Exercise, between Eight and Fourteen Years of Age.

HOUBS.
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Age at Entering College.

Ages.
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Present Age.

AOES.
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College Conditions.

College Conditions.
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CONDITIONS SINCE GRADUATION.

For this division we present tables showing the post-graduate

occupations, and, for the number reporting time occupied, the

average duration of each occupation ; the present conjugal con-

dition of graduates, and the numl)er reporting children; the

present age and health of children living; the number of chil-

dren who have died, and the cause of death ; a summary table,

showing the number of graduates who have married, the aver-

age number of years married, the whole number of children,

the number who are living, the number w^ho have died, and

the average present age of children living ; and, finally, a

table giving the number of graduates who have died, and the

cause of death.

Post- Graduate Occupations.

Occupations.
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Post- Graduate Occujmtions. Averages.
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Present Age and Tleallh of Children Liviyig.
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Conjugal Conclilion, and Number of Children. Summary.
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PhyHical Condition — Concluded.

COLLEGE!) AND AGE PeBIODS.

Statk op Health.

Excellent.

KiinHait.
From 3 to 8 yoaiH of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of aye,
At time of entering coliege,
l)uriiijr college life, .

Since graduatiou,

3fa»s. I. T.
From 3 to 8 years of nge, .

From 8 to 14 years of age,
At time of entering coliege,
During coliege life, .

Since graduation,

Michigan.
From 3 to 8 years of age, ,

From 8 to 14 years of age,
At time of entering college,
During college life, .

Since graduation,

Oberlin

.

From 3 to S years of age, .

From <S to 14 years of age.
At time of entering college.
During college life, .

Since graduation.

Smith.
From 3 to 8 years of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of age,
At time of entering college,

During college life, .

Since graduation,

Si/racune.
From 3 to 8 years of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of age,
At time of entering college.

During college life, .

Since graduation,

Vasnar.
From 3 to 8 years of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of age.
At time of entering college.
During college life, .

Since graduation,

We//eslei/.

From 3 to 8 years of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of age,
At time of entering college.
During college life, .

Since graduation,

Wesleyan.
From 3 to 8 years of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of age.
At time of entering college.
During college life, .

Since graduatiou,

Wisconsin.
From 3 to 8 j'ears of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of age,
At time of entering college.
During college life, .

Since graduation,

All Colleges.
From 3 to 8 years of age, .

From 8 to 14 years of age.
At time of entering college.
During college life, .

Since graduation,

17
18
15
20
20

17
18
12
15
16

18
14
13
13
20

141
129
123
119
125

39
37
32
24
29

24
21
18
21
17

305
285
262
255
272

Good.

10
8

10
12

14
14
19
17
15

15
12
21
19
16

12
12
15
19
13

122
129
141
130
142

23
17

29
26
28

15
17
22
20
22

236
232
289
273
277

Fair.

3
9

4
30
20

Indif-
ferent.

Poor.

6
10
10
7

6

48
51
54
54
42

4
11
8
9
11

1
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Nervousness.
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Condilions allending the Menstrual Periods— Concluded.
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Number of Graduates reporting Disorders.

Colleges. Bisorders. No Disorders. Totals,

Boston, .
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Disorders— Continued.

DlSOBDERS.
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Disorders — Concluded.

DiSOBDERS.
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Cmises of Disorders, etc. — Conchuled.

491

Causes of Disorders.
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Parent Nalivity as Compared tvith Present Health — Concluded.

collegks and parent
Nativity.

Kansan.
Both parents native,

One parent foreign,
Both parents foreign,

Totals,

if«.?s. /. T.
Both parents native.

One parent foreign,

Both parents foreign.

Totals,

Michigan.
Both parents native,

One parent foreign.

Both parents foreign,

Totals,

Oberlin.
Both parents native.

One parent foreign.

Both parents foreign.

Totals,

Smth.
Both parents native.

One parent foreign,

Both parents foreign.

Totals,

Syracuse.
Both parents native.
One parent foreign.

Both parents foreign.

Totals,

Vassar.
Both parents native,

One parent foreign,
Both parents foreign.

Not given.

Totals,

Wellesley.
Both parents native.

One parent foreign,
Both parents foreign,

Kot given,

Totals,

Wea/e!/a7i.

Both parents native.

One parent foreign.

Both parents foreign.

Totals,

Wisconsin.
Both parents native.
One parent fori'ign,

Both parents foreign.

Totals,

Ai.L Colleges.
Both parents native,
One parent foreign,
Both parents foreign.
Not given,

Totals,

Present Health.

Excellent. Good. Fair.

15
1

4

20

15

1

16

20

20

2
2

108
4

13

125

26
2
1

29

12
2
3

17

227
10
2S
1

272

14
1

15

13
1

16

12

1

13

6

1

124
9

8

1

142

24
1

2

1

28

2

1

12
3
7

22

232
18
25
2

277

18
o

20

30
2
3
1

36

Indifferent.

33
4
5

42

9
1

1

11

68
8

9

85

Poor.

14

1

15

30
1

4

35

Aggre-
gates.

14
3
3

20

2
1

37
4
5

46

35
1

3

39

41
1

1

43

13
3
1

297
19
27
1

344

61

4
4
2

71

5

1

31
6
14

51

587
45
69
4

705
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Out-door Exercise as Coinx>ared with Present Health.

Colleges and Hours.

Present Health.

Excellent. Good.

Boston.
Under two hours, .

Between two uud six hours,
Over six hours,
Not giveD,

Totals,

Cornell.
Between two and six hours,
Over six hours.
Not given,

Totals,

Kansas.
Between two and six hours,
Over six hours,
Not given.

Totals,

Mass. T. T.
Between two and six hours.

Totals,

Michigan.
Under two hours, .

Between two and six hours,
Over six hours,
Not given.

Totals,

Oberlin.
Between two and six hours.
Over six hours.
Not given.

Totals,

Smith.
Under two hours, .

Between two and six hours,
Over six hours,
Not given.

Totals,

Syracuse.
Between two and six hours,
Not given.

Totals,

Vassar.
Under two hours, .

Between two and six hours.
Over six hours.
Not given,

Totals,

Wellealey.
Under two hours, .

Between two and six hours,
Over six hours.
Not given,

Totals,

12
1

3

16

15

11
3

20

11
4
1

16

2
13
1

4

20

21
31

125

2
18
2
7

29

11

13

7

1

15

10
3
3

16

11

•2

13

11
81
15
35

142

2
19

28

Fair. IndllTerent.

16
1

3

20

1

4
22
4
12

42

11

Poor.

10
2
3

15

1

1

Agorb-
0ATB8.

2
18
1

29

24
1

11

36

18
1

1

20

2
24
8

12

46

25
8
6

39

2
30
3
8

43

12
5

17

16
201
43
S4

344

47
3
15

71
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Out-door Exercise as Compared with Present Health — Concluded.
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Age at Beginning Study as Compared with Present Health — Concluded.
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Age at Entering College as Compared wit\ Present Health— Concluded.

Colleges akd Ages.

Prbskst Health.

Excellent. Good. Fair, Indiflerent. Poor.

Kansan.
Sixteen years and under,
Seventeen to nineteen years,
Twenty years and over,
Not given,

Totals, . .

J/a«s. I. T.
Seventeen to nineteen years,
Twenty years and over.

Totals,

Michigan.
Sixteen years and under.
Seventeen to nineteen years,
Twentj- years and over.

Totals,

Oherlin.
Sixteen years and under,
Seventeen to nineteen years,
Twenty years and over.

Totals,

Smith.
Sixteen years and under.
Seventeen to nineteen years.
Twenty j'ears and over,

Totals,

Syracuse.
Seventeen to nineteen j'ears.

Twenty years and over,

Totals,

YaHUir.
Sixteen years and under,
Seventeen to nineteen years.
Twenty j-ears and over,
Not given,

Totals,

Wellealey.
Sixteen years and under,
Seventeen to nineteen years,
Twenty years and over.

Totals,

Weileyan.
Seventeen to nineteen years.
Twenty years and over.

Totals, . , .

Wisconsin.
Sixteen years and under,
Seventeen to nineteen years.
Twenty years and over,

Totals, . . . ,

All Colleges.
Sixteen years and under.
Seventeen to nineteen years,

.

Twenty years and over,
Not given, . . . .

Totals

12

20

16

12

20

S8
72
15

125

3
20
6

29

5

11
1

17

51
162
58
1

272

15

16

13

27
95
19
1

142

3
20
5

28

1

4
13
5

22

46
165
63
3

277

14

20

8

20
8

36

10
22
10

42

11

17
44
24

85

15

6
19
9

1

35

Aggre-
gates.

11
7

1

1

20

3
26
IT

4b'

14

17

39

2
23
18

43

17

84
209
49

344

49
16

71

12
29
10

51

128
410
162

5

705
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Time of Entering College after Beginning of Menstrual Period as Com-

pared with Present Health.
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Time of Entering College after Beginning of Menstrual Period as Com-
pared with Present Health— Continued.
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Time of Enterinrj College nfler Beginning of Menstrual Period as Com-

jmrcd ivith Present Tleallh— Concluded.
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Health of Parents as Compared with Present Health of Graduates— Con.

Colleges and Health of
Pakents.

Pkesent Health of Gradcates.

Excellent. Good. Fair. Indifferent, roor.

Cornell.
Father and motlier, good
Father and mother, poor
Father good, mother poor
Father poor, mother good
Father good, mother dead
Father poor, mother dead
Father dead, mother good
Father dead, mother poor

Totals,

Father and mother, good
Father and mother, poor
Father good, mother poor
Father poor, mother good
Father dead, mother good
Father dead, mother poor
Father and mother, dead

Totals,

Moss. I. T.
Father and mother, good
Father and mother, dead

Totals,

Michigan.
Father and mother, good
Father and mother, poor
Father good, mother poor
Father poor, mother good
Father good, mother dead
Father poor, mother dead
Father dead, mother good
Father dead, mother poor
Father and mother, dead

Totals,

Oberlin

.

Father and mother, good
Father and motlier, poor
Father good, mother poor
Father good, mother dead
Father poor, mother dead
Father dead, mother good
Father and mother, dead

Totals,

Smith.
Father and mother, good
Father and mother, poor
Father good, mother poor
Father poor, mother good
Father good, mother dead
Father poor, mother dead
Father dead, mother good
Father dead, mother poor
Father and mother, dead

Totals,

Syranme.
Father and mother, good
Father good, mother poor
Father poor, mother good
Father good, mother dead
Father dead, mother good

Totals,

15

20

16

20

3

13

15

16

13

Aggre-
gates.

10
4
1

4
7
1

7

2

36

20

13
4
9
6
3
1
5

1

4

46

S
1
8
3
1
5

13

39

13
3
a

6

2
1

10
1

1

8
2
1
3
3

17
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Health of Parents as Compared with Present Health of Graduates — Con.
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Hereditary Tendency to Disease as Compared with Present Health.

Colleges and Hereditary
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Hereditary Tendency to Disease as Compared with Present Tlealth— Con.

Colleges and Hereditart
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Age at Entering College as Compared with Health during College Life — Con.
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ClUge Stuay an. College Worry a. CompareU vHlH HeaUk aunng College
Tdfe.
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College Study and College Worry as Comjmred loith Health dtiring College

Life— Concluded.
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In the third and last series of comparison tables, we show

the condition of those graduates who studied severely while at

college, and compare first the health at time of entering col-

lege and health during college life with their health at the

present time
;

give second the number reporting disorders,

also, as compared with present health ; then show the number

of disorders reported by them
;
give the disorders by name,

and, finally, show the time and cause for each disorder. The

five tables follow.

Health at Time of Entering and During College Life of Graduates who
Studied Severely at College, as Comjyared ivith Present Health.
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Health at Time of Filtering and Durvig College Life of Grnduates who
Studied Severely at College, as Compared ivith Present Health— Con.
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Number of Graduates who Studied Severely at College reporting Disorders,

as Compared with Present Ilaillh.

Cl.ASSIFlCATIOX.
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Number of Disorders reported by Graduates who Studied Severely at

College.

Ndmber of Disorders.
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Disorders reiiorled hij Graduates who Studied Severe!n at College— Con.

Disorders.
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Time and Causes of Disorders reported by Graduates

Disorders.

Heart
Bruin, . . . .

Lungs
Stomach
Liver
Bowels
Generative organs, .

Urinary organs,
Osseous system,
Nervous system,
Muscular system.
Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, .

Catarrh, . . . .

Constitutional weakness,
Developmental,
Eyes
Fever, . . . .

General debility,
Malari;i
Measles, . . . .

Mumps
Scrofula, . . . .

Throat

Totals,

Time of Disorder.

o

a

•a
c

9
1

4
1

1
•4

1

1
•

3
1

49

o

u

12 23

o

1

2

1

1

2
10
1

29

-5

40

6
8

21
29
19
16
29
6

2
40
5

24
14
2
4

5
4
1

2
3
1

244

H
*
O
M
M
O
a

13
12
83
47
25
29
51
9
4
69
9
31
23
4
5
3
5
15
1

2
5
2
1

7

405

REVIEW OF THE TABLES.

The tables which we have presented give the facts in detail

for each college, and for all colleges, as reported by the 705

irraduates who made returns to the committee on health statis-

tics. As has been stated, the tables plainly indicate results

and need but little explanation. In the review of the tables,

which follows, we shall consider results for all colleges only,

without regard to the individual college, the facts as applied to

the whole number of graduates affording the ftiirest basis of

comparison, and being, moreover, amply sufficient for our pur-

poses, and all that the space allotted to this Part will warrant.

It should be stated, however, that the averages presented for

Oberlin college, as regards conditions since graduation and

present age, are greatly in excess of the averages for the

same points for the other colleges. This excess is due to the

greater number of years that Oberlin college has been open to

women.

Under conditions of childhood, from the table showing
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who Studied Severely during College Life,

Causus of Disoboer.

"3

£. »>

3 S

(O cb
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30.50 per cent, were living in the city ; 452, or 64. 11 per cent,

were in the country, and 33, or 4.68 per cent, lived in both city

and country. Notwithstanding the closeness of results indi-

cated for the two periods of childhood named, it is found that

in considering the facts as regards their entire childhood, or

from three to fourteen years of age, that but 165, or 23.40 per

cent, spent their whole time during childhood in the city alone ;

that 411, or 58.30 per cent, lived only in the country, while

124, or 17.59 per cent, were at some period of their childhood

in both city and country.

Althouo:h 161 do not give the number of hours of out-door

exercise taken daily between the ages of eight and fourteen

years, it is evident that a very large proportion of the whole

number did not lack for proper exercise at this period of their

lives. The failure to answer on the part of so large a number

is due undoubtedly to uncertainty as to the exact number of

hours ; other than this there can be no cause for the omission.

For the 544 graduates who do report out-door exercise between

the ages mentioned, the time varied from one to ten hours daily,

the average number for each beins: 4.01 hours.

From the tables, under conditions of childhood, giving the

age at beginning study, age at entering college, age at graduat-

ing from college, and present age, and the table, under individ-

ual health, giving the age at beginning of menstrual period,

we have compiled the following table of

Averages.
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By an analysis of this table of averages, we find that, for all

colleges, the average age at beginning study was 5.04 years;

the average age at beginning of menstrual period, 13. (>2 years ;

the average age at entering college, 18.35 years; the average

age at graduating from college, 22.39 years; and the average

age at the present time, 28.58 years. By present time, we
mean July, 1883, the time at which the majority of the

schedules were filled out and returned. The averages pre-

sented for all colleges represent very nearly the facts as regards

the individual college, except in the case of present age, which

is slightly in excess of the averages reported for eight out of

the twelve colleges. This excess is due to the fact that the

average present age reported for the graduates of Oberlin col-

lege, or 41.74 years, is very much higher than the average age

reported for any other college. Without Oberlin college, the

average present age of the graduates of the other eleven col-

leges is 27.81 years. Of the 39 graduates of Oberlin college,

15 report their present age as being from 45 to 76 years, whereas

the ages reported by the graduates of any one of the other

colleges do not exceed 44 years.

From the recapitulation of the table shoAving the age at be-

ginning study, we learn that 289 began study at home, 400

began study in a school, and 16 returned no answer. From
this table, also, we find that of the 705 graduates 148 attended

boardino^ school before enterino; colleo;e.

Turning to the table showing college conditions, we find for

college study that 4, or 0.57 per cent, studied but little while

at college ; 438, or 62.13 per cent, studied moderately ; 64, or

9.08 per cent, between moderately and severely, and 199, or

28.22 per cent, severely.

For college worry, the facts are as follows : — 172, or 24.40

per cent, worried over their studies; 89, or 12.62 per cent,

over personal afiairs ; 131, or 18.58 per cent, worried over

both studies and afiairs, while 313, or 44.40 per cent, worried

over neither studies nor afiairs.

In the way of college exercise, walking seemed to be the

most prevalent, 601 doing a certain amount daily alone or in

conjunction with other exercise, such as riding, rowing, danc-

ing, gymnastics, etc. ; the number reporting riding as a princi-

pal exercise was 42 ; the number reporting gymnastics, '2QQ,
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and for housework, 39. The average amount of exercise daily

is indicated in distance, for those who walked, as being 2.5 miles,

and for other exercise 1.2 hours.

As regards college habits, 637, or 90.35 per cent, had regu-

lar hours for eating, and 578, or 81.99 per cent, regular hours

for sleeping ; 68, or 9.65 per cent, and 127, or 18.01 per cent,

respectively, had no regular hours for eating or sleeping.

During the menstrual period, 239, or 33.90 per cent, ab-

stained from physical exercise while at college ; 2, or 0.28 per

cent, from mental exercise only; and 73, or 10.36 percent,

from both physical and mental exercise. More than one-half

of the graduates, or 391, which is 55.46 per cent of the whole

number, did not answer this inquiry, probably indicating no

particular cessation in exercise, physical or mental.

Comparatively few entered society during college life, the

figures indicating this point showing that 338, or 47.94 per

cent, did not enter society at all; 322, or 45.68 per cent, but

little, and 28, or 3.97 per cent, a good deal. The facts as

regards 17, or 2.41 per cent, are not given.

The larger part of the college graduates had room-mates while

at college, 581 reporting a room-mate, and 124 roomed alone.

After the completion of the college course, we find the grad-

uates occupied in various ways. Of those who have entered

upon household duties, 24 did housework only, and 270 in

connection with some other occupation ; 37 were engaged in

professional work only, and 112 in professional and other occu-

pation ; 130 took up teaching as their sole occupation, while

224 were engaged in teaching in conjunction with other occu-

pations. In the same way, it is seen that 249 were occupied

with work of an intellectual nature, 107 with study, 105

philanthropy, and 210 with social duties, all of which occupa-

tions were usually carried forward in connection with other

occupation or attention to other cares and duties.

The average duration of each occupation was as follows :
—

household, 5.2 years; professional, 3.8 years; teaching, 3.6

years; intellectual, 4.1 years; study, 2.9 years; philanthropy,

4.1 years; and social, 4.8 years. The average for all occupa-

tions was 4 years.

Of the 705 graduates, 509, or 72.2 per cent, are single at the

present time, and 196, or 27.8 per cent, are married. These
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19C} have been married, on the average, 6.7 years; 130 have

had children, and QG have had no children. Of the whole

number of children, or 263, 232 are living, and 31 have died;

of the children living, 208 are in good health, 15 in poor, and

for 9 the health is not given. The average present age of

children living is 6.0 years.

The averages presented for Oberlin college, showing the

average number of years married and the average present age

of children living are, as previously referred to, greatly in

excess of the averages stated for the other colleges.

Of the whole number of graduates from or concerning whom
returns were received, but 8 were reported as being dead.

The physical condition of each graduate has been shown to

be either "excellent," ''good," "fair," "indifferent," or

" poor," for the following five age periods :— from 3 to 8 years

of age ; from 8 to 14 years of age ; at time of entering college ;

during college life, and since graduation. In the summary

table, which we now present, we shall show the number and

percentage, for each of the five age periods named, of those

whose health has been excellent or good ; the number and per-

centajre of those whose health has been fair, and the number

and percentage of those whose healtl^ has been indiiferent or

poor. In the analysis of the comparison tables, so far as

health is concerned, this condensation of the state of health

will be used, as best representing the extremes, or good and poor

health, and the intermediate state, or fair health. The summary

table of physical condition, for all colleges only, follows.

Physical Condition. Summary.
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that 541, or 76.74 per cent of the whole number, were in ex-

cellent or good health between the ages of 3 and 8 3'ears ; 517,

or 73.33 per cent, between 8 and 14 years of age; 551, or

78.16 per cent, at entering college; 528, or 74.87 per cent,

during college life, and 549, or 77.87 per cent, since gradua-

tion. If we consider these percentages as indicating for cer-

tain of the periods a falling off from the standard of excellent

or good, and also subsequent recovery wholly or in part, we

find that 3.41 per cent less report their state of health to be

unchanged in the second period as compared with the first

;

this loss of health was more than recovered in the next period,

however, 4.83 per cent more reporting excellent or good health

than for the preceding period ; for the fourth period, or during

college life, another decline is noted, 3.27 per cent less report-

ing excellent or good health ; this decline was practically over-

come in the fifth period, or since graduation, by an increase in

excellent or good health of 2.98 per cent. The general average

percentage showing excellent or good health for all periods is

76 20 per cent. In the same way, the fluctuation in the per-

centages showing fair health and iudift'erent or poor health can

be easily traced. For the period marking health during college

life it will be seen that the decline of 3.27 per cent from excel-

lent or good health is comprehended in the increase of number

reporting fair health for the same period : the percentage of

increase for fair health for this period as compared with that

preceding is 5.82 per cent, the excess of this percentage of

increase over the percentage of loss reported for excellent or good

health being accounted for by an increase of health during college

life among those who at the time of entering college were in

indifferent or poor health. In other words, during college life,

3.27 per cent declined from excellent or good to fair, and 2.55

per cent advanced from indifferent or poor to fair health. It

should be noticed, also, that although 21.42 per cent and 23.69

per cent, respectively, were in indifferent or poor health for the

first two periods named, but 17.31 per cent and 17.02 per cent,

respectively, reported a similar state of health during college

life and since graduation showing a steady advance so far as

indifferent or poor health is concerned.

From the table showing nervousness, it appears that 28 were

naturally nervous before entering college, 74 are nervous at the
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present time, 231 were naturally nervous before entering col-

lege and are also nervous at the present time, that is, have

alwa3's been nervous, while 372 are not naturally of a nervous

disposition.

"VVe have seen in the table of averages presented in the con-

sideration of conditions of childhood that the average age at

beginning of the menstrual period was 13.02 years. In the table

showing the conditions attending the menstrual period, we have

presented the results as reported at the time of development,

during college life, and since graduation, and in the following

table show the number of graduates, and percentages, for each

college who have experienced no trouble at any time during the

menstrual period.

Number rej^orting No Trouble during the MenHrual Period.
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In the tabic showing the number reporting each disorder, we
give not only the number reporting the particular disorder only

but, also, the number who have had other disorders in addition

to the disorder specified. From the totals for each disorder

indicating the whole number who have had any particular dis-

order, we bring forward the following results :
—

Twenty report disorders of the heart; 30, of the brain ; G8, of the

lungs ; 98, of the stomach ; 49, of the liver ; 64, of the bowels ; 112,

of the generative organs ; 26, of the urinary organs ; 8, of the osseous

s3-stem ; 137, of the nervous system ; 18, of the muscular sj-stem ; and

12, of the e^'es ; 62 have been troubled with neuralgia; 56, with

rheumatism; 1, with abscess; 3, with some disorder of the blood;

8, with catarrh; 10, with constitutional weakness; 8, with develop-

mental diseases; 30, with fevers ; 4, with general debility; 10, with

malaria; 6, with measles; 2, with mumps; 1, with scrofula; 1, with

a skin disease ; 20, with throat ; and 1, with a tumor.

Of the 417 reporting disorders, 276 give the cause or causes

of disorders and for 141 no cause is reported. One hundred

and thirty-five consider constitutional weakness to have been

the cause of disorder; 81, bad sanitary conditions; 81, intel-

lectual overwork; 73, emotional strain, and 47, physical acci-

dent.

In a large number of cases, more than one cause was stated

for the disorders returned on the schedule, but owing to the

failure, on the part of the graduate making the return, to care-

fully identify each disorder with its immediate cause, it has been

impossible to present accurately the time and cause for each

disorder. It has been attempted, therefore, only in the case

of the final series of comparison tables showing the condition

of graduates wdio studied severely while at college.

From the first series of comparison tables, which show con-

ditions of childhood, hereditary tendency to disease, and health

of parents, as compared with present health of graduates, it

will be seen that of the 587 who reported both parents native,

the present health of 459, or 78.19 percent, is excellent or

good ; 30, or 5.11 per cent, are in fair health, and 98, or 16.70

per cent, are in indifferent or poor health. Of the 45 who had

either a foreign father or foreign mother, 34, or 75.56 per cent,

are in excellent or good health ; 2, or 4.44 per cent, are in fair
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health, and 9, or 20 per cent, arc in indiflerent or poor health.

Of the 69 who had both parents foreign, 53, or 76.81 percent,

are in excellent or good health ; 3, or 4.35 per cent, are in fair

health, and 13, or 18.84 per cent, are in indiflerent or poor

health.

For out-door exercise, between the ages of eight and fourteen

years, 28 took under two hours of exercise daily. The present

health of 20, or 71.43 per cent, is excellent or good ; of 1, or

3.57 per cent, fair, and of 7, or 25.00 per cent, indifferent or

poor. From two to six hours of exercise daily were taken,

between the ages indicated, by 442 graduates. Three hundred

and forty-three, or 77.60 per cent, are in excellent or good

health at the present time ; 24, or 5.43 per cent, in fiiir health,

and 75, or 16.97 per cent, in indiflierent or poor health. In

the same way, we find for the 74 who took over six hours of

exercise daily, that 59, or 79.73 per cent, have at present

excellent or good health ; 3, or 4.05 per cent, fair, and 12, or

16.22 per cent, indifferent or poor health.

In comparing the age at beginning study with present health,

it seems that, of the whole number, or 361, who began study

at five years or under, 273, or 75.62 per cent, are in excellent

or good health; 23, or 6.37 per cent, fair, and 65, or 18.01

per cent, indifferent or poor. For those who were over five

years when they began study, or 328, 262, or 79.88 per cent,

are in excellent or good health; 13, or 3.96 per cent, are in

fair health, and 53, or 16.16 per cent, are in indiflerent or poor

health.

Considering, also, the age at entering college as compared

with present health, we find that for the 128 who entered col-

lege at 16 years or under, 97, or 75.78 per cent, have excel-

lent or good health ; 8, or 6.25 per cent, fair, and 23, or 17.97

per cent, indifferent or poor health. For those who entered

college between 17 and 19 years of age, 410 in number, the

present health of 327, or 79.76 per cent, is excellent or good
;

of 20, or 4.88 per cent, fair, and of 63, or 15.36 per cent,

indifferent or poor. For those who entered college at 20 years

of age or over, 121, or 74.69 per cent of the whole number, or

162, are in excellent or good health ; 8, or 4.94 per cent, are

in fair health, and 33, or 20.37 per cent, are in indifferent or

poor health.
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Turnino^ to the table showino^ the time of enterino; colleo^e

after beginning of menstrual period as compared with present

health, we find that of the 4 who entered college one year

before the beginning of the menstrual period 3 are in excellent

or good health, and 1 in indifierent or poor health ; and, also,

that one who entered two years before is in fair health ; that of

the 9 who entered the same year, 7, or 77.78 per cent, are in

excellent or good health, and one each, or 11.11 per cent for

each state of health, in fair, and in indifferent or poor health

;

that 34 entered one year after, and of this number 26, or 76.47

per cent, have excellent or good, 1, or 2.94 per cent, fair, and

7, or 20.59 per cent, indifferent or poor health ; that 72 entered

two years after, and 54, or 75.00 per cent, have excellent or

good, 3, or 4.17 per cent, fair, and 15, or 20.83 per cent,

indifierent or poor health ; that 327 entered from three to five

years after, and 251, or 76.76 percent, have excellent or good,

18, or 5.50 per cent, fair, and 58, or 17.74 per cent, indifferent

or poor health; and, finally, that 214 entered slater than five

years after, and 170, or 79.44 per cent, have excellent or good,

11, or 5.14 per cent, fair, and 33, or 15.42 per cent, indifferent

or poor health.

From the table showing health of parents as compared with

present health of graduates, we find first that for 214, or 30.35

per cent, boih parents are in good health ; for 33, or 4.68 per

cent, both parents are in poor health ; for 70, or 9.93 per cent,

both parents are dead ; for 140, or 19.86 per cent, one parent

is in good health and the other poor; for 193, or 27.38 per

cent, one parent is in good health, and the other parent is

dead; for 52, or 7.38 per cent, one parent is in poor health

and the other is dead; and for 3, or 0.42 per cent, the health

of parents is not given. Comparing health of parents with the

present health of graduates, it is seen that of the 214 graduates

who reported both parents as being in good health, 173, or

80.84 per cent, are in excellent or good health ; 9, or 4.21 per

cent, fair, and 32, or 14.95 per cent, indifferent or poor health.

Of the 33 whose parents are both in poor health, 20, or 60.61

per cent, are in excellent or good health ; 3, or 9.09 per cent,

in fair, and 10, or 30.30 per cent, in indilfercnt or poor health.

Of the 70 graduates whose parents are both dead, 53, or 75.72

per cent, are in excellent or good health ; 5, or 7.14 per cent,
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in fair, and 12, or 17.14 per cent, in indifferent or poor health.

Of the 140 who returned the health of one parent as f;:o()d and
of the other as poor, 108, or 77.14 per cent, are in excellent or

good health ; 4, or 2.86 per cent, in fair, and 28, or 20.00 per

cent, in inditterent or poor health. For those who report one

parent as being dead and the health of the other as good, 193

in number, we find that 154, or 70.79 per cent, are in excellent

or good health ; 12, or n.22 per cent, in fair, and 27, or 13.99

per cent, in indifferent or poor health. For the 52 who also

report one parent as being dead but state the health of the

other as poor, we find that 38, or 73.08 per cent, are in excel-

lent or good health ; 3, or 5.77 per cent, in fair, and 11, or

21.15 per cent, in indifferent or poor health.

From this analysis, it will be seen that, for the 214 gradu-

ates who reported good health for both parents, there is an

increase in the present excellent or good health of 2.97 per

cent over the average good health of all the graduates, and a

corresponding decrease in number reporting fair and indifferent

or poor health ; on the other hand, there is a decline in health

from excellent or good, for those who reported both parents as

in poor health, of 17.26 per cent, and a proportionate increase

in number reporting fair and indifferent or poor health.

Considering the results shown in the table indicating heredi-

tary tendency to disease as compared with present health, we
find in the first place that 18, or 2.55 per cent of the whole

number of graduates, have inherited a tendency to disease from

the father only ; 34, or 4.82 per cent, from the mother only

;

12, or 1.70 per cent, from both father and mother ; 178, or 25.25

per cent, from either father or mother, the particular parent

not being specified; while 463, or 65.68 per cent, have no

hereditary tendency to disease. Considered as regards present

health, we find that of those who inherit tendency from the

f\ither, 13, or 72.22 per cent, are in excellent or good health ;

3, or 16.67 per cent, in fair, and 2, or 11.11 per cent, in indif-

ferent or poor health. Of those who inherit tendency from the

mother, 25, or 73.53 per cent, are in excellent or good health ;

2, or 5.88 per cent, in fair, and 7, or 20.59 per cent, in indif-

ferent or poor health. Of those who inherit tendency from

both parents, 7, or 58.33 per cent, are in excellent or good

health, and 5, or 41.67 pev cent, in indifferent or poor health.
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For those who did not specify the particular parent, we find that

131, or 73.60 per cent, are in excellent or good health ; 12, or

6.74 per cent, in fair, and 35, or 19 66 per cent, in indifferent

or poor health. And, finally, for those who have no hereditary

tendency to disease, we find that 373, or 80.56 per cent, are in

excellent or good health ; 19, or 4.10 per cent, in fair, and 71,

or 15.34 per cent, in indifferent or poor health.

From this analysis, it is seen that, for those who report a

tendency to disease from the father, there has been a decline

in excellent or good health of 5.65 per cent as compared with

the average present good health for all graduates, an increase

of 11.56 per cent in number of those in fair health, and a

decline, also, of 5.91 per cent in number in indifferent or poor

health. For those who report a tendency from, the mother, and

for those, also, who did not specify the particular parent, the

same decline practicially from excellent or good health may be

noted, but with a marked increase in the number who are in

indifferent or poor health, the number in ftiir health not greatly

exceeding the average. For those who inherited tendency

from both parents, however, a decline in excellent or good

health of 19.54 per cent, and an increase in number in indiffer-

ent or poor health of 24.65 per cent is plainly evident. The

percentage indicating present excellent or good health for those

who have no hereditary tendency to disease shows an increase

of health of 2.69 per cent, a decrease of 1.01 per cent in num-

ber reporting fair health, and a decrease of 1.68 per cent for

indifferent or poor health.

In the second series of comparison tables, which relate to cer-

tain college conditions as compared with health during college

life, etc. , we have established the following facts. From the first

table in which the age at entering college is compared with

health during college life, we show first that of the whole num-

ber, 705, 138, or 19.58 per cent, report a deterioration in

health, 418, or 59.29 per cent, have had no change, and 149,

or 21.13 per cent, show an improvement in health, without

re<;ard to asre at entering: colleofe. Of the 138 whose health

deteriorated, 42 report a deterioration from excellent to good,

or a slight change only ; 28 from excellent or good to fair ; 55

from excellent or good to indifferent or poor ; 4 from fair to

indifferent or poor ; and 9 from inditligrent to poor.
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Compared second with the age at enterin<^ college, we find

that of tile 128 who entered at the age of 16 years and under,

36, or 28.12 per cent, report a deterioration in health, of wliich

13 was from excellent to good only ; 70, or 54. G9 per cent, no

change, and 22, or 17.1!) per cent, an improvement. Of the

410 who entered college between the ages of 17 and 19 years,

71, or 17.32 per cent, sliow deterioration, of which 21 was

from excellent to good; 258, or 62.93 per cent, no change,

and 81, or 19.75 per cent, an improvement. Of those who

entered at twenty years of age and over, 162 in number, 29,

or 17.90 per cent, report a deterioration, of which 8 was from

excellent to good; 87, or 53.70 per cent, no change, and 46,

or 28.40 per cent, an improvement.

At about the same time that the answers to inquiries con-

cerninof the female colleg^e o-raduates were beins: received, or in

1883, this Bureau made a very thorough investigation into the

condition of the working girls of Boston, the results forming a

part of the fifteenth annual report of the Bureau. If, for pur-

poses of comparison, we consider the health reported by the

1,032 girls comprehended by the investigation, we find that

952, or 92.2 per cent, had good health at time of beginning

work, and that 786, or 76.2 per cent, were in good health at

the time of the investigation, or a loss of 16 per cent in num-

ber reporting good health at time of investigation as compared

with the number who had good health at time of beginning

work.

Comparing the number of graduates whose health deteriorated

during college life with the deterioration in health during work-

ing time reported by the working girls of Boston, we find the

following results :
—

Of the 705 female college graduates, 138, or 19.58 percent,

show a deterioration in health during college life, and of the

1,032 working girls, 166, or 16.09 per cent, show a deteriora-

tion in health during working time, these figures indicating a

greater loss of health of 3.49 per cent reported by the college

graduates. For the 166 working girls, whose health dete-

riorated, 4 had quite good health at the time of the investiga-

tion, 128 were in fair health, and 34 in poor health. Of

the 138 colleore graduates whose health deteriorated, how-

ever, 42 report a decline in health from excellent to good.
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or a slight change only. If we consider that excellent or good

health represents the same general condition of health, as

more nearly corresponding to the highest state of health, or

good health, reported by the working girls, we find that 96

female college graduates show an appreciable deterioration in

health during college life, indicating a loss of health for 13.62

per cent of the whole number as compared Avith a similar loss

of health for the working girls during working time of 16.09

per cent, or a greater loss of health of 2.47 per cent reported

by the working girls of Boston.

In the second table in which we compare college study and

college worry with health during college life, we find first for

college study, that of the 528 who reported excellent or good

health during college life, 2 studied but little, 344 moderately,

43 moderately to severely, and 139 severely ; of the 55 who
had fair health, 1 studied but little, 27 moderately, 10 moder-

ately to severely, and 17 severely ; of the 122 whose health

was indifl^erent or poor, 1 studied but little, 67 moderately, 11

moderately to severely, and 43 severely. For college worry,

we also find that 128, of the 528 whose health was excellent or

good, worried over studies, 57 over personal aflfairs, 78 over

both studies and affairs, and 265 over neither studies nor afiairs
;

for those who reported fair health, 11 worried over studies, 30

personal affairs, 1 L both, and 23 neither ; for those in indifferent

or poor health, 33 worried over studies, 22 personal affairs, 42

both, and 25 neither.

From the same table we find second for college study that of

the whole number, or 4, who studied but little, 2, or 50.00

per cent, had excellent or good health during college life, and

1 each, or 25 per cent, fah-, and indifferent or poor health; of

the 438 who studied moderately, 344, or 78.54 per cent, had

excellent or good health, 27, or 6.1(1 per cent, fair, and 67,

or 15.30 per cent, indifferent or j)()or henlth; 43, or 67.19 per

cent, of the 64 who studied moderately to severely, had excel-

lent or good health, 10, or 15.62 per cent, fair, and 11, or

17.19 per cent, indifferent or poor health; and of the 199

who studied severely, 139, or 69.85 per cent, had excellent or

good health, 17, or 8.54 per cent, fair, and 43, or 21.61 per

cent, indifferent or poor health.
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For college worry, we find second that of the 172 who wor-

ried over studies, 128, or 74.42 per cent, had excellent or good

health, 11, or 6.39 per cent, fair, and 33, or 19.19 per cent,

indifferent or poor health ; of the 89 who worried over personal

afl'airs, 57, or 64.04 per cent, had excellent or good health, 10,

or 11.24 per cent, fair, and 22, or 24.72 per cent, indifferent

or poor health ; of the 131 who worried over both studies and

personal affairs, 78, or 59.54 per cent, had excellent or good
health, 11, or 8.40 per cent, fair, and 42, or 32.06 per cent,

indifferent or poor health ; and of 313 who worried over neither

studies nor personal affiiirs, 265, or 84.66 per cent, had excel-

lent or good health, 23, or 7.35 per cent, fair, and 25, or 7.99

per cent, indifferent or poor health.

Of the 2S who entered society a good deal during college

life, 19 are in excellent or good health at the present time, 1 in

fair health, and 8 in indifferent or poor health.

In the final series of comparison tables, we take the number

who studied severely and moderately to severely, or 263 in

number, and compare health at time of entering college and

during college life with health at the present time
;
give the

disorders reported by them, and finally show, so far as possi-

ble, the time and cause of each disorder.

From the first table it will be seen that 187, or 71.10 per

cent, had excellent or good health at time of enterinof college,

8, or 3.04 per cent, fair, and 68, or 25.86 per cent, indifferent

or poor health ; that during college life, 183, or 69.58 per cent,

had excellent or good health, 27, or 10.27 per cent, fair, and

53, or 20.15 per cent, indifferent or poor health ; and that since

graduation, 189, or 71.86 per cent, have had excellent or good

health, 24, or 9.13 per cent, fair, and 50, or 19.01 per cent,

indifferent or poor health.

Of the 263 who studied severely, 181 report disorders, and

82 no disorders. For the 181 reporting disorders, we find the

present health of 113, or 62.43 per cent, to be excellent or

good, 23, or 12.71 per cent, fair, and 45, or 24.86 per cent,

indifferent or poor. For the 82 reporting no disorders, the

present health of 76, or 92.68 per cent, is found to be excellent

or good, 1, or 1.22 per cent, fair, and 5, or 6.10 per cent, in-

different or poor.

Of the 181 reporting disorders, 63 had one disorder ; 58 two
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disorders ; 33 three disorders ; 16 four disorders ; 8 five dis-

orders ; and 1 each six, eight, and nine disorders.

Thirteen report disorders of the heart ; 12, of the brain ; 33,

of the lungs ; 47, of the stomach ; 25, of the liver ; 29, of the

bowels, 5 1, of the generative organs ; 9, of the urinary organs
;

4, of the osseous system ; 69, of the nervous system ; 9, of the

muscular system; 31, neuralgia; 23, rheumatism; 4, catarrh;

5, constitutional weakness; 3, developmental; 5, of eyes ; 15,

fevers ; 1, general debility ; 2, malaria ; 5 measles ; 2, mumps ;

1, scrofula; and 7, throat.

The last table gives the time of each disorder, as occurring

either before college, before and at college, at college, at and

after college, after college, or before, at and after college. It

also shows the cause, as either constitutional weakness, bad

sanitary conditions, intellectual overwork, emotional strain,

physical accident, or as due to a combination of two or more of

these causes. For both time and cause, a large number are

given as "not given," the result, as previously indicated, of

imperfect classification or entire omission on the part of certain

of the graduates making returns The results shown by the

table are sufficiently explicit and do not require special men-

tion or particular analysis.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Referring briefly to the results as shown by the tables, it

appears :
—

That the graduates are largely of American parentage ; that

the greater part of them spent their childhood in the country,

and had a fair amount of out-door exercise daily.

That 57 per cent began study in a school, and 41 per cent at

home, the remaining two per cent failing to answer ; that the

average age at which they began study was 5.64 years, at

entering college 18.35 years, at graduating from college 22.39

years ; and that the average present age is 28.58 years.

That during college life the majority studied but moder-

ately ; that 44 per cent did not worry over their studies or

allairs ; that they were generally regular as regards hours for

eating and sleeping, took a proper amount of physical exercise

daily, and, as regards nearly one-half of them, abstained from
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exercise wholly or in part during the menstrual period ; that,

as a rule, they entered society but little, and for the most part

had college room-mates.

That since graduation all seem to have found congenial occu-

pation, a great many as teachers, while eight only are occupied

Avith social duties to the exclusion of other occupation.

That about one-fourth have married, and that of the whole

number of children borne by them, the greater part are living

and in good health.

That, for all the various periods of their lives, the health of

over three-fourths of the cjraduates has been either excellent or

good ; that during college life a slight ffillins: off from excel-

lent or good health is apparent, resulting in an increase in

number reporting fair health, while, on the other hand, the

number reporting indifferent or poor health is smaller than for

any preceding period and but slightly in excess of the number

reporting the same conditions of health for the succeeding

period, or since graduation.

That over one-half of the graduates are not and have not

been troubled with nervousness, and that nearly 25 per cent

have had no trouble at any time during the menstrual period.

That about 60 per cent have had some disorder, the more com-

mon disorders reported relating to the stomach, liver, bowels,

lungs, nervous system, generative organs, neuralgic and rheu-

matic affections, and to a certain extent to the heart and brain.

That the most prevalent cause of disorders is constitutional

weakness, the other causes being bad sanitary conditions, intel-

lectual overwork, emotional strain, and physical accident.

That the varying conditions of childhood, as shown in the

comparison tables, have had no marked influence for good or

evil upon the present health of graduates.

That the present health of graduates seems to have been

affected according as their parents have enjoyed either good or

poor health, the figures showing three per cent increase in

health for those wdiose parents were both in good health, and a

decline in health of over 17 per cent for those whose parents

were both in poor health.

That so far as inherited tendency to disease is concerned, a

decline in health has also taken place, as compared with the

average good health of all the graduates, those inheriting ten^
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dency to disease from either parent showing a decline in health

of three to five per cent, those inheriting tendency to disease

from both parents of nearly 20 per cent, while in the case of

those who have no hereditary tendency to disease, there has

been an increase of nearly three per cent in good health.

That during college life about 20 per cent show a deterio-

ration in health, 60 per cent no change, and 20 per cent an

improvement; that for those who entered college at 16 years

of age or under, an increased deterioration in health of between

10 and 11 per cent as compared with those who entered at a

later age is observed, and of over eight per cent as compared

with the whole number whose health deteriorated.

That during college life there was nearly two and one-half per

cent less deterioration in health as compared with the deterio-

ration in health reported during working time by the working

girls of Boston.

That those who studied moderately show an increase in

health of over three per cent as compared with average good

health durinsf college life for all orraduates, while those who

studied severely or moderately to severely show a decline of

from five to seven per cent as compared with average health

during college life.

That, as compared with average good health during college

life for all graduates, those who worried over studies alone

show no perceptible change in health ; those who worried over

personal aflairs, a decline in health of over 10 per cent ; those

who worried over both studies and afiiiirs, a decline in health

of 15 per cent, while those who worried over neither studies

nor afi'airs show an increase in health of ten per cent.

That for those graduates who studied severely during col-

lege life, as compared with the average good health of all

graduates, a decrease in health of seven per cent at time of

entering collejje is shown ; durini»; colleofe life a decrease in

health of over five per cent, and since graduation of exactly

six per <5ent ; that if, on the other hand, the health of these

graduates at time of entering, during college life, and since

graduation are compared with each other, without regard to

the health of all the graduates for the three periods, there was

a decrease in health during college life of less than two per

cent, an increase in health since graduation of three-fourths of
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one per cent as compared with health at time of entering col-

lege, and of over two and one-fourth per cent as compared with

health during college life; and finally—
That although the average good health of these graduates

who studied severely was considerably less than the average

good health of all the graduates for the three periods consid-

ered, their health did not suffer material deterioration during

college life and has more than recovered since graduation its

normal state at time of entering collesfe.

The facts which we have presented would seem to warrant

the assertion, as the legitimate conclusion to be drawn from a

careful study of the tables, that the seeking of a college educa-

tion on the part of women does not in itself necessarily entail

a loss of health or serious impairment of the vital forces.

Indeed, the tables show this so conclusively that there is little

need, were it within our province, for extended discussion of

the subject.

The graduates, as a body, entered college in good health,

passed through the course of study prescribed without material

change in health, and since graduation, by reason of the effort

required to gain a higher education, do not seem to have become

unfitted to meet the responsibilities or bear their proportionate

share of the burdens of life.

It is true that there has been, and it was to be expected that

there would be, a certain deterioration in health on the part of

some of the graduates. On the other^hand, an almost identi-

cal improvement in health for a like number was reported,

showing very plainly that we must look elsewhere for the

causes of the greater part of this decline in health during college

life. If we attempt to trace the cause, we find that this deterio-

ration is largely due, not to the requirements of college life par-

ticularly, but to predisposing causes natural to the graduates

themselves, born in them, as it were, and for which college life or

study should not be made responsible. A girl constitutionally

weak is always at a disadvantage, and naturally would suffer a

deterioration in health, temporary possibly or even permanent,

if at the most trying period of her life, from 18 to 22 years,

she seeks superior education. At the same time, we should not

fail to emphasize the fact that fully thirty per cent of the total
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deterioration in health during college life was from excellent to

good only. In the case of those graduates who studied severely,

even, the facts reported concerning their physical condition do

not show that they have suffered materially from the eflects of

close application, but that they have since graduation returned

to the normal condition reported by them at the time of enter-

ing college.

In conclusion, it is sufficient to say that the female graduates

of our colleges and universities do not seem to show, as the re-

sult of their college studies and duties, any marked difference

in general health from the average health likely to be reported

by an equal number of women engaged in other kinds of work,

or, in fact, of women generally without regard to occupation

followed.










